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Abstract
This thesis conducts an empirical investigation of Arabic speakers’ underlying ultimate 
knowledge of Modem Standard Arabic (MSA). The goal is to determine whether these 
speakers’ end-state MSA grammar can be classed as a native language (LI) type grammar or 
a second language (L2) type grammar. The motivation for this research comes from the 
frequent claim in the literature that there are no native speakers of MSA (e.g., Kaye, 1970; 
Maamouri, 1998). This claim has been made because MSA is not spoken at home and it is 
acquired through literacy and formal schooling which does not start for most children until 
age 5 or 6. Another factor that can support such a claim is that children who start acquiring 
MSA at school already speak their colloquial varieties which were acquired naturally from 
birth. Because there are differences between the colloquial varieties and MSA in all 
linguistic domains (e.g., Altoma, 1969; Ayari, 1996; Maamouri, 1998), this has been 
assumed to have possibly affected the ultimate attainment of MSA and resulted in different 
end-state grammars; a characteristic of a second language. However, the claim that there are 
no native speakers of MSA has not been investigated empirically. In fact, there is a clear 
scarcity of empirical works in the literature that investigate and discuss Arabic speakers’ 
end-state underlying knowledge of MSA. The current thesis aims to fill in this gap.
The current research examines the impact of age of first exposure (AoE) and knowledge of 
the previously acquired dialect (LI) on the ultimate attainment of MSA acquired by Arabs 
across three regions of the Arabic-speaking world: Egypt, the Levant and the Gulf regions. 
The main objective is to explore how MSA’s end-state underlying grammar is represented 
by native speakers of different colloquial varieties whose first exposure to MSA also varied 
between exceptionally 'early' exposure (from age two or three in MSA immersion nurseries 
and kindergartens) and typically 'late' exposure to MSA (from age five or six in normal 
primary schools). Based on results of a corpus study of colloquial varieties, the syntactic 
variables for investigation were identified as: i) resumption in definite object relative 
clauses, ii) collective subject-verb agreement in SV sentences, and iii) word order preference 
in conversational and narrative contexts.
147 adolescent participants were recruited to take part in an experiment designed to examine 
their underlying knowledge of the three syntactic phenomena in MSA. The participants 
completed two tasks: an acceptability judgement task and a conversation role-play task. 
Using ANOVA and planned comparisons, the differences in participants' performance in 
these tasks were evaluated across five groups corresponding to different AoE and the 
colloquial varieties the participants speak. The analysis of the data showed no significant 
effect of AoE or of the LI, and post hoc tests showed no significant differences between the 
groups of participants. These results were discussed in relation to previous views on LI 
influence and effect of age of onset on the ultimate attainment of a second language.
Uniform performance in the tasks of the study, despite variant AoE and Lis, was interpreted 
to indicate success of typical Arabic speakers in attaining a native-like competence in at least 
the three MSA syntactic phenomena investigated. Further research that involves 
investigation of end-state knowledge of more grammatical phenomena in different linguistic 
domains is required to make a comprehensive assessment of typical Arabic speakers’ end- 
state knowledge of MSA.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
This thesis investigates ultimate attainment in acquiring Modem Standard Arabic 
(MSA) by speakers of different Arabic colloquial varieties. The goal is to dermine 
whether these speakers’ end-state MSA grammar can be classed as a native language 
(LI) type grammar or a second language (L2) type grammar. This introductory chapter 
explains what the research is about and describes the linguistic contexts within which 
two groups of participants in an experimental study have acquired MSA. The first 
section defines the research focus of this thesis. Section two lays out the research 
questions and the thesis hypothesis. Section three describes the diglossic situation in the 
Arabic-speaking countries including issues such as how MSA is normally acquired by 
Arabic speakers compared to acquiring the local colloquial varieties of Arabic. The 
fourth section introduces an MSA Immersion Program which is designed to provide 
natural MSA input to Arab children during the pre-school period and aims to make 
them grow into native speakers of this language. The last section summarizes this 
chapter and outlines the organization of the rest of this thesis.
1 Focus of the Thesis
This thesis aims to make an empirical investigation of Arabic speakers’ underlying 
ultimate knowledge of MSA to see whether this knowledge is of an LI or of an L2 type. 
The motivation for this research comes from the frequent claim in the literature that 
there are no native speakers of MSA. As will be explained later in this chapter, this
14
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claim perhaps can be supported by the fact that Arab children do not acquire MSA 
naturally at home and their exposure to MSA starts only at the primary school when 
their innate ability to acquire language natively is assumed to be no longer available or 
to have started to deteriorate. Another support for such a claim comes from the fact that 
Arab children have already acquired and speak the local colloquial form by the time 
they start learning MSA at primary school. Because there are some differences between 
the colloquial forms and MSA across all linguistic domains, this may lead different 
speakers to develop different MSA end-state grammars; which is a characteristic of a 
second language. However, as far as the researcher knows, there is a clear scarcity of 
empirical works in the literature that discuss Arabs' acquisition of MSA, investigate 
their underlying knowledge of it, and confirm or disconfirm claims about whether there 
are native speakers of MSA.
This research was conducted to fill this gap and examine the ultimate attainment of 
MSA acquired by Arabs across three regions of the Arabic-speaking world: Egypt, the 
Levant and the Gulf regions. The main objective is to explore how MSA’s underlying 
grammar is represented by native speakers of different colloquial varieties across these 
regions. Basically, certain syntactic phenomena which are represented differently in the 
native grammars of colloquial varieties will be examined in the underlying end-state 
grammar of MSA in the three regions mentioned above. If MSA is acquired natively, 
then the underlying steady-state grammar of MSA is expected to be uniform in these 
different regions despite the syntactic differences between the colloquial varieties. This 
is based on the widely accepted assumption that all acquirers of the same first language 
or dialect achieve the same steady-state grammar (Guasti, 2002:4; White, 2003:241;
Meisel, 2011:22). On the other hand, if MSA is learned or acquired as an L2, then the
15
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underlying steady-state grammar is expected to be represented differently, based on the 
assumption that L2 speakers differ from each other in their ultimate attainment, even in 
the case of speakers with the same LI who have acquired the same L2 (White, 
2003:241; Meisel, 2008:57).
The primary goal of this thesis will be to investigate knowledge of a number of 
syntactic variables in MSA, in two contrasting groups: participants whose first ‘proper’ 
exposure to MSA was not before the age of entrance to formal primary schools; and 
participants who were, exceptionally, exposed to MSA from as early as the age of two. 
The latter group are the graduates of nurseries and kindergartens which apply the MSA 
immersion program to provide MSA input for children from age two up to age six. As 
will be explained later, these nurseries and kindergartens were deliberately founded to 
enable children to acquire MSA naturally as a first language before the age of six. In 
these institutions, MSA is the only language permitted to be used for both teaching and 
communication throughout the whole school day. The results of such a comparison 
should shed light on the issue of age of first exposure effects on ultimate attainment and 
the issue of the critical period hypothesis.
The syntactic aspects under study are represented differently in the grammars of the 
colloquial varieties. This is verified by the results of a corpus based study that will be 
presented in chapter 3 of this thesis. The syntactic phenomena are i) resumption in 
object relative clauses, ii) collective subject-verb agreement in SV sentences, and iii) 
word order preference in conversational and narrative contexts. Thus, the participants in 
each group will be speakers of different colloquial dialects as their LI. This will provide
16
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a chance to test if these speakers have transferred their LI syntactic properties to MSA 
grammar. If such a finding is reached, this asserts that MSA grammar is not represented 
natively.
2 Research Questions & Hypothesis
This thesis should lead to answers to the following interrelated questions:
I. Do Arabs across the Arab world represent ‘uniform’ (LI-type) or ‘variant’ (L2- 
type) versions of MSA end-state grammar?
II. If variation in attainment exists, is it an effect of different age of first exposure to 
MSA?
III. If variation in attainment exists, is it an effect o f the differences between the 
colloquial varieties (the Lis)?
The first question seeks to determine whether or not Arabs have a native competence of 
MSA, given that most of them do not start learning MSA until they reach the age of 
primary school entrance, and that the participants of the main study of this research 
speak syntactically different colloquial dialects as their Lls. If the participants of the 
study are found to represent uniform versions of MSA, this may indicate that those 
participants are native speakers of MSA. However, if the participants are found to 
represent variant versions of MSA end-state grammar, this means that they represent an 
L2-type of MSA competence. The questions in (2) and (3) address the cause of variation 
in ultimate attainment among the speakers of MSA (if it exists).
The working hypothesis behind this thesis is that only participants who have been
exposed to natural MSA input during their preschool years will demonstrate a 'uniform'
17
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representation of MSA end-state grammar, regardless of the colloquial form of Arabic 
they speak at home. This is based on the assumption that these participants have started 
acquiring MSA within the critical period which is claimed here to start to decline 
towards its end from age 6. On the other hand, it is expected that participants who were 
first exposed to MSA in primary school will show variant representations of MSA end- 
state grammars due to the differences between the colloquial varieties they speak as 
their Lis and to their late exposure to MSA.
The remaining part of this chapter presents background information to describe, in one 
section, the linguistic situation in the Arabic-speaking countries in terms of how MSA 
coexists with another local colloquial variety of Arabic. This section compares MSA 
and the local colloquial varieties in terms of their linguistic functions, Arabic speakers’ 
attitudes toward each form, grammatical differences between the two forms, how 
Arabic speakers are normally exposed to and acquire each form, and the negative 
impact of this diglossic situation. The fourth section introduces the MSA Immersion 
Program which is designed as a proposal to alleviate the problem of diglossia by 
providing natural MSA input to Arab children during the pre-school period and make 
them grow into native speakers of this form of the language as well as the colloquial 
form. The content of these two sections serves as a general description of the linguistic 
contexts within which the two main groups of participants in the main experimental 
study of this thesis have acquired MSA. The final section summarizes the chapter and 
outlines how the rest of this thesis is organized.
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3 Arabic Diglossia & Acquisition of MSA
The linguistic phenomenon of diglossia is the coexistence of two divergent language 
varieties in the same speech community to serve different functions (see Ferguson, 
1959). This applies exactly to the linguistic situation in all Arabic speaking countries 
(e.g., Al-Batal, 1992; Haeri, 2000). In each country of the Arab world, Modem Standard 
Arabic (MSA) is used mainly for writing and in formal situations along with the local 
colloquial variety of that country which is mainly used for everyday speech. The local 
colloquial varieties vary greatly in all linguistic domains across the Arabic speaking 
countries and the intelligibility between one colloquial variety and another varies 
depending on the geographical distance between the regions where they are spoken 
(Aoun et al., 2010). MSA, however, is considered as ‘uniform’ across the Arabic­
speaking world (Altoma, 1969), and thus, it serves as a lingua franca whenever needed 
to bridge the poor intelligibility between the colloquial varieties.
Ferguson (1959), among many others, provided lists to exemplify appropriate situations 
in which MSA and the local colloquial variety are used; and pointed out that it is 
essential to use the correct variety in the appropriate situation to avoid being an object 
of ridicule. MSA is appropriately used in writing and in formal situations in general. 
Such situations include religious sermons, personal letters, speech in parliament or in 
formal political speech in general, university lectures, news broadcasts, newspaper 
editorials, news stories, and poetry (Ferguson, 1959). MSA is also used in formal 
schooling as the language of instruction and as the content of Arabic literature and 
history (Maamouri, 1998:31).
19
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The local colloquial varieties of Arabic, on the other hand, are used in informal 
situations such as instructions to servants, waiters, workmen, and clerks; in ordinary 
conversations with family, friends and colleagues at home or mostly everywhere else 
outside schools or formal settings; in radio and TV 'soap operas'; and in folk literature 
(Ferguson, 1959; Maamouri, 1998). Colloquial varieties can also be used in plays, 
advertisements, health messages, common political speeches and meetings, and in court 
discussions and related activities (Maamouri, 1998). In short, the spoken local 
colloquial varieties are used mainly as the languages of informal daily life 
communications (Zughoul, 1980; Holes, 1995).
Ferguson (1959) explained that code-switching between the two varieties can occur in a 
single situation where different linguistic functions are needed. An example of such a 
situation would be giving a formal university lecture in MSA and conducting informal 
drills, explanations, and section meetings by using the spoken colloquial variety. 
Teachers in schools, for example, usually spend a considerable amount of their time 
speaking in the colloquial variety to explain the meaning of material which has been 
presented in lectures and books in MSA.
Despite the fact that each variety has a distinct function in the speech community, 
Arabic speakers have different attitudes toward MSA as compared to the local 
colloquial varieties of Arabic. MSA always has a special and superior status amongst 
speakers of Arabic (e.g., Maamouri, 1998) and it is the official form of Arabic in all 
Arabic speaking countries (Altoma, 1969). To most Arabs, 'Arabic language' refers to 
MSA alone as the only 'real' form of the language and the other colloquial varieties are
20
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considered as not real or even do not exist as languages (Ferguson, 1959; Maamouri, 
1998). MSA is considered to be prestigious, more beautiful, more logical, and more 
capable of expressing abstract and complex thoughts (e.g., Ferguson, 1959; Ayari, 
1996).
In contrast, Arabs' attitudes toward the spoken local varieties are less appreciative.1 
These colloquial varieties of Arabic are looked at by many Arabs not only as inferior to 
MSA but as distortions of the 'real' form and thus to be disregarded (Zughoul, 1980). 
These local varieties are usually associated with ignorance, illiteracy, and vulgarity. To 
many Arabs, the colloquial varieties are only suitable for simple daily life 
communications and cannot be capable of expressing abstract or complex thoughts 
(Zughoul, 1980; Ayari, 1996). The low status of these colloquial varieties among Arabic 
speakers may have brought about the scarcity of studies on colloquial Arabic dialects; 
traditional grammarians viewed them as unworthy of analysis (Khamis-Dakwar, 2011).
Shouby (1951), among others, explained that the higher status bestowed on MSA was 
due to its sacred value gained by the fact that it is the language of Quran. MSA also is 
the language of the vast Arabic literature produced over many centuries which is highly 
appreciated and respected by most Arabic speakers. Being claimed 'uniform' across 
Arabic speaking countries and the only form that bridges the intelligibility problems 
between some speakers of different local colloquial varieties, MSA is considered as a 
symbol of unity among the Arabic nations. It is also usually connected to the pride of
1 Ibrahim (1986) claims that some varieties of the local dialects in each Arabic speaking community can 
be regarded as more prestigious than others despite the fact that all are considered as non-standard. See 
Ibrahim (1986) for elaboration on this point.
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the past history of Arabs being the form of the language used by people in earlier eras. 
Also, MSA is the language of literacy and education and due to this it is believed to be 
superior to the spoken forms even by illiterate or less educated people.
As is the case in any other diglossic situation, there are many differences between the 
grammatical structures of the two coexistent varieties o f Arabic (Ferguson, 1959). In 
general, the colloquial varieties are described by many authors (not in generative 
grammar terms) as showing simpler grammatical structures than MSA (e.g., Ferguson, 
1959; Zughoul, 1980; Suleiman, 1986; Holes, 1995; Stevens, 2006) as exemplified 
below. Although there are many similarities between MSA and the spoken varieties, the 
differences between the two forms of Arabic are observed as occurring in all linguistic 
domains (e.g., Altoma, 1969; Ayari, 1996; Maamouri, 1998; Khamis-Dakwar et al., 
2012).
Maamouri (1998), among others, provided a list of general differences between MSA 
and the spoken varieties. In the domain of phonology, there are 28 consonants in MSA, 
3 short vowels, and 3 long vowels, whereas the vocalic structures in the colloquial 
varieties seem to be more complex than this. The lexicon used in both coexistent 
varieties of Arabic, standard and colloquial, is described to be rich (Maamouri, 1998) 
but greatly divergent (Suleiman, 1986). Speakers of MSA tend to use its almost 
unlimited derivation system to make more use of the available lexicon, and when 
speaking the colloquial variety, they seem to feel less conservative towards borrowing 
lexicon from foreign sources (Maamouri, 1998). Most of the lexicon used in the 
colloquial forms of Arabic, except for foreign loan words, has its origins in MSA, but
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the lexical items themselves usually have different morphological or phonetic properties 
(Altoma, 1969).
In terms of syntax, MSA has a complex case marking system to distinguish grammatical 
functions with overt case inflections at the end of each word. For example, the final 
inflection in a word such as ?al-walad-u ‘the-boy-Nom.’ indicates that the case is 
nominative, whereas it is accusative in ¿Jjli ?al-walad-a ‘the-boy-Acc.’ in which a 
different final inflection is used. This has been completely abandoned in the colloquial 
varieties making distinction between the grammatical or thematic functions highly 
dependent on the context (e.g., Holes, 1995; Maamouri, 1998; Mansouri, 2000). 
Moreover, MSA has different morphological inflections to mark differences in number 
(singular, dual, and plural) and gender (masculine and feminine). None of the colloquial 
varieties, on the other hand, have the dual form and many other forms have been lost in 
one colloquial variety or another. An example of this is the loss of the plural feminine in 
colloquial Tunisian Arabic which seems to be still used in other colloquial varieties 
(Maamouri, 1998:36). The final example of the general differences between MSA and 
the colloquial varieties is that the common word order in MSA is VSO, whereas in the 
colloquial varieties, it is claimed to be SVO (Shlonsky, 1997; Maamouri, 1998).2
Given that MSA is considered by the majority of Arabic speakers to be the only form of 
Arabic that is 'real' language, most Arabs indicate that MSA is their 'mother tongue' or 
'native' language and never the colloquial dialect they speak (Maamouri, 1998). 
However, researchers in diglossia claim that it is the colloquial Arabic varieties that
2 Detailed discussion of the difference in word order will come in chapters 2 and 3.
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form the true native languages of the people across the Arabic-speaking world (e.g., 
Ferguson, 1959; Kaye, 1970; Zughoul, 1980). This is obviously due to the fact that 
these varieties of Arabic are what people speak at home and in everyday situations and 
to which children are extensively exposed from birth and, hence, acquired naturally.
Indeed, it is often claimed that there are no native speakers of MSA (e.g., Kaye, 1970; 
Maamouri, 1998). This is apparently because MSA is acquired through literacy and 
formal schooling which does not start for most children until age 5 or 6 when the 
children's innate ability to acquire languages natively may no longer be available or may 
have started to deteriorate (Al-Dannan, 2010). Another factor that may support such a 
claim is the fact that children who start acquiring MSA at school already speak their 
colloquial varieties which were acquired naturally from birth. Because there are 
differences between the colloquial varieties and MSA in all linguistic domains (e.g., 
Altoma, 1969; Ayari, 1996; Maamouri, 1998; Khamis-Dakwar et al., 2012), this may 
affect the ultimate attainment of MSA and may result in different end-state grammars; a 
characteristic of a second language (L2).
To this last point, Kaye (1970) describes performance in MSA by Arabic speakers as 
always fraught with inconsistency and showing characteristics of the colloquial variety.3 
To him, this is an outcome of the fact that MSA is not learned natively in a natural 
setting like home and, hence, the linguistic system of MSA is 'ill-defined' consisting of 
many variant versions that all can be lumped under the designation ‘MSA’. Thus, due to
3 Kaye (1970) did not back up his claim of inconsistency in MSA among speakers o f Arabic with 
empirical findings of his own or any others’. However, he used many examples of MSA lexicon and 
pointed out that they would be pronounced differently by speakers o f different colloquial varieties when 
speaking MSA due to using phonological features o f the colloquial variety that they acquired natively.
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the ill-defined nature of MSA, Kaye (1970) argued that consistency in speaking this 
variety cannot be expected, be it across coherent groups of speakers who share similar 
levels of education and speak the same colloquial variety or within individual speakers
Since MSA is not a spoken variety that can be used in everyday informal settings, 
exposure to MSA at home, if there is any, is very poor and usually comes from sources 
like certain TV programmes and cartoon films, not from the family (Maamouri, 1998). 
Ayari (1996) pointed out that the fact that children reach the age of schooling without 
being exposed to MSA is very common in the Arab world. Iraqi (1990; cited in Ayari 
1996 & in Feitelson et al, 1993) reported in a study conducted on Palestinian 
kindergarten children that only 1.8% of 290 surveyed families said that they buy books 
and read from them in MSA to their children before they reach the age of schooling. 
Also, even when families read to their children from books, they often translate the 
standard form used in books to the colloquial form for their children (Doake, 1989). The 
phenomenon of not reading to children in MSA before the age of schooling was 
justified by parents in Iraqi's study (1990) in terms of MSA being too difficult and 
complex for their children to understand and enjoy at this age.
Some Arab children go to nurseries and kindergartens, between the age of 2 to 5 years, 
where exposure to MSA should be expected, given that these are educational settings; 
but the number of these does not exceed 15% of the total number of children in the Arab
of MSA.
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world (Al-Dannan, 2010).4 In addition and contrary to what is expected in these 
institutions, communication and activities like singing, describing pictures, narrating 
stories, etc., are all carried out in the colloquial form, not in MSA (Al-Dannan, 2010). In 
fact, Feitelson et al. (1993) reported that the surveyed kindergarten teachers in their 
study, for example, strongly believed that kindergarten children are too young to be 
exposed to MSA and that children would not be able to understand the content of the 
stories if read in this form of the language.
Arab children, then, start their 'real' exposure to MSA when they start going to primary 
schools at age 5 or 6 where MSA is the language of writing and literacy. The grammar 
of MSA is learned at school in terms of explicit explanation of its rules, and there are 
usually no frequent chances to practice speaking MSA even at school (Al-Dannan, 
2010). According to him, using MSA at schools in the Arab world is usually limited to 
writing and reading from books. The communication language in schools in the Arabic­
speaking countries is the local colloquial form of Arabic; the pupils use this form to talk 
to each other, and to talk to or discuss the material with the teacher. The pupils use 
MSA as spoken only when reading from books or when asked to answer a question in 
class. The teachers, on the other hand, communicate with pupils and usually explain the 
lessons in the colloquial form of the language as well. Teachers usually do not use MSA 
at school unless when reading from books or writing on the class board (Al-Dannan, 
2010:46). Based on the above description of means of exposure to MSA, it can be 
concluded that the main source of MSA input for most Arab children is the written form 
and this does not start until they learn literacy from age 5 or 6.
4 The percentage of children who go to nurseries and kindergartens mentioned here seems to be based on 
Al-Dannan’s impression as he did not report on a survey-based study.
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The diglossic situation in the Arab world has been described as a problem that needs to 
be resolved, especially in the field of education (e.g., Ayari, 1996; Maamouri, 1998; Al- 
Dannan, 2010). Ayari (1996:243) states that the diglossia is one main factor behind the 
noted spread of illiteracy in the Arabic-speaking countries. Al-Dannan (2010) explained 
that an Arab child starts schooling with a common shock that the language of literacy is 
different from the language that he or she previously acquired and mastered at home. 
This leaves the child to face a double challenge of acquiring literacy and the language of 
literacy at the same time. According to Al-Dannan, this challenge usually leads to a 
negative attitude towards books from the start, and this in turn results in weak skills in 
reading and writing for many Arab children. The problem becomes more complicated 
by the fact that children do not acquire MSA naturally by being exposed to spoken 
MSA, but they learn this form via extensive sessions of explaining its rules without 
specifying sufficient time to practice speaking it in school or anywhere else. Ayari 
(1996:245) indicated that many literate Arabs who managed to satisfy academic 
requirements of reading and writing in MSA well enough confess that they do not feel 
confident or skilled when reading or writing in this form of the language.
A number of proposals have been offered and discussed in the literature to alleviate the 
problem of diglossia in the field of education. One of which, for example, is a call to 
use the local colloquial variety as the language of literacy and instruction in each 
Arabic-speaking country. Ayari (1996) maintained that this call has been strongly 
resisted by the common belief that the colloquial forms of Arabic are in themselves a 
result of illiteracy and ignorance and are not equipped with the expressive power that is
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necessary for knowledge acquisition. Another argument used by the opponents of this 
call is the fact that this decision will eventually deprive future generations from access 
to the large quantity of works written in MSA over the past centuries (Zughoul, 1980). 
In addition, such an act would be against the political policies of many Arabic-speaking 
countries which seek to enhance unity among their nations.
Another proposal that considers the need for MSA to stay as the language of instruction 
was postulated by Al-Dannan (2010). Al-Dannan suggested to apply what is called an 
'MSA Immersion Program’ in preschools to provide natural MSA input to children 
before they start their primary school education and during the period when their innate 
ability to acquire languages is still active. This proposal will be presented separately in 
the following section due to its close relevance to the focus of this thesis.
4 MSA Immersion Program (Al-Dannan, 2010)
In order to alleviate the negative effect of diglossia on the acquisition of literacy in the 
Arab world, Al-Dannan (2010) proposed that Arab children need to acquire MSA 
natively, through immersion in an MSA environment, by investing their innate ability 
before it starts to deteriorate after age of 6.5 To be able to do this, Arab children need to 
be exposed to spoken MSA and practice speaking it during the pre-school period in a 
distinct place where MSA is the only medium of communication or with a distinct 
person who speaks only MSA to them all the time. This way, Arab children can grow 
into bilinguals who speak both the local colloquial variety and MSA natively. 
According to Al-Dannan, children who acquire MSA naturally and natively are not
5 Al-Dannan (2010) assumes that the innate ability o f children to acquire languages is active from birth 
till age 6 and starts to deteriorate afterwards till age 10 when it ceases to function. Detailed discussion of 
the critical period for acquiring language will come in the following chapter.
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expected to have difficulties when they start learning literacy at primary school as they 
will be prepared for acquiring knowledge in MSA, which they are already native 
speakers of.
Al-Dannan's proposal was based on a conclusion of a long-term experiment he 
conducted on his son, Basil, in 1977. Al-Dannan in this experiment talked to everybody 
in his house in the local colloquial form except for Basil to whom he talked only in 
MSA from age 4 months.6 However, Al-Dannan asked everybody in the house to talk to 
Basil in the local colloquial form of Arabic and never try to mix it with MSA. By doing 
this, Al-Dannan was trying to make a clear distinction for Basil that the two varieties 
are not the same and each can only be used with specific persons.
Al-Dannan stood by his plan till Basil became an adult and grew up a bilingual. 
Eventually, Basil became able to speak to the members of his family in the colloquial 
form and to his father in a perfect MSA without the need for explicit instruction on its 
formal rules. Al-Dannan noted that his son did not encounter difficulties when he 
started learning literacy in the primary school. In fact, Al-Dannan indicated that Basil's 
skill of reading and his ability of comprehending MSA were remarkable;7 he managed 
to read more than 360 children’s books in one year when he was in the second grade. 
This long-term experiment was replicated in 1981 by Al-Dannan himself with his
6 Al-Dannan commented that although he was using the local colloquial form with everybody else in the 
house, this did not affect Basil's acquisition of MSA who kept using MSA when speaking to his father. 
See Al-Dannan (2010) for further details on this experiment.
7 While the statement that Basil could develop a ‘remarkable’ skill of reading and comprehension in MSA 
due to acquiring MSA before primary school is interesting, this observation of Al-Dannan about his own 
child cannot be considered scientific as a study o f a parent on his own children is inevitably biased. 
However, Al-Dannan’s description of Basil’s skill of reading and comprehension in MSA is supported by 
empirical findings of Jenkins (2001) who tested this skill among children who acquired MSA via 
immersion during pre-school period. Details of this study will be presented later in this section.
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daughter, Luna. The outcome of this experiment was similar to that of the previous 
experiment with Basil.
Based on the results of these two ‘case-studies’, Al-Dannan decided to found nurseries 
and kindergartens in which MSA is the only form of Arabic permitted for teaching and 
communication inside school. This came to reality when Al-Dannan launched dar 
IHaDanah ?l9arabiwah ‘the Arabic Nursery House’ in 1988 in Kuwait. For this project 
and before starting to accept children into the nursery, Al-Dannan first trained the 
nursery teachers for 3 months to speak MSA fluently with no code-switching to the 
local colloquial form. Then, the teachers were asked to use MSA strictly and 
exclusively when speaking to children and even when speaking to each other inside the 
nursery. When a child makes a request to the teacher in the colloquial form, the teachers 
were asked to reply, repeating what the child has said in MSA with a question tone. The 
teachers were also asked to narrate stories in MSA without translating the meaning to 
the local colloquial form, and use pictures, gestures, etc, to help children understand the 
meaning of the story. Whenever a child utters a word or a sentence in the colloquial 
form, the teachers were asked to repeat what is said in MSA to provide positive input. 
When a child had spent about two months in the nursery, the teachers were asked to 
pretend that they did not understand if talked to in the colloquial form, but when a child 
started to try to speak in MSA, the teachers were asked to help at the beginning and 
encourage continuing speech in MSA. Families at home were told that it was not 
necessary to speak to their children in MSA at home, and if they were spoken to in 
MSA by the child, they should respond to their requests or reply in the colloquial form.
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Al-Dannan (2010) reported that most children accepted into this nursery started to 
respond with MSA in a month’s time, and they started speaking MSA preserving the 
vocalic case markings at the end of each word when they had spent two months in the 
nursery with occasional use of colloquial vocabulary. After four months in the nursery, 
Al-Dannan added, all children were taking the initiative to speak in MSA with their 
teachers without being asked to do so.
Al-Dannan described the outcome of applying the MSA immersion program in this 
nursery as successful in bringing up a different generation of Arab children who speak 
MSA natively and thus survive the negative effect of diglossia when acquiring literacy 
and knowledge at primary school. This nursery had to close, unfortunately, in 1990 
upon the Iraqi invasion of Kuwait. However, Al-Dannan founded another kindergarten 
in 1992 that applies this immersion program in Syria and called it rawDat l?azhaar 
?al9arabiwah ‘The Arabic Flowers Kindergarten’. Later on, a number of nurseries and 
kindergartens across the Arab world followed the example of these two pre-schools and 
applied the MSA immersion program in their educational institutions. These include, for 
example, ?almadaaris ?al9aSriwah ‘The Contemporary Schools’ in Jordan, 
HaDaanatii ‘My Nursery’ in United Arab Emirates, madaaris ?albassaam ‘Albassam 
Schools’ in Saudi Arabia, among many others across the Arab world.
Two academic studies have been conducted to evaluate how helpful this MSA 
immersion program to the students when they go to the primary school. One is a 
masters dissertation (Jenkins, 2001) to test the impact of the preschool MSA immersion 
program on the student's skills of reading and composition when they are at the primary
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school. Part of this dissertation is a quantitative study that checked score records for 
2797 students in Harasta primary schools in Syria. The aim was to compare two groups 
of students in terms of the Arabic language GPA, reading, composition, and recitation 
scores for students in grades 1 to 6. The two sides of comparison were students who 
previously attended the MSA immersion program in the Arabic Flowers Kindergarten in 
Harasta, as one group, and students who either attended traditional preschools or did not 
attend any preschool program, as the second group. The results indicated that there was 
a statistical significant difference between the two groups in favor of the MSA 
immersion program students. Jenkins concluded that attending the Arabic Flowers 
Kindergarten which applies the MSA immersion program has a significant effect on 
Arab children's scores in reading and composition in Harasta primary schools.
The second academic work is also a masters dissertation (Alomari, 2009). Alomari 
aimed to compare two groups of students in 3rd grade in terms of their achievement in 
subjects of Arabic Language and Mathematics. One group included students of 
Albassam schools which applies MSA immersion program in its preschool levels and 
the second group consisted of students of another traditional primary school that does 
not apply the MSA immersion program. The subjects of Arabic Language and 
Mathematics were taught in MSA for the students in the former group and in the local 
colloquial form for the students in the latter group (the books and materials used for 
both groups used MSA as the literacy language). The researcher conducted two post 
teaching tests; one right after the end of the course to measure the students' achievement 
in both subjects, and another delayed post test after two weeks to measure whether the 
students were able to retain what they have learned from the teaching sessions. The
results of this study indicated that the students of Albassam Schools significantly
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outperformed the students in the traditional school in both post tests in terms of their 
achievement in both subjects. Therefore, the researcher concluded that teaching in MSA 
(the language of the books) for students who are able to use it and understand it (those 
who acquired it naturally via MSA immersion) has a positive effect on school 
achievement and acquisition of knowledge.
5 Summary & Organization of the Thesis
This chapter has outlined the research focus of the present thesis, laid out the research 
questions, and stated the hypothesis. Also, it presented a general description of the 
diglossic situation in the Arab world and introduced and described the MSA immersion 
program. This program was proposed as a possible solution to the problem of Arabic 
diglossia as it provides natural MSA input to preschool children so that they grow up 
native speakers of this form of the language as well as the colloquial form. Graduates of 
preschools that apply MSA immersion program together with typical speakers of Arabic 
who start being exposed to MSA from age 6 in primary schools will compose the two 
main groups of participants in the MSA experimental study.
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The rest of the thesis is organised as follows. The next chapter provides background 
about relevant issues of language acquisition and the syntactic variables of the study. 
Chapter three presents two corpus based studies: one is based on a set of corpora of 
colloquial Arabic varieties and the other is based on MSA corpora obtained from 
different regional sources. The purpose of conducting the colloquial Arabic study is to 
pinpoint syntactic differences between the colloquial varieties that are suitable to be 
taken as variables for the main experimental study of MSA. The MSA corpus study was
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conducted as a preliminary test to determine if the differences found between the 
colloquial varieties also exist to differentiate between the grammatical representations 
of MSA across the regions from which the MSA data obtained.
Chapter four describes the methodology of the main experimental study in this thesis. 
Chapter five lays out the results of the study, which are going to be discussed in chapter 
six. Chapter seven will be the conclusion of the thesis.
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Background
This research aims to examine the end-state grammar of Modem Standard Arabic 
(MSA) acquired by Arabs from different parts of the Arab world. The main objective is 
to determine whether these learners represent MSA natively or as a second language. If 
MSA is represented as an LI, then all the speakers are expected to have uniform 
representations of MSA grammar. However, if MSA is acquired as an L2, there should 
be differences concerning how MSA grammar is represented by variant speakers. If 
MSA speakers are found to be representing an end-state grammar of the L2-type, this is 
thought to be probably an effect of late exposure to MSA input, LI influence, or both.
This chapter provides background information for the present work. The first section 
reviews the literature in relation to language acquisition issues. These include (i) how 
first language end-state grammar is different from second language grammar; (ii) the 
Critical Period Hypothesis and its effects on both LI and L2 acquisition; and (iii) the 
impact of the first language on second language acquisition. The second section 
presents background information about the syntactic aspects under investigation in 
MSA. These include word order and subject-verb agreement, adverb placement, and 
resumption in object relatives.
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1 Language Acquisition
The assumption that acquiring a first language (LI) is remarkably different from 
learning a second language (L2) is well established in the literature. To start with first 
language acquisition, children acquire their native languages in an amazingly 
predictable manner. With the exception of some types of neural pathology or 
impairment, all children start their acquisition process with no lexicon, pragmatic 
competence, phonemic inventory or overt grammatical knowledge, and finish it with 
virtual mastery of these domains within a few short years (Chomsky, 1965).
Findings of research about first language development reveal some generalizations that 
apply to acquisition of different languages. One such generalization is that children 
acquiring their native language, regardless of what language they acquire, which culture 
they come from, or what linguistic environment they live in, seem to have similar rates 
of acquisition, and start producing language and complete the learning process 
approximately at the same age (e.g., Slobin, 1982). Another generalisation is that LI 
learners with different cognitive abilities appear to produce common errors and 
sequences, and achieve parallel levels of attainment (e.g., Guasti, 2002). Also, children 
manage to develop the bulk of their LI grammar by age 4-6 (Karmiloff-Smith, 1986; 
Gleitman and Newport, 1995; Guasti, 2002; Hyltenstam and Abrahamsson, 2003; 
Schwartz, 2004; Unsworth, 2004).
Chomsky (1965) asserts that the linguistic knowledge that LI learners eventually 
acquire cannot be the result of exposure to linguistic data alone; this data to which
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children are exposed is of deficient quality and fraught with performance errors and 
inconsistencies.8 The fact that children succeed in learning more than they have 
experienced constitutes what is known as 'the logical problem of language acquisition'. 
A proposed solution to this problem states that LI learners must have an innate 
language faculty which guides them to arrive at a perfect and uniform grammar:
A consideration of the character of the grammar that is acquired, the 
degenerate quality and narrowly limited extent of the available data, the 
striking uniformity of the resulting grammars, and their independence of 
intelligence, motivation and emotional state, over wide ranges of variation, 
leave little hope that much of the structure of language can be learned by an 
organism initially uninformed as to its general character.
(Chomsky, 1965:58)
Chomsky's statement informs that something must aid LI acquisition. This refers to 
what became known later in the literature as Universal Grammar (UG). The theory 
of Universal Grammar holds that all human languages are constrained by a set of 
innate invariable universal principles as well as a specified number of varying 
parameters to allow for the growth of different languages (Chomsky, 1981; 1988).
White (2003) explains the role of UG in first language acquisition by saying that it 
provides the innate knowledge which LI learners need along with exposure to 
linguistic input. This knowledge is important to help LI learners determine the 
precise form of the grammar they will eventually attain. Based on the input available 
in their linguistic environment, children build up a language-specific lexicon and set 
the UG parameters to values which represent the grammatical properties of the
8 See, e.g., Homstein and Lightfoot (1981) for discussion of LI input deficiency.
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language in question; then, finally, arrive at a steady state grammar for their native 
language.
There are two obvious differences between first language and second language 
acquisition mentioned in the literature. The first is that the initial state in L2 
acquisition is not the same as in LI acquisition, given that L2 learners already know 
at least one other language (Schwartz and Sprouse, 1994; Schwartz and Eubank, 
1996). The second is that children acquiring their LI reach perfect mastery of 
whatever language they are exposed to, whereas adult learners display varying 
degrees of imperfection despite long periods of exposure to the second language 
(Bley-Vroman, 1989; Sorace, 2003). Indeed, Sorace (1993), among others, argues 
that even native-like performance in the second language does not necessarily reflect 
native-like competence. Thus, LI and L2 learners of the same language appear to go 
through different initial states and end up also with different final state grammars.
Bley-Vroman (1990) declares that, in comparison with LI acquisition, second 
language acquisition is marked with incompleteness, variation of success, and no 
equal potentiality for the learners. Also, age of onset in second language acquisition 
seems to have effects on how successful the process will be; younger learners seem 
to be more successful language learners in terms of ultimate attainment (e.g., 
Patkowski, 1980; Bley-Vroman, 1989; Hyltenstam, 1992; DeKeyser, 2000; 
Hyltenstam and Abrahamsson, 2003; DeKeyser, 2010).
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There are many approaches toward explaining the differences between first language 
and second language acquisition. One line of argument attributes the differences to 
the claim that adult second language learners have no access (e.g., Bley-Vroman, 
1989), or have only partial access to Universal Grammar (e.g., Schachter, 1989; 
Schachter, 1996), probably due to maturational reasons. Another view attributes 
these differences to the influence of the first language (e.g., Schwartz and Sprouse, 
1996). Both of these accounts are considered later in this thesis on the context of the 
experimental study findings. Therefore, the following two sections will review the 
literature on these two accounts: age of first exposure and LI influence.
1.1 The Critical Period Hypothesis (CPH)
The critical period, generally, is a time of life during which some specific experience 
affects the development of an organism more than at other times (Colombo, 1982). The 
notion of the critical period can be traced back to studies in embryology and ethology to 
account for some kind of innate development and other instinctive behaviours (Oyama, 
1979). Penfield & Roberts (1959) and Lenneberg (1967) were probably the first to 
propose that there is a critical period for language acquisition. These scholars, among 
others, claim that the first few years of life constitute the crucial time in which an 
individual can acquire a first language if presented with adequate stimuli; if language 
input does not occur until after this time, the individual will never achieve a full 
command of language.
Penfield & Roberts (1959) concluded from their observation of aphasics' language 
behaviours that there is a biological constraint on language learning. They noted that
children who experienced damage to the speech areas of the brain before puberty were
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able to recover and redevelop normal language; but those who had the same experience 
after puberty failed to attain a full recovery. The researchers maintained that the 
younger patients’ recovery was due to their brains’ neurological plasticity which made 
transfer of the speech functions from the damaged hemisphere to the undamaged one 
possible; the human brain, they argued, becomes progressively more stiff and rigid after 
the age of nine.
The notion of the critical period, however, became popular in the field of language 
acquisition after Lenneberg’s work, Biological Foundations o f  Language, in 1967. 
Lenneberg states that language emerges between the ages of two and three by an 
interaction of maturation and self-programmed learning. He proposes that the chance for 
first language acquisition becomes good between the ages of three and the early teens; 
during this time, the individual appears to be most sensitive to stimuli and to preserve 
some innate flexibility of the brain to organize its functions and carry out the complex 
integration of sub-processes necessary for the smooth elaboration of speech and 
language. After puberty, the brain’s ability for self-organization declines quickly and its 
lateralization process becomes complete; the primary and basic linguistic skills not 
acquired by that time usually remain deficient for life (1967:158). This 
conceptualization of the critical period has been considered as the original formulation 
of the Critical Period Hypothesis (CPH) in language acquisition.
1.1.1 The Critical Period in First Language Acquisition (L1A)
The Critical Period Hypothesis has been one of the most fiercely debated issues over the 
past few decades. In the field of first language acquisition, several empirical studies
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yielded support to the hypothesized existence of a critical period for the acquisition 
process.
There are several cases reported to show that if the first exposure to linguistic input was 
later than the offset of the critical period, the ultimate attainment will be incomplete and 
deficient. One very famous case that supports this conclusion is the tragic case of Genie. 
Curtiss (1977) has reported that Genie was deprived from any linguistic input by almost 
total isolation from when she was about 20 months old until she was discovered at the 
age of 13;7. At the time she was discovered, Genie was not able to speak or understand 
a language. Despite the fact that Genie received intensive language teaching for almost 
seven years right after she was found, she was not able to develop a normal native-like 
attainment. Genie was able to learn much of the lexicon and semantic notions, but she 
was less successful in learning morpho-syntactic structures. Curtiss states that Genie’s 
case can be taken to indicate that first language learning is possible after puberty, but 
that learning will be irregular and incomplete.
Another case of isolation was reported by Mason (1942). A girl named Isabelle was 
imprisoned with her mute uneducated mother until age 6Vi. Isabelle, unlike Genie, was 
able to develop a native linguistic competence within 18 months following her release. 
Similarly, Jim is a son of deaf non-signing parents who brought him up in a fairly 
isolated rural area. Television was almost the only source of linguistic input for Jim 
until he was found at age V/i to be studied by Sachs, Bard & Johnson (1981). The 
researchers reported that Jim had succeeded in learning about 50 words just from 
watching TV. Following his exposure to normal conversations, Jim was able to show
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rapid development in his language. The case of Genie in contrast to the cases of Isabelle 
and Jim has been taken to indicate the validity of proposing a critical period for primary 
language development. Jim and Isabelle have gained proper exposure to the language 
before the proposed offset of the critical period, and hence, were able to develop native 
competence of their languages. Genie, on the other hand, unfortunately was deprived of 
exposure to language and linguistic interaction until after the offset of the critical 
period, hence, failed to develop a perfect and complete competence of the language.
One could say, however, that cases of children like Genie who experienced traumas or 
abusive treatments cannot be taken solely to indicate the existence of the critical period; 
failure of children like these to develop a language later in life may be due to some 
reason (probably psychological) related to the difficult experience they have been 
through, rather than being specifically a result of the lack of exposure to language 
during early age. More clear evidence of incomplete language acquisition resulting from 
late exposure to linguistic input comes from the work of Newport (1984) and Newport 
& Supalla (1987). They conducted a large-scale project on congenitally deaf individuals 
who were fluent users of American Sign Language (ASL). All had been exposed to this 
language as their first language for equivalent periods of 10 years. The subjects were 
divided into three groups depending on age of onset of language learning. The 
performance of those who started being exposed to ASL between birth and 6 years was 
native-like. The performance of the second group who were exposed to the language 
from age 7 onwards was fraught with some errors in grammatical morphology. Finally, 
the ultimate attainment of the third group, who were exposed to input after the age of 
12, was clearly non-native and showed some individual variation; their use of 
grammatical morphemes was described as sporadic, irregular and often incorrect.
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Similarly, Newport (1990) analysed the performance of 30 users of ASL in 7 tests 
related to ASL morphology. This study found that participants who were exposed to 
ASL since birth outperformed those whose first exposure to ASL as a primary language 
was between age 4 and 6. These two groups of participants, in turn, did better and more 
systematically than participants who were exposed to ASL for the first time at age 12 or 
after. Also, this study found a correlation between the test scores and the age of first 
exposure to ASL. Newport concluded that these results constitute strong evidence for 
age of acquisition effects on ultimate attainment in LI acquisition: "the later the 
language is learned, the less its use is native ... in character" (1990:18).
1.1.2 The Critical Period in Second Language Acquisition (L2A)
Researchers of second language acquisition have a dispute about i) whether or not the 
critical period applies in L2 acquisition as well; and if it does, ii) whether or not it is the 
same notion that applies to LI acquisition, i.e., resulting from maturational reasons. The 
source of these queries is probably due to some conflicting research findings. Some 
findings seem to show that there are no age-related effects on L2 acquisition; adults, 
like LI learners, are able to succeed in acquiring a native-like competence. Other 
findings claim that this is not possible after the offset of the critical period. Also, some 
researchers concluded that age effects exist in second language acquisition, but they are 
different from those noted for LI acquisition. Example studies that represent these 
findings will be presented in the remaining part of this section.
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A number of studies have suggested that second language learners differ in their 
attainment depending on their age when they started the learning journey. These studies 
attributed the different levels of attainment to the existence of a critical period in second 
language acquisition. In studying acquisition of L2 phonology, Oyama (1976), for 
example, examined the English accent of 60 Italian subjects whose ages varied from 6- 
20 when they first arrived to the USA. All the subjects having been residents in the 
English speaking country for no less than 5 years at the time of the study, they were 
considered to be at the final stage of acquisition. Oyama found that the results of 
judging those who arrived before the age of 12 for the degree of accent in English were 
in the range of the results achieved by the native controls; but those who arrived after 
the age of 12 had detectable foreign accents.
Similar findings were reported by Seliger, Krashen, and Ladefoged (1975). They 
divided their subjects (394 immigrants to the USA) into three groups depending on their 
age of arrival; at the age of 9 or younger, between 10 and 15, or at the age of 16 or 
older. The results showed that participants who had arrived younger than 9 had a native­
like accent; those who arrived after the age of 16 had clear foreign accents; and a 
variation in performance was noted for the rest.
Further support for the validity of proposing a critical period for second language 
acquisition comes from studies designed to examine L2 syntactic knowledge. Patkowski 
(1980), for example, conducted a study in which 67 non-native speakers of English and 
a number of native controls were interviewed for the purpose of assessing their English 
syntactic knowledge. Trained judges were asked to evaluate written transcripts of the
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participants’ interviews. The results showed that participants who started learning 
English after puberty were given low scores, whereas both native speakers and younger 
non-natives achieved high scores.
In another attempt to examine L2 learners’ syntactic knowledge in relation to age of 
onset, Johnson and Newport (1989) have conducted a study which involved 46 Korean 
and Chinese speakers of L2 English, whose age of arrival to the United States was 
between 3 and 39. The subjects were asked to judge the grammaticality of 276 spoken 
English sentences. The researchers found a negative linear correlation between age and 
performance up to the age of puberty; the performance of those who arrived after 
puberty, however, was characterized as low and highly variable. Johnson (1992) has 
repeated the same study with all its procedures and materials preserved. One difference, 
though, was that the subjects were asked to make judgments on written sentences this 
time. Johnson’s study revealed similar but weaker negative correlation between age of 
arrival and performance.
For the same purpose of examining age effects on L2 syntactic attainment, Shim (1993) 
tested the judgments of Korean speakers of L2 English on sentences which involved 
issues related to Subjacency and Anaphoric Binding principles. A number of native 
speakers of English were asked to do the same tasks as controls for the study. The 
results showed that performance of those who were exposed to English before the age of 
5 was not very different from that of native controls. Also, the results showed some age- 
related effects on the performance of those who began learning English between the age
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of 6 and 11. The performance of those who started later than age 11 was found not 
consistent.
As of the L2 studies outlined so far suggest that a critical period applies in L2 
acquisition, however, this proposal has been empirically challenged. A number of 
studies have found that native-like proficiency is apparently attainable even when L2 
acquisition begins later than age 12, in other words, after the proposed closure of any 
critical period. To begin with research on phonology, Bongaerts et al. (1997) have 
conducted a study which involved adult Dutch learners of English to assess their 
accents. The subjects were divided into two groups of non-natives; those with excellent 
command of English and others with various proficiency levels, plus one group of 
native controls. Thirteen native speakers of English were asked to rate these subjects’ 
accents, based on samples of their reading of English sentences. In spite of the fact that 
all of the non-native participants had started being exposed to English after the age of 
12, the judges could not differentiate between at least some of the highly proficient 
learners’ and the native speakers’ accents.
A study conducted by Ioup et al. (1994) also appears to controvert the idea of a critical 
period in second language acquisition. The researchers tape-recorded spontaneous 
speech of two English speakers of L2 Egyptian Arabic, and played samples of the 
speech to 13 native teachers of Arabic as a foreign language. Both participants acquired 
Arabic as adults; yet, 6 of the judges rated them as native speakers, and another 2 judges 
rated one of them as a native speaker.
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Further cases with native-like performance continue to be found by studies conducted to 
assess L2 syntactic knowledge. White and Genesee (1996), for example, asked their 
French participants, who started learning English after 12, to judge 60 English sentences 
with wh-movement structures. The researchers compared the non-native subject’s 
performance with that of native speakers of English and found no significant 
differences. Cranshaw (1997), as another example, reported similar results. In this 
study, 20 LI French and 20 LI Chinese speakers of L2 English were asked to do 
grammaticality judgment tasks on sentences with issues related to English tense-aspect 
features. Despite the fact that all the participants in the study started learning English 
after 12, Cranshaw found that the judgments of a significant number of participants 
were within the range of those given by the native controls.
In general, nonetheless, these studies and the others of the like (e.g., Neufeld, 1977; 
1979) have been criticised as not sufficient for refuting the idea of a critical period in 
second language acquisition. Hyltenstam and Abrahamsson (2003), for example, argue 
that the cases of successful late starters of L2 in attaining native-like accents or 
knowledge are very limited in number, and cannot be considered as counterevidence for 
critical period existence in second language acquisition. In addition, they maintain that 
to count learners as ‘native-like’, they should behave in a native-like manner in all the 
domains of the language, not only in one particular domain like phonology. Thus, 
further research is needed to ascertain the validity of such claims.
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Another challenging argument to the critical period supporting studies, though, is that 
many of the results indicate a general linear negative correlation between the onset age 
and L2 proficiency; there appears to be no identifiable offset of this correlation to point 
to the critical period terminus point. However, this argument cannot be sustained when 
studies like Johnson and Newport’s (1989) are considered. This particular study has 
identified a cut-off point at which the correlation between onset age and decline of 
proficiency comes to an end; when the onset age is about 17 or older, they maintained, 
the distribution of performance was essentially random.
More recent studies also claimed that there is an even earlier age before which 
acquisition must begin if ultimate attainment is not to be affected. Meisel (2009), for 
example, supports the claim that there are several sensitive periods during early 
development and argued that some of the optimal phases during which learners can be 
successful in learning and developing grammatical properties by being merely exposed 
to linguistic input start to waste away as early as around age 4 (2009:7). Meisel (2008) 
analysed recorded data of 10 German participants whose first exposure to French was 
between age 2;8 and 4. Meisel found that participants who were exposed to French at or 
before age 3;6 used LI type constructions whereas data of participants who were 
exposed to French at age 3;7 or after were fraught with adult L2 type characteristics. 
Furthermore, Kroffke et al. (2007) studied acquisition of German subject-verb 
agreement and verb placement by two Turkish children who started acquisition at age 3 
and age 6. The researchers found that the boy who started acquiring German at age 6 
resembled adult L2 developmental patterns whereas the other participant who started 
acquisition at 3 was found developing these two structures in the same way as LI 
children. It was concluded that if exposure to the second language in a successive
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bilingual acquisition happens at or after age 6, this can be characterised as child L2 
acquisition rather than acquiring two Lis.
In contrast, several other studies have found that for both early and late starting L2 
learners, earlier is better across the lifespan. Birdsong and Molis (2001) did a replication 
of Johnson and Newport’s (1989) study. They used the same methods, materials, and 
tasks, but more participants (61) who speak Spanish as their LI (AoA range = 3-44 
years old). In contrast to the findings of Johnson and Newport, the distribution of 
performance of those arrived at the age of 17 or older was not random this time; they 
found a significant correlation between age and performance among the 32 participants 
who arrived at age 17 or more. Similar findings were reported by Stevens (1999), for 
instance. Bialystok and Hakuta’s study (1999) also reached similar findings and the 
researchers concluded that factors other than an innate biological program were behind 
the performance decline.
Birdsong (1999) maintained, however, that results, such as these, which challenge the 
predictions of having a critical period in second language acquisition should not be 
taken to deny maturational factors all together; it might be possible to explain the age- 
related effects on L2 performance over the lifespan as being “the product of different 
causal mechanisms along the way, that is, the result of developmental factors up to the 
end of maturation, and of non-developmental factors thereafter” (Birdsong, 1999:12).
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Many of the critical period proponents have also suggested that there may be interacting 
factors with maturation that cause age-related differences. Moyer (2004), for example, 
claimed that an integration of neurobiological, cognitive, and social-psychological 
perspectives would yield a better explanation for ‘younger is better’ in second language 
learning. Hyltenstam and Abrahamasson (2003), as another example, posited that 
maturation can account for the negative correlation between age and language 
proficiency, but it cannot on its own account for the variability between exceptionally 
successful and non-exceptional L2 learners of the same starting age; there might be non- 
maturational factors in the picture.
Other accounts of different types also have been proposed in the literature. One such 
account takes maturation of cognitive abilities as a reason for ‘younger is better’ in 
language attainment. This has been proposed by Newport (1991) who argues that 
children have the advantage of having a low capacity short-term memory when 
acquiring the language. When children start their acquisition process, this type of 
memory does not allow them to extract and hold more than a few morphemes from the 
input. Working within these processing limits helps children to focus on analysing these 
small portions of data successively. In contrast, due to their greater memory capacity 
which allows for extracting more of the input, adults are faced with larger strings of data 
right from the outset.
Meier (1995) states that as language learners mature, their increasingly sophisticated 
cognitive abilities hinder the function of the language acquisition capacity they have. 
The roots of Meier’s proposal can be found in the work of Felix (1985). Felix proposed
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that adults’ decline in language learning potential is due to the development of advanced 
general cognitive system. This mature cognitive system competes with the still 
functioning language acquisition system, and usually wins the task of analysing the 
language data. Because this general cognitive system is ill-suited for such a specific 
task, it entails the lack of success associated with adults’ language learning.
Other critical period opponents have also made attempts to account for the correlation 
between age and language attainment. These accounts include, for example, social or 
psychological factors (e.g., Schumann, 1978), or Input factors (e.g., Hatch, 1977).
To summarize section 1.1 of this chapter, existence of a critical period for acquiring the 
first language is evident from the results of studying cases of LI development in 
abnormal circumstances (i.e., Genie compared with Isabelle and Jim). The work of 
Newport (1984), Newport & Supalla (1987), and Newport (1990) indicates that native 
competence in LI acquisition of a sign language is guaranteed to those who were 
exposed to the language before the age of 4; a decline in ability to perform in a native 
manner was noted for those who were exposed to the language after 7 and a non-native 
performance was guaranteed for those who started after 12.
Most of the studies on second language acquisition support the claim that age of first 
exposure to the acquired language has effects on how complete the outcome grammar 
will be. These studies, however, can be divided into four groups depending on their 
findings of whether or not there is a cut-off point before which native-like attainment is
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possible or guaranteed. Studies in the first group (e.g., Oyama, 1979; Patkowski, 1980) 
suggested that native-like attainment is possible for those who started learning any time 
during the critical period. The second group includes studies like Selinger et al. (1975), 
Shim (1993), and Meisel (2008) which reported that native-like attainment was only 
possible before a certain age during the critical period (9, 5, and 3;7 respectively), and a 
decline or variation of performance was noted thereafter until the end of the critical 
period. The third group of studies did not specify an age before which native-like 
attainment is possible or guaranteed; but they suggested that there is a general negative 
correlation between age and attainment that ends at puberty pointing to the end of the 
critical period (e.g., Johnson & Newport, 1989; Johnson, 1992). Finally, the fourth 
group consists of studies like Birdsong and Molis (2001), Stevens (1999) and Bialystok 
& Hakuta (1999) which found that the rule of ‘younger is better’ is true across the life 
span.
As mentioned before, the main study of this thesis will compare between participants 
whose first real exposure to MSA was not before the age of entrance to formal primary 
schools (5-6 years old) with those who were exceptionally exposed to MSA from as 
early as the age of two. The findings of the studies which support age-related effects 
have different predictions for the current study. Because all the subjects have been 
exposed to MSA before puberty, studies in groups 3 and 4 have the same prediction: 
there will be individual differences in performance and attainment among all the 
subjects depending on age of onset.
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Studies in group 2 predict that at least those who were exposed to MSA before primary 
school will have native-like attainment, but those who started learning MSA at primary 
school may or may not reach such a level of attainment: Shim (1993), for example, 
showed some age-related effects (younger is better) on the performance of those whose 
age of first exposure was between 6 and 11. Meisel (2008), also, reported that native­
like attainment was possible only for those who started acquisition before age 3;7.
Studies in group 1 predict that all the subjects under study have the opportunity to 
develop a native-like competence of MSA if exposed to an adequate amount of input. 
This last prediction is also supported by the findings of another group of studies which 
affirmed that native-like proficiency is attainable at least by some learners even after the 
end of the critical period (e.g., White & Genesee, 1996; Cranshaw, 1997).
1.2 L1 Influence
The issue of LI influence on the grammar of a second language has been the topic of 
much research throughout the past few decades. LI influence has been studied from a 
variety of perspectives and within a variety of approaches, and it has undergone 
significant reconceptualization over the years (for an overview, see, e.g., Odlin, 1989; 
2003; Ellis, 2008). Lado (1957), for example, formed the Contrastive Analysis 
Hypothesis which considered LI influence as playing a negative role in second 
language learning. This hypothesis was formulated based on an area of inquiry 
prevailing in 1960s and early 70s which aimed to describe differences and similarities 
across languages. The Contrastive Analysis Hypothesis claimed that difficulties in 
second language learning derive from the differences between the new language and the
learner's first language; errors in these areas of difference derive from first language
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interference. By doing a contrastive analysis, i.e. identifying the similarities and 
differences between the LI and the target L2, these errors can be explained and even 
predicted. However, the results of some studies conducted thereafter indicate that this 
claim cannot be sustained (see, e.g., Jackson and Whitnam, 1971; Dulay and Burt, 
1974).
The issue of LI influence has also been examined within the generative framework, 
particularly the LI influence-UG access relationship and its determining role of shaping 
learners’ mental representations at different stages of L2 acquisition (see White, 2000). 
Although the focus of the present investigation is the end-state grammar, it is necessary 
to understand first the claims about whether or not LI grammar is transferred to L2 
acquisition, as these claims make different predictions regarding the final outcome of 
L2 acquisition.
According to White (2000), L2 researchers have come with five different theoretical 
perspectives on the nature of L2 initial state grammar and the availability of UG. First, 
L2 initial state grammar is the LI grammar and L2 learners have no or partial access to 
UG; only those UG principles that have been activated in first language acquisition are 
accessible via the LI, (e.g., Schachter, 1989; 1996). Second, L2 acquisition starts with 
some parts of LI grammar and learners have partial access to UG (e.g., Eubank et al., 
1997). Third, L2 learners’ access to UG is similar to that they had when acquiring their 
first language, but their L2 initial state grammar represents some LI grammatical 
properties, (e.g., Eubank, 1994; Vainikka and Young-Scholten, 1996). Fourth, L2 
acquisition is just like LI acquisition; L2 initial state is free from any previously
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acquired grammatical properties and the learners have full access to Universal 
Grammar, (e.g., Flynn, 1996). According to this fourth assumption, LI properties do not 
affect the second language grammatical representation at any stage of the acquisition 
process. Finally, the fifth perspective is that L2 learners continue to have full access to 
UG, but their initial state grammar is the mature complete grammar acquired based on 
their LI input (e.g., Schwartz and Sprouse, 1996). According to this assumption, L2 
learners will gradually restructure their initial state grammar based on L2 input; LI 
properties that contradict evidence provided by L2 data will be reset, and new 
properties, which are required by the L2 data and not supplied by LI grammar, will be 
generated via access to UG.
As evident from the above, one common position that four of the five perspectives take 
is that the LI has a role to play at least in the initial stage of second language 
acquisition. Indeed, many studies during the past two decades have shown clear 
evidence of LI transfer in second language acquisition (e.g., Hulk, 1991; Vainikka and 
Young-Scholten, 1994; 1998; Bohnacker, 2006; Gil and Marsden, 2010; Gil et al., 
2011).
Assuming LI effects to be extant in the L2 initial stages, the question that remains is 
whether these transferred LI grammatical properties will continue to be found 
throughout the subsequent stages of L2 acquisition. In other words, we still need to 
know whether the previous LI knowledge will also play a role in shaping the L2 end- 
state grammar. Han (2004), for example, argues that the LI preprograms L2 learning; it 
determines the developmental as well as the ultimate outcomes of L2 acquisition. Han
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holds the same view established by Slobin’s work (1996), that is, L2 learners transfer 
their Ll-based conceptual system to L2 acquisition, and hence, different LI-based 
conceptual systems lead to varying levels of L2 ultimate attainment.
Hawkins & Chan (1997), in their ‘failed functional features hypothesis’9, attribute the 
observed common impairment in L2 ultimate attainment to LI influence. They assume 
transfer of at least the values of the features in functional categories in L2 acquisition. 
According to them, learners who start learning the L2 after the critical period will not be 
able to reset these values despite the availability of the UG principles, which constrain 
building of the L2 grammar. Instead of resetting the values, L2 learners will map L2 
morphological forms onto LI transferred values at early stages. Then, with continued 
exposure to L2 data, their performance in the L2 will gradually come closer to that of its 
native speakers and away from their LI. This happens not by resetting the LI values, as 
they are no more accessible, but by establishing “grammatical representations which 
diverge from those of native speakers, as well as from their own Lis, but which are 
nevertheless constrained by the principles of UG” (Hawkins and Chan, 1997:216).
The idea that the first language will potentially have an impact on L2 ultimate 
attainment is supported by some of the UG-oriented models presented earlier. Schachter 
(1990), for example, concluded from her study that “native language has a significant 
effect on knowledge of one principle of Universal Grammar [i.e., Subjacency] in post­
puberty-acquired second language grammars”, (116). She maintained that only UG
9 According to Hawkins & Chan (1997), this hypothesis was posited as following on theoretical proposals 
given in Tsimpli and Smith (1991) and in Smith and Tsimpli (1995).
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principles that have been instantiated in first language acquisition constitute an internal 
knowledge source for L2 learners. This internal knowledge (i.e., LI-based instantiations 
of UG) together with the external evidence (i.e., L2 input) will guide the process of 
acquiring a second language and constrain much of the form of its grammar. According 
to Schachter, this predicts that L2 learners will fail to acquire the features of L2 
grammar which are not provided by the LI grammar and are not made evident by L2 
positive input.
In a similar vein, Bley-Vroman (1989), in his Fundamental Difference Hypothesis, 
argues that LI knowledge defines the grammar that is possible for adult L2 learners. 
According to him, the difference between the attainments of children versus adults in 
acquiring a second language is due, in part, to the fact that UG is no longer available to 
adults after the closure of the ‘putative’ critical period, and, hence, LI knowledge, 
together with general problem-solving systems, takes the role of guiding adults’ 
acquisition process. Bley-Vroman posits that adult L2 learners reconstruct much of the 
original scheme of Universal Grammar, which is not available after the critical period, 
by observing the native language. He added that because of the LI providing an indirect 
knowledge of UG, plus being ‘incomplete’ and ‘accidental’, “one can expect some 
partial success, little chance of perfect success, and some considerable individual 
variation” (1989:53).
The Full Transfer/Full Access model, developed by Schwartz and Sprouse (1994), 
affirms the view that the native language has an impact on L2 ultimate attainment; but 
not by taking the place of UG. According to this model, L2 learners start their L2
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acquisition with the final state grammar of LI acquisition. Then, based on L2 input, and 
by having access to UG, the learners will start restructuring all the features of LI which 
fail to represent L2 data, and keep those which apply to both languages as they are. 
However, this model does not guarantee a full convergence on the grammar of the target 
language. This is because L2 learners, unlike LI acquirers, start with previously set 
values; it may be that the data needed to force restructuring simply do not exist, or that 
the needed positive L2 data are highly obscure, complex, or rare (Schwartz and Sprouse, 
1996:42). Under this model, the starting point of acquiring a language as an LI or an L2 
differs, and the outcome of these two acquisition processes are likely to differ: “the final 
states of L2 acquisition do not systematically replicate the final state of LI acquisition”, 
and this is due to distinct initial states of the two processes (Schwartz and Sprouse, 
1996:42).
Sorace (1993) concluded that the LI determines what type of competence L2 learners 
will reach at the end of the acquisition process. According to her study, even near-native 
speakers of the second language who are at the most advanced stage of second language 
acquisition will not, most likely, attain a native-like competence; their underlying 
competence may be either incomplete (lacking some L2 grammatical properties) or 
divergent (certain L2 properties are presented differently) from the native competence 
of the target language. This feature of incompleteness or divergence is argued to be due 
to LI influence.
The focus of research on LI transfer has shifted recently from investigating transfer of 
knowledge of a single linguistic domain or part of it to investigating transfer at the
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linguistic interfaces (e.g., Slabakova, 2008; Sorace and Serratrice, 2009; White, 2009). 
To this point, structures at external interfaces, such as syntax-pragmatics, have been 
claimed subject to transfer more than structures at interfaces between internal domains 
of the grammar like syntax-semantics or syntax-morphology (e.g., Tsimpli and Sorace, 
2006; Sorace and Serratrice, 2009). While transfer at external and internal interfaces has 
been attested in the literature (e.g., Gabriele, 2010; Haznedar, 2010; Oh, 2010), the issue 
of which is more vulnerable to transfer is not resolved yet (White, 2009). Ionin & 
Zubizarreta (2010), in an introductory paper to selected articles discussing the issue of 
LI transfer at the linguistic interfaces, pointed out that these articles provided evidence 
for the following claims. LI knowledge of structures at both external and internal 
interfaces is subject to transfer more than knowledge of purely syntactic structures (see, 
Montrul, 2010). Also, it is possible to recover from negative transfer of knowledge of at 
least structures at the syntax-semantics interface (see, Oh, 2010).
To summarize section 1.2 of this chapter, the influence of the first language is not a new 
topic in the context of second language acquisition, but has been presented and 
discussed in various ways. What is more relevant to the present work is the treatment of 
the L i’s role within the framework of generative grammar. It is important here to 
digress and recall that the participants of the main study in this thesis are of two 
different types: the graduates of MSA immersion nurseries and kindergartens and those 
who started learning MSA at primary school. At least the latter group of subjects can be 
safely considered as acquiring MSA as an L2 based on the assumption that they had 
already acquired the basics of their LI grammar (the grammar of the colloquial dialect) 
by age 5 or 6 when they started learning MSA (Karmiloff-Smith, 1986; Guasti, 2002; 
Schwartz, 2004; Unsworth, 2004). One of the research questions is about whether these
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subjects have succeeded in acquiring a native-like competence of MSA or whether their 
end-state competence is fraught with imperfection or incompleteness that is indicated by 
the presence of LI properties.
Most of the models reviewed above assume that L2 learners (the second group of our 
participants) will transfer all or some of their LI grammatical properties to their L2 
initial state. However, these models have different perspectives on the role of the LI in 
determining the final outcome of the second language acquisition process. Researchers 
like Schachter (1990) and Bley-Vroman (1989) assume that knowledge of the LI will 
play the role of UG in the L2 acquisition process for those who no longer have access to 
UG due to closure of the ‘putative’ critical period. Others like Schwartz and Sprouse 
(1994) argue that all L2 learners have full access to UG anyway, yet do not guarantee 
full convergence to native-like competence of the L2 due to their starting out with the 
LI grammar. If this model is correct, then our participants who acquire MSA as a
l
second language may not succeed in attaining a native-like competence, if not because 
of the closure of the critical period or the declining innate ability after the age of 5 or 6, 
then due to the fact that they started out with the previously-set values of their 
colloquial dialects’ grammars. The current study will test their representation of some 
grammatical properties of MSA that are represented differently in their colloquial 
dialects. These aspects of MSA grammar will be introduced in the following section.
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2 MSA Syntax
As has been mentioned before, this thesis is intended to test the ultimate attainment of 
Modem Standard Arabic (MSA) grammar acquired by Arabs who speak different local 
dialects of colloquial Arabic (CA). MSA grammar is different in some aspects from the 
grammars of the colloquial dialects. One of the main purposes of this thesis is to 
determine whether or not these speakers represent a native-like ‘uniform’ competence 
of MSA despite the grammatical differences between MSA and their different local 
colloquial varieties of Arabic. In order to do this, certain aspects of MSA grammar will 
be tested to see if these speakers have uniform representations (native-like competence) 
or distinct ones (L2-like competence), and if differences are found, whether they are due 
to the differences between the CA varieties (LI influence).
This section will present general background knowledge on the syntactic aspects of 
MSA grammar which will be tested in this research. These aspects include word order 
& subject-verb agreement, adverb placement and resumption in relative clauses. Section 
2.1 encompasses several general issues in relation to clause structure, word order, and 
subject-verb agreement in MSA. It lays out the word orders permitted in MSA and 
determines the basic underlying order from which the other variations are derived. 
Moreover, it explains how at least the two main orders (VSO and SVO) are 
syntactically derived from the underlying structure. Also, it introduces the optionality of 
plural agreement in sentences with pre-verbal collective nouns. Finally, it presents some 
pragmatic and non-pragmatic factors which trigger word order variation in Arabic. 
Section 2.2 defines where adverbs are placed in the clause structure of MSA. Section 
2.3 discusses resumption in different types of relative clauses in MSA. In chapter 3,
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these syntactic phenomena will be investigated in a corpus-based study of three 
colloquial varieties to pinpoint differences among these colloquial varieties, on one 
hand, and between the varieties and MSA, on the other hand. Differences will be used 
as syntactic variables for the experimental study that will be presented in the subsequent 
chapters of this thesis.
2.1 Word Order & Subject-Verb Agreement
Modem Standard Arabic (MSA) allows two possible main word orders: VSO and SVO, 
as in (1) and (2):10
1. VSO (this is the common order in MSA (e.g., Bakir, 1981))
3. UjS UJ^ tAall (_5 jl*il
?istaraa 1-Tullaab-u kutub-an
bought 3m.s the-students-nom-3m.p books-acc
‘The students bought books’
b '  ii*  jjjUji-k'ili lI iIaj
bada?at ?a-taHqiqaat-u mundu
started-3f.s the-investigations-nom-3f.p since
‘The investigations started days ago’
2. SVO
a.  Ll& I L - l ^ U a l i
?al-Tullaab-u ?istara-uu kutub-an
the-students-nom-3m.p bought 3m.p books-acc
‘The students bought books’
?a-taHqiqaat-u bada?at mun8u
the-investigations-nom-3f.p started-3f.s since
‘The investigation has started since days’
?ayaam
days
?ayaam
days
10 Transliteration o f Arabic script follows the transliteration scheme given at the beginning o f this 
document.
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The contrast between the examples in (1) and (2a) exhibits a subject-verb agreement 
asymmetry: when the verb follows the NP subject ?al-Tullaab-u ‘the-students’, it agrees 
with it in person, gender, and number, as in (2a), but when the verb precedes the NP 
subject, it agrees with it in person and gender only; number agreement is lost in such a 
case. In addition, another subject-verb agreement asymmetry can be noted between the 
examples in (2a) and (2b) which are both in SVO order: the verb in this order shows full 
agreement with the preceding NP only if it has a human reference as in (2a); when the 
pre-verbal NP is inanimate or non-human, the verb takes the singular form regardless of 
the number feature of the preceding noun, as in (2b). This latter asymmetry can be 
explained by the fact that non-human plurals are treated in Arabic as a singular group 
(Badawi et al., 2004:93), and, hence, the lack of plural agreement.
MSA also allows all the other permutations of the basic sentence constituents; Subject, 
Verb and Object. These variant orders are used to add pragmatic functions to the 
communicated message like emphasis or contrastive focus (Bakir, 1980); see the 
examples below:
3. VOS
?istaraa kitaab-an ?r-rajul-u
bought (a) book-acc the-man-nom
‘The man bought a book’
4. SOV
?r-rajul-u kitaab-an istaraa 
the-man-nom (a) book-acc bought 
‘The man bought a book’
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5. OSV
¿1 JLil ¿Ja. J\  ¿J£\\
?l-kitaab-u ?r-rajul-u istaraa-hu 
the-book-nom the-man-nom bought-it 
‘The man bought the book’
6. OVS
¿j£l a ~fcl in
tuffaHat-an ?akal-a ?r-rajul-u 
apple-Acc ate3m.s the-men-Nom 
‘The man ate an apple’
The MSA behaviour of allowing these different varieties of word order and exhibiting 
subject-verb agreement asymmetry has led to the investigation of issues which have 
engaged linguists for a long time and on which they have reached little agreement (e.g., 
Mahfoudhi, 2002). The following subsections will determine the basic underlying word 
order in MSA, review syntactic analyses of how VSO and SVO orders are derived, 
introduce the relevant aspect of subject-verb agreement to the current work, and present 
some pragmatic and non-pragmatic factors which trigger word order variation in MSA.
2.1.1 Basic Underlying Word Order
It is widely accepted that VSO order is the common pragmatically unmarked order in 
MSA (see, e.g., Bakir, 1980; Fassi-Fehri, 1993). This is supported by the observation 
that this order is the only one used in discourse-initial sentences and in answering 
questions about general state of affairs like 'what happened?' (Bakir, 1980). Such 
observations suggest that VSO is the neutral order which does not serve pragmatic 
functions like topicalisation or focus; evidently, introductory sentences do not usually 
topicalise old information, and answers to such general questions do not supply
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emphatic information. VSO being the most common unmarked order does not 
necessarily mean that it is the basic order in the sense that it is the underlying structure 
from which other variations are derived (Fassi-Fehri, 1993). So, the question that 
remains is what is the basic word order in MSA?
From the six possible word orders, three have been nominated in the literature to be 
candidates as underlying structures from which other variations are derived; VOS (e.g., 
Majdi, 1990; Homeidi, 1991), VSO (e.g., Bakir, 1980), and SVO (e.g., Bolotin, 1995). 
Bakir (1980) and Fassi-Fehri (1993) exclude the possibility that VOS is the basic word 
order in MSA. They maintain that the S(ubject) should always precede the 0(bject) in 
the underlying structure, regardless of the position of the verb. They argue that this is 
evident from the fact that only SO interpretation is possible in contexts where the 
morphological case is not overt, whereas a shift to OS is possible only when the 
morphological case is overt; compare the example in (7) with (8):
7. SrO“0
Daraba Issa Mussa
hit 3s.m Issa Mussa
‘Issa hit Mussa’
8. SrO“0
Zayd-an Daraba Mussa
Zayd-acc. hit 3s.m Mussa
‘Mussa hit Zayd’
In (7), where the morphological case marking is not overt, the proper noun ‘Issa’ has to 
be interpreted as the subject, due to the fact that it came first in the linear order. In (8), 
on the other hand, the proper noun ‘Zayd’, though it came first in the linear order, is
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interpreted as the object, as the grammatical relation borne by ‘Zayd’ is recoverable 
through its case marking. Thus, it is argued that in non-overtly Case-marked contexts, 
NP objects have to remain in situ, due to the fact that their abstract Case is recoverable 
only from the position in which they originate.
Bakir (1980) proposed that examples like (7) not only rule out VOS, but also suggest 
that VSO is the basic underlying structure in MSA. According to him, a basic 
underlying word order in a language should be the least marked, pragmatically and 
syntactically, and consequently the most frequently used in that language; VSO, for 
him, satisfies these conditions in MSA. In addition to the fact that this particular order is 
naturally selected in such ambiguous contexts, VSO, in comparison to SVO, is used 
dominantly, and sometimes exclusively, in many other syntactic structures. In 
questions, for instance, the order of the constituents after the wh-element has to start 
with a verb followed by other constituents (Bakir, 1980:8). Bakir also provided a 
comprehensive explanation of how other word orders could be derived from VSO using 
the mechanisms of Transformational Grammar.
More analyses of MSA word order, however, (e.g. Fassi-Fehri, 1993; Plunkett, 1993; 
Aoun et al., 1994) adopt the proposal that the subject is generated as Spec of VP, and O 
as complement of V (Koopman and Sportiche, 1991). If this proposal is, 
crosslinguistically, correct, Bakir's proposal of VSO being the underlying word order 
cannot be maintained; leaving the one possible option, i.e. SVO, to be considered the 
underlying word order in MSA. The structure in (9) illustrates the basic underlying 
structure in MSA from which all the variations are derived, including the surface SVO.
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9.
VP
S V NP
I
O
Derivation of the two main word orders in MSA (VSO and SVO) will be addressed in 
the following subsection.
2.1.2 Derivation of VSO/SVO Word Orders
Many of the analyses of clause structure in MSA take the derivation of VSO and SVO 
sentences into consideration. This is because, first, they are the two main and most 
common orders in Arabic in general, and second, the agreement asymmetry between the 
subject and the verb is evident by contrasting these two orders. The issue of whether or 
not the verb shows full agreement is sensitive to where it stands in the sentence in 
relation to the position of the subject. This subsection will review briefly some of the 
proposals about how these two orders are derived from the basic underlying structure 
defined above.
2.1.2.1 VSO Order
Most of the analyses of MSA word order assume that VSO order is derived by raising 
the verb to the I position, with the subject remaining in [Spec, VP]; its base position 
(e.g., Koopman and Sportiche, 1991; Fassi-Fehri, 1993; Plunkett, 1993; Mahfoudhi, 
2002). Fassi-Fehri (1993) states that this operation involves an adjunction of a head to
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another head, and it is subject to general principles of head movement. According to 
him, the motivation for raising the verb to I, which contains T(ense) and AGR, is to 
support the bound morphemes in AGR at surface structure. This kind of support for the 
bound morphemes is required by Lasnik’s (1981:164) Stranded Affix Filter.11
Fassi-Fehri (1993) and Plunkett (1993), among others, argue that at least in declarative 
sentences of Arabic, the verb does not move beyond I to C. Fassi-Fehri supported his 
position by the fact that negation and modality occur after the complementiser and 
before the verb. The sentence in (10) is an example:1 2
10. j  V jjl f t  j
Za9am-a ?an qad laa y-a?tii Zayd-un 
claimed-3.s.m that may not 3-come Zayd-Nom
‘He claimed that Zayd may not come’
(Fassi-Fehri, 1993:26)
Plunkett, on the other hand, based her analysis on the fact that the verb may occur 
before the subject in both root and embedded clauses, and that verb initial order and 
complementizers are not in complementary distribution as shown in example (11) 
below. According to her, the verb in Arabic does not move beyond the Mood position.
?uriidu ?an yaxruja a-Tullaab-u
want-Is that leave-3sm the-students-nom
‘I want the students to leave’
(Plunkett, 1993:240)
11 Lasnik’s ‘Stranded Affix Filter’ states: “A morphologically realized affix must be a syntactic dependent 
o f a morphologically realized category, at surface structure” (Lasnik, 1981:164).
12 The transliteration of these examples and any others taken from external sources is reformulated to 
match the transliteration scheme followed in this work.
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Aoun et al. (1994), however, proposed that in interrogative sentences, the verb might 
move to C, based on the fact that the order in Wh-questions is always VS where the 
question particle sometimes cliticizes to the verb as in (12):
12. ¿1 jai
?a-qara?ta 1-kitab-a?
Q-read-2ms the-book-Acc
‘Did you read the book?’
(Aoun et al., 1994:204 fn 8)
2.1.2.2 SVO Order
Proposals about the derivation of SVO order in MSA depend very much on whether the 
preverbal NP is considered a subject or a topic. Some linguists (e.g., Bolotin, 1995) 
treat preverbal NPs as regular subjects. According to this view, the SVO order is 
derived by moving V to I, and the internal VP subject to [Spec, AgrP].
\
In contrast, Plunkett (1993), among others, argued that the preverbal NP in this order is 
not the subject but a topic. This type of analysis considers every sentence that begins 
with a noun as a ‘nominal’ sentence which is composed of a topic ‘al-mubtada’ and a 
comment ‘al-xabar’. The topic is the preverbal nominal about which a statement is 
made, while the comment may be either sentential or non-sentential, and whose 
function is to modify the topic. The sentential comment may either contain a verb or be 
verbless. This assumption sounds plausible especially when considering the fact that 
MSA does not allow non-specified indefinite nouns (non-referential NPs) to occur 
before the verb (Fassi-Fehri, 1993).
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Ouhalla (1997) posits that the preverbal NP is either a left dislocated topic or a focus 
phrase. According to him, if the preverbal NP is a topic, it originates in a left-peripheral 
Top position or adjoined to the highest projection of the clause, but if it is a focus 
phrase, it moves from its base position to [Spec, F(ocus)P], a position below CP, to get 
focus or to check the feature [+f].
Plunkett (1993) treats preverbal NPs as a case of Left Dislocation to [Spec, TP] or 
[Spec, MoodP]. These preverbal NPs are coreferential with resumptive pro in [Spec, 
VP]; where subjects in Arabic are generated and remain throughout the derivation 
process. According to her, this is analogous to the case in Arabic of Left Dislocated 
topics that are coreferential with overt resumptive pronouns in object positions.
Fassi-Fehri (1993), however, proposes that the preverbal NP can be interpreted as a 
topic or a subject, depending on the intended sense and on other referential properties. 
He asserts that for the preverbal NP to be interpreted as a topic, it needs to be a 
‘strongly referential’ definite NP. Preverbal subjects, on the other hand, can be definite 
NPs, like topics, or specific or quantificational indefinite NPs. Thus, according to Fassi- 
Fehri’s analysis, sentences with a definite preverbal NP, like the one in (13) below, are 
ambiguous: they can have a topic reading or a subject reading. On the other hand, any 
sentence with an indefinite preverbal NP, like the ones in (14) and (15), must have a 
subject reading. According to him, sentences with a non-specific indefinite preverbal 
NP should not be possible in MSA.
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13. I j j U  iV jV l
?al-?awlaadu jaa?-uu
The-boys-3mp came-3mp
‘The boys came’
14. Ujlc. ¿jjSi
jaasuws-un ?aqbal-a 9alaynaa 
(a) spy-nom appeared-3ms on-us 
‘A spy came toward us’
15. 11a ¿Lj ¿S
kull-u rajul-in yaHtarimu haSaa 
every-nom man-gen respect-3ms this 
‘Every man respects this’
(Fassi-Fehri, 1993:27-28)
Fassi-Fehri states that deriving the SVO order in MSA depends on whether the 
preverbal NP is a topic or a subject. If it is a topic, it will move to a position external to 
IP to adjoin to CP. If it is considered to be a subject, then it moves to [Spec, EP] or 
[Spec, AGR]; if I is split. The following diagrams in (16), from Fassi-Fehri (1993:28), 
show the structure of both topic and subject readings of an SVO sentence like the one in 
(13) above:
16.
a. Topic reading b. Subject reading
jaa?-uu
AgrP
?ah?awlaadu Agr'
jaa?-uu
The issue of whether the preverbal NP in SVO order is a topic or a genuine subject in 
MSA will be re-visited and discussed in light of the results of the experimental study in 
Section 4 of Chapter 6.
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2.1.3 Subject-Verb Agreement
There have been several analyses that attempted to account for the subject-verb 
agreement asymmetry in SVO/VSO variation in MSA introduced at the start of this 
section. Mahfoudhi (2002) presented a thorough, yet concise, review of different 
proposals. These analyses varied between considering agreement asymmetry as an 
effect of the presence or absence of a c-commanding thematic subject (Mohammad, 
1990), the presence or absence of Spec-Head relation (Akkal, 1993), Agr-Criterion 
(Fassi-Fehri, 1993), pro-drop (Plunkett, 1993), or an effect of different feature values 
of Tense and Agr in these two word orders (Bolotin, 1995; for a detailed summary of 
these different syntactic analyses, see Mahfoudhi, 2002).
One relevant aspect of subject-verb agreement to the current thesis is the optionality of 
plural agreement in SVO sentences with collective nouns of a certain type being in pre­
verbal position. Collective nouns of this type denote rational beings (humans) and 
include, for example, nouns like ^  naas ‘people’, sa9b ‘nation’, and wafd 
‘delegation’. The sentences in (17) and (18) have an SVO word order with a human 
collective in pre-verbal position, and both are grammatical in MSA:
17. jld l li*  ( J jx d l ¿ya j - j j a J l  j j j i l i j  ¿ jJ iil
1-naas-u yaxaaf-uwna 1-xuruwja mina 1-manzili laylaan fii hadaa 1-balad 
the-people-nom fear-3pm going out from the-house at night in this the-territory 
‘People fear going out at night in this territory’
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1 g. ¿Ul I 1a ^ 3 ’^ LiJ ¿¡A
1-naas-u taxaafu 1-xuruwja mina 1-manzili laylaan fli haSaa 1-balad
the-people-nom fear-3 sf going out from the-house at night in this the-territory 
‘People fear going out at night in this territory’
In SVO sentences, human collective nouns are not like regular human plurals which 
require strict plural agreement, nor are they like inanimate and non-human plurals 
which require strict singular agreement. The verbal agreement with pre-verbal human 
collectives in these sentences can be plural or singular (Badawi et al., 2004), as shown 
in (17) and (18) above, respectively. Plural agreement is with the plural denotation of 
these collectives and singular agreement is with their singular grammatical forms. As 
will be discussed in chapter 3, some of the colloquial varieties of Arabic treat human 
collective nouns as regular human plurals which require strict plural agreement when 
being in a pre-verbal position. Thus, this phenomenon will be taken as a syntactic 
variable in the experimental study.
Having presented the possible word orders in MSA, defined the basic underlying 
structure from which word order variations are derived, and introduced the phenomenon 
of human collective noun-verb agreement in MSA, the following subsection will 
address what pragmatic functions the different orders serve and what other factors 
would trigger word order variation in MSA.
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2.1.4 Pragmatic Functions and Factors of Word Order Variation
Bakir (1980:6-8) argues that all the variations of word order in MSA, except for VSO 
which he considers the unmarked neutral order, serve a certain pragmatic function. 
These are listed below:
19. SVO order is used to make a statement which constitutes new information 
about a preverbal NP topic which is old information and known to both the 
speaker and the addressee probably from previous sections of the discourse.
20. OSV order is used to topicalise the object about which the subject and the verb 
supply new information. In this order, the initial object is assigned nominative 
case and is coreferential with a resumptive pronoun in the original object 
position.
21.0V S order is used when the object needs to be focused and supplies new 
information. In such a case, the initial object keeps its accusative case and does 
not refer back to a resumptive pronoun.
22. SOV order is used to topicalise the subject which provides old information and 
about which the object supplies the new information.
23. VOS order is used to fulfil a contrastive function. In this order, the object is 
focused to supply new information in contrast with information previously 
mentioned in the discourse.
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Based on Bakir's (1980) presentation, topicalisation and emphasis seem to be the main 
factors triggering word order variation in MSA. The topic serves the function of 
establishing "a special, temporal, or individual framework within which the main 
predication holds" (Chafe, 1976:50-51); hence, it occupies an initial position. Focus, on 
the other hand, "presents what is relatively the most important or salient information in 
the given setting" (Dik, 1978:19). According to Moutaouakil (1989), there are two types 
of focus in Arabic: 'new information focus', which presents new information to the 
addressee, and 'contrastive focus', which occurs in contexts where the speaker gives 
information conflicting with extant information in the discourse. Moutaouakil asserts 
that, in Arabic, only arguments belonging to the latter type are preposed to an initial 
position of the sentence, whereas those elements of the former type may be focused in 
situ by phonological means.
Bakir's (1980) presentation also implies a correlation between the topic/focus 
dichotomy and the old/new information distinction. One common organizing principle 
of information structure states that new information gravitates toward the end of the 
sentence following old information which comes first (Brustad, 2000). Brustad states 
that Arabic is among those languages which apply this discourse principle. Therefore, 
the correlation between the topic/focus dichotomy and the given/new information 
distinction becomes clear when considering the type of information that topics and 
focused arguments represent. Topics are always definite and contain old information 
that is given in previous discourse or generally known by both participants; thus, they 
are found in initial positions. In addition, focused arguments can be divided based on 
the type of information they represent: those of the 'new information' type tend to
occupy sentence-final position; whereas arguments that represent contrastive focus do
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not provide new information, since only known entities can be contrasted, and hence, 
they are usually preposed to sentence-initial position (Brustad, 2000). This given 
followed by new principle also entails that definite arguments should precede indefinite 
ones. So, for example, if we have a definite object which is not topicalised and an 
indefinite subject, the order of the sentence should be VOS.
Another factor that may be associated with word order variation in Arabic is the type of 
the general context or discourse. Brustad (2000), for example, states that VSO order 
should be dominant in event narration contexts, whereas SVO should be used in 
descriptive or conversational contexts where the discourse topic shifts around or is 
taken as a frame within which a main sentence predication holds. Dahlgren (1998) 
reached conclusions that support Brustad’s claims when he analysed what he called 
‘early Arabic’ (Classical Arabic) data. His results indicated that VSO is the common 
order in narrative discourse, whereas SVO is more common in dialogue discourse. 
However, he could not reach a definite conclusion about which order is more common 
in descriptive discourse due to insufficient relevant data. Owens (2009), also, argues 
that verb-subject order is used to present events. Following Myhill (1992), he points out 
that verb-subject word order is universally correlated with temporal sequencing. Also, 
he found that subject-verb order is used to signal available referentiality. According to 
the results of his corpus analysis of Arabic spoken in the Arabian Peninsula, he found 
that subjects of the type pronoun, pronominal,13 personal noun, and definite noun with 
general referentiality tend to occur in subject-verb order; whereas indefinite subjects are 
more common in verb-subject order.
13 Owens (2009:43) includes in the classification, ‘pronominal’, quantifiers, numerals, demonstrative 
pronouns and demonstratives when used alone as subjects.
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Factors other than pragmatic ones have also been mentioned in the literature as causing 
the word order to vary in Arabic. Holes (1995:205-6), for example, pointed out that 
individual speakers of MSA may choose a particular order due to influence of the local 
spoken variety or probably a second language he/she speaks. Furthermore, Holes asserts 
that there is a rhythmic-based principle involved in regulating word order in Arabic, and 
which he calls ‘end-weighting’. According to this, ‘heavier’ arguments which contain 
more lexical words appear to the right of ‘lighter’ arguments. Holes said that this 
principle should operate in harmony with the given followed by new principle; clauses 
which contain new information usually contain more lexical items than those which 
contain given information. However, the rhythmic-based principle should not apply if it 
conflicts with the information structure principle: given information always comes first.
The issues of word order and subject-verb agreement will be first investigated, in the 
following chapter, in a study based on corpora of three different colloquial dialects of 
Arabic. The purpose is to determine how similar or different from MSA these aspects 
are in the dialects (the Lis), and to pinpoint differences between these varieties. Then, 
these differences will be used as one of the syntactic variables when examining MSA 
end-state grammar acquired by speakers of different colloquial dialects. The general aim 
is to see whether these speakers transfer their LI grammatical properties to MSA.
2.2 Adverb Placement
The typical function of adverbs in general is to "add specific information about time, 
manner, or place to the meanings of verbs or whole clauses", (Hurford, 1994:10).
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Unlike adverbs in Germanic or Romance languages, Arabic adverbs have not been 
adequately studied within the framework of generative grammar, or even described in 
basic terms (Fassi-Fehri, 1998). This is thought to be partly due to the fact that adverbs, 
in general, are additives to the core structure of a clause; they are elements which are 
somehow incorporated into a sentence for modificational rather than argumental 
purposes, and hence, can be easily dispensed with. Also, adverbs in Arabic have 
received less attention from linguistic research probably because their class is 
heterogeneous in terms of its composition; constituents which function as adverbs in 
Arabic may be composed of categories like adjectives and nouns in addition to the few 
adverbs in and of themselves (Fassi-Fehri, 1998; Ryding, 2005). The following are 
examples of adverbs composed of different categories:
24.
darastu 1-kitaaba jayyid-an (Adjective)
studied the-book perfect-acc
‘I studied the book perfectly’
25. if***
nasiya 1-waladu Tareeq-a-hu tamaam-an (Noun)
forgot the-boy way-acc-his completeness-acc
‘The boy lost his way completely’
26. *1°^  ft*
?akal-a 1-waladu tuffaaHatayni faqaT  (Adverb)
ate the-boy two apples only
‘The boy ate only two apples’
Adverbs in Arabic can be single words, like the ones in the examples above, or phrases, 
like the prepositional phrase bi-sur9at-in ‘with-rapidity-gen = rapidly’ (Ryding, 2005). 
As in other languages, most Arabic adverbs fall into four groups depending on the type
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of their modification: degree, manner, place, and time. Adverbs of degree modify the 
meaning of the verb in terms of intensity and quantity. Manner adverbs are those which 
specify, for example, the state, the condition, or the way in which an event has 
happened. Place and time adverbs obviously denote where and when a certain event has 
happened (Ryding, 2005). The following are examples of these four types:
27. bUS ¿Ki
?akaltu qaliyl-an
(I) ate little-Acc
‘I ate a little’
28.
saqattu faj?at-an
(I) fell sudden-Acc
‘I fell down suddenly’
29. Uk u.i.wll i.ij
bada?-a al-Hada 0-u
started the-event-Nom
‘The event started here’
30. Ijc.
Gad-an sa-tuftaHu
tomorrow will- be opened
‘The doors will be opened tomorrow’
(degree)
(manner)
huna (place)
here
l-?abwaab (time)
the-doors
According to Ryding (2005), placement of Arabic adverbs in the clause structure is 
flexible to a certain extent; only some adverbs prefer certain positions. However, Al- 
Shurafa (2005) restricts this flexibility to the semantic scope of the adverbs. Based on 
her analysis of Arabic data, she asserted that adverbs should be classified into VP- 
adverbs and S-adverbs, depending on their functional properties in the sentence. VP- 
adverbs are those whose function in the sentence is limited to modifying the mode of
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the verb. S-adverbs, on the other hand, have a wider scope and specify the action of the 
whole sentence. Compare the following two examples:
3 1. J
bi-sur9at-in ?anhaytu
with-rapidity-gen (I) finished
‘I finished my duty quickly’
32. ¿jSl L Lula
Tab9-an ?uHibbu ?akl-a I-tuffaaH-i (S-adverb)
evidence-acc (I) love eating-acc the-apple-gen
‘Evidently, I love eating apples’
waajib-ii (VP-adverb) 
duty-my
Al-Shurafa (2005) claims that the structural syntactic position of an adverb in Arabic 
depends on its semantic function and scope in the sentence. Given that adverbs are not 
core syntactic elements in the structure (adjuncts), she proposed that VP-adverbs are 
adjoined to the VP projection whereas S-adverbs are adjoined to the S projection. The 
apparent flexibility of adverb placement in Arabic results from having a choice to adjoin 
adverbs either to the right or to the left side of the syntactic projection.14 The adverbs in 
examples (31) and (32) above can also be placed in different positions; as shown in (33- 
34):
33. (^->-i)
(bi-sur9at-in) ?anhaytu
with-rapidity-gen (I) finished
‘I finished my duty quickly’
waajib-ii (bi-sur9at-in)
duty-my with-rapidity-gen
14 Because the position of the preverbal NPs is debated in the literature (subjects are placed inside IP and 
topics outside IP), Al-Shurafa (2005) perhaps used the term ‘S projection’, rather than IP or CP, to 
indicate that S-adverbs are adjoined to the highest projection in the structure. This means that such 
adverbs occur in the leftmost position of the sentence if  they are left adjoined to that projection, and hence 
will always appear before the preverbal NP, whether it is a subject or a topic. Al-Shurafa, though, did not 
state this in her paper.
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34. (ta ill) (Jsi t I%1 (\ » li-i)
(Tab9-an) ?uHibbu ?akl-a 1-tuffaH-i (Tab9-an)
evidence-acc (I) loveeating-acc the-apple-gen evidence-acc 
‘Evidently, I love eating apples’
Although it appears that the adverbs in both examples (33) and (34) are placed initially 
or finally, the adverbs in (33) occupy different syntactic positions from those occupied 
by the adverbs in (34). In (33), bi-sur9at-in ‘quickly’ is of the VP-adverb type; and 
hence, adjoined to the left or the right side of the VP-projection. In (34), however, the 
scope of Tab9-an ‘evidently’ involves the whole sentence; therefore, it is adjoined to 
the left or the right side of the S projection. This should be evident by comparing the 
above examples with the following ones:
35.  ( f I j j l  (4c.^~u)
?aSdiqaa?-ii (bi-sur9at-in) ?atuw (Jbi-sur9at-iri) ?ilaa 1-dars-i 
friends-my with-rapidity-gen came with-rapidity-gen to the-class-gen 
‘My friends came quickly to class’
36. (W^ =) j^ll j !  (i*J=)
(Tab9-an) ?aSdiqaa?-i ?atuw ?ila 1-dars-i (Tab9-an)
evidence-acc friends-my came to the-class-gen evidence-acc
‘Evidently, my friends came to class’
Since bi-sur9at-in ‘quickly’ is adjoined to the VP projection, it comes in (35) either 
between the subject and the verb or immediately following the verb. In (36), on the 
other hand, Tab9-an ‘evidently’ is adjoined to the S projection, and hence, had the 
option of occurring either initially or finally.
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In the following chapter, adverb placement will be investigated in the corpus data of the 
colloquial dialects of Arabic mentioned before. The differences between the dialects 
will be used as one o f the variables when examining MSA produced by speakers of the 
three dialects under study.
2.3 Resumption in Relative Clauses
Resumption is one of the strategies which Arabic, among other languages, employs to 
form unbounded dependency constructions. Relative clauses constitute one such type of 
construction. One common way to form a relative clause is by moving a wh-phrase (or a 
null operator) from the extraction site to [Spec-CP], leaving a bound gap behind:
3 7  ........ (j' J'd l iluO l
?al-9awn-nu [CP l-a5iit [IP qaddamta 0t li-l-9iraaq-i]] 
the-aid-nom which (you) offered to-the-Iraq-gen
‘The aid that you have offered to Iraq .. .’
An alternative strategy is the resumption strategy. In relatives formed by this strategy, a 
resumptive pronoun is inserted in the extraction site as a variable bound by the wh- 
phrase, which is also directly inserted in [Spec-CP] position:
38 ....... 3  j*l!
?al-9awn-u [CP l-a5iit [IP qaddamta-hut li-l-9iraaq-i][] —
the-aid-nom which (you) offered-it to-the-Iraq-gen
‘The aid that you have offered to Iraq .. .’.
Relative clauses formed this way are claimed to be immune to locality constraints (see, 
e.g., Borer, 1984). This is because, by assumption, the resumption strategy does not 
involve movement; both the relativised element and the resumptive pronoun are claimed 
to be directly generated in their relevant positions.
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In Arabic, it is not always the case that both strategies are available when forming a 
relative clause. The availability of such optionality depends, for example, on whether or 
not the relative clause in question is definite or indefinite. Definite relatives are those 
which always occur with a complementiser such as ?alladii ‘that’ as in (39) below, and 
the indefinite ones are those which cannot occur with a complementiser, as in (40) 
below. The optionality of choice between the resumption or movement strategies is 
available only for forming definite relatives; indefinite relatives must have a resumptive 
pronoun in their relativisation site (Aoun et al., 2010). The following two examples 
from Aoun et al. (2010:10) should make this distinction clear:
Definite Relative Clause
39. (^ili)* £4-“*
Daa9a 1-kitaab-u *(l-aôii) staraytu-(hu) 1-baariHata
be-lost-3ms the-book-nom that (I) bought-(it) the-past night 
‘The book that I bought last night is lost’
Indefinite Relative Clause
40. (4-)* JaJ.1 foill*) ç-AS t>  ¿¿ii
?ufattisu 9an kitaab-in (*l-aôii) ?aDa9tu-*(hu)
(I) look for (a) book-gen that (I) lost- *(it)
‘I am looking for a book that I lost’
The choice between the two strategies also depends on the grammatical position of the 
relativisation site. For example, resumptive pronouns do not appear in the highest
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subject position of the relative clause.15 By contrast, gaps are not licit in prepositional 
and genitive object positions (e.g., Galal, 2004). Compare the following examples:
41. ij'-ttll (j **) t i^ll J
ra?aytu 1-walad-a 1-aôii (*huwa) stara 1-kitaab
(I) saw the-boy-acc who (*he) bought the-book
T saw the boy who bought the book’
42. (4-)*_it CjIj i  (LAjSil l! u jI41
?istaraytu 1-kitaab-a 1-aôii qara?tu 9an-*(hu) ka0iir-an
(I) bought the-book-acc which (I) read about-it a lot
‘I bought the book which I read about a lot’
43. (<-)*4h Jr>-
ra?aytu 1-rajul-a 1-aóii ?iHtaraqa baytu-*(hu)
(I) saw the-man-acc who burnt house-his
T saw the man whose house has burnt’
As shown from (41), relative clauses with extraction from the subject position cannot be 
formed with a resumptive pronoun in the extraction site. On the other hand, the 
examples in (42) and (43) indicate, respectively, that the resumption strategy seems to 
be the only option available for forming relatives with extraction from prepositional and 
genitive object positions; gaps in such places would render the sentence ungrammatical. 
However, both strategies appear to be available when extracting from the object 
position; a resumptive pronoun seems to vary with gaps in filling this extraction site 
(e.g., Aoun et al., 2010). The following sentence is an example of this case:
15 The observed gap in subject position is argued by Galal (2004) to be a resumptive pro ; not a trace. This 
is because the gaps in this position are licit within locality islands.
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44. (4-)’*/» Al i,' 'nil (jjja.1
?iHtaraqa 1-bayt-u l-a5ii banaytu-(hu)
burnt the-house which (I) built-(it)
‘The house which I built has burnt’
MSA uses relativisers of two types; relativisers of the first type denote specific referents 
in terms of gender and number, and relativisers of the other type can be used with any 
referents of any gender or number (Ryding, 2005). Example relativisers of the former 
type include ?alladii for masculine singular, ^  ?allatii for feminine singular, u'All 
?alladaani for masculine dual, ?allataani for feminine dual, uA^' ?alladiina for 
masculine plural, and ?allaatii for feminine plural. The second type relativisers are 
i> man for animate referents of any number or gender, and L» maa for inanimate 
referents of any type and number.
In contrast, as we shall see in the following chapter, the colloquial dialects use only one 
relativiser ilU ‘that’ for all types of referents. Also, these dialects seem to differ in 
relation to allowing gaps in object relatives. Shlonsky (1992), for example, claimed that 
resumptive pronouns are essential in object relatives in the Palestinian dialect of Arabic. 
Other dialects may not be like Palestinian Arabic; they may allow resumptive pronouns 
or gaps to fill in the extraction site in objects relatives, just like MSA. The colloquial 
corpora will be examined in the following chapter for this issue and the differences 
between the dialects will be used as one o f the variables when examining MSA.
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Finally, it is argued that resumptive pronouns add a portion of meaning to the sentence 
(Galal, 2004); they add specificity and more clarity to the reference of the relativised 
element (Alresaini, 2007). Consider the following examples:
45. J ^  <■ ■
sayajidu Adel-u ?al-mar?at-a allatii yuHib 
will-find Adel-nom the-woman-acc that (he) love 
‘Adel will find the woman that he loves’
46.  ^ J
sayajidu Adel-u ?al-mar?at-a allatii yuHibbu-ha 
will-find Adel-nom the-woman-acc that (he) love-her 
‘Adel will find the woman that he loves’
Doron (1982) and Sells (1984) pointed out (using equivalent examples from Hebrew) 
that only in sentence (46), the reference of the object relativised element, ?al-mar?ah 
‘the-woman’, must refer to a particular individual woman that Adel loves. However, in 
(45), where the resumptive pronoun is lacking, this relativised element can refer to a 
particular woman, as in (46), or have a more generic reference to unspecified woman of 
particular properties. Also, the proposal that resumptive pronouns add clarity to the 
meaning of the sentence can be confirmed when considering examples like (47) below 
where resumption helps for disambiguation:
47. ( -^)*_
hadaa 1-walad-u ?alla3ii Daraba-*(hu) Musaa 
this the-boy-nom that hit-3ms-him Musaa-nom 
‘This is the boy that Musaa hit’
The sentence in (47) is ambiguous without the resumptive pronoun: the relativized 
element, ?al-walad ‘the-boy’, could be missinterpreted as the agent due to lack of overt 
nominative case marking on Musaa and due to the shared cp features in ?al-walad ‘the-
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boy’ and Musaa. In such examples, the resumptive pronoun in the relativisation site is 
required to disambiguate the meaning of the sentence by making it clear that the agent is 
Musaa and the theme is ?al-walad ‘the-boy’.
2.4 Summary
Section 2 aimed to provide a general background to the syntactic issues of MSA 
covered in this research, including word order & agreement, adverb placement, and 
resumption in relative clauses. Section 2.1 presented the possible orders in MSA and 
defined the basic underlying order of MSA clause as being SVO. This section also 
presented proposals on how the main two orders in MSA (VSO and SVO) are derived, 
which when contrasted show subject-verb agreement asymmetry as agreement depends 
on where the subject is placed in relation to the verb. Some of these proposals claimed 
that SVO sentences have a Topic-Comment structure, others proposed that preverbal 
NPs are regular grammatical subjects, and a third view assumed that preverbal NPs 
could be interpreted as topics or subjects depending on the intended sense. These 
analyses will be discussed in light of the results of the experimental study in Section 4 
of chapter 6.
This section also introduced the phenomenon of human collective noun-verb agreement 
in SVO sentences. In contrast to regular human plurals, which require strict plural 
agreement when preceeding the verb, human collective nouns can be in plural or 
singular agreement with the following verb in SVO sentences.
Discussion of word order also encompassed presenting the pragmatic factors behind its 
variation in subsection 2.1.4. It has been proposed that word order varies in MSA to
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serve mainly two pragmatic functions: topicalisation and focus. It has also been 
proposed that different types of discourse entail preference of one order over the others.
Section 2.2 presented a review of adverbs and their placement in MSA clause structure. 
As one of the rare studies on Arabic adverbs, Al-Shurafa (1995) proposed that adverbs 
should be divided into two groups according to the semantic scope of their 
modification: VP-adverbs are those which modify the verb, and S-adverbs are those 
which modify the action of the whole sentence. Adverbs of the former type should be 
adjoined to VP and those of the latter type should be adjoined to S. Adjunction of either 
type could occur to either side of the projection, resulting with four possible places for 
adverbs: before or after the S projection, and before or after the VP projection.
The final section (section 2.3) addressed resumption in MSA relative clauses. It was 
shown that resumptive pronouns are obligatory in indefinite relatives, and their presence 
in definite relatives depends on the relativisation position: they do not show up in the 
highest subject position of the relative clause, always appear in genitive and 
prepositional object positions, and may or may not be used in object positions.
The following chapter will present a study based on corpora from different colloquial 
varieties of Arabic. The purpose of this study is to determine how similar or different 
these syntactic phenomena are in the grammars of the colloquial varieties. Defining 
similarities and differences between the colloquial varieties and MSA will help in
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determining if MSA grammar represented by the subjects of the main study in this 
thesis is affected by different properties of the colloquial grammar (LI influence).
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Methodology: Corpus Studies
One of the main aims of the current thesis is to observe and define the characteristics of 
the steady-state grammar of Modem Standard Arabic (MSA) spoken in three different 
regions of the Arab world: Levantine countries, Gulf countries and Egypt. If the 
underlying grammar of MSA varies across these regions, this might have implications 
on whether or not Arabs acquire MSA natively. If speakers of MSA are found to 
represent its grammar differently, it is important, and interesting at the same time, to 
know why this is the case and where differences come from. Two main factors are 
suggested in this work that may cause different representations of MSA grammar (if 
they are found to be different): LI influence and age of first exposure to MSA.
I
This chapter presents two corpus based studies. The first one is mainly to pinpoint 
syntactic differences between the local non-standard dialects of Arabic spoken in 
Levantine countries, Gulf countries and Egypt. These local non-standard dialects will be 
referred to as Colloquial Levantine Arabic (CLA), Colloquial Gulf Arabic (CGA), and 
Colloquial Egyptian Arabic (CEA), respectively. The syntactic differences between 
these Colloquial Arabic (CA) varieties will be used as variables when testing MSA 
spoken in the three regions mentioned above. Four syntactic phenomena have been 
investigated: word order, subject-verb agreement in specified contexts, adverb 
placement, and resumption in object relatives. The second study investigates the same 
syntactic issues in a set of corpora of MSA data produced in the three Arabic regions of
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Levantine, Gulf, and Egypt. The aim of conducting this study is to test whether the 
differences found between the local varieties also exist to differentiate grammatical 
representation of MSA spoken in those different regions. If such a result is reached, 
then LI influence exists, and this, in turn, indicates that MSA grammar has the 
characteristics of a second language grammar.
This chapter is divided into two main sections. The analysis of the CA corpora will be 
presented in the first section whereas the analysis of the MSA corpora will be presented 
in the second section. Under each section, the corpus data will be described as well as 
the method used in analysing the data. Also, the results of investigating the syntactic 
issues will be given and discussed.
1 Colloquial Arabic Corpus Study
In order to discover whether discrete grammars of MSA are there due to influence of the 
grammatical differences between the unequivocally natively acquired local spoken non­
standard varieties of Arabic (the Lis), we need first to determine these grammatical 
differences. Unfortunately, grammatical differences between the colloquial varieties of 
Arabic have received little attention in the literature (Cuvalay-Haak, 1997:19). In 
general, works comparing CA varieties usually find more grammatical similarities than 
differences between these varieties (see, e.g., Brustad, 1991; 2000). Also, grammatical 
differences found by such studies are usually of a very salient type exemplified by the 
contrast between (48) and (49) in terms of the syntactic position of question words:
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48.
HatruwHi fiyn? (Colloquial Egyptian Arabic)
Will-(you) go-2fs where
'Where will you go?'
49. uiS
wayn bitroHiyn? (Colloquial Gulf Arabic)
where will(you)go-2fs 
'Where will you go?'
Colloquial Egyptian Arabic and Colloquial Gulf Arabic apply different strategies when 
forming wh-questions; it is possible in the former to leave the wh-question word in situ 
whereas in Gulf Arabic, wh-questions are formed by applying the movement strategy. 
Such a difference, however, would be very clear and obvious for Egyptians, for 
instance, to avoid when speaking MSA, given that they know from input that wh- 
questions in MSA begin consistently with a wh-word. Therefore, a study was needed to 
pinpoint less salient syntactic differences between the colloquial Arabic varieties which 
may continue to appear in MSA spoken in different regions of the Arab world.
In this corpus based study, data from three colloquial Arabic varieties were analysed to 
investigate four syntactic phenomena which were thought of as good candidates to 
reveal grammatical differences suitable for the purposes of this thesis. As mentioned 
above, the colloquial Arabic varieties from which data was studied are Colloquial 
Levantine Arabic (CLA), Colloquial Gulf Arabic (CGA), and Colloquial Egyptian 
Arabic (CEA). These three varieties of Arabic represent main geographical linguistic 
groupings in the Arab world in addition to those varieties spoken in North African 
Arabic countries (Aoun et al., 2010:2). The syntactic aspects investigated include word 
order, adverb placement, resumption in object relatives, and, finally, subject-verb
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agreement when the sentence is in SV order and the subject is in 3rd person plural form. 
Selection of these particular aspects will be justified when each is discussed in sections 
that follow.
All the data examined in this study was obtained from a set of corpora developed by the 
Linguistic Data Consortium (LDC).16 The colloquial Levantine Arabic data examined in 
this study is a part of an LDC corpus entitled 'Levantine Arabic Conversational 
Telephone Speech, Transcripts' (Appen Pty Ltd, 2007).17 This corpus contains a total of 
495 files of transcribed natural unscripted telephone conversations between native 
speakers of CLA. The colloquial Gulf Arabic data was obtained from corpus entitled 
'Gulf Arabic Conversational Telephone Speech, Transcripts' (Appen Pty Ltd, 2006).18 
This corpus contains a total of 526 files of transcribed natural unscripted telephone 
conversations between native speakers of CGA. The colloquial Egyptian Arabic data 
was obtained from an LDC corpus that has the title ‘CALLHOME Egyptian Arabic 
Transcripts’ (Gadalla et al., 1997).19 This corpus contains a total of 120 files of 
transcribed natural unscripted telephone conversations between native speakers of CEA.
The data analysed for the current study was extracted from the above described corpora 
by using software called 'CLAN'. It is designed specifically to analyse data transcribed 
in the format of the Child Language Data Exchange (Mac Whinney, 2000). The 
software allows a large number of automatic analyses to be performed on transcript
16 The LDC is an open consortium o f several research supporting institutions that is hosted by the 
University o f Pennsylvania. It basically creates, collects and distributes speech and text databases, 
lexicons, and other resources for research and development purposes.
17 The LDC catalogue number for the Levantine corpus is (LDC2007T01).
18 The LDC catalogue number for the Gulf corpus is (LDC2006T15).
19 The LDC catalogue number for the Egyptian corpus is (LDC97T19).
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data, such as frequency counts, word searches, co-occurrence analyses, interactional 
analyses, etc. For the current study, one of CLAN applications for searching the data; 
namely, ’COMBO’, was given lists of key words, like common verbs, adverbs, etc., to 
search for and extract the relevant data which provide instances of the syntactic aspects 
under investigation. The following sections will tackle each syntactic aspect in all three 
colloquial varieties of Arabic. Each section will first define how similar or different the 
CA varieties are from MSA in relation to the syntactic aspects under study.20 Then, they 
will provide details of how CLAN was instructed to extract the relevant data, how the 
data was analysed, and the results of the analysis.
1.1 Word Order
Like MSA, CA varieties allow all the permutations of the basic constituents of the 
sentence; Subject, Verb, and Object, as long as the meaning is clear. One difference 
between MSA and CA varieties, however, is that VSO is the common unmarked order 
in the former whereas SVO is claimed to be the unmarked order in CA varieties 
(Cuvalay-Haak, 1997:19). Unmarkedness of word order is defined by Fassi-Fehri's 
(1993:19) as "the order found in so-called pragmatically neutral contexts, i.e. in 
sentences which require fewer mechanisms of interpretation or derivation". Bakir 
(1980:6) points out that if a certain order is marked the least, pragmatically and 
syntactically, it should be used most frequently in that language or variety.
Moreover, as detailed in section 2.1.4 of the previous chapter, people like Brustad 
(1991; 2000), Dahlgren (1998) and Owens et al. (2009), among others, claim that there
20 See Section 2 o f the previous chapter for description o f MSA in relation to the syntactic aspects under 
study.
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may be more than one common order in Arabic. They maintained that different contexts 
and discourse types tend to determine which word order should be prominent. 
Therefore, having all word order variations possible in both MSA and CA varieties with 
the possibility that MSA is different from CA varieties in favouring particular orders in 
certain contexts, it is pretty much possible too that each CA variety is distinct from 
other varieties in this regard. This corpus based study aims to explore word order 
variation in Colloquial Levantine Arabic, Colloquial Gulf Arabic, and Colloquial 
Egyptian Arabic. If it turns out that each or some varieties have their distinct preference 
for a particular order, these differences will be used as variables when testing MSA 
spoken in those three Arabic regions.
1.1.1 Data Extraction & Coding
The data examined in this study was extracted from bigger corpora collected and 
transcribed by the LDC. For all the CA varieties under study, an application called 
‘COMBO’ was used to search for a list of common verbs and extract the relevant data 
which contained sentences with those verbs. This list was developed as follows. The 
LDC corpora of Levantine and Gulf Arabic each came with a file that lists all the 
complete Arabic words used by the speakers in those telephone conversations. By going 
through these two long lists, common verbs like ‘eat’, ‘drink’, ‘walk’, ‘talk’, ‘say’, 
‘buy’, etc., that occurred in both corpora, and which are normally expected to appear in 
everyday speech, were picked to create a list of 140 common verbs. The ‘CALLHOME’ 
corpus of Egyptian Arabic, on the other hand, did not contain such a file. Thus, the list 
developed for the other two CA varieties was adapted for searching the CEA data. Some 
verbs were modified where necessary to match the way they are used by Egyptians. An 
example of this case is the verb W-jaa ‘came-3ms’ from CGA data which appeared as
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W-!?iiaa in CLA data and was modified to *?> g]h in the list of verbs adapted for CEA. 
The final list of verbs for searching CEA data was checked by a native speaker of 
Egyptian Arabic to make sure that verbs are in the correct forms that would be used by 
native Egyptians (see Appendix 1 for the complete lists of verbs).
In addition, the transcription of the data was in Arabic script, and because Arabic verbs 
may be inflected with prefixes and/or suffixes to indicate person, gender and number, 
verbs were prefixed and/or suffixed with a wildcard character (*), where applicable, to 
instruct ‘COMBO’ to find all the possible forms.21 An example of these verbs is <-£' 
?akal ‘ate-3ms’ from CGA data which may occur in different forms like Ij&i ?akal-aw 
‘ate-3mp’, ?akal-at ‘ate-3fs’, ?akal-an ‘ate-3fp\ vaa-kil ‘eat-3ms’, 
vaa-kl-uwn ‘eat-3mp’, l&j taa-kil ‘eat-3fs’, and ¿ > vaa-kl-in ‘eat-3fp’. It is sufficient 
to give the searching application the verb *<-$* ?akal. prefixed and suffixed with a 
wildcard, to find all these variant forms if they appeared in the data.
‘COMBO’ was instructed to search for sentences with these verbs in a 100 files of each 
corpus. There was no specific reason behind choosing this particular number of files 
except that it was available in all the three corpora. Each file contains one transcribed 
unscripted conversation between native speakers of each variety of colloquial Arabic. 
Although the number o f conversations searched in each corpus was the same, the size of 
each conversation may vary. The LDC reported that each speaker in CLA and CGA 
data has contributed with an average of 5 to 6 minute speech. Assuming at least two
21 Some verbs, like those which end with a long vowel, could not be suffixed or prefixed with a wildcard 
because deriving the other forms of the verb would require changes on the stem o f the verb. For example, 
the final long vowel in Sallaa ‘prayed-3ms’ needs to be deleted or changed in other inflected forms 
of the verb like ¿»L* Sall-at ‘prayed-3fs’ or tSall-ii ‘pray-3fs\
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speakers in each conversation, the average duration of each conversation may be 10 to 
12 minute long. On the other hand, the duration of the recorded telephone conversations 
in the ‘CALLHOME’ corpus was reported as variable with each lasting up to 30 
minutes.
Furthermore, ‘COMBO’ was instructed to output all the result sentences in a context of 
no less than 10 conversational turns before and after the sentence of interest. This was 
instructed to control for the type of context within which the sentence of interest has 
appeared. This also helped to find more sentences to analyse with verbs other than those 
contained by the searching lists.
As Arabic, in general, is known as a pro-drop language, and because word order cannot 
be defined if the subject is missing, only declarative sentences with overt subjects were 
analysed and counted. Similarly, sentences without verbs were not considered for the 
same reason; word order cannot be defined if the verb is missing.2 3
22 Brustad (2000:318) considered sentences that have no overt subjects as sentences in a VSO order.
23 According to Aoun et al. (2010), among many others, Arabic in general (standard and non-standard) 
allowes present tense sentences to have predicates without verbs. Such a predicate could be a noun 
phrase, an adjective phrase, or a prepositional phrase. The following MSA sentences from Aoun et al. 
(2010:35-36) exemplify such sentences:
1. ¿1*-« ly*-
9umar-u mu9allim-un 
Omar-nom teacher-nom 
‘Omar is a teacher’
2. ijdl
?al-bayt-u kabiir-un
the-house-nom big-nom 
‘The house is big’
?al-kitaab-u 9alaa ?al-maktab-i 
The-book-nom on the-desk-gen 
‘The book is on the desk’.
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The output data was coded for word order and the type of context within which the 
sentences appeared in the data. As suggested in the previous chapter (section 2.1.4), 
type of context, among other factors, may have an impact on the choice of a certain 
order. It was claimed in some works (e.g., Brustad, 1991; Dahlgren, 1998) that VSO, for 
example, is prominent in narrative contexts whereas SVO occurs more frequently in 
conversational contexts. Therefore, the data for this study was coded to indicate whether 
the sentence in question occurs in conversational or narrative context as defined below.
The criterion followed to determine type of context is as follows. Bearing in mind that 
the examined data represent transcribed telephone ‘conversations’, the default type of 
the general discourse was considered conversational, which, according to Brustad
(1991:116), usually expresses social relations and personal attitudes. Narrative contexts
\
were determined when a sequence of events or actions were narrated about a constant 
topic or incident by one speaker to another. To have an example, what follows is an 
extract from a telephone conversation between two speakers of CLA who were talking 
about their business and the market in general. The extract is divided into two parts: the 
first part in (50) was considered conversational, and the second part in (51) was 
considered narrative:24
50. Conversational Context:
‘Ok, how much does it make -how much does the shop make in a month—you should calculate this way’
A: j .mii jj*  fU • j 1—• j .‘i« (jji uLc. J jl (>• Auc. <3!* V aJ
‘yah, no, now, yah now, since the beginning of the month till now, we made more than fifteen, yah in these 
ten days more than fifteen’
24 Translation to English o f this extract is mine.
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Al  ^jdb * * J 1_di £  jb* JaxJI tJ * i -^1 <jl
‘yah, last night, the average was sixteen hundreds a day’
3; 1^ jUm t . iiia t^ bf 1
‘for ten days, ok this is excellent, umm’
A^ *djA ¡‘\n im i ijj*j * j .. ,’j' _} *—dbU J jj ^ jLjjult If- ^ jjll
‘today, with the poor activity in the market, it went down to a fourteen hundreds and seventy five, 
something like that’
‘Umm’
B: jit*«
‘this is excellent’
A : i b u jl  ¿joaj I^Ia «di (JJó Ji-Vl t >  U -d i.  -II Jjjlj
‘OK, what is important is that we are done with Sunday, two days remaining till Wednesday comes, with 
Thursday and Friday, which will make it up for me’
B: j >'jj
‘Bravo’
A: A-*jUli ^ bV i i j^iju <ji i Uii >i fh\ Aj^ blb ^  lnf-i <jj lJjb^ b ^ e. ui .^ b~ i *
‘you know, I am trying my best to make use of the coming three days so that they make up for the dead 
days’
3: U jj£l
‘sure, sure, this is good’
A: s!
‘yah’
3 :  t-J jb  j j j  dii ^-a-»b dib
‘Ok, may Allah give you more and help you’
In (50), speaker A and B are having a conversation about speaker A’s shop: speaker B 
asked a question, speaker A gave a fairly long answer, and speaker B comes in every 
now and then with a comment about what speaker A says: a continuous interaction 
between the speakers exists. When this conversation continued in (51) below, speaker A 
started narrating the events of an incident that happened in his shop between him and a 
customer who was asking for discounts:
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51. Narrative Context:
A i AaS  j j n  I^ Ia&I 1 ~1 - ‘t* I j l  f t  A l l l i  (JlA j^A ^  .1 A j  -1. .1 I - j  'll J  .  1 ViS^j.. .it lA
‘this is what our business is like, like today, a customer who came to me before the sale- I started making 
reductions five days ago, by the way, ok’
B:,1
‘Umm’
A ; j'UAA. « A ... .A J  Aaa Iff Cllt A« L . I * |V. .1 ^  j IaiI j^a  ^ k  ^  '  -  t L --t. .
‘precisely, she came to me a week ago, she saw a piece (of clothes, probablySA), I said to her (the price isSA) 
a hundred and seventy five’
B : , l
‘umm’
A : f  ja!1 (¿1=- »LiLa ^¡c. ^Jaa Aa31j  ¿¡¡(AJU i^ aIaj l+l C jib  j S  J a*1 Cilia
‘She said when are you going to make price reductions, I said to her, two to three days yet then come back, 
and she came back today’
B : r '
‘umm’
A : tjy>AC.J <AaA Uljl ¡^Al JU  A^a Cj jl-A  f~*k. AAaJL ,_}!* QlAlAij AaaaA. j  Aa* U  j JLai ClllS 1*1 CllS AaA3 ^  ClIlS
i*l cils
‘She said to me, how much is this? I said this was a hundred and seventy five, but now with twenty percent 
discount, it became a hundred and forty, she said, I want it for a hundred and twenty, and I said, ‘what’?’
B: yt» (¿u 
‘this this this...’
A ' f  Alii l*Al - ^ A*J f^ AAJ
‘even after discount she wants to pay less!’
B:yU
‘this...’
A ; AAaIL i'......~ will CAiA^llj AnJaill idlAfc 1*1 Clla AaaIL i'u p tc  ¿)a j j SI 1*1 j l l  tAt\k jjLil ^1 Cilia
‘she said to me, why for that customer did you give more than twenty percent discount?, and I said, take 
that piece and I will give you fifty percent’
B: aMj
‘really’
A : ¿ajl J la  J^JA  ^(JA ui AjJ aU ¡j-akt ^1 j^lLaX. Ini . All Aj] J& i La Lil A*Jaill I lian Lit 1*1 Clla ^Al V JlS
‘she said, no, I want this one, and I said to her, what?, it depends on what piece you take, 1 cannot press on 
myself, if I give you more discount I will pay the difference from my own pocket, and she said, ok, pay’
A; Lil j  f j i  i,];- ia i.-L i^ ajIj  1*1 Cila i*g lAifc ¿ill CuIj  ¿jijttic. j  Aaa ^ aaIj  lit Cilia AAA , aaa ¡jk 1*1 Cite (jLjl Cilia 1*1 i "ili aiiij 'y 
fj!
‘I said, really, she said, what?, I said, this is for a hundred and forty, she said, I will pay a hundred and 
twenty and you pay twenty, then I said, you use it for one day and I use it for the other’
B : aMj
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■‘really’
A: (■*'■> ■ ■n)
‘(laughter)’
‘(laughter) nice, well said’
B: f j i  '->lj  f j i
‘One day for you and one day for me’
A: V 1*1 *cJ5 oijZ*-j UUi ^ ■ i.A.-Li ^ j L  (>0^ - (^ 1 Cilc j ^  j i l  Jli ^  (jt
‘seriously, at last she got upset and said to me, so you won’t make it for a hundred and twenty? And I said, 
no’
At 0* f1 .fU y *  tih* Ju ^ -eajl JaJ lA ja^u IjkLJ :A'A~r-1 tjl Jt^ a <^aL.
‘I can’t, I gave it to you already discounted, and I can’t give you more discounts, I would pay from my 
pocket’
B: ¿'j
‘really’
A* ^a! tfl CJ. L ijln (J\i
‘She said, ok thank you, and I said, you are welcome’
In (51), speaker A took the role of the narrator and speaker B turned to a listener with 
minimal participation or addition to the content of the extract. All what has been said in
i
(51) was about a single incident that took place in speaker A’s shop. So, the context of 
passages similar to this in which one speaker talks to the other about an incident or a 
sequence of events or actions has been considered narrative when analysing the data; 
otherwise the context would have been considered conversational. The following 
section presents the results of data analysis for word order variation in CA varieties.
1.1.2 Results
The coded data contained a total of 712 CLA sentences; 823 CGA sentences; and 1096 
CEA sentences, all in context. Table 1 below compares the frequency of using different 
word orders in the three colloquial varieties under study; the frequency of using word 
orders in separate contexts will be given thereafter. It is clearly indicated by the analysis
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of the data that the distribution of word order in all the colloquial varieties of Arabic 
follows the same pattern when it comes to the general ranking of favourite orders. The 
majority of the sentences in the data were in SVO order, with VSO coming second, and 
VOS favoured the least. The other three variations of word order; OVS, SOV, and OSV, 
were rarely used by the speakers of CLA and CGA, and never used by the CEA 
speakers.
( W ord Order SVO VSO VOS OVS SOV OSV
1
; CA Varieties % % % % % %
CLA 68 19 11 0 0 0
CGA 75 13 11 1 0 0
CEA 93 5 2 0 0 0
Table 1 : The frequency of using different word orders in CA varieties
Although ranking of word orders appears to be the same in all the CA varieties, the 
frequency of occurrence of these orders is found to be different when the CA varieties 
are compared, especially in CEA (see Table 1 , above). Speakers of this variety used 
SVO order in 1016 sentences which comprise 93% of the sentences found in the data.
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On the other hand, speakers of CGA and CLA varieties used this order in 614 and 487 
sentences comprising 75% and 68% of the sentences found in the data of these varieties, 
respectively. Furthermore, speakers of CEA seem to be different in using the other two 
orders too. They used VSO order in 55 sentences which are only 5% of the data 
compared to 13% (111) and 19% (136) in CGA and CLA, respectively. VOS order was 
used equally in CGA and CLA in 11% of the time, whereas in CEA, it was used only in 
2% of the sentences. Other orders were not used even once in CEA data, which may 
indicate that this variety does not allow these orders, and were rarely used by the 
speakers of the other two CA varieties: in CGA data, OVS was used in 5 sentences, 
SOV in 2, and OSV in 3 sentences; and in CLA data, OVS and SOV were used 3 times 
and OSV was used twice.
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The frequency data of using SVO and VSO in the three colloquial varieties were entered 
into 3 Pearson Chi-Square tests using IBM SPSS 19. The first test compared the 
frequency of using these two word orders in CLA and CGA, and the test revealed a 
significant difference, %2(1, N= 1348) = 9.52, p  = .002. The second test compared the 
frequency of using these two orders in CLA and CEA, and again the difference was 
significant, x2(l ,N=  1694) = 109.74,p  = .001. The third test compared the frequency of 
using these word orders in CGA and CEA, and the difference is significant, %2(1, N= 
1796) = 53.36, p =  .001.
As the source of the data was telephone conversations, most of the sentences were 
produced in conversational discourse. Therefore, the results do not vary that much if 
distribution of word order was considered in conversational contexts only. Table 2
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below compares the frequency of word order variation used in this context. Obviously, 
the same ranking of favourite orders pertains: SVO comes out as the most common 
order in the three CA varieties, followed by VSO, then VOS. When the CA varieties are 
compared in terms of word order frequency in this particular type of context, the same 
similarities and differences are sustained. Most of the CEA sentences were put in SVO 
order (93%), with the rest being in VSO (5%) more than in VOS (2%), which 
differentiate CEA from the other two CA varieties. On the other hand, CGA speakers 
still use more SVO sentences (75%) and fewer VSO sentences (13%) than CLA 
speakers; 70% and 18%, respectively. All the instances of other orders were found in 
this type of discourse.
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I W ord Order SVO VSO VOS OVS s o v o s v
1 CA Varieties % % % % % %
CLA 70 18 11 0 0 0
CGA 75 13 11 1 0 0
CEA 93 5 2 0 0 0
Table 2 : The frequency of using different word orders in 'Conversational Context* in CA varieties
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In contrast, the distribution of word order in narrative contexts appears to reveal 
interesting differences between the CA varieties. Unfortunately, though, the instances 
found in this type of discourse are very few (89 sentences in total), and this is obviously 
due to the type of data analysed. Table 3 , below, shows the results of word order 
distribution in this type of context.
; W ord Order SVO VSO VOS ovs sov osv
5 CA Varieties % % % % % %
CLA 26 63 11 0 0 0
CGA 0 100 0 0 0 0
CEA 94 4 1 0 0 0
Table 3 : The frequency of using different word orders in 'Narrative Context' in CA varieties
In the CGA data, only three sentences were found in this discourse type, and they all 
were in VSO order. In the CLA data, the preference between SVO and VSO is reversed
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in this type of discourse; 5 sentences were in SVO order compared to 12 in VSO, with 
VOS remaining the least favoured. In the CEA data, SVO continues to be the favourite 
order despite changing discourse type. This order was used 63 times out of 67 (94%); 3 
sentences were in VSO and one was in VOS. None of the CA varieties' data contained 
instances of the other three word orders in this type of discourse.
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To summarize what has been presented so far, CEA was found to be distinct from the 
other two CA varieties. In CEA, SVO is the most common order and is used more than 
90% of the time regardless of the type of the discourse. However, in CGA and CLA, 
type of discourse seems to make a difference. SVO order is used the most in 
conversational discourse, followed by VSO, then by VOS; whereas in narrative 
discourse VSO becomes the most frequently used order, followed by SVO, then by 
VOS. The other three word orders were never or rarely used by the speakers of the three 
colloquial varieties.
These differences found between colloquial varieties in terms of word order frequencies 
will be taken as one of the variables when testing MSA. Existence of LI influence 
would be confirmed if these differences reflect on speakers’ selection of word orders 
when speaking MSA. Egyptians, for example, are expected to use SVO most frequently 
than the native speakers of the other colloquial varieties when they speak MSA. Having 
determined the first syntactic variable for studying MSA, the following section will 
compare 3rd person plural subject-verb agreement in the three colloquial varieties in an 
attempt to find differences that are suitable to be taken as a second variable.
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1.2 Plural Subject-Verb Agreement
Like MSA, CA varieties exhibit full subject-verb agreement in person, gender, and 
number when the subject is pre-verbal. Unlike MSA, however, CA varieties continue to 
show the same type of agreement even when the subject is post-verbal (Ouhalla and 
Shlonsky, 2002:13). Compare the following examples from the data examined for this 
study:25
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VS Order
52. -^4-» aL. j a  (jjjstj*Jl jjW-j
tajaawaza l-9iraaqiyuwna marHalatan muhimmah (MSA)
passed-3ms the-Iraqis-3mp (a) stage important
‘The Iraqi people overcame an important stage’
53. LydL
Til9a-wu 1-ihnwud (CGA)
went out-3mp the-Indians-3mp
‘The Indians went out’
54. ( j . . ill 1_^j
9am yij-wu l-su9wudiyiin maa
prog. come-3mp the-Saudis-3mp Neg
‘The Saudis come with no money’
55. (^ >3'
fa qum bitwu9 1-Hay (CEA)
then came-3mp those-3mp-for the-area 
‘Then, those (engineers assigned) for the area came’
ma9-hun flwus (CLA)
with-them money
SV Order
56. Ijl-oj
?as-suuriywuna waSal-wu (MSA)
the-Syrians-3mp arrived-3mp
‘The Syrians arrived’
25 Transliteration, glosses, and translation to English o f all examples taken from the data examined in this 
study are mine.
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57. Ijl^i c A ajujI
?arba9ah sabaab ?axa5a-wu 1-kumbyuwtar (CGA)
4 guys-3mp took-3mp the-computer
‘Four guys bought the computer’
58. aISJLaII Cjlj Ijiac.
kil-hun 9iml-wu zat 1-misklih (CLA)
all of-them did-3mp the-same the-problem
‘They all made the same trouble’
59.
rub9umiyyit nafar maat-wu (CEA)
400 person died-3mp
‘Four hundred persons died’
MSA and CA varieties exhibit different agreement patterns when the subject follows the 
verb; the verb in MSA always takes the singular form regardless of the number feature 
of the following subject, whereas in CA varieties, the verb takes the appropriate number 
inflection which agrees with the number feature of the following subject when the 
subject is human. This is evident by comparing the example in (52) from MSA with 
examples (53)-(55) from different CA varieties. On the other hand, when the subject 
precedes the verb, agreement in number is expected to appear in MSA and CA varieties 
as the examples in (56)-(59) demonstrate. Furthermore, when the pre-verbal NP is non­
human, the verb takes the feminine singular form at all times in all the varieties of 
Arabic, standard and non-standard (Moawad, 2006:42). The following are examples of 
such cases taken from our data:
50. Ola lIiIaj i-l.ll
?a-taHqiqaat bada?at mun5u ?ayaam (MSA)
the-investigations-3mp started-3fs since days
‘The investigations started days ago’
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61.
?il-ayaam marrat ?ibsir9ah (CGA)
the-days-3mp passed-3fs quickly
‘Days have gone by quickly’
?il-ayaam bitfwut 
the-days-3mp pass-3 fs 
‘Days pass quickly’
63. ' 1* £1 (j£l .* a
masaakil hal-Hayat maa btixlaS (CLA)
problems-3fp this-life Neg finish-3fs
‘The problems of this life do not end’
?ibsur9ah (CEA)
quickly
One common feature between the subjects in these examples is that they all have non­
human referents. On the other hand, the subjects in examples (56)-(59) have human 
referents; hence, the verb in those examples takes the plural inflection in agreement with 
the plural feature of the subject. Therefore, CA varieties in general show similar 
patterns of subject-verb agreement in SV order: only when the plural pre-verbal subject 
has human reference, does it agree with the verb in number; but if it has non-human 
reference, verb agreement in number with the plural form of the preceding subject is 
lost in all the Arabic varieties; standard and non-standard.
Having described generally the common pattern for subject-verb agreement in CA 
varieties in comparison to MSA, Brustad (1991) notes some exceptions to this 
description in sentences with pre-verbal human collective nouns in some colloquial 
varieties. As explained for MSA in section 2.1.3, when the order is SV with a pre-verbal 
collective noun, some CA varieties allow the verb not to have plural agreement with the 
subject (even when it has a human referent); plural agreement and singular agreement
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become available options. Compare the following two examples which Brustad 
provided from Syrian Colloquial Arabic data:26
64. A U iti Ajj jSiu (_ujU
fii ya9ni naas bitfakkar ?inn-u saGla 9aadiyya
there mean people think-3sf that-it thing normal
‘There are people who think that it is a normal thing’
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ba9rif naas bisaafr-wu kil sinih
(I) know people travel-3pm every year
‘I know people who travel every year’
(Brustad, 1991:31)
Brustad (1991:29), following Cowell (1964), argues that the 'singular agreement' option 
becomes available only when the pre-verbal human collective has a general reference 
rather than a heterogeneous or specific one. In example (64), the subject naas 
‘people’ refers to a homogeneous, generic, abstract group, thus, the following verb takes 
the singular form. In contrast, the subject naas ‘people’ in (65) refers to people who 
are known to the speaker, and thus, the verb takes the plural form to agree with the 
plural number of the members of that specific group. Regardless of whether this 
explanation of the contrast between (64) and (65) is correct, the distinction in agreement 
between collective versus non-collective plural subjects may not be present in other CA 
varieties data.27 Therefore, the data of all the CA varieties were examined for such a 
distinction. Speakers of any variety which does not allow the 'no agreement' option with 
pre-verbal collective nouns may continue to use only the ‘agreement’ option when
26 The transliteration o f these examples and any others taken from external source is reformulated to 
match the transliteration scheme followed in this work.
27 Based on the researcher’s native intuition, SVO sentences that start with a human collective noun and 
have no plural agreement between the collective noun and the following verb are not possible in gulf 
colloquial varieties o f Arabic. This will be verified by the results o f the current colloquial Arabic corpus 
study.
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speaking MSA; thus, a difference of this type between the CA varieties is interesting to 
look for.
1.2.1 Data Coding & Results
The data used to examine subject-verb agreement was the same data extracted to 
examine word order variation. All the coded sentences in that data were with overt 
subjects and verbs in various orders; nonverbal sentences and those with a null subject 
were not included in the data. Having both subjects and verbs overt is important to 
examine subject-verb agreement. These sentences were coded to indicate the number 
features of the subject, i.e., whether the subject was singular or plural.
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For the purpose of examining subject-verb agreement, only sentences in SV order which 
have 3rd person plural subjects were coded for such agreement since these are the only 
ones where such variation could be theoretically possible. Unfortunately, because the 
data under study is of a conversational type, most of the sentences had singular subjects 
in 1st or 2^ person; speakers in a telephone conversation usually talk to each other about 
each other and rarely about a group of absent people. This made it difficult to find 
instances with 3rd person plural subjects, and therefore, the relevant tokens found in the 
data were relatively few. The data contained a total of 34 relevant sentences in CLA, 57 
in CGA, and 67 in CEA. Table 4 below shows the general distribution of plural subject- 
verb ‘agreement’ and ‘no agreement’ in these sentences, regardless of the type of the 
subject (or the pre-verbal NP).
I l l
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■ YES 21.(62%) . 55 (96%) . . 57(85%).
Table 4 : The genera
An -E*vvr) in 1 jhie 4 . it is confirmed that the verb does not base m aeree with the 
plural -.abject in SV order. Í is evident hj having in-lances of SV sentences with no 
agreement between the plural subject and the verb tn all the Í 'A candies. However, it is 
important to take into account the t\pe of the subject to determine whether or not (,A 
varieties leave different agreement patterns. KpeeiSiculh. we need first to check whether 
the subject in those sentences is human or non-human, and if it is of human reference, 
whether it is a collective noun or not. All the sentences were re-checked for the type of 
subject and these specific details. The results are shown in Table 5 below.
Agreement?
Yes No Yes No Yes No Yes >
CCA
i ' A • . . - • ' • - • '■ - . ' ' . " . : . ••; - '. A
10 0 29 0 0 ■ ■ 2- 16 ' § 57
_ _
Table 5: The distribution of verbal plural agreement with different types of plural subjects in SV word order
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Despite the small number of tokens, the results in Table 5 confirm that the verb does not 
agree with a non-human plural subject in all the varieties. Also, all the varieties show 
the same agreement pattern with plural pronouns: agreement always occurs in such a 
case. However, the results indicate that only CEA and CLA allowed ‘no agreement’ 
with human plural subjects. In CEA, 5 instances of no agreement were with a subject of 
human reference. All of these 5 instances have the word naas ‘people’, which has a 
collective meaning, as the subject of the sentence. Similarly in CLA, 6 sentences with a 
plural human subject did not show subject-verb agreement. The subjects in these 
sentences also denote collectivity. To have examples, the following two sentences 
contain subjects that signify the collective meaning of people; <_>-L naas and ^  9aalam. 
The following examples are from CLA and CEA data:
66 . * Ua ^ u l i
?in-naas hina bitxaaf (CEA)
The-people here be scared-3fs
‘People here get scared’
67. ‘■JjL-a fLd!
?il-9aalam kullaha Saarat tibkii (CLA)
the-world all-of-it became-3fs cry-3fs
‘All people started crying’
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The same type of subject was also found in sentences with subject-verb agreement in all 
the CA varieties. Compare the examples in (66) and (67) with the following ones from 
the same CA varieties; CEA and CLA, respectively:
68. (jjiUltj cill*-« lJ-IA Ai
xud Huda ma9-aak tishwuf ?in-naas wi n-naas yiswuf-wu-ha
take Huda with-you to see-3sf the-people and people see-3mp-her
‘Take Huda with you, so that she sees people and people see her’
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6 9 .  La LmJ
?il-9aalam iTawar-wu wi ?iHnaa lissa maHal maa ?iHnaa
the-world developed-3mp and we still place where we
‘Other people have improved and we are still where we are’
Colloquial Gulf Arabic data also contained subjects of collective type. However, this 
variety does not seem to differentiate between subjects denoting collectivity and those 
which denote individuation; all plural subjects of human reference were found agreeing 
with the following verb which has a plural inflection. The following examples are 
sentences from CGA data which used the word naas as the subject:
?an-naas hina bi-yiDHak-wun 9alayh
The-people here will-laugh-3mp on-him
‘People here will laugh at him’
7 1 # J L*
?an-naas maa ?anTa-wu-na qamiiS
The-people Neg gave-3pm-us (a) shirt
‘The people did not give us a shirt’
These two examples and others which have plural subjects denoting collectivity always 
take verbs with plural inflections in CGA; the type of distinction found in CEA and 
CLA was not found in CGA data.
To summarize, the agreement pattern was found to be the same in SV sentences in all 
the Arabic varieties when the plural subject is inanimate or non-human: the verb usually 
takes the singular form at all times. However, when the plural subject is of human 
reference, CA varieties seem to have different agreement patterns. CEA and CLA 
appear to differentiate between subjects with collective meaning from those with non­
collective meaning. Sentences with subjects of the latter type always have agreement,
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whereas sentences with subjects of the former type do not necessarily show subject-verb 
agreement; the verb in such sentences may take a singular feminine form. CGA, on the 
other hand, does not differentiate between subjects of human reference; all sentences 
with subjects of this type show subject-verb agreement.
This difference in verbal agreement with collective nouns in preverbal position will be 
taken as a second variable for examining MSA. If LI different grammars have an effect 
on the way MSA grammar is represented by Arab speakers; CLA and CEA speakers 
may be expected to continue following the same pattern of subject-verb agreement in 
their LI when speaking MSA. CGA speakers, on the other hand, may be expected not to 
make distinctions between human subjects; they should show full agreement between 
the verb and human subjects of all types. The following section will present analysis of 
the data for the purpose of determining differences between the CA varieties in relation 
to resumption in object relative clauses. If such differences exist, these will be used as a 
third variable when examining MSA.
1.3 Resumption in Object Relative Clauses
The term 'Object relatives' here refers to restrictive definite relatives which are formed 
by extraction from the direct object position. As has been explained before (chapter 2 
section 2.3), MSA allows two strategies to form this type of relative: the resumption 
strategy and the movement strategy; gaps alternate with resumptive pronouns to fill in 
the extraction site. All the CA varieties under study use the resumption strategy to form 
this type of relative, but they seem to differ in whether or not they allow gaps to fill in 
the extraction site as well. Shlonsky (1992) pointed out that resumptive pronouns are 
necessary for object relatives in Colloquial Palestinian Arabic to be grammatical; gaps 
are not licit in this variety of Arabic. Similarly, Aoun et al. (2010) asserted that gaps are
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not allowed in object relatives in Colloquial Lebanese Arabic either. However, other CA 
varieties are not like Palestinian or Lebanese Arabic; some colloquial varieties allow 
gaps and resumptive pronouns alternately to fill in the extraction site in object relatives 
(Alresaini, 2007).28 Therefore, the data of all the CA varieties were examined for 
resumption in object relatives. The speakers of those varieties which use the resumption 
strategy exclusively to form object relatives may continue to avoid relatives with gaps 
in MSA. Thus, a difference of this type between the CA varieties is interesting to look 
for.
1.3.1 Data & Results
The data examined for resumption were extracted by CLAN from the set of LDC 
corpora described above. All the CA varieties form the definite restrictive relatives by 
using one relativiser, and that is the word ^  illi ‘that’. Therefore, the relevant data was 
extracted by instructing ‘COMBO’ to search for sentences which contain this relativiser 
in a 100 files of transcribed unscripted data of telephone conversations.
The output data contained a total of 271 relatives in CLA, 323 relatives in CGA, and 
778 relatives in CEA of different extraction positions. This data was coded for the 
grammatical position from which relativisation has taken place and whether or not the 
relative clause contained a resumptive pronoun.
Out of the overall number of relatives found in the data, object relatives occurred 61 
times in CLA, 74 times in CGA, and 314 times in CEA data. The following table shows
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28 Alresaini (2007) looked at resumption in relative clauses in Qassimi dialect (one o f the local dialects in 
Saudi Arabia) and pointed out that resumption is optional in object relatives.
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the distribution of resumptive pronouns in object relatives in the CA varieties under 
study.
CGA 66 8
Table § : T ie  distribution of resumption in object relatives in CA varieties
I he remit-, ol this particular stud) arc straightforward. I Cine rcwmiptue pronouns 
scopo re in; preferred in all lise C \  varici ics when forming object relatives, However, 
speaker-, of < '( < \ diti noi me a resumptive pronoun hi 8 of the 7} object relatives they 
produced, ibis ìiniioaics that ha\i:ic a cap replacing die resumptive pronoun is possible 
and prammatica! in thw varici). On 1 lac >«liter hand, speakers of ( J formed <>n!v (ho 
ohjcii reiames *a ii in o it resumptive pronouns out of 6!, in both instane ire the position 
vvfiere the >v- am pioc pronoun .should have octurred was at the end ol the utterance. So, 
n L verv ¡midi po.-bhic the: the speakers who foni red tltese two idaiivcs were 
imei raptor! hv the oilier pai ¡a. ipani iti «he conversai ion. furthermore, shlonskv's « ! upp I 
and Aoua t l  ah's s?<!fip t laino, that colloquial Palestinian ami I t-hunc-w \tahrc. which 
are Levantine dhdeUw do ma a!dw Mai: relative-. wmkl support the prop» j* a I that 
these two relati ws we a  not pi duted in i.herr complete loons, hut puswbiv something 
proven! ij the speakcts lion» ocnpLupy their mietutilo ». speech ovetlapping is a sirene 
poss,ld,q> In vontftiP to i < o\ a’id ( I -\, the results stn Hid) sue rest that1 I, \  to r  - not 
allow c'aps to tephac resumptive |*t »noiw. tn ail n! the ;i l 'noaita-v ol object 
tcSatis e-, ¡Ite speakers of tins varici) mod resumptiv c pronouns oniv ail the time.
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These results lead to the conclusion that the CA varieties differ in whether they allow 
gaps to replace resumptive pronouns in object relatives. A clear contrast is found 
between CGA and CEA in relation to resumption in object relatives; resumptive 
pronouns are crucial in the latter whereas they can be replaced by gaps in the former. 
Since CGA allows gaps in such relatives, the speakers of this variety may not have a 
problem with MSA relatives which are formed with gaps instead of resumptive 
pronouns. On the other hand, speakers of CEA may consider MSA relatives of this type 
as ungrammatical. Finally, CLA may be considered like CEA; speakers of this variety 
may find object relatives with gaps ungrammatical. This is indicated by their tendency 
to use resumptive pronouns in almost all the relatives they produced. Thus, these 
differences will form the third variable when testing MSA grammar for LI influence. 
The following section will present analysis of the data in relation to placement of 
adverbs in CA varieties.
1.4 Adverb Placement
The idea behind choosing the issue of adverb placement as a candidate to reveal 
differences between the CA varieties is that placement of adverbs seems to be flexible 
in all the varieties of Arabic including MSA. This means that it is possible that each 
variety may have its distinct pattern of preferring one place over the others. The 
speakers of those varieties may also continue to keep the same preference patterns when 
speaking MSA.
Al-Shurafa's analysis (2005) of adverb placement in Colloquial Hijazi Arabic (one of 
the CGA dialects), Palestinian Arabic (one of the CLA dialects), and MSA, restricts the 
number of syntactic positions where adverbs can occur to four places depending on the 
semantic function and scope of the adverb in use: those modifying the verb are adjoined
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to VP and those specifying the action of the whole sentence are adjoined to S 
projection; adjunction in both cases can be to the right or the left side of the syntactic 
projection. Al-Shurafa (2005:85) states that her analysis to a certain extent may explain 
adverb placement in all varieties of Arabic 29 Therefore, the data of all the CA varieties 
under study were analysed to determine if there is a certain pattern of placing adverbs in 
each variety and if that pattern differs among these varieties. The speakers of these 
varieties may keep their distinct patterns of preferring one or more particular positions 
when speaking MSA.
1.4.1 Data Extraction & Coding
The data for this analysis was extracted from the LDC corpora by using CLAN. The 
application ‘COMBO’ was given lists of common adverbs of manner, place, and time to 
search for in the corpora. The long LDC lists of complete lexical words that were 
actually used by speakers of CLA and CGA were checked and 50 adverbs were selected 
to develop the lists for searching the data. Since ‘CALLHOME’ Egyptian corpus did 
not come with a file that lists lexical items used by Egyptian, the same list developed 
from the other two corpora was adapted to search the CEA data. However, some 
adverbs were modified where necessary to match the way they are used by Egyptians. 
An example of this case is the adverb of time ?il-vuwm ‘today’ from CGA and 
CLA data was modified to ?in-nahaardah in the list of adverbs adapted for CEA. 
Again, a native speaker of CEA was asked to check the final list of adverbs adopted for 
searching CEA data to make sure that adverbs are in the correct form that would be used 
by native Egyptians (see Appendix 2 for the complete lists of adverbs).
29 See chapter 2 (section 2.2) for a background description of adverb placement in MSA and more details 
about Al-Shurafa’s (2005) analysis o f adverbs.
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‘COMBO’ was instructed to search for sentences which contain these adverbs in a 100 
files of transcribed unscripted conversations in each corpus.30 The sentences in the 
output data were coded for word order, adverb type, and place of adverb. Word order 
was controlled for to see if the pattern of placement changes when the word order of the 
sentence is changed. Similarly, the type of adverb was coded for to check if certain 
types of adverbs are preferred in certain places. The place of the adverb was determined 
according to its function and scope in the sentence. To clarify this further, if the adverb 
modifies the whole sentence (S-adverb) and occurred at the beginning of the sentence,
that place is classified as 'pre-sentential'. If the adverb specifies the action of the whole 
sentence (S-adverb) and occurred at the end of the sentence, that place is classified as 
'post-sentential'. The following two sentences from CGA data exemplify these two 
situations, respectively:
72. Pre-sentential:
1*11*11 lii 5Lai
?aSlaan ?anaa mitant 
basically I gained weight 
‘Basically, I gained weight’
73. Post-sentential: 
jL» Ui
?anaa maa zirta-haa SaraaHah
I Neg visited-her frankly
‘Frankly, I didn’t visit her’
S-adverbs
The adverbs in these two sentences did not modify the action of ‘gaining weight’ or 
‘visiting’, but their scope was wider to modify the whole sentence. Such S-adverbs are 
assumed to be adjoined to the highest projection of the structure; either to its left side, as 
in (72), and hence, that position is called ‘pre-sentential’; or to its right side, as in (73), 
and hence, that position is called ‘post-sentential’. However, if the adverb modifies the
30 Again, this particular number of files was not determined for a particular reason, except that it is 
available in all three corpora from which the data is extracted.
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verb of the sentence (VP-adverb) and occurred before it, that place is called 'pre-verbal'. 
Adverbs of this type can come at the beginning of the sentence in cases where the order 
is VS, and between the subject and the verb if the order is SV. Finally, if the adverb is 
placed after the verb and it is of the verb-modifying type, that place is referred to as 
'post-verbal'. These adverbs can come following the verb or at the end of the sentence. 
The following sentences are examples of these situations from CLA data:
74. Pre-verbal:
a. j  i-jLJI ¡g j
diGrii rkiDit 9a 1-baab u fataHit 
directly ran-Is to the-door and opened-Is 
‘I ran directly to the door and opened it’
1 « 'n. .ill i i
?anaa ktiir bHib 1-sinamaa 
I a lot like the-cinema 
‘I like the cinema a lot’
75. Post-verbal:
VP-adverbs
bti9rif-iy ktiir bi-l-libs 1-Hiluw
(you) know-2fs a lot on-the-clothing the-nice
‘You know a lot about nice clothing’
?isi9ir biyinzil bsir9ah
the-price drop quickly
‘The price drops quickly’
The scope of adverbs in (74) and (75) is limited to modifying the verb. In (74), the
adverbs diGrii ‘directly’ and ktiir ‘a lot’ modify the manner of ‘running’ and 
degree of ‘liking’. Similarly, in (75), ktiir ‘a lot’ and bsir9ah ‘quickly’ modify
the degree of ‘knowing’ and manner of ‘dropping’. These VP-adverbs are assumed to be
adjoined to VP; either to its left side, as in (74), and hence, that position is called ‘pre­
verbal’; or to its right side, as in (75), and hence, that position is called ‘post-verbal’.
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1,4,2 Results
I he data examined fur ud\erb placement contained a total of 127 sentences in CLA. 2 10
in CGA, and 275 sentences in CEA, Table 7 below compares the general distribution of 
adverbs in four possible places in each CA variety: pre-sentential, pre-verbal, post­
verbal, and post-sentential positions; distribution of adverb placement in sentences with
Table 7 : The general distribution of adverb placement in CA varieties
— —_ ——— —________ ___
All the CA varieties seem to show similar patterns when it eomes to favouring one place 
over the others. In all the CA varie!Sc*, die pu-t-sentential position is the most favoured
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place followed by the pre-sentential position. However, the distribution of adverbs in 
pre-verbal and post-verbal positions is slightly different in CA varieties. In CLA, 34% 
of adverbs occurred in post-sentential position and 28% in pre-sentential position. In 
this variety, post-verbal is preferred more than pre-verbal; 23% of adverbs occurred in 
the former and only 15% occurred in the latter position. CGA is like CLA in favouring 
post-sentential followed by pre-sentential places for positioning adverbs; 39% of 
adverbs occurred post-sententially and 28% appeared pre-sententially. Unlike CLA, 
though, more adverbs in CGA appeared in pre-verbal (26%) than in post-verbal places 
(7%). In CEA, about half of the adverbs (48%) occupied post-sentential positions; the 
rest of the adverbs were distributed almost equally amongst the remaining three places.
The results of considering adverbs in SV sentences exclusively also failed to reveal 
clear patterns which differentiate between CA varieties. Table 8 , below, shows the 
distribution of adverbs in SV sentences in each CA variety. The post-sentential position 
is still the most favoured place for adverbs in all the varieties. 49% of adverbs in CEA 
appeared in this position which also was filled by 39% of adverbs in CGA and 38% of 
adverbs in CLA. However, the rest of adverbs were distributed almost equally amongst 
the remaining places. CLA had 40% of its adverbs divided equally between pre- 
sentential and post-verbal positions and 22% were placed in pre-verbal positions. CEA 
is not that different from CLA. 19% of adverbs in this variety were placed in pre-verbal, 
17% in post-verbal and 16% in pre-sentential positions. In contrast, few adverbs in 
CGA were placed in post-verbal position (3%); the rest were placed in pre-verbal (31%) 
and pre-sentential (27%) positions.
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■ i r ' - i - -  -i. -t- ■->- rttivt-iu (jiotciiicfit in CA varieties when the sentence order is $V
1 he distribution of adverbs is quite different in VS sentences from that in SV sentences, 
vet. CA varieties still shew similar patterns. In general, till the ( A varieties have lower 
nr no adverbs in pro-verbal positions, lew adverbs in post-verbal positions, with the 
majunt) divided between pro-sentential and post-sentential positions tsee Tabic* ’ > 
below s, hi Cl. A. more adverbs were placed pre-sementiallv (42%) and two adverbs onh 
were pi.iced pre-u:rballv; post-verbal and post-sentential positions shared die rest of 
adverbs equal!v, In ( 1;A. \ S sentences which contain adverbs are quite few. All 
advedw in VS sentences were placed pre-sententiallv (K adverbs) or post .sentential K (6 
adverbs! euvpl for one adverb which uas placed posi-vcrha!i\; the speakers of Cl .A 
did not use the pre-verbal position when the order was VS, In CGA, the speakers placed 
1? adverbs post-sententially. L> Dre-sententially, 9 post-verbally, with only 1 adverb in 
pre-verbal position.
Table 9 : The distribution of adverb ptaeement in CM varieties when the sentence order is VS
The data also were examined for whether certain types of adverbs are placed in certain 
places and whether that would reveal differences between the CA varieties. In general, 
i f .  !, his ih  ii;*t -!mu dear di Meruit patients o f dislfibulion in she ( A varieties 
es,¡mined (sec i icures IA behvv t, Iemporai adverbs v ere Idtirid even, where in all the
varieties villi more adverbs occorrine pre-senientiaiiv in CLA and ( ( iA and past- 
sentential!) m hi-A. Adverbs ul'place eiearls prefer post-sentential positions in ail the
i ' \ \ -itisiics. I iiutIK. a d ve rb - of manner occurred  in ail the p o ssib le  p laces w ith > % h t l\  
greater manher- in p<*;A-wrhui positions in C ! A and ( T A  and in post-sentential 
in ( < i \
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J. j oPre-serrteníial a Pre-verbal oPost-verbí
Hilare .2. : i m  ilstrlbiitio» of adverbs according to their types in C
ca re-verbal o Post-verbal □ Post-sentential
Figure 3 ; The distribution of adverbs according to their types in CEA
To sum up, the data was analysed to determine if there is a certain pattern of placing 
adverbs in each CA variety. The frequency of occurrence in four possible places was 
examined in each variety. Unfortunately, the results did not reveal important differences 
based on which the CA varieties can be distinguished from each other. The general 
distribution of adverbs was similar in all the varieties. Examining SV and VS sentences 
separately did not help to reveal clear different patterns of placing adverbs in these 
varieties. Furthermore, the results of examining the distribution of certain types of 
adverbs and their preference for certain places also failed to differentiate between the 
CA varieties. Although the results of placing adverbs are not exactly the same across the 
CA varieties, the differences found are not enough to show different patterns which can 
be taken as variables when testing MSA data. Thus, the issue of adverb placement will 
not be taken as a variable when testing MSA and will not be discussed any further in 
this thesis.
1.5 Conclusion
\
This section presented a corpus based study which compared four syntactic aspects in 
CLA, CGA, and CEA. The main purpose of conducting this study was to find 
grammatical differences between the CA varieties which could be used as variables 
when testing MSA end-state grammar. This is to test whether or not the grammatical 
features of the unequivocally L is (the CA varieties) have an impact on the grammar of 
MSA that is produced by native speakers of different CA varieties.
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The syntactic aspects which this study investigated were word order, 3rd person plural 
subject-verb agreement, resumption in object relatives, and adverb placement. These 
particular issues were chosen to be studied as they were thought of as good candidates
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to reveal grammatical differences of the type which is not salient enough for the 
speakers to avoid when speaking MSA.
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Word order was chosen to be studied to test if speakers of different CA varieties follow 
different patterns of preferring certain orders. Because all possible word orders in CA 
varieties are allowed in MSA, speakers of CA varieties may continue using their native 
patterns when speaking MSA. The results of this study showed that CEA has a distinct 
pattern from the other two CA varieties. The speakers of CEA were found to use SVO 
persistently regardless of discourse type. In contrast, word order pattern in CLA and 
CGA was found sensitive to discourse type despite the few instances of narrative 
context. The speakers of these two varieties tended to use SVO more than VSO in 
conversational discourse, whereas in narrative discourse, VSO became the common 
order. This means that if speakers use MSA as a second language that is influenced by 
the LI, we can expect at least the speakers of CEA to use SVO most frequently than the 
speakers of the other two varieties when they speak MSA.
The results of studying 3rd person plural subject-verb agreement in SV order also 
indicated that CA varieties are different in this regard when the subject has a human 
referent. CLA and CEA were found to differentiate between collective and non­
collective plural subjects; sentences with subjects of the latter type were found to have 
agreement all the time, whereas sentences with collective plural subjects did not 
necessarily show subject-verb agreement in SV order; the verb in such sentences may 
take the singular feminine inflection regardless of the plural feature of the subject. In 
contrast, CGA did not show this kind of distinction between plural subjects of human
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reference; all the sentences with this type of subjects were found showing full subject- 
verb agreement. This leads us to conclude that if LI influence exists in MSA 
acquisition, the speakers of CLA and CEA may be expected to continue producing SV 
sentences of the type specified above with no subject-verb agreement; whereas CGA 
speakers may reject sentences with no agreement between the collective subject and the 
verb.
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By studying resumption in object relatives, a clear contrast was found between CGA 
and CEA. Resumption was found to be crucial in CEA whereas it can be forsaken in 
CGA. Since CGA allows gaps in such relatives, the speakers of this variety will not 
have a problem with MSA relatives which are formed with gaps instead of resumptive 
pronouns. On the other hand, speakers of CEA can be expected to mistakenly consider 
MSA relatives of this type as ungrammatical. Finally, CLA may be considered like 
CEA; speakers of this variety may find object relatives with gaps ungrammatical. This 
is indicated by their tendency to use resumptive pronouns in almost all the relatives they 
produced.
Finally, the results of examining adverb placement failed to reveal clear different 
patterns across the CA varieties. Although some differences were noted between the CA 
varieties, these differences were not enough to declare distinct patterns which can be 
taken as variables when testing MSA data.
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2 Modern Standard Arabic Corpus Study
The previous section presented a corpus based study of four syntactic aspects in three 
CA varieties. The results of that study showed some differences between the CA 
varieties in word order, 3rd person plural subject-verb agreement in SV order, and in 
resumption in object relatives. Studying word order led to discover that CEA is different 
from the other two CA varieties. In CEA, SVO was found, being used dominantly 
regardless of the context type. This made CEA distinct from CLA and CGA which were 
found sensitive to the type of discourse. In these two CA varieties, SVO was used 
dominantly in conversational discourse, whereas in narrative discourse, VSO was used 
more than SVO.
Furthermore, these three CA varieties were found to show different patterns of 3rd 
person plural subject-verb agreement in SV order, especially when the subject has a 
human referent. CGA did not differentiate between plural subjects with human 
reference; all were found to agree with the following verb in number at all times. CLA 
and CEA, on the other hand, allowed the ‘no agreement’ option to occur when such 
subjects denoted collectivity.
Studying resumption in object relatives also revealed differences between the CA 
varieties. The results of analysing the data showed that resumption is optional in CGA 
and obligatory in CEA; the results of CLA were disputable. Finally, adverb placement 
did not reveal any clear distinct patterns followed by the three CA varieties, and hence,
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it was decided that this aspect of the grammar will not be taken as a variable for 
studying MSA.
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This section will present another corpus based study. This study investigated the same 
syntactic issues but in MSA data. The data was produced in three regions of the Arab 
world: Levantine countries, Gulf Countries, and Egypt. MSA spoken in these three 
regions will be referred to here as Standard Levantine Arabic (SLA), Standard Gulf 
Arabic (SGA), and Standard Egyptian Arabic (SEA), respectively. The aim of this study 
is to test whether the differences found between the CA varieties also exist to 
differentiate grammatical representation(s) of MSA across these regions. If such a 
finding is reached, this indicates that MSA grammar is influenced by the speakers’ LI 
grammar which leads to the conclusion that the grammar of the standard variety is of an 
L2 type.
2.1 MSA Data & Data Coding
The data examined in this study were obtained from two sets of corpora which were 
also developed by the Linguistic Data Consortium (LDC). The first set has the LDC title 
‘GALE Phase l Arabic Broadcast News Parallel Text- Part l ’ (Ma and Zakhary,
2007) .31 These corpora contain speech transcripts of 17 hours of Arabic broadcast news 
selected from six different sources. The sources include Al-Hurra, Voice of America, 
Dubai TV, Nile TV, and Lebanese Broadcast. The second set of corpora has the title 
‘GALE Phase 1 Arabic Broadcast News Parallel Text- Part 2’ (Ma and Zakhary,
2008) .32 These corpora contain 10.7 hours of speech transcripts of broadcast news taken
31 The LDC catalogue number for this set o f corpora is (LDC2007T24).
32 The LDC catalogue number for this set o f corpora is (LDC2008T09).
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from a variety of sources. These include Radio Sawa, Voice of America, Dubai TV, and 
Nile TV.
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The data examined in the current study were a part of the above described corpora. Only 
data obtained from Dubai TV, Nile TV, and Lebanese Broadcast were included in this 
study to represent SGA, SEA, and SLA, respectively; data from the other sources were 
excluded because they were not related to any of the regions under study. Dubai TV 
data contained speech transcripts of 3.9 hours of news broadcasting which were 
recorded in 2005. Similarly, Lebanese Broadcast data were recorded in 2005, and 
contained a total of 2.0 hours of transcribed speech. The data obtained from Nile TV 
were recorded in 2000 and contained speech transcripts of 1.1 hours of news 
broadcasting.
Because the relevant data were not as much as that examined for CA varieties, CLAN 
was not needed for extraction this time; all the data in hand was coded for the syntactic 
issues under investigation. Coding for word order and agreement, however, excluded 
sentences with dropped subjects or those without verbs. As in the colloquial corpus 
study, only sentences with verbs and overt subjects were coded in this study for word 
order, type of context, and whether the subject is singular or plural. Sentences in SV 
order with plural subjects were coded for subject-verb agreement.
The criterion for coding the context was as follows. Since the data was transcripts of 
broadcast news which evidently involve narration of events and stories, the general
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discourse type was considered to be narrative. Conversational contexts were determined 
when the presenter hosts a guest to discuss with some of the current events or situations. 
These contexts were easy to notice plus that they were clearly marked in the 
transcription.
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All definite relative clauses were analysed and coded for the grammatical position from 
which relativisation has taken place and for whether or not these relatives contained 
resumptive pronouns.
2.2 Results
2.2.1 Word Order
The coded data contained a total of 172 sentences in SLA, 387 sentences in SGA, and 
197 sentences in SEA, all in context. Table 10 below compares the general distribution 
of word order in the three Standard Arabic (SA) varieties under study; distribution of 
word order in different contexts will be given thereafter. Based on the analysed data, 
VSO is the most frequently used order in SLA and SEA. The speakers of these two 
varieties used this order respectively in 63% and 72% of the sentences which appeared 
in the data under study. SVO came in the second rank in terms of frequency; it was used 
in 33% of SLA sentences and in 24% of SEA sentences. In contrast, SVO appeared 
more than the other orders in the data of SGA; the speakers of this variety used this 
order in 205 sentences which comprise 53% of the data. VSO came in the second rank 
and was used in 40% of the total number of SGA sentences. VOS was the least favoured 
in all the three SA varieties. The speakers of SLA and SEA used this order in 7 
sentences only, which comprise 4% of the data. Speakers of SGA used this order in 28
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sentences comprising 7% of the data. The other three variations of word order: he,. 
OY8, SOV, and OSV, were not used in this data.
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Recalling the fact that the data studied here is taken from news broadcast, most of the 
sentences occurred in narrative discourse. Therefore, the results did not vary that much 
when the frequency of word orders was considered in narrative discourse only (sec 
Table 11 below). VSO is still dominantly used by the speakers of SI.A and SKA, 
followed by SVO. then VOS. The speakers of SLA and SLA used VSO in 64% and 
72%; SVO in 32% and 24%: and VOS in 4% of the analysed sentences, respective!). 
SO A is still different when the narrative discourse was analysed separately: the speakers 
of this variety preferred using SVO in 5 1 % of the analysed sentences: VSO was used in 
I f ’,' and VC >S in 7% of the relevant data.
lao ie  i l  : in e  frequency «*i y>*«g on ic i c m  wtirp o raers  in raarrauve M m texr in :>A varieties
In cnnisuM. \vi\ levs sentences were lotted in wiinersdUonui discourse isec iuMe : I
beiow I. \ his is oln iousI) due to the Hpe of the anal\sed data, Onh 4 sentences were 
found in Mteh contexts in SI A: three of which were in S\'() order and the remaining 
otte was in YON order. I he ditta of S(iA contained O' -eotcnces in this t\pe of 
discourse. 1 he speakers of this varici} used SVO in 2! sentences: VSO and VOS were 
used in two sentences each, finali), the data of'Nf.A contained no instances at all of this
tv pc of discourse,
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2.2.2 Plural Subject-Verb Agreement
The analysed data of all the SA varieties contained only 65 sentences in SV order 
which have 3rd person plural subjects. Only 2 of these sentences were found in SLA 
data, 11 in SEA data, and 52 in SGA data. Table 13 below compares the SA varieties in 
relation to subject-verb plural agreement in such sentences.
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Based on these results, one common pattern of subject-verb agreement appears to be 
that whenever the pre-verbal plural subject has a human referent, it agrees with the 
following verb in number, and vice versa. This is not surprising for SGA speakers; they 
followed the same pattern when speaking their colloquial variety. However, as it was 
shown in section 1.2.1 of this chapter, the speakers from Egypt and the Levantine 
countries allowed some plural subjects of human reference not to agree with the 
following verb when they were speaking their colloquial varieties, especially subjects 
which denote collectivity. Unfortunately, the MSA data produced by such speakers did 
not contain such subjects to check if the ‘no agreement’ option is still available. The 
data of SEA contained only 4 sentences with human subjects, and none of these subjects 
denoted collectivity. The data of SLA did not contain sentences with plural human 
subjects. Finally, there were 3 sentences in the data of SGA which have human subjects 
denoting collectivity; all of which agreed with the following verb in number. To have an
i
example, one of these sentences is the following:
76. £$ y '' Sjjb .* uji i—i
?as-sunnat-u l-9arab sa-yusakil-uwna daa?irat-a 1-quDbaan
the-Sunni-nom the-Arab will-form-3mp circle-acc the-bars
‘The Sunni Arabs will form the circle of bars (to prevent going over the limit)’
2.2.3 Resumption in Object Relative Clauses
The data examined for resumption contained a total of 115 relative clauses in SLA, 235 
relatives in SGA, and 92 relatives in SEA of different extraction positions. This data 
was coded for the grammatical position from which relativisation has taken place and 
whether or not these relatives contained a resumptive pronoun. Object relatives occurred 
34 times in the data of SLA, 64 times in the data of SGA, and 29 times in the data of
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SLA. The following table compares the SA varieties in terms of whether object relatives 
contained resumptive pronouns.
Resumption?
_  Yes No
SA V arie ties
SLA 30 4
SLA 62 2
SEA 29 0
Table 14 : the distribution of resumption in object relatives in SA varieties
The results in Tabic 14 show that resumptive pronouns were genera!!} preferred over 
gaps in object relatives in all SA varieties under study. Speakers of SLA used a gap in 4 
object relatives out of 34 whereas speakers of SCJA used gaps only twice out of 64 
tokens. The most interesting result here is that Egyptian speakers of MSA continued to 
use resumptive pronouns in all of the 29 object relatives they produced; they never used 
a gap despite the fact that, as detailed in chapter 2. section 2.3, MSA grammar allows 
then; in object relative. However, ideally more instances of object relatives in SEA are 
needed to confirm that this is due to 1.1 influence.
2.3 Discussion & Conclusion
The analysis of the current data of the MSA corpus study docs not seem to provide 
clear-cut findings about whether the speakers of Standard Arabic (SA) varieties 
represent different grammars of MSA due to the grammatical differences between the 
( ’A varieties they speak as 1.1s. This is because of some limitations that are related to 
the type and amount of the examined data. This section will first discuss the results of
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the MSA corpus study (presented in section 2 of this chapter) in light of the findings of 
the colloquial corpus study (presented in section 1), and present the limitations of the 
MSA corpus study.
The results of examining word order in the colloquial corpus study indicated that the 
speakers of CGA generally used SVO order more than VSO or VOS. They used SVO in 
75% of the sentences they produced in conversational contexts whereas only 3 
sentences were found in narrative context and they were all in VSO order. The speakers 
of this variety apparently continued to favour SVO over the other two orders when they 
spoke MSA despite the fact that VSO has been claimed to be the common unmarked 
order in MSA (see chapter 2, section 2.1.1). The current analysis of MSA corpus data 
showed that more than half of the sentences in the SGA data were in SVO order 
regardless of type of discourse. This may be taken to suggest that the grammar of MSA 
represented by the speakers of LI CGA is influenced by the grammar of CGA.
Like CGA, CLA speakers used SVO order to form most of the sentences in their 
colloquial variety. However, they used VSO order in 12 sentences out of 19 which 
occurred in narrative context. In contrast, the results of the current analysis of MSA 
corpus data showed that the SLA speakers preferred VSO more than the other two 
orders. This order was used generally in 63% of the sentences that appeared in the data 
and in 64% of the sentences which occurred in narrative discourse. SVO, on the other 
hand, was used to form 3 sentences out of 4 that were found in conversational 
discourse; the remaining one was in VOS order. The contrast between preferring SVO 
when speaking the colloquial variety and VSO when speaking the standard can be
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explained by the different types of data examined in each study. The colloquial data was 
taken from telephone conversations whereas the MSA data was taken from news 
broadcast in which narrative discourse is dominant. It is conceivable that the speakers of 
Levantine varieties of colloquial and standard Arabic prefer SVO in conversational 
discourse and VSO in narrative discourse regardless of whether they are speaking 
colloquial or standard Arabic, and hence, such a contrast emerged. However, this 
possibility cannot be conclusive without examining more conversational data in SLA to 
see if its speakers prefer SVO in that type of discourse too. Otherwise, these speakers 
might have preferred VSO due to the fact that it is the common unmarked order in MSA 
regardless of their LI colloquial preferences.
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The data from Egyptian varieties of Arabic, standard and colloquial, presented a clear 
contrast in'terms of word order selection. SVO was dominantly used in CEA data in 
both types of discourse. However, VSO order appeared more frequently (72%) than the 
other two orders in the data of SEA which was all narrative in nature. This may suggest 
that MSA grammar that is represented by the Egyptian speakers has its own word order 
preferences and is not influenced by the grammar of the colloquial Egyptian variety.
Studying 3rd person plural subject-verb agreement was not successful in revealing 
differences in how MSA grammar is represented by speakers of different CA varieties. 
According to the results of analysing colloquial Arabic data, all the varieties follow the 
same pattern of plural subject-verb agreement: if the subject has a human referent, it 
agrees with the following verb and vice versa. The exception from this was noted in 
CLA and CEA data: when the subject has a human referent and denotes collectivity, it
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may fail to agree with the following verb. Unfortunately, the data of SLA and SEA in 
the MSA corpus study simply did not contain sentences with subjects of this type to 
check if the ‘no agreement’ option was made available in MSA by the speakers of these 
two varieties due to LI influence.
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The results of analysing the data for resumption were straightforward and easy to 
interpret. As detailed in chapter 2, section 2.3, MSA in general was described as 
allowing both resumptive pronouns as well as gaps to fill in the extraction site in object 
relatives (e.g., Aoun et al., 2010). The speakers of the gulf varieties of Arabic exhibited 
this optionality of ‘resumption’ and ‘no resumption’ in both CGA and SGA with a clear 
preference for using resumptive pronouns. Similarly, the speakers of the Levantine 
varieties also allowed gaps to replace resumptive pronouns in some object relatives in 
both CLA and SLA. There were only 2 relatives with gaps out of 61 in CLA and those 
were disputable, whereas in SLA, the data contained 4 object relatives with gaps out of 
34. Egyptian speakers, on the other hand, did not allow gaps to replace resumptive 
pronouns even once in all of the 314 object relatives in CEA and the 29 object relatives 
in SEA. This may suggest that the grammar of MSA represented by these speakers may 
have been influenced by the grammar of CEA when it comes to resumption in object 
relatives.
Ultimately, the findings of the MSA corpus study cannot be taken as final and 
conclusive due to certain limitations. These limitations include that the amount of data 
analysed in this study is small compared to that examined in the colloquial corpus study 
to define the variables. In the MSA corpus study, the data contained, for example, a
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total of about 756 relevant sentences which were examined for word order and 
agreement. There is a big difference between this number and the 2631 sentences which 
were examined in the colloquial corpus study. Consequently, this had an impact on, for 
example, finding the relevant data for testing 3rd person plural subject-verb agreement in 
MSA. While it was possible to find about 101 sentences suitable for testing agreement 
in CLA and CEA data, only 13 sentences of such type were tested in SLA and SEA 
data, and none of these had a plural human subject denoting collectivity. This limitation 
of small amount of data in the MSA corpus study could not be avoided by the attempt to 
combine data from two sets of corpora; the relevant tokens were few despite the fact 
that all the available data was analysed.
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Another limitation of the MSA corpus study which entailed few numbers of relevant 
comparable tokens is the source of the data. The data of this study was transcripts of 
broadcast news which evidently involved narration of events and stories. This data is 
different in nature from the data examined for determining the variables of the study; 
the colloquial data involved transcripts of telephone conversations. As the type of 
discourse is important in examining word order, for example, this difference had a great 
impact on the number of comparable sentences in each data. While most of the 
sentences in the colloquial data occurred in conversational discourse (about 2,524 
sentences), only 29 sentences were found in such discourse in the standard data. Also, 
despite the small amount of standard data in general, it contained far more sentences in 
narrative discourse than the colloquial data; 727 and 89 sentences, respectively. This 
limitation could not be avoided due to the fact that MSA is not often used in 
conversations or in natural speaking situations like telephone calls, and, thus, it was 
difficult to find MSA data of this type.
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Other limitations of the MSA corpus study are related to the validity of the examined 
standard data. These include the possibility that news data are carefully written in 
advance and probably checked more than once before being broadcasted. This, in fact, 
eliminates that chance that the data can be considered as natural data, based on which 
one can define the grammatical representation of MSA. In addition, obtaining data from 
an Egyptian channel like Nile TV, for example, does not necessarily mean that the 
presenter of the news broadcasted in that channel is Egyptian; it is possible that the 
channel has employed somebody from Lebanon, for instance, to read the news. 
Furthermore, the presenter may not necessarily be the author of the data he/she presents; 
the news may have been written by another person from a different region. These 
possibilities together shed doubts on the origin of the examined data in the MSA corpus 
study; what has been considered as SEA may have been produced by a non-Egyptian
5
speaker.
These limitations will be overcome in the following more controlled experimental study 
which will provide specific information about the speakers and test exactly the relevant 
variables. The experimental study will form a key component of this thesis and the 
methodology of which will be presented in the following chapter.
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Methodology: Experimental Study
The primary goal of this experimental study was to test the research questions that relate 
to the effect of the colloquial varieties and different ages of first exposure on the 
ultimate attainment of MSA in the Arab world as stated in Chapter 1. Separate 
instruments to measure the effect of these variables were utilized to this end. The 
methodology employed to test the research questions is presented in this chapter. The 
chapter is organized into four sections: (1) participants of the study, (2) tasks of the 
study, (3) data collection, and (4) data analysis.
1 Participants of the Study
This study is intended to compare two subsets of the population of MSA speakers; those 
who began being exposed to MSA as early as at the age of 2 up to the age of 6 in 
nurseries and kindergartens, and those who started being exposed to MSA at the age of 
6 in normal primary schools. Age of starting school was used to indicate age of first 
exposure to MSA as usage of MSA is almost limited to schooling environment in the 
Arabic speaking countries (see Chapter 1 for more details of using MSA in the Arabic­
speaking countries). All the participants were native speakers of one of the colloquial 
varieties which were examined in chapter 3; Colloquial Levantine Arabic (CLA), 
Colloquial Gulf Arabic (CGA), and Colloquial Egyptian Arabic (CEA). Also, all the 
participants were exposed to MSA for at least 5 years to ensure that we are testing the 
end-state grammar. This criterion of requiring a minimum 5 years of immersion in the
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target language to ensure testing the end-state grammar has been commonly adopted by 
researchers in the field (e.g., Patkowski, 1980; Johnson and Newport, 1989; Johnson, 
1992; Shim, 1993).
The sample recruited for this study was comprised of 147 participants. The participants' 
age ranged between 12;0 and 18;9, with an average of 14;6. The participants were first 
divided into two main groups depending on their age of first exposure to MSA. Group 1 
included 60 participants whose first exposure to MSA was before the age of 6. During 
their childhood, these participants went to nurseries and kindergartens that apply what is 
called 'the MSA immersion program' (MSA-IP) which provides a restricted MSA only 
speaking environment. Group 2 consisted of 87 participants whose first 'proper' 
exposure to MSA started in primary school at the age of 6.3 4
The members of these two main groups were also distributed across five subgroups 
depending on the colloquial variety of Arabic (CV) they speak and the age of first 
exposure (AoE) to MSA. These groups are: (i) E-CLA group -  30 speakers of CLA 
with early exposure to MSA (before 6), (ii) L-CLA group -  27 speakers35 of CLA with 
late exposure to MSA (after 6), (iii) E-CGA group -  30 speakers of CGA with early 
exposure to MSA, (iv) L-CGA group -  30 speakers of CGA with late exposure to MSA, 
and (v) L-CEA group -  30 speakers of CEA with late exposure to MSA. Unfortunately,
33 See chapter 1 for a thorough description o f this type o f school.
34 Most Arabic-speaking people start being exposed to MSA properly in primary schools as MSA is 
adopted to be the literacy language in all Arabic speaking countries. Before primary school, children may 
hear MSA on TV or Mosques, for example, but they usually do not have a chance to communicate by 
using it; see chapter 1 for more details on this issue.
35 This group was originally planned to include 30 participants like the other groups, but the researcher 
had to leave Syria leaving behind the remaining 3 participants due to the growing political conflict in the 
country in April 2011.
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there are no pre-schools in Egypt that apply the MSA immersion program. Thus, it was 
not possible to include speakers of CEA whose exposure to MSA was before the age of 
6 as if they exist, they would be exceptional cases which cannot be easily identified. 
However, including the L-CEA group in this study is useful to test for LI influence by 
comparing the performance of its participants to that of the L-CLA and L-CGA 
participants.
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All the participants in this experimental study were students of 6 different schools in 
Saudi Arabia and Syria. The E-CGA participants were students in a secondary school in 
Dammam City of Saudi Arabia who, when they were children, had attended Al-Bassam 
kindergarten which applies the MSA Immersion Program. The L-CGA participants 
were students of a secondary school in Riyadh City of Saudi Arabia who did not attend 
a nursery or a kindergarten before primary school. The E-CLA participants had 
attended, when they were children, Al-Azhaar Al-Arabiyyah kindergarten in Harasta 
City of Syria which applies the MSA Immersion Program. The members of this group 
were recruited from three different local secondary schools near the kindergarten 
because the required number for the group could not be found in one school. The L- 
CLA participants were students of one secondary school in Harasta city of Syria. These 
students were not in a kindergarten before the primary school. Finally, the participants 
of the L-CEA group were students of a high school in Saudi Arabia. The members of 
this group were Egyptians who had come with their families who work for a temporary 
time in Saudi Arabia, but they had had their primary and secondary education in
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I pypi. '1 htsc students ’Acre not in a kindergarten before they sinned their primary 
a ho.a education. (able 1 below -,unimari/e> what has been mentioned sc far a'm-m the 
pailidpaK1' of in*,' stud) Hot demographic details oi the iruliv¡dual participants, sex
Appendix 3).
A!! the participants of the stud}1 did a proficient} ies! in MSA and passed 1he advanced 
level. ! his test was developed by a non-profit organization in Saudi Arabia called 
’Arabic for AIIA which, among its several activities, works on designing Arabic 
language teaching curricula and Arabic language courses and tests. The proficiency test 
¡wed here was designed to be given to students in advanced level and its passing mail is 
bfb) of the total mark. I he test is composed o! four sections: listening comprehension, 
reading comprehension, appropriate use of vocabulary. and composition. 1 able In 
be!«n\ shows the groups' mean and range of the participants' results in this test.
It '.o', pUimcd >* • * i .iii'.. i dut'i if*! the eiottp If” in I rvp iiitn  '.Indent. in t to ¡n in Is.nimrs .’ <0 1, b it  the 
«<,;• i n lo p  u ;o  hindered h r.t in  d j , n  • a .p<nnuMee hind' end bicn t in  f e>pUst! Revoltiti.M,
l.!!!(.,I liid ItM S’ l! HCpi" Jf-ie ;• . U, 1 ■>% p ! .1*1 b u t lone
I 17
I '.¡after i .  M e t h o d o l o g y  -  ! ' . p e n m c s i r a i  S t u d y
r------- --------------- f------------------------ 1—---------------------1— -------------- - ----- t----- ---- ---- -- - ... - j ...-..... — ----------a
' Range ; 70.4-91.6 ! 71.2-92.8 > 70.0 -91,6 ; 70.8- 93.6 | 70,4-93.6 ;
Table 16 : The groups' mean and range o< the participants' results in the MSA proficiency test
I On participants of (he study were identified and incited through she •-choob where they 
study i'he fey contact in each school identified the potential participants who iii the 
definition of each group and irn iied them to take part in the study. I hen, the school 
developed a list of potential participants who came hack with positive ¡espon-m to our 
irn «union. All those tig reed to take pan did the proficiency test on the fust day oi the 
researcher's visit to each school.
I he number of students who agreed to take part in the study exceeded the required 
number tor each groups except for li-O.A where participants were united from three 
different sellouts clue the fact that only Jew people in each school had attended an 
MSA Immersion Program before the age of 6. 1 hen. the key contact in each school 
started to choose students I font the list, depending on factors related to organization of 
their school day. and sent) the potential participants in small groups of three to cadi data 
collection session. 1 his selection procedure continued until the required number for the 
group was readied, i.c,. A0 participants. Then, the researcher apologized to the red who 
accepted our imitation but we couldn't recruit them for the study due to time 
limitation.' 'I he following section will describe the tasks that these participants were 
a.keel to complete.
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2 Tasks of the Study
The participants in this study were administered two tasks: an acceptability judgment 
task and an elicited production task. The former was designed to assess the participants' 
underlying knowledge of two of the MSA syntactic phenomena under study: resumption 
in object relative clauses and plural agreement between a human subject of the 
collective type and the verb in declarative sentences in SV order.
The acceptability judgment task has been a common measure in the literature of L2 
acquisition. It is used to tap into learners' underlying knowledge of specific linguistic 
structures by asking the learners to decide, based on their metalinguistic intuitions, 
whether a given sentence or a context is acceptable or not. Many researchers in the field
have used this tool in various formats to investigate knowledge of the acquired
\
language. Examples of these researchers include Johnson & Newport (1989), Johnson 
(1992), Shim (1993), Flege (1999), DeKeyser (2000), McDonald (2000), Birdsong & 
Molis (2001), Marsden (2008; 2009), Montrul (2010), among many others.
An acceptability judgment task (AJT) could not be used to investigate the third syntactic 
phenomenon under study, i.e. word order, due to the fact that all variations of word 
order are accepted in all varieties of Arabic; standard and non-standard. Thus, since the 
question about word order variations is not whether they are accepted or not, but which 
variation is preferred in which context, this was assessed in an elicited production task 
which I will call 'Conversation Role-Play' (CR-P).
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Using two different measures to investigate the same research questions adds an 
advantage to the design of this experimental study. This has been considered important 
in the literature to validate the research findings. Han (1996), for example, pointed out 
that it is essential to employ multiple tasks that test various linguistic structures when 
investigating the Critical Period Hypothesis. This is to strengthen the validity and 
generalizability of the research findings. Han argued that the results of an AJT can be 
more reliable if its results are supported by the results of other measures on the same 
participants or items. The following sections will present more details about these two 
tasks.
2.1 Acceptability Judgment Task
In this task, each group of three participants viewed single sentences on a laptop screen 
and listened to these sentences simultaneously. The participants were asked to judge 
individually whether the sentence they saw and heared were grammatically acceptable 
or not by choosing one option for each sentence from a four-point scale ranging from 
'Very strange, Unacceptable' to 'Perfectly good, Perfectly acceptable'. A fifth option of 
'Can't decide' was also available. The scale used was presented in the following form 
(see Appendix 4 for the AJT cover sheet & answer sheet):
Can’t decide
X
Figure 4: The scale used to judge sentences in the AJT
Each sentence in this task showed on the screen for 10 seconds only and then the next 
sentence appeared. Also, the participants were not allowed to go back and change their
decisions about previous sentences. This procedure of attempting to obtain quick
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Very strange. 
Unacceptable.
A bit strange. 
Not really 
acceptable.
Fairly good. 
Acceptable.
Perfectly
good.
Perfectly
Acceptable
-2 -1 +1 +2
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responses without allowing a great deal of thinking time was followed to ensure 
assessing the participants' knowledge of the grammar and not their knowledge of MSA 
formal rules (Gass and Mackey, 2007).
The task was composed of 60 sentences in total which included three types of 
sentences: i) 10 sentences with object relative clauses repeated twice, once with 
resumptive pronouns and once without them; ii) 10 sentences with a human subject of 
the collective type in SV order repeated twice, once with verbs showing plural 
agreement and once with verbs in a singular form; iii) 20 sentences as distractors, 10 of 
which are clearly grammatical and the other 10 are clearly ungrammatical. Repeating 
the same sentence with a sole difference related to the investigated syntactic issue was 
done to compare the learners'judgments and make sure that if judgments are different 
then this is caused by manipulating the sentence (Schutze, 1996). Examples of the test 
sentence types are shown in Table 17. Appendix 5 lists all the test sentences used in this 
task.
The number of test items in this task was decided based on some recommendations 
found in the literature that relate this issue to the reliability of the test. Cowan & Hatasa 
(1994), for example, pointed out that longer tests result in greater reliability. According 
to these researchers, an AJT should include between 60-72 test items. Also, Gass & 
Mackey (2007) recommended that test items in an AJT should not be more than an 
approximate number of 50-60 sentences.
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Type Variations Examples
Object Relatives J^oLali Ìj3
la + resumption qara?a maajid-un 1-kitaab-a 1-aòii Staraa-hu l-?usbuw9-a 1-maaDii 
read Majid-nom the-book-acc that-s.m. (he)bought-it the-week the-past(10 sentences) ‘Majid read the book that he bought last week’
Object relatives ^ moLoII L-iU&ll .ixL«
lb — resumption qara?a maajid-un 1-kitaab-a 1-aàii staraa-0 l-?usbuw9-a 1-maaDii 
read Majid-nom the-book-acc that-s.m. (he)bought-O the-week the-past
(10 sentences) ‘Majid read the book that he bought last week’
Collective Subject-Verb ¿Lll IjiA buì ^
2a + plural agreement l-naas-u yaxaaf-uwna 1-xuruwja mina 1-manzili laylaan fii hadaa 1-balad 
the-people-nom fear-3pm going out from the-house at night in this the-country
(10 Sentences) ‘People avoid going out at night in this country’
Collective Subject-Verb jLIl IjlA bui (J_^ lftil ¿yt 3kj (J-Uil
2b — plural agreement l-naas-u taxaafu 1-xuruwja mina 1-manzili laylaan fii hadaa 1-balad 
the-people-nom fear-3sf going out from the-house at night in this the-country
(10 Sentences) ‘People avoid going out at night in this country’
Distractor
3a ( + grammatical 9aliyy-un staraa Ta9aama l-9asaa?i min maT9amin mujaawirin li-bayt-ih 
Ali-nom bought-3sm food the-dinner from restaurant next to-house-his
(10 sentences) 'Ali bought dinner from a restaurant next to his house'
Distractor ijUjU 4a^.l j ilu!& ^ 1*
3b — grammatical *?ax-ii katab-at waajiba-hu 1-madrasiya bi-?itqaanin taam 
brother-my wrote-3sf homework-his the-school with-perfection completely
(10 Sentences 'My brother wrote his school homework perfectly'
Table 17: Types & examples of test sentences in AJT
All the test sentences were declaratives except for two sentences of the ungrammatical 
distractor type which were questions with the question word ungrammatically 
remaining in situ. The length of the sentences was between 6-9 words long with the 
majority being 7 words long. The declarative sentences alternated between using two 
word orders, SV and VS, except for those of type 2 (collective subject-verb agreement 
sentences) which were all in SV order due to the specification of the variable under 
study. This was done on purpose to minimize possible modeling for the participants'
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production of declarative sentences in the following task. The sentences in general were 
straightforward using simple vocabulary and structures. Also, all the test sentences were 
checked for clarity and simplicity by a specialist in modem standard Arabic from the 
College of Arabic in Al-Imam Muhammed Ibn Saud Islamic University in Riyadh, 
Saudi Arabia.
The test started with two distractor sentences, one grammatical and one ungrammatical, 
to give the participants a chance to familiarize themselves with the rating system and the 
test format.38 The test also ended in the same way to avoid random answers due to 
possible boredom or lack of concentration which may be caused by, for example, 
rushing to finish. Having each sentence with a specific number during the design stage,
a random number generator was used to distribute the rest of the sentences randomly in
\
the test. Half of the participants in each group were shown the sentences in this 
randomly generated order. This order, however, was reversed for the other half of the 
group. This was done in such a way that if, for example, a sentence Y occurred with 
resumption as the third and without resumption as the tenth sentence in the first order, 
these sentences were revered in the second order. The purpose of having two different 
orders is to control for the possibility that the participants may judge the following 
sentences based on their judgments of the sentences which appeared first. Ordering the 
test items this way followed Schutze's recommendations (1996) which state that a 
researcher should control for order effects by randomizing test items and counterbalance 
orders across different participants. Schutze also advised to consider nervousness at the 
beginning of the session and fatigue at the end when distributing the items of the test.
38 As will be explained later, the participants also did a pre-test training session for the same purpose.
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Before the test starts, the participants were given the following instructions in a written 
form in Arabic (see Appendix 4: A.l for the Arabic Version):
"In this task, you will see a number of single sentences in Standard Arabic. 
Please judge whether the sentence is grammatically acceptable to you. 
Indicate your answer by circling one of the options on the scale on your 
answer sheet."
Given the fact that many participants find the idea of rating sentences for 
grammaticality or acceptability as something new and unusual, additional oral 
instructions were given to participants to ensure that they know what they should 
do exactly in this task. First, the researcher explained to the participants that 
speakers of any language seem to have a certain feeling about whether a certain 
sentence is possible or not in that language. It was stated to the participants clearly 
that their job is to concentrate on how they feel about the sentences they are going 
to see and hear, without trying to remember the rules that they had studied in 
class. They were told to read and listen to each sentence carefully and concentrate 
on the structure of the sentence before they decide about it. Also, the participants 
were told that they may think that some sentences have appeared before, but the 
fact is that none is repeated in the test and that they should treat each sentence in 
its own right without relating it to other sentences they may have seen or heard in 
the test. Furthermore, it was mentioned to them that sometimes they may have no 
clear feeling about a particular sentence, and in this case, they should choose 'can't 
decide'. Finally, the participants were instructed that when answering, they should
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ignore any problems with spelling, punctuation, pronunciation, and other problems 
that are not related to the structure of the sentence.39
Before starting the test, the participants did a pre-test training session to acquaint 
themselves with the test format and the rating scale. This session included three 
sentences that are irrelevant to the syntactic variables under study in this task. 
After doing this session, the researcher had a short discussion with the participants 
based on their judgements to make sure they understood the procedure of the test. 
Also, the training session was repeated for some participants who seemed still not 
confident about using the rating scale, but they were told that the sentences of the 
test that they are about to see and hear will not be repeated. When the test started, 
the participants had a one minute break after judging half of the sentences to turn 
the page over and re-gain their concentration.
The actual test lasted for approximately 10 minutes. After completing the task, the 
participants had a short break in the test room and then started the following task. 
The details of the conversation role-play task are given in the following section.
2.2 Elicited Production Task: Conversation Role-Play
This task was designed to prompt production of declarative sentences in two 
different contexts: conversational and narrative. The purpose is to check which 
word order participants would use in each context.
39 The instructions given in Bley-Vroman, Felix, and loup (1988: 32) were used as a model to form the 
instructions given here, but it was preferred to keep the written instructions to a reasonable length and 
give the rest orally to avoid the problem that impatient participants may not read them completely.
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Ahmed: I know you are Majid's best friend, and I want to know more about him 
so that I can know where he is, do you know if he has a problem these 
days or if  he complains about something?
Salih: Yes, Majid likes to be alone a lot
Use ont word
likes
complains (about)
Use two words
noise
he
to be alone 
Majid
Reset Choices Reset Choices
lis t as many as you 
want
the house 
in
alone
Reset Choices
Ahmed: This helps to understand why he does not like to stay at home a lot, now I 
want to find a solution for Majid's problem, do you want to help me on this?
Salih:
User: GEI 01 Clock: 0:2:4
Ust one word, if you 
want
that
helping
Ust ont word
sure
certainly
definitely
Reset Choices Reset Choices
Use one word
(I)want
(I)will-help-you
Reset Choices
Figure 6: English translao n of Figure 5
At the beginning of this task, the participants were given the following general 
context of the conversation in a written form in Arabic (see Appendix 6 for these 
instructions in Arabic):
This is a conversation between Ahmed and Salih about Majid. Ahmad is 
Majid’s elder brother, and Salih is Majid’s close friend. You will play the 
role of Salih in this conversation talking to Ahmad about your friend 
Majid.'
Right after the general context, the participants were given the following detailed 
written instructions in Arabic:
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'Please do the following to complete this task:
First: Read Ahmed's speech.
Second: Read all the words given in the available boxes, and the 
instructions for selection above each box.
Third: Use the words available in the boxes according to the given 
instructions to form a sentence in your mind first that suits the 
context of the conversation.
Finally: drag the words of the sentence that you have formed in your 
mind successively to fill in the blanks.'
The participants were told to follow these steps for each conversational turn that 
they are about to take. They were asked to read the other speaker's speech first to 
keep up with the context of the ongoing conversation. Then, they were asked to 
read all the available words and the instructions above the word boxes to see what 
words they can use to form their sentence. Words in boxes can be combined in 
different ways to form different sentences that fit the context of the conversation. 
For example, in Figure 5 & Figure 6, instead of 'Majid likes to be alone a lot', a 
participant could have chosen other words to form a different sentence like 'He 
complains about noise in the house' and still obey the instructions of the boxes and 
keep up with the context. The third and fourth steps of the general instructions 
were given to ensure that the participants form complete sentences in their minds 
before dragging words and not drag one word then think what to drag next. This is 
to prevent possible confusion and several changes and help to reduce thinking 
time.
The software screen shows two conversational turns at a time; one for the first 
speaker filled in by the software and one for the participant to fill in. When the
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participants finish filling in the blanks with their sentence, they press 'next', and 
the screen scrolls down to show the following two new turns while keeping the 
previous two turns visible on the screen for the participant to look at, when 
needed, to check the context. Also, the participant can always scroll up the screen 
to see all the previous conversational turns.
The software does not allow the participant to proceed to the following 
conversational turn before finishing the current turn according to the instructions 
given above the word boxes. For example, if a participant did not choose two 
words from a box that states this and pressed 'next', a small window will pop up 
saying that he/she should fill in the blanks according to the instructions before 
proceeding to the next turn. Also, word boxes do not allow taking out more words 
than were specified by the instructions above them. If the instructions above one 
box state, for instance, 'choose one word', the participant will not be able to take 
more than one word from that box. In each word box, there is a 'reset-choice' 
button. This button when pressed will bring back all the words taken from that 
box. The participants, however, were told not to press this button at all to 
minimize thinking time and encourage participants to drag the first sentence they 
think of. This button was put there for the researcher to use in cases such as when 
a participant drops a word in a wrong place by mistake. Finally, there is a running 
clock always visible at the bottom of the screen. This is to indicate to the 
participants that the task is timed and encourage them to form sentences as quickly 
as possible and to drag the first sentence they manage to form in their minds.
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By taking part in this conversation, a participant would form 20 sentences. By 
controlling the task in the way described above, a participant would have to 
produce 10 of these sentences as declarative sentences all with an overt subject 
and a verb and the participant would have a choice of making these sentences in 
either an SV or a VS order. The participant would see three word boxes with each 
conversational turn in this task. With the conversational turns which are meant to 
elicit this type of sentence (the token sentences), these three boxes were as 
follows. One box contained transitive verbs and was labelled with 'choose one 
word'. Another box contained nouns and/or pronouns, suitable as subjects and/or 
objects. This box was labelled with 'choose two words'. These two boxes with 
these specified instructions guaranteed that the elicited sentences would have an 
overt subject, a transitive verb, and an overt object. The third box contained 
lexical items of other types like adjectives, adverbs, prepositions, etc., that might 
be needed to complete the sentences and make them more comprehensible. This 
last set of boxes were labelled with various instructions like 'choose as many as 
you want' or 'choose one if you need to'.
The other 10 sentences that a participant would produce in this conversation were 
distractors. These sentences were of various types like greetings, questions, 
requests, verbless sentences, and null subject sentences. The content of word 
boxes for these conversational turns and the instructions above each box varied 
and were not as systematic as those used for the non-distractor sentences.
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Because the word boxes were put in a linear order next to the blank conversational 
turn, it is possible that the order of the boxes might have influenced the order of 
the sentence of the non-distractor type that the participant was asked to form. In 
other words, if a participant, for example, found the first box from the right 
containing verbs, he/she might start the sentence with a verb given that Arabic 
writes from right to left. To control for this possibility, the boxes were organized 
in such a way that in 5 random conversational turns of non-distractor type, boxes 
of nouns preceded boxes of verbs, and in the remaining 5 conversational turns, 
boxes of verbs preceded boxes of nouns. In addition, there were two versions of 
this task. The only difference between the two versions was that if, in version one, 
the word boxes for a conversational turn Y were ordered in a way that boxes of 
verbs preceded boxes of nouns, this order was reversed for the same 
conversational turn in version two. Half of the members of each group did a 
different version from that completed by the other half.
To elicit declarative sentences in a narrative context, the other speaker invites the 
participant near the end of the conversation to watch a silent film (10 minutes 
long) and then, when they had finished watching, to write 10 sentences to narrate 
the events of that film. The other speaker also requested that each sentence should 
mention at least one name of the characters in the film, and the names of all 
characters were provided. This was requested to make sure that the participant 
uses overt subjects in his/her sentences in order to be able to check the order of the 
sentences produced. The film was of the comedy type (Mr. Bean) to serve as a 
good break between filling in the conversational blanks and writing the narrative 
sentences.
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When the participants complete the task, they press on the 'Save' button and all the 
data entered become saved in a separate Microsoft Access file. The saved data 
shows the code of the participant and the version of the task that he/she has 
completed. The participants spent between 35-45 minutes to complete the whole 
task.
Before starting the task, the participants did a pre-test training session to 
familiarize themselves with the software functions and the test format. In this 
training session, the researcher first explained to the three participants in each data 
collection session the way they should complete the task. Then, each participant 
having his/her separate laptop took part in a short written conversation (three 
conversational turns only) with exactly the same procedures as in the main task. 
Then they watched a very short film clip (about 1 minute long), then they were 
asked to write 2 practice sentences mentioning at least one name of the characters 
of the film in each sentence. After doing this session, the researcher had a short 
discussion with the participants to make sure they understood the procedure of the 
task, and answer any further queries.
2.3 The pilot study
The aim of conducting a pilot study was to check the reliability of the test format 
and the test items in both tasks. To this end, a total of 12 adult participants (age 
mean 26,9; range 18,2-36,9) were recruited in this pilot study. The participants 
were four native speakers of colloquial Gulf Arabic (CGA); four native speakers 
of colloquial Levantine Arabic (CLA), and four native speakers of colloquial 
Egyptian Arabic (CEA) who all had their primary education in an Arabic speaking
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country. The purpose of including speakers of these three colloquial varieties was 
to assess the clarity and suitability of the test items for the participants in the main 
study who speak these different colloquial varieties of Arabic.
The participants were postgraduate students from different departments at the 
University of York (CLA & CEA participants) or students from different English 
Language schools in York, UK (CGA participants). None was exposed to MSA 
before the primary school and started to be exposed to MSA in schools after the 
age of 6.
The participants in this pilot study completed the tasks individually in order for 
the researcher to concentrate on observing how the participants completed the 
tasks and note any problematic issues. The tasks of this pilot study were the same 
as described in the previous two sections of this chapter, 2.1 & 2.2, except for few 
differences which, as will be mentioned below, were modified later based on the 
outcome of this pilot study. These differences include that the participants in this 
pilot study were given less detailed instructions on how to complete the 
conversation role-play task. Compare the following instructions which were given 
in the pilot study to those given in the main study which were stated in section 2.2 
of this chapter:
'Fill in the blanks by forming comprehensive sentences that fit the conversation
context by using the appropriate words according to the given instructions'
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Also, the pre-test training for the conversation role-play task in this pilot study did 
not include a film clip and did not ask the participants to practice writing narrative 
sentences.
After completing the tasks of the study, the participants were asked to complete a 
short questionnaire about the clarity o f the test format and the test items (see 
Appendix 7). This questionnaire included seven questions about usefulness of pre­
test training (2 questions), clarity of instructions on how to complete the two tasks 
(2 questions), simplicity of the test sentences in the AJT (1 question), suitability of 
pausing time between the sentences in the AJT (1 question), and the simplicity and 
clarity of the context and flow of the conversation in the conversation role-play 
task (1 question). The participants were asked to give a mark out of 10 to answer 
each question. The researcher discussed with each participant his/her answers to 
these questions and noted any issues that needed to be considered. Also, the 
researcher asked the participants if there were any lexical items in the two tasks 
that they could not understand. Such lexical items were replaced with more 
common ones in the main study.
The results of the questionnaire were as follows. The mean rate given to 
usefulness of pre-test training for the AJT (question 1) was 9.42 out of 10 (range 
8-10). The usefulness of pre-test training for the conversation role-play task 
(question 2) had a mean rate of 8.92 (range 8-10). Clarity and details of 
instructions in the AJT (question 3) were rated with a mean of 9.5 (range8-10), 
where in the conversation role-play task (question 4), the mean rate was 8 (range
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Based <<n the remits of this questionnaire, the discussions with the participants.
and the researcher observation, a lew changes were applied to the design of the 
tasks, hirst, instructions on completing the role-play task were chanced lo be 
dearer and more detailed (the modified version is given in section 2.2 of this 
chapter), "second, the pro-test training for the role-play task was changed to
include a short film clip and the participants were asked to practise writing 
sentences to narrate its events. Also, a few technical software faults were noted 
when observing the participants completing the role-play task and these were 
corrected. Finally, one lexical word t>A - m akm m in  ‘places o f  was mentioned by 
two of the participants as difficult to understand in the AJT and this was replaced 
by a more common word fiSti ?gm aakin  that has the same meaning.
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Overall then, the fact that grammatical sentences were correctly accepted for an 
average of 91% of the time and the ungrammatical sentences were correctly 
rejected for an average of 81% of the time was considered to indicate adequate 
reliability of the AJT.
2.4 Scoring the Tasks of the Main Study
2.4.1 The Acceptability Judgment Task
In the AJT, any choice o f +1 or +2 on the rating scale was considered to indicate 
acceptance, and any choice o f -1 or -2 was considered to indicate rejection of that 
test sentence.41 Responses of'Can't decide' did not occur in this data.
Once all the items were scored following this scoring scheme, responses for 
sentences with object relative clauses (type 1) were checked to compare each 
participant's response to a sentence of the type a (with resumption) with his/her
41 The scores o f 1 and 2 (positive and negative) were conflated because positive choices were clearly 
labelled with the word ‘acceptable’ and the negative ones were clearly labelled with the word ‘not 
acceptable/unacceptable’ (see the AJT scale in Figure 4 in section 2.1 of this chapter). The purpose of this 
task was to check whether the examined sentences were acceptable or not acceptable; the aim was not to 
check gradient judgments. However, the four-point scale was used to consider possible different 
personalities o f the participants: some learners may feel reluctant or less confident to commit themselves 
to a definite judgment for personality reasons (Sorace, 1996:397-398).
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response to the same sentence of the type b (without resumption). If both 
sentences were accepted, then these are given the value 1 to indicate that 
resumption is considered to be optional in this item. If the sentence with 
resumption is accepted and the same sentence without resumption is rejected, then 
these are given the value 2 to indicate that resumption is obligatory in this test 
item. The third possible scenario is that the sentence with resumption is rejected 
and the same sentence without resumption is accepted. In this case, this pair of 
sentences was given the value 3 to indicate that resumption is not accepted in 
object relative clauses in that item. The fourth possible scenario is when both 
sentences are rejected, and in this case, these were given the value 4 to indicate 
that rejection has occurred for reasons other than resumption.
All pairs of sentences which received values bigger than two were excluded from 
the analysis. This is because value 3 indicates that at least overt resumption is not 
possible where the fact is that it is possible in all the varieties of Arabic, standard 
and nonstandard (see section 2.3 in chapter 2). Also, value 4 indicates that 
rejection is for an irrelevant reason and thus data of this type were irrelevant to the 
test. It is also possible that one member of the pair be not decided upon by 
choosing a 'can't decide' option. If this case had happened, these pairs would have 
been excluded from the analysis as it would not be clear whether resumption is 
optional or obligatory in that sentence. However, there were no instances of this 
scenario. Finally, values of 1 or 2 were counted for each group to indicate how 
much resumption is perceived as optional or obligatory in object relative clauses.
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The same procedure of sentence pair comparison was followed for the sentences 
of type 2 where number agreement between a human subject of the collective type 
and the following verb is checked. If both sentences (with and without plural 
agreement) were accepted, then these were given the value 1 to indicate that plural 
agreement in this context was optional. If the sentence with plural agreement was 
accepted and the same sentence without plural agreement was rejected, then this 
was given the value 2 to indicate that plural agreement was obligatory. Also, if the 
sentence with plural agreement was rejected and the other sentence without plural 
agreement was accepted, then this was given the value 3 to indicate that plural 
agreement was not possible in that sentence. The value 4 was given to cases where 
both sentences were rejected to indicate that rejection was for some other 
irrelevant reason.
Again, only pairs with values 1 and 2 were included in the analysis as they 
indicate whether plural agreement is optional or obligatory. Data with the value 3 
were excluded because plural agreement is accepted in all varieties of Arabic, 
standard and non-standard (see section 2.1.3 in chapter 2 & section 1.2 in chapter 
3). Data with the value 4 were excluded because rejection occurred for reasons 
other than violation of the rule of number agreement between the subject and the 
verb in this type of sentence. Moreover, any pair with a sentence that was not 
decided upon would have been removed from the analysis as no information about 
whether plural agreement is optional or obligatory can be detected from such a 
comparison. Finally, values of 1 and 2 were counted for each group to see how 
much plural agreement was considered optional or obligatory in each group.
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2.4.2 The Conversation Role-Play Task
Scoring for this task was simple and straightforward. Each participant formed 20 
relevant sentences in this task, 10 in a conversational context and the other 10 in a 
narrative context. The software used for this task saves all the input data into a 
Microsoft Access file, each sentence in a separate line, conversational sentences 
first followed by the narrative sentences.
All the relevant sentences formed by each participant were checked for order. 
Sentences formed with an SV order were given the value 1, and sentences formed 
in VS order were given the value 2. These values were counted in each context to 
check how many sentences were formed in a particular order and in what context. 
The distractor sentences in the conversational context were not included in the 
analysis.
3 Data Collection
The data collection stage started with contacting schools in Saudi Arabia and Syria 
where potential participants could possibly be found. These schools include, in 
Saudi Arabia, Albassam Schools for E-CGA participants, Al-Maali Schools for L- 
CGA participants, and Prince Mensour School for L-CEA participants. In Syria, 
the schools contacted were Al-Hawraani Secondary school in Harasta city for L- 
CLA participants, and Harasta Al-Oula secondary school, Harasta Alsadisah 
secondary school and AI-Hawraani secondary school for E-CLA participants.
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As mentioned in section 1 of this chapter, the key contact person in each school 
identified the potential participants who fit the description of each group and 
invited them to take part in this study. As most of the participants were under the 
age of 18, each participant was handed an information sheet about the study and a 
consent form to participate for parents or guardians to sign (see appendix 8 for 
information sheets and consent forms). Then, the key contact person in each 
school developed a list of those students who came back with a positive response 
to our invitation.
The researcher conducted several data collection sessions in each school during 
the school day. Each school kindly dedicated a quiet room for data collection like 
the school library, a free classroom, or a computer lab. For each data collection 
session, the key contact person chose three participants from the developed list 
depending, as mentioned before, on factors related to organization of their school 
day. This way of choosing participants was found useful for increasing the chance 
that the participants of the study were selected in a random way.
At the beginning of each data collection session, the researcher gave brief 
information about the study and made sure that each participant had read the 
information sheet and brought back a consent form signed by his or her parent or 
guardian if the participant was under 18 years of age. The researcher gave some 
time for the participants to ask questions about the study and informed the 
participants that they could withdraw at any time without being asked for reasons. 
Then, each participant was given a unique code which showed the group, the
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version of the test taken and a unique serial number for that participant. After that, 
each participant was asked to fill out a form which asked about age, gender, native 
language(s), the colloquial variety of Arabic spoken at home, age of first time 
going to school including kindergarten, and information about whether 
kindergarten or primary school attended applies the MSA Immersion Program, 
and if yes, the names of schools attended (see Appendix 9 for this form).
When these forms were filled out, the researcher distributed the answer sheets for 
the AJT and asked the participants to write their codes at the top of the page. 
Then, the researcher asked the participants to read the instructions of the task and 
gave additional oral instructions as described in section 2.1 of this chapter. When 
the participants were ready, the participants were asked to sit in front of a lap-top 
screen and the pre-test training session started, followed by a short time for 
discussion and questions to make sure that the participants understood what they 
should do to complete the tasks. After that, the AJT started and participants read 
and listened to 60 sentences with a short 1 minute break halfway through before 
turning the page over to re-gain their concentration.
When this task was completed, the participants had a short break in the test room 
and then the researcher explained the conversation role-play task and asked the 
participants to move and use separate lap-tops to do the pre-test training session. 
Before the participants start the main task, the researcher gave time for a brief 
discussion and questions about the task then the participants started the main task. 
The participants were asked to enter their codes to start the software, read the
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general context of the conversation and the instructions of the task before they 
start (these are given in section 2.2 of this chapter). When the task was completed, 
the participants were thanked for their participation and a new data collection 
session started with different participants.
4 Data Analysis
Several group comparisons and statistical tests were conducted to address the 
research questions and the hypotheses presented in chapter 1. Data from the 
Acceptability Judgment Task (AJT) were analysed in the following way. After 
excluding the irrelevant data with values 3 and 4, as explained in section 2.4 of 
this chapter, tokens with values 1 and 2 were counted for each group to see if 
resumption in object relatives or plural agreement between the human collective 
subject and the following verb were considered optional or obligatory.
Several independent samples /-tests were first conducted to compare the optional 
resumption and the optional plural agreement means of the two subgroups within 
each group to check if the different orders of the test items had affected the results. 
As will be reported in the following chapter, no significant differences were found 
between most of these pairs of subgroups and it was thus concluded that order had 
no effect, hence, data from the subgroups were merged.
The general effect of the two independent variables, the colloquial variety (the LI) 
and the age of first exposure to MSA, was measured in the data of this task by 
running a Univariate Analysis of Variance using the software IBM SPSS Statistics
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19. Then, the optional resumption and optional plural agreement means of the five 
groups were analysed separately by using One Way ANOVA tests in SPSS, taking 
the groups as the sole factor and optional resumption or optional plural agreement 
as the dependent variable.
Further statistical tests were conducted afterwards to measure the effect of the two 
independent variables separately. For testing the effect of the AoE, the data of 
groups with the same colloquial variety but different AoE were entered into 
statistical comparisons. Two independent samples /-tests in SPSS were conducted 
to compare the optional resumption means of the group of E-CGA with the L- 
CGA and the group of E-CLA with the L-CLA. Another two independent samples 
/-tests were conducted the same way to compare the optional plural agreement 
means. Also, two further separate independent samples /-tests were run to 
compare the data of all the participants who had early exposure to MSA with the 
data of all participants who had late exposure to MSA including speakers of the 
Egyptian colloquial Arabic; one test to compare the means of optional resumption 
and the other test to compare the means of optional plural agreement.
To test the effect of the colloquial variety (the LI), the data of groups with the 
same AoE but different Lis were entered into statistical comparisons. Two 
independent samples /-tests in SPSS were conducted to compare between the E- 
CGA and the E-CLA in terms of their means of optional resumption and optional 
plural agreement. Also, two One Way ANOVA statistical tests were conducted to 
compare the means of optional resumption and optional plural agreement achieved
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by the three remaining groups with late exposure to MSA; L-CGA, L-CLA and L- 
CEA. Furthermore, the optional resumption data and the optional plural agreement 
data of all participants were divided into three sets each depending on the 
colloquial varieties these participants speak regardless of the age of first exposure 
to MSA. These three sets of data of each dependent variable, i.e. resumption and 
plural agreement, were compared using a One Way ANOVA in SPSS. Post hoc 
tests were conducted following all ANOVA tests mentioned above, and only when 
such tests revealed significant differences, the results are reported in the next 
chapter.
Finally, the test sentences of the AJT with relative clauses or collective subject- 
verb agreement were analysed in terms of acceptance and rejection. The rate of 
acceptance and rejection was calculated for each token and presented across the 
five groups of participants. The total rates for all groups are also reported in the 
next chapter.
Data of the Conversation Role-Play task were analysed in the following way. 
First, data of the subgroups of each group who completed different versions of the 
conversational part of the task were analysed via five independent samples /-tests 
to compare the mean rate of use of VSO order in conversational context. This was 
to check if the order of the word boxes had affected the participants' choice of 
word order. As will be reported in the following chapter, no significant differences 
were found between most of these pairs of subgroups and it was thus concluded
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The data realting to use of VSO order in conversational and narrative contexts 
were entered into a Repeated-Measures ANOVA to check for effect of context, 
the colloquial variety (the LI), and the age of first exposure to MSA. Then, two 
One Way ANOVA statistical tests were conducted to compare the rate of VSO use 
across the five groups in conversational and narrative contexts separately. This test 
was followed by post hoc tests to check group to group comparisons.
Finally, the conversational turns in which the participants were supposed to form 
their token sentences in this task were analysed in terms of which order they used 
in each turn. The rates of using VSO and SVO orders were calculated for each 
turn and presented across the five groups of participants in the results chapter. The 
total rates for all groups are also reported in the next chapter.
5 Summary
This chapter described the methodology employed to conduct the experimental 
study which is a main component of this thesis. The content of this chapter was 
presented in four main sections. Section one described the participants of the study 
in terms of their number, age, age of first exposure to MSA, duration of exposure 
to MSA at the time of the test, the colloquial varieties of Arabic they speak, the 
groups they were divided into, how they were identified and recruited, and their 
other demographic details. In section two, the Acceptability Judgment task and the
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Conversation Role-Play were thoroughly described in terms of their design, 
content, administration, and how they were scored. This section also included a 
subsection that presented details of the pilot study which was conducted to check 
the reliability of the format of the tasks and the clarity as well as the suitability of 
the test items. In addition, this subsection showed how the design of these two 
tasks of the study was amended based on the outcome of the pilot study. Section 
three explained how the data were collected; how recruited participants were 
invited to data collection sessions, and how these sessions were administered. 
Finally, the fourth section explicated the method by which the collected data were 
analysed to provide answers to the current research questions. The following 
chapter will lay out the results of this study.
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Results of the Experimental Study
This chapter presents the results of the experimental study which was described in the 
previous chapter. The results will be presented in separate sections according to the 
three dependent variables under study. Section one will lay out the results of judging 
object relative clauses with and without resumption. Section two will be about the 
results of judging sentences with and without number agreement between the collective 
human subjects and the following verbs in sentences with subject-verb order. The third 
section will present the results of producing declarative sentences in SV or VS order in 
two different contexts: conversational and narrative. The final section will summarize 
this chapter.
1 Results of Resumption in Object Relative Clauses
Testing the participants' underlying knowledge of resumption in MSA object relative 
clauses was part of the Acceptability Judgment Task (AJT). In this task, each participant 
used his/her metalinguistic intuition to judge 10 sentences with object relative clauses. 
As a reminder, these sentences were repeated twice in the test; once with resumption 
and once without resumption.
As explained in chapter 4 (section 2.4.1), these 10 pairs of sentences were scored by 
comparing judgments of each sentence in each pair. Such comparisons revealed one of
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four possible scenarios: i) resumption is optional; when both sentences were accepted, 
ii) resumption is obligatory; when only the sentence without resumption was rejected, 
ill) resumption is not allowed; when only the sentence with resumption was rejected, 
and iv) resumption is not relevant to the judgment, when both sentences were rejected.42 
Table 20 below shows the results of the 147 participants’ judgments of these 10 pairs of 
sentences in terms of resumption in MSA object relative clauses.
» 7 2 1  (4 9 % )
faille 20; Judgments on wnt«wc pairs in terms of resumption in MSA object relatives fall groups collapsed 
together)
1.1 Excluded Data
From Table 20 above, it can be calculated that 88.4% of the judged pairs revealed that 
resumption in MSA object relative clauses was perceived as either optional or 
obligatory. As shown in chapters 3 and 4, resumption in object relatives is allowed in all 
varieties of Arabic under study; standard and non-standard. Therefore, it was decided to 
exclude from the analysis the 3.2% of judgments which revealed that resumption is not 
allowed in MSA. Similar!), data tit which bulls sentences of one pair were rejected 
(labeled as 'it relevant’ in I able 20 ) were excluded from the analysis. This is because the 
participants who made such judgments seem to ha\c based their decisions on reasons 
irrelevant lo resumption in object relatives: otherwise. thev would have accepted at least 
one i-f the sentences 1 bus, responses that indicate that resumption is not allowed or 
reicstion of both sentences of a pair seem to lime occurred as random errors and were 
I reeled as noise.
) hue is ,i bu t; piv.ssh'e cieii io .tmi I has is when <mc <>f both A 'she sentences were ti,n ck'enk-d upon 
h\ t is .non',1 'i ’iin 'l lis t iiic ' option iom i she un its  1 hi- os. nano did N n u i n  in this d,u;;.
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1,2 Effect of Test Hems Orders & Results of Merged Subgroups
X-, explained in ihe piexTiW chapter, each croup <>l participants wii1- split into two 
• ubcrotips xviio -aw the Ai f test Hems in two different orders, I his was done lo cunire 1 
f*e the possihiht) that the participants mAh! judee die sentence appeal ine -et orni iti the 
te'4 based on their judgment o! the scntetiu; that appeared fits! in cads pair. 1 able 2 I 
Kiev, shows the subgroup testilo o! judging palm of sen (cnees with and without
Groans Order of fesi 
Items Mo, (%) No.(%)
57.6) 5 9  (4
59 fi 71 (56J) 137
76 (5*> H i 51 (4
72 (55.8) 57(44,2) 129
73 (57.5) 54 (42,5) 127. a r m ,
f.t-S) 5.6)
32 (32.0) 68(68.0)
99 m a : 42 (2
86(61.0) 55 (39.0)
721 (55.5) 5
Table 21 ; Subgroups' pigm ents on resumption in MSA object relatives after exclusion of irrelevant data
• the number of participants fa this sub-group is only 12 compared to 15 in all other sub-groups
To check if there was an effect of test item order in the test, five independent samples I- 
tests were conducted on separate data, using the software IBM SPSS Statistics 19, to 
compare the means of optional resumption scores achieved by the two subgroups in 
each group. The results of the /-tests showed there were no significant differences found 
for any group except E-l.iA . The descriptive statistics and the results of these five t- 
teMs arc in fable 22 below.
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Since the two subgroups in all the other groups were not found significantly different 
Irons each other due to taking the test in different orders, it seems unlike!}' that the 
difference found between the two subgroups in the l.-C'LA group was caused h> the 
order of the lest items. I bus, it was concluded that order of the test items had no effect 
on the way the participants judged the test sentences. Tabic 23 below shows the results 
of judging resumption after merging the two subgroups in each group.
It was expected In the hypotheses stated in chapter 1 (section 2) that groups with earls 
exposure to MSA would treat resumption in MSA object relatives as optional regardless 
of'the colloquial vartet\ the> speak. Also, it was expected that the colloquial cartel} (the 
1 I i would have vane effect on how the groups with ¡ate exposure to MSA would treat 
resumption in MSA object relatives. Based on this, it was expected that I,Ad A and I 
Cl,A participants would judge resumption itt this Mud) as obligatory given that it is 
obligatoiv in the colloquial varieties they speak, and the 1,-CCiA participants would 
continue ¡o treat resumption as optional m MSA object relatives as it is optional in their 
colloquial \ arid} (see chapter 3. section I. C for the results of the corpus-based stud} of 
the o a f  -quial varieties).
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0 Obligatory Resumption 
- Coronal Resumption
u<; i •■0.36) 137 (49.64) 276
148 (5?, 8 0 108 (92.19) 25«
132 t.SAtii 12 2  > tfi il| 2M
(17 (51). (11 l!5t49,(M) 32
j 186 ms,Mil 97 (54.401 ' 2 82
1 721 f% 16) 579(44 %)_ _ ......... J  300..............
Table H  : Groups' ¡udfimenH on resumption in MSA object relative clauses
B\ looking at the figures in 1 able 23 above, these expectations do not seem In he 
supported. ! he 1 gvptiun speakers, lor example. achscvcd the highest rate of treating 
resumption in M S\ object relatives as optional ¡65,6%) despite the fact that speakers of 
the same colloquial \arid) did not produce a single object relative clause without 
resumption in the colloquial corpus analvsed m chapter 3. Also, there seems to be iitlle 
dillerence ivtweeu the judgments given b\ colloquial I evantine Arabic speakers with 
Lark, and bale expo-mie to Mb A: the* participants in both groups have judged 
resumption in half of the ictwunt tea items as optional and as obligators in the other 
hull', 1 mulls. a’thoueb resumption in object relatives is optional in the colloquial Ciulf 
v.iriciv of Arabic, as it is in MS A. the iudetncJils niven bv the speakers of ¡his vaiielv do
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not seem to be different from the CLA speakers' judgments. In fact, the CGA speakers 
with late exposure to MSA treated resumption in MSA object relatives as optional more 
than those who had earlier exposure to MSA; 57.81% vs 50.36%, respectively,
1.3 G eneral S tatis tica l E ffec t o f  Independent Variables & 
S tatis tica l G roup C om parisons
To measure the effect of the colloquial variety (the LI) and the age of first exposure to 
MSA on the participants' performance in this task statistically, the data of judging 
resumption as optional in MSA object relatives were entered into a Univariate Analysis 
of Variance using the software IBM SPSS Statistics 19. This statistical test showed that 
there was no significant effect of either the colloquial varieties (CV) or the age of first 
exposure to MSA (AoE) on judging resumption in MSA object relatives. For CV: F 
(2,142) = 2.237, p  = 0.111; for AoE: F (1,142) = 0.447, p  = 0.505. The interaction of 
CV and AoE was not significant either (F (1,142) = 1.418,/? = 0.236).
Further statistical analyses were conducted to compare the means of the five groups on 
judging resumption in MSA object relatives as optional. This was done using a One 
Way ANOVA in SPSS Statistics 19 with the groups as the factor and optional 
resumption as the dependent variable. The ANOVA showed no statistical effect of 
different groups on data (F (4,142) = 2.163, p  = 0.076). The descriptive statistics are 
given in Table 24 below.
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Groups No ofParticipants Mean Sd
95% Cl for Mean Minimum MaximumLower Upper
E-CGA 30 49.6 25.3 40.1 59.0 11.1 100.0
L-CGA 30 58.4 24.4 49.3 67.6 20.0 100.0
E-CLA 30 51.8 26.7 41.9 61.8 .0 100.0
L-CLA 27 49.3 27.9 38.3 60.4 .0 90.0
L-CEA 30 65.5 24.5 56.4 74.7 20.0 100.0
Total 147 55.1 26.2 50.8 59.3 .0 100.0
Table 24: Descriptive statistics for groups' scores on judging resumption as optional
The statistical tests conducted so far seem to suffice to answer the research questions and 
controvert the research hypotheses related to resumption. However, further statistical 
analyses were conducted to measure the effect of AoE and CV (the LI) separately by 
making various specific comparisons and manipulating groups of participants. This was 
done to make sure that every relevant analysis was conducted. These analyses are 
presented in the following two subsections.
1.4 F u rth er S tatis tica l A nalysis: E ffec t o f  A o E
1.4.1 Comparing Groups with the Same CV but Different AoE
To check further if early AoE has helped the participants to acquire a more native-like 
knowledge of resumption in MSA object relatives, data of groups with the same CV but 
different AoE were tested by two separate independent sample /-tests. This included 
comparing E-CGA with L-CGA and E-CLA with L-CLA participants' scores on 
optional resumption. The results of this test showed that there was no significant 
difference between the E-CGA and the L-CGA participants (E-CGA mean = 49.6, sd = 
25.3, N = 30; L-CGA mean = 58.4, sd = 24.4, N = 30; the 95% Cl for the difference in 
means is -21.72, 3.99; / = -1.38,/? = .173, df = 58). Comparison between E-CLA and L- 
CLA also did not disclose a significant difference (E-CLA mean = 51.8, sd = 26.7, N =
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30; L-CLA mean = 49.3, sd = 27.9, N = 27; the 95% Cl for the difference in means is -
12.00, 16.98 ; t -  .344, p  = .732, df = 55).
1.4.2 All Early vs All Late AoE
Further statistical analyses were run to compare the optional resumption scores of those 
participants who had early exposure to MSA as one group and those who had late 
exposure to MSA as another group regardless of the colloquial variety. An independent 
sample ¿-test, in SPSS Statistics 19, showed that there was no significant difference 
between these two groups (Early Exposure group mean = 50.7, sd = 25.8, N = 60; Late 
Exposure group mean = 58.1, sd = 26.1, N = 87; the 95% Cl for the difference in means 
is -15.98, 1.26; t = -1.69,p  = .094, d f= 145).
1.5 F u rth er S tatis tica l A nalysis: E ffec t o f  C V  (L1)
1.5.1 Comparing Groups with the Same AoE but Different CVs
To verify if the colloquial variety (the LI) has an effect on the participants' knowledge of 
resumption in MSA relative clauses, data from groups with the same AoE but different 
CVs were entered into statistical tests. An independent sample ¿-test was conducted in 
SPSS Statistics 19 to compare between the E-CGA and the E-CLA scores in optional 
resumption. This test showed no significant difference between these two groups (E-CGA 
mean = 49.6, sd = 25.3, N = 30; E-CLA mean = 51.8, sd = 26.7, N = 30; the 95% Cl for 
the difference in means is -15.70,11.19; t = -.335,p = .739, d f=  58).
This result was expected by the hypothesis here as it was assumed that earlier age of first 
exposure to MSA would help the participants to acquire a more native-like knowledge of
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resumption ns VfK\ relatives and reduce the oiled of the 1,1 if it exists. In Ioct, the LI 
ififuience was expected lo be found with she participants who lutei Luc exposure to MSA. 
A Mist- way ALOVA was conducted ir, SPSS Scilixtkx fido compari between i C (>\ .  L- 
( \ \. and I.-Cf N croup- hi lenns oi »heir .cores in opf-onai resumption, She ted showed
that groups with late exposure to MSA but different CVs had no significant effect on data 
(¥ (2,84) = 2,857, p  = .063), Tukey USD and LSD post hoc tests showed that L-CLA and 
i ,-c.hA groups are significantly different (p = .050 & .019, respectively). This difference, 
however, cannot be due to LI influence given that resumption in object relatives in both 
colloquial varieties is obligatory (see Chapter 3). The descriptive statistics for this test are 
given in Table 25 below.
*1*5.2 Different O /s F^ecfercfless of
I-uri her stalflticai analyses were run udite a line way AM )V A in SPSS Statistics 1 o to 
compare the optional resumption scores achieved by the participants with different t VL 
regardless of the time of their first exposure to MSP, for this lot. the score*, of ali the 
participants in this study were divided into 3 groups depending on the colloquial sariety 
they -peak: Colloquial > mil' \ntbic ( < C i A 1. Colloquial Levantine Arabie (CI Ai and 
Colloquial i gyps.¡an Ambit: |C!. M, I he ted results showed that these groups with 
dilierem < \  U id a significant dieci on She data 11 (2.1 M> C 7 ì . / i  - LCD. (able 26 
••hows ihc descriptive statistics (or illese croups.
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60 54,0 25.1 47.5 60.5 11.1 100.0
57 50,6 27.0 43.5 57.8 .0 100.0
65.5
55.1
2
:or groups by CV reg
A Tukey USD post hoc test showed that that there is a significant difference between 
the Cl,A and CEA groups tp  .030), As explained above, ibis difference cannot be 
considered as a result of LI influence as resumption in both colloquial varieties is 
obligators in object relatives Dee chapter 3). The difference between CGA and CLA. on 
one hand, and the difference between C'CiA and CEA. on the other hand, did not emerge 
as significant in this post hoc test ( p  •• .761 & .115. respective!}). Nevertheless, an LSD 
post hoc test revealed a significant difference between the CGA and CEA groups (p = 
.047). However, this again cannot be considered due to LI influence given that CEA 
speakers, who treat resumption in their colloquial variety as obligatory, judged 
resumption in MSA object relatives as optional more than speakers of CGA in which 
resumption is optional in object relatives (mean -■ 65.5 & 54,0. respectively).
1.6 Results of Acceptance & Rejection by Test Item
1 u check if there were certain test sentences that got accepted or rejected more than the 
other sentences, the rate of acceptance and rejection was calculated for each test 
sentence and presented in fable 27 below. As explained in the previous chapter, any 
sentence judged as -2 or 1 i was considered to indicate acceptance whereas choices of -
2 or -l were considered to indicate rejection of that particular test sentence. Responses 
<*f 'Can’t Decide' did not occur in this data. Refer to Appendix 5 to see the lest 
sentences.
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The figures in Table 27 show no big differences between the groups of participants in 
terms of accepting or rejecting a certain test sentence. Also, these figures show that 
object relative clauses with resumptive pronouns were generally more accepted than 
those without resumptive pronouns. The average of accepting object relatives with 
resumptive pronouns by all the participants is 88.5% (range: 66.0% - 95.9%) compared 
to 52.2% (range: 36.1% - 94.6%) as the average of accepting these sentences without 
resumptive pronouns. This reflects the expected preference for resumption in object 
relatives noted in chapter 2 (section 2.3).
Although the general rate of acceptance o f relative clauses without resumption is low, 
the last two sentences (T1B09 & TIB 10) achieved a remarkably higher rate of 
acceptance (94.6% & 88.4%, respectively, compared with <58% on the other TIB 
tokens). The relative clauses in these two sentences were with the relativisers maa and 
man. respectively, which have different characteristics from the other relativisers used 
in the rest of the test sentences. As explained in chapter 2, MSA uses different 
relativisers depending on the gender and the number of the referent like ?alladii for 
masculine singular, ?allatii for feminine singular, ?alladiina for masculine plural, etc. 
However, maa and man do not have these gender and number specifications and can be 
used with referents of any gender and number. One difference between these two 
relativisers though is that maa is used with inanimate referents whereas man is used 
with animate referents. The test items results here seem to suggest that relative clauses 
using these two relativisers are more accepted in MSA than with other relativisers when 
the resumptive pronoun is absent.
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The next section will present the judgment results of SV sentences with and without 
plural agreement between the collective human subject and the following verb.
2 R esults o f Collective Subject-Verb A greem ent in  SV Sentences
One section of the test items in the Acceptability Judgment Task (AJT) included 
declarative sentences in subject-verb order with human subjects of the collective type 
with and without subject-verb agreement in number. The aim of including such 
sentences in this task was to test the participants' underlying knowledge of this syntactic 
phenomenon in MSA and see whether AoE and\or the CV have an effect on their 
ultimate attainment of the MSA grammar. The participants were asked in this task to 
use their metalinguistic intuitions to judge 10 sentences. These sentences were repeated 
twice in the test; once with plural agreement between the human collective subject and 
the following verb, and once without agreement.
As explained in the scoring section of chapter 4, these 10 pairs of sentences were scored 
the same way the resumption sentences were scored; scoring was based on comparing 
judgments of each sentence in each pair. Such comparisons resulted in one of four 
possible scenarios: i) plural subject-verb agreement is optional, when both sentences 
were judged acceptable; ii) plural subject-verb agreement is obligatory, when only the 
sentence without agreement was rejected; iii) plural subject-verb agreement is not 
allowed, when only the sentence with agreement was rejected; and iv) plural subject-
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. ■.-rh «-¡pscemcnt e, ;,o* relevant So jodonient. when tv ah .mnictiees -Acre judged 
unacceptable InHc 2K bd-nv -Dwvx the u-sulls of such comparison1-.
Sentence Pairs N (%) 980 (66.7) 311 (21,2) H i  (7,9) 63 (4.3) 1470
Tabte 28; judgments on sentence pairs in terms of collective subject-verb plural agreement in SV order in «(all 
groups collapsed together}
2.1 Excluded Data
Based on the figures shown is; fable 2K, X7.‘>% (if the judged pairs show that plural 
agreement between the human collective subject and the following vorb is either 
optional nr obligators. Data that show such agreement is not allowed were excluded 
from the until)sis because, in fact. it is allowed in all varieties of Arabic under stud), 
standard and non-standard (see chapter T section l,2). SiniilarK, data in which both 
sentences of one pair were rejected {labeled us 'irrelevant' it! Table 2K) were excluded 
from the analysis. I his is because the participants who made these judgments should 
haw accepted at least one of die sentences in these pairs if their judgments were based 
on whether or nut plural agreement between the human collective subject and the 
foiiow mg vorb is permissible. Since both sentences in these pairs were rejected, it seems 
that these judgments were based «>n something irrelexanl to the syntactic phenomenon 
under stud)'. The types of response that indicated that agreement is not allowed or 
rejected both lest items ot'one pair scent to have occurred as random errors and. hence, 
vs cm Heated as noise. 43
43 There is a fifth possible scenario and that is when one or both oi tk  wnim» vs rum n - n  To ski ..¡so
by choosing 'Cart decide* option from the scale. This scenario did not occur in iiio data.
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2 2 Effect of Test Items Orders & Results of Merged Subgroups
As explained in chapter 4. to control for the possibility that the participants might judge 
the sentences appearing second of each pair based on their judgments of'the sentence 
that appeared first in the test the participants in each group were divided into two 
subgroups and saw the AJT test items in two different orders. Table 29 below show's the 
subgroups" judgments after exclusion of the above mentioned data.
! Plural Agreement 1 Optional
1 i
[ Groups Order of Test :* 1 u N o .r« i No. (%)
1 HA jys p , 5 7 ( 2 7  , i 142
’> I ( 6 8 , 4 ) 12 0 1  f.j 133
U»8 ( 7 9 , 4 ) 2 8  (20.6) 13 6
1 ^  p ~ — 87(70.2) 3 7 ( 2 9 . 8 | 124
1 y T  1  : Order 1 'M  l’14 (83.8) 25 i f 6 . 2 ) 1 3 7
[ ' . ■ Order 2 ■ 1 97(77.6) T  ( 2 3 , 0 )  - 1 126
2 8  ( 2 2 . 4 ) 125
7 8  ( 7 8 . 8  s 21 ( 2 1 . 2 ) 99*
l i d  (709) 3 2 ( 2 4 , 1 ) 133
! ( 7 4 . 5 ) 35 ¡2'. -i 137
g l p l l ^  910 (75,9) O l ( 5 4  i, 1291
greement a f t e r  e x c lu s io n  o f  i r r e le v a n t  d a ta
* !'he m j m l v f  o f  pur lk ' i jK is its  in ibis sub -g ro up  is only i 2 com pared  to i 5 in  ail other Mth-uroups.
To sec if there was an effect of test items order in the test, five independent samples /- 
tests were conducted on separate data, using the software IBM SPSS Statistics 19. to 
compare the means of'optional agreement, scores achieved by the two subgroups in each 
group. The results of these /-tests came out as there are no significant differences found 
lor any group, The descriptive statistics and the results of these five /-tests are in Table 
30 below.
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L-CGA
L-CLA
Order 1 7 8 .8 0  19.02
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6 8 .9 9  
* ~ 76J Ï ~
29.13_ _
Orde 15 7 6 .4 8 7
1.243 21 .224 -439,26.11
1.147 ! 21
-.037 1 25
.261
.970
-5.41, îf.,2#': '
- 1 6 .5 2 ,15.93
i ho. in» no yrriflcaiit dii'ieretice lutv.cen the t\e<> subgroups in each »roup, it mis 
concluded that the order of the lest stems in the test did mil affect the panicipanis’ 
uidiuticnSs I able 31 bcl-nc dims« the croup results after me re inti t h e  two subgroups in
e.uii yn-itp.
00*
9 0 %  4
E E | ^ f = E i ^ | | E :
EEE|MiEEEEEi|^|EE
H ■
70* J .. ;..f. :=zd»M |
?
60% P
“ “■■■IB
50* -f ....---
-Hi'S ;
= ^ ^ t = = M B e e
E E ^ * = E ^ * E :
..
3 0 %  -1
20% 4 eee^ ^ B
10% E tH B :
4 ^ezJhI^ bHK,
t ( (iA  I - ( C>A t - (  LA l-O -A  I  i t  A
Obligator ftctf-erneril 
Opt.oral Aprc-e»'eni
, _ i^ v  \!_‘~*J _ ___ '  ^ \*~™> > f A/O1
195(75.0) i> ‘  >2' i 260
S.5) i 51 (19.5) 262
175 (71.1) 49(21.' 224
>3 (75,2) 67 (24.8) 27# n
_  -  msm  •. •• . 311(24.1)' • 1291
i awe a  : ü r m p s  judgments on human collective subject-verb plural agreement in 5V sentences
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It was expected by the hypothesis of this thesis that early exposure to MSA will help to 
reduce LI influence and increase the chance of obtaining a more native-like knowledge 
of MSA grammar. Thus, the participants in E-CGA and E-CLA groups were expected 
to treat plural agreement between the human collective subjects and the following verbs 
as optional in MSA regardless of whether it is optional or obligatory in their colloquial 
varieties. Also, it was expected that the grammar of the colloquial variety (the LI) will 
affect how the participants with late exposure to MSA will judge the agreement 
sentences. Based on this, the participants in the L-CGA group were expected to judge 
the human collective subject-verb agreement as obligatory as it is in their colloquial 
variety (see section 1.2.1 in chapter 3). On the contrary, the participants in the L-CLA 
and the L-CEA groups were expected to continue considering this agreement as 
optional as it is in their colloquial varieties (see section 1.2.1 in chapter 3). In short, 
only the participants in the L-CGA group were expected to treat plural agreement in this 
type of sentences as less optional than the participants in the other groups due to LI 
influence.
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The figures in Table 31 do not seem to support these expectations. The participants in 
all groups have judged the human collective subject-verb plural agreement as optional 
in more than 70% of the judged pairs, including the L-CGA participants. In fact, the 
participants in the L-CGA group judged the agreement as optional in more pairs than 
the participants in the E-CGA group who had earlier exposure to MSA (75.0% vs 
71.3%, respectively). The rate of judging this agreement as optional by the two CLA 
groups and the L-CEA group was as high as expected due to the fact that plural 
agreement is optional in the Egyptian and the Levantine colloquial varieties.
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2.3 G enera l S tatis tica l E ffec t o f  Independent Variables & 
S tatis tica l Group C om parisons
Using the IBM SPSS Statistics 19, a Univariate Analysis of Variance test was 
conducted to check statistically the effect of the colloquial varieties and the age of first 
exposure to MSA on the data of optional agreement. The results of this test showed that 
there is no significant effect of these two independent variables (for CV: F (2,142) = 
1.388, p  = 0.253; for AoE: F (1,142) = .000, p  = 0.983). The interaction of CV and AoE 
was not significant either (F (1,142) = 0.872, p  = 0.352).
To compare the means of the five groups on judging plural agreement as optional in 
MSA, a One Way ANOVA was conducted using the SPSS Statistics 19 with the groups 
as the factor and the optional agreement as the dependent variable. This test showed no 
significant effect of different groups on data (F (4,142) = 0.934, p  = 0.446). The 
descriptive statistics for this test are given in Table 32 below.
Groups No ofParticipants Mean Sd
95% C l for Mean Minimum Maximum
Lower Upper
E-CGA 30 70.5 22.2 62.2 78.7 12.5 100.0
L-CGA 30 73.9 21.9 65.7 82.1 28.6 100.0
E-CLA 30 80.1 16.5 74.0 86.4 33.3 100.0
L-CLA 27 76.6 19.9 68.7 84.5 12.5 100.0
L-CEA 30 75.3 20.0 67.8 82.7 25.0 100.0
Total 147 75.250 20.2172 71.9 78.5 12.5 100.0
Table 32: Descriptive statistics for groups' scores on judging plural agreement as optional
It seems that the statistical tests conducted so far suffice to answer the research 
questions and controvert the research hypotheses about knowledge of collective subject- 
verb agreement in SV sentences. However, further statistical analyses were conducted 
to measure the effect of AoE and CV (the L I)  separately by making various specific
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comparisons and manipulating groups of participants. This was done to make sure that 
every possible analysis was conducted. These analyses are presented in the following 
two subsections.
2.4 F u rth er S tatis tica l A nalys is: E ffect o f  A o E
2.4.1 Comparing Groups with the Same CV but Different AoE
To check further if AoE has an effect on the participants' underlying knowledge of 
MSA plural agreement between a human collective subject and the following verb, 
optional plural agreement data of groups with the same CV but different AoE were 
analysed by conducting two separate independent samples /-tests; one comparing the E- 
CGA with the L-CGA group, and the other comparing the E-CLA with the L-CLA 
group. The results of the test comparing E-CGA with L-CGA showed no significant 
difference between the two groups (E-CGA mean = 70.5, sd = 22.2, N = 30; L-CGA 
mean = 73.9, sd = 21.9, N = 30; the 95% Cl for the difference in means is -14.8, 7.9; / = 
.600, p  = .551, df = 58). The difference between the E-CLA and the L-CLA also was 
not significant according to this test (E-CLA mean = 80.2, sd = 16.5, N = 30; L-CLA 
mean = 76.6, sd = 19.9, N = 27; the 95% Cl for the difference in means is -  6.11, 13, 
26; / = .739, p  = .463, df = 55).
2.4.2 All Early vs All Late AoE
Further statistical analysis were run to compare the scores of optional plural agreement 
of those participants who had early exposure to MSA as one group with the scores of 
those who had late exposure to MSA as another group regardless of the colloquial 
varieties they speak. An independent samples /-test showed no significant difference 
between these two groups (Early Exposure group mean = 75.3, sd = 20.02, N = 60; Late
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Exposure group mean = 75.2, sd = 20.46, N = 87; the 95% Cl for the difference in 
means is -6.61, 6.84; t = .034, p  = .973, d f=  145).
2.5  F u rth e r S tatis tica l A nalysis: E ffec t o f  C V  (L1)
2.5.1 Comparing Groups with the Same AoE but Different CVs
Optional plural agreement data of groups with the same AoE and different CVs were 
analysed statistically to verify if the colloquial variety (the LI) had an effect on the 
participants' underlying knowledge of MSA grammar. An independent samples t-test 
was run in SPSS Statistics 19 to compare the means of the E-CGA and the E-CLA 
groups. As expected due to early exposure to MSA, the difference between these two 
groups came out as not significant despite the difference between the two colloquial 
varieties in terms of plural agreement between the human collective subject and the 
following verb being obligatory in CGA and optional in CLA (E-CGA mean = 70.5, sd 
= 22.20, N = 30; E-CLA mean = 80.2, sd = 16.5, N = 30; the 95% Cl for the difference 
in means is -19.85, .38; t = -1.926,p  = .059, df = 58).
If a group difference due to LI influence exists, it is expected to be found between groups 
with late exposure rather than between groups with early exposure to MSA. Therefore, 
optional plural agreement data of L-CGA, L-CLA and L-CEA groups were analysed by a 
One Way ANOVA in SPSS Statistics 19 to see if the L-CGA participants did 
significantly different from the participants in the other two groups due to LI influence. 
Despite the fact that the participants in the L-CGA group achieved the lowest mean in 
optional plural agreement (see Table 33 below), the test showed that groups with late 
exposure to MSA but different CVs had no significant effect on data (F (2,84) = .125, p  -
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d i t /vîchlc hetweui lhe thuc croups \p 05» ' he d c ' - T Î p f u -  slabs! les toi îhc-sc grtnirw
( 'mh; : r v  Keeuh'. ni du. i \pei ¡mental StoJ>
are given in i able 33 below.
| L *C G A  J 30 7 3 .9 21 v 65 .6 8 8 2 .0 5 2 8 .6 100.0
| 1 A | 2 r 7 6 .6 19.9 68 .7 2 8 4 .5 0 12.5 100 .0
3C
Table 33; Descriptive < : _ ■ . ■ .■
2.5,2 Different CVs Regardless of AoE
One more statistical test was conducted using SPSS Statistics 19 to compare the 
optional plural agreement means achieved by the participants with different CVs 
regardless of the time of first exposure to MSA. For this test, the scores of all the 
participants in this study were divided into three groups depending on the colloquial 
varie!} ihc participants speak : ( < i.\. Cl A. and ChA. A One Wav ANOVA showed that 
Shew groups with different CVs had no significant effect on data (I (2. 144) -- 1.443. p  
,,M0), Post hoc tests results showed no significant differences between the groups {/> " 
•,0s !, I he descriptive stall s t ie s  for these groups arc in fable 34 below,
i <3 roups j No of ] | Maximum
ÿ j j i l i i É i É i f .
ÎMJ l «pwer_ J_ I pper _
; < i ,  \ 60 ' 72 2_; ?1 94 : 66 49  ^ _ 77 83 ; 1.25 L . . 100 0 :
i < 1A 1 5>’ 7 8 .5  1 18 15 , 73 87 ! 83 31 12 5 : v jo o  ;qiA  . ....... 30 . j ...w  A ..L .A.0.01 _L • , 79 : 82 73 _ 25 G 100 0
Total i Î47 ; ......75.3 J.. 20 21 : . . , .1 1 95 L 125 i 700 0 ,
fable ,14 : Descriptive Statistics for groups by CV regardlr» of Aof in optional plural agrerrm »it
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2.6 Results of Acceptance & Rejection by Test Item
To check if there are certain test sentences that get accepted or rejected more than the 
other sentences, the rate of acceptance and rejection was calculated for each test 
sentence and presented in Table 35 below. As explained in the previous chapter, any 
sentence was judged as +2 or +1 was considered to indicate acceptance whereas choices 
of -2 or -1 was considered to indicate rejection of that particular test sentence. 
Responses of 'Can't Decide' did not occur in this data. Refer to Appendix 5 to see the 
test sentences.
The figures in Table 35 show that the rate of acceptance or rejection of a certain test 
sentences does not change dramatically across the five groups. Also, the sentences with 
plural agreement between the collective subject and the following verb seem to be more 
accepted than those without subject-verb plural agreement. The average of accepting 
sentences with plural agreement by all participants is 87.9% (range: 72.1% - 95.2%) 
whereas the average of accepting the sentences without plural agreement is 74.5% (range: 
49.0%-90.5).
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The following section presents the results of producing declarative sentences with VSO 
or SVO orders in conversational and narrative contexts.
3 Results o f Word Order in Conversational & Narrative Contexts
The participants' underlying knowledge of word order in MSA was assessed in this 
experimental study by completing the 'conversation role-play' task. As explained in 
chapter 4, the participants in this task formed and produced 20 declarative sentences 
with verbs and overt subjects; 10 in a conversational context and the other 10 in a 
narrative context. The aim was to check which order the participants would use in 
which context and if the LI would influence their choice of word order due to time of 
first exposure to MSA.
As explained in chapter 4, the participants in each group were divided into two 
subgroups and completed two different versions of the conversation role-play task. The 
only difference between the two versions was the order of word boxes from which the 
participants should choose their vocabulary to form sentences in the conversational 
context; if the box of nouns preceded the box of verbs in a certain conversational turn in 
version 1, this order was reversed in version 2. This was done to control for the possible 
effect of the linear order of the word boxes on the participants' choice of word order 
(see section 2.2 of the previous chapter for a thorough description of this task). Table 36 
below shows the distribution of word orders used by the subgroups participants in the 
conversational context in CR-P task.
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Groups Order of word 1 No. {%)
atfsvT ; 
i 101 (67.3) 1 
| 105 (70.0) 1 
1 105 (70.0) 1
No. (%)
56 (373) 
49 (32.7) 
45 (30,0) 
45 (30.0)
150
150
150
A
100(66.7) i 50 (33.3) 150
i 101(67.3) | 49 (32.7) 150
107(71.3) | 43 (28.7) 150
; 8 9 ( 7 4 . 2 )  i 31 (25.8) 120*
1 113(75.3) 37(24.7) 150
85(56.7) j 65 (43.3) 150
! 1000(68.0) ! 470(32.0) 1478
j f  the subgroups' participants in conversational context in CR-P task
*■ i he n u m ber  W pa rt ic ipan ts  in th is  sub -u ro up  is on!> 12 com pare d  to 15 in  a!! o ther  sub-groups.
3, f Effect o f Order o f Word Boxes in Conversational Context
To cheek if the order of the word boxes had an effect on the participants' choice of word 
order, live independent samples /-tests were conducted on separate data using the SPSS 
Statistics 19 to compare between the two subgroups in each group in terms of the means 
of using VSO order in the conversational context. The results of these tests came out as 
there are no significant differences found for anv group except L-CEA. The descriptive 
statistics and the results ofthe.se live /-tests are in 1 able 37 below.
« mm ■ ' " (:u ' 1 ■’ . . ‘iS— I— — ! .000 I *8 < 1.000 1 -0 .15 .0 .8 5  I
Table 3? ; t-tests results for the boxes order effect on choosing VSO in conversational context
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However, this difference between the two subgroups of the L-CEA group seems 
unlikely to be caused by the order of the word boxes given the fact that different orders 
of word boxes did not cause differences between the subgroups of the other four groups. 
Thus, it was concluded that order of the word boxes had no effect on how the 
participants formed their sentences in the conversational part of the conversation role- 
play task.
3.2  R esu lts o f M erged  Subgroups in C onversational &
N arrative Contexts
Table 38 below shows the distribution of word order in both conversational and 
narrative contexts after merging the two subgroups in each group. Recall from chapter 2 
that VSO order is the common order in MSA (e.g., Bakir, 1980; Fassi-Fehri, 1993). 
Also, context has an effect on which order to use making VSO more common in 
narrative contexts whereas SVO becomes more common in conversational contexts 
(e.g., Brustad, 2000; Dahlgren, 1998). The results of the colloquial Arabic corpus study 
in chapter 3 suggested that at least colloquial Egyptian Arabic (CEA) is different from 
MSA in terms of word order preference. The Egyptian speakers used SVO order in 
more than 90% of the sentences they produced in that corpus regardless of the context 
(see section 1.1.2 of chapter 3).
The hypothesis here expected that only those participants who had early exposure to 
MSA would not show LI effects when producing MSA sentences. Thus, based on the 
results of the colloquial Arabic corpus study in chapter 3, it was expected that only the 
participants of the L-CEA group would show LI effects by using SVO order in MSA 
more than the other orders regardless of the context, due to LI influence. On the other
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use SVO order more than VSO in either context in this task despite their late exposure 
to MSA.
3.3 G eneral S tatis tica l E ffec t o f  Context, CV, a n d  A o E
' Using SPSS Statistics 19, the data concerning use of VSO order in conversational and 
narrative contexts were analysed by conducting a Repeated-Measures ANOVA to check 
if context, CV, and/or AoE had an effect on how the participants produced their 
sentences. The R-M ANOVA showed that context had a statistical effect, meaning that 
the rate of use of VSO in conversational context was statistically different from the rate 
of use of the same order in narrative context (F (1,142) = 219.000, p  = .000). However, 
testing the effect of the colloquial variety variable (CV) and the age of exposure 
variable (AoE) did not show significant effects (CV: F (2,142) = 1.005, p  = .369; AoE: 
F 1 1.142) = .870, p  = .353). Also, none of the interactions between these 3 factors 
revealed any significant effects; all came out with p  values greater than .05. The 
descriptive statistics for this test are given in Table 39 below.
3.4 S tatistical G roup C om parisons
To compare the means of the five groups when using VSO order in conversational 
contexts, a One Way ANOVA was conducted in SPSS Statistics 19 with the groups
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being the factor and VSO means in conversational context being the dependent variable. 
This test showed no significant effect of different groups on data (F (4,142) = .679, p  = 
.608). Another One Way ANOVA was conducted to compare the means of using VSO 
in narrative context. This test also showed no significant effect of groups on data (F 
(4,142) = 1.808,/? = .131). Post hoc tests showed no significant differences between the 
five groups in both conversational and narrative contexts (p = >.05 in all comparisons).
3 .5  R esu lts  o f  W ord O rd er in  C onversational C ontext b y  
C onversational Turns
To check if the participants of the study preferred to use a certain word order in a 
particular conversational turn in the conversational context, the rate of using VSO and 
SVO orders was calculated for each conversational turn and presented in Table 40 
below.
Based on Table 40, the rate of use of a certain order in a particular conversational turn 
did not vary dramatically across the five groups. The rate of use of VSO order by the 
participants of all groups was always higher than the rate of use of SVO order in all 
conversational turns except for ConvOl where SVO was used more than VSO. This 
should be expected as in this particular conversational turn, the other speaker was 
asking the participant a question that required information about a person. The question 
asked was 'Has anybody seen Majid today?'. The answer to such a question would 
normally start with the subject to provide information about who saw Majid that day 
(See Appendix 6 for the content of this task).
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agreement when results of the five groups were considered separately. However, 
comparison across the five groups in terms of judging resumption and agreement as 
optional did not reflect the expectations of the hypotheses of this thesis. An SPSS 
Univariate Analysis of Variance revealed that there was no significant effect of either 
AoE or CV on the collected data (p = < .05). Also, statistical comparison between the 
data of the five groups using a One Way ANOVA revealed no significant results due to 
group difference (p = < .05). Further statistical analyses were conducted to measure the 
effect of AoE and CV (the LI) separately by making various specific comparisons and 
manipulating groups of participants. Most of these analyses revealed no significant 
results, and when a significant result was found, none could be interpreted as due to the 
effect of the independent variables.
The results of acceptance or rejection of each test item were presented as well. These 
results showed no big differences across the five groups in terms of accepting/rejecting 
a certain test item. Across all groups, object relatives with resumption and sentences 
with plural agreement between the collective subject and the following verb were found 
to be accepted more than those without resumption or agreement. One exception was 
the relatives with the relativisers maa and man which were accepted more that rejected 
even when the resumptive pronoun was not overt.
The results of the Conversation Role-Play Task were as follows. In total, the rate of 
using VSO order was more than the rate of using SVO order in both conversational and 
narrative contexts. Also, SVO order was used more in conversational context than in 
narrative context. These preferences remained the same when the results of the five
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groups were considered separately. Nevertheless, the expectations of the hypotheses that 
variant AoE and/or CV (the LI) should have effects on data were not supported by 
analysing the results of the five groups of participants. An SPSS Repeated-Measure 
ANOVA revealed no significant effect of either AoE or CV ip  = <.05). However, this 
statistical test showed that context had a significant effect on which word order to use {p 
= .000); the rate of using VSO order in conversational context was found to be 
significantly different from the rate of using the same order in narrative context. Two 
‘One Way ANOVA’ tests showed no statistical differences across the five groups in 
terms of using VSO order in either conversational or narrative contexts ip = < .05).
The results of word order distribution in each conversational turn were also presented in 
this chapter. These results showed no big differences across the five groups of 
participants in terms of using a particular word order in a particular conversational turn. 
Also, VSO order was used more than SVO order in all conversational turns except in 
the first turn where SVO order was used more. This was expected as the participant in 
this turn was asked to provide an answer to a question that starts with ‘who’. Answers to 
such questions normally start with the subject. The results of this experimental study 
will be discussed in the following chapter.
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Discussion
As motivated by the frequent claim in the literature that there are no native speakers of 
MSA, this thesis aimed to investigate the ultimate underlying knowledge of MSA 
represented by speakers of different Arabic colloquial dialects across three regions of 
the Arab world. The research questions laid out in chapter 1 seek to answer whether 
Arabs across the Arab world represent ‘uniform’ (LI type) or ‘variant’ (L2 type) 
versions of MSA end-state grammar, and if variant, whether this is due to age of first 
exposure to MSA (AoE), influence of the colloquial dialect (the LI), or both.
In the preceding chapter, the presentation and analysis of the experimental study data 
were reported. Briefly, the results of this study showed that participant groups of 
distinct AoE and LI were found not significantly different in terms of performance in 
the two distinct tasks of the study which aimed to assess the participants’ MSA 
competence (AJT) and their use of it (CR-P). Also, the results showed that there was no 
statistical effect of the two independent variables: AoE and the colloquial dialect.
This chapter consists of discussion of the experimental study findings in relation to the 
research questions and related literature. The first section discusses the main findings of 
the study related to the type and nature of the ultimate attainment of MSA. The second 
section discusses the critical period and the effect of age of first exposure on the
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ultimate attainment of MSA. The third section discusses the effect of LI knowledge on 
the ultimate attainment of MSA. Section four adds implications for the syntactic 
analyses of the investigated phenomena based on the results of the experimental study. 
The final section summarises the chapter.
1 Is MSA C om petence o f  LI or L2 type?
There is a general consensus in the language acquisition literature that all acquirers of 
the same first language or dialect are expected to achieve the same end-state grammar 
(e.g., Chomsky, 1965; Bley-Vroman, 1989), whereas acquirers of the same second 
language are likely to differ from each other in their ultimate attainment (e.g., Bley- 
Vroman, 1989; Schachter, 1990; Schwartz and Sprouse, 1994; White, 2003) due to a 
variety of factors including effect of AoE and LI influence.
It was assumed in this thesis that E-CLA and E-CGA participants had acquired MSA as 
a second LI along with the colloquial dialect. This is because they started acquiring 
MSA naturally via immersion when they were 2 or 3 years old while their acquisition of 
the colloquial dialect was still in process. In contrast, participants of the other groups 
with relatively late exposure to MSA (at age 6) were assumed to have acquired MSA as 
an L2 at least due to their knowledge of the previously acquired dialect when they 
started acquiring MSA.
The main question of this thesis was whether the participants of this latter group, who 
represent the majority of Arabic speakers across the Arab world, succeeded in acquiring
a native-like (uniform) MSA competence or not, despite their late exposure to MSA and
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the variant colloquial dialects they speak. Contrary to the hypothesis of this thesis, the 
data presented in the previous chapter strongly point to an affirmative answer to this 
question at least in relation to their ultimate knowledge of the three MSA syntactic 
structures under study. According to this empirical data, L-CLA and L-CEA 
participants have managed to leam that resumption in MSA object relatives is optional 
not obligatory, in contrast to their colloquial dialects; L-CGA participants similarly 
have managed to leam that number agreement between human collective subjects and 
the following verb is optional in MSA though it is not in their colloquial variety; and all 
the participants of these 3 groups have leamt that VSO is the common order in MSA. 
Moreover, the performance of the late-exposed participants in the tasks of this study 
was not significantly different from the performance of those who acquired MSA earlier 
and in more naturalistic settings.
These empirical findings do not support Kaye’s (1970) expectations of inconsistent 
performance in MSA due to what he called the ill-defined system of MSA. Also, they 
do not support the acquisition theory-based expectation that L2 acquirers will not 
achieve native-like competence due to lack of access to UG (if it is assumed that the 
critical period had declined or come to its end before age 6) and/or due to LI influence 
(e.g., Bley-Vroman, 1989; Schachter, 1990; Schwartz and Sprouse, 1994; White, 
2003).44 If it was true that L2 acquirers had no or only partial access to UG due to end 
of the critical period (Bley-Vroman, 1989; Schachter, 1990), the current findings could 
perhaps be explained by the fact that even the late acquirers of MSA in this study 
started acquisition at age 6 which is still early and may be within the age boundaries of
44 The issue of the critical period and AoE effect will be discussed separately in the following section. 
Also, the issue o f LI influence will be discussed later in section 3.
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the critical period during which access to UG is still available and their innate ability is 
still active. If, however, full access to UG is available for L2 acquirers anyway 
regardless of AoE, as the FT/FA model by Schwartz and Sprouse (1994) assumes, then 
the participants in this study may have managed to restructure their transferred LI 
grammar to converge on native knowledge of the target language before reaching the 
end-state stage of acquiring MSA.
The syntactic phenomena investigated were not expected to be salient in the L2 input 
due to the fact that they are optional in MSA and one of the two options is always 
available in the LI grammar. Also, exposure to input was almost entirely limited to the 
written form of MSA for the late acquirers. Yet, if the participants are to be assumed to 
have managed to restructure their LI grammars, they must have encountered clear and 
obvious cues in the MSA input during their acquisition process, which helped them to 
acquire the three MSA syntactic structures under study.
This, however, does not necessarily mean that speakers of MSA with late AoE have 
managed to restructure all the properties of their LI grammar and acquire a full native­
like competence of MSA. In fact, speakers of MSA may have failed to restructure other 
grammatical properties of their LI that were not covered by this study, due to obscure 
or insufficient input. Therefore, further research is needed to investigate acquisition of 
other syntactic structures as well to confirm or disconfirm the present findings.
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Moreover, there are further reasons why this finding that speakers of different dialects 
represent native-like competence in MSA cannot be considered to be conclusive based 
solely on the data presented here. As Hyltenstam & Abrahamsson (2003) suggested, it is 
essential to assess the learners’ ultimate attainment in other sub-components of the 
target language as well, to come to a final conclusion about native-like attainment. The 
empirical data presented in this thesis assessed knowledge and use of grammatical 
competence within certain linguistic domains, whereas further empirical evidence must 
be sought in other linguistic domains (e.g., phonology) to heighten the validity of the 
current finding and reach a final conclusion about whether or not speakers of MSA have 
actually attained a comprehensive native-like proficiency.
Sorace (1993; 2003) argues that even L2 learners whose performance in the target
\
language is characterised as native-like may have divergent or incomplete 
representations that differ in non-obvious ways from native speakers’ grammatical 
representation. In addition, Hyltenstam & Abrahamsson (2003) claimed that close 
investigation of early L2 acquisition may reveal at the level of subtle details that the 
subjects are different from monolingual native speakers. Such claims imply that 
differences between observed native-like and actual native competence may be missed 
when investigating general attainment of specific structures in a single linguistic 
domain. This possibility becomes even more probable with cases like the case of 
acquiring MSA for which there are no monolingual native speakers to compare with.
Although, in general, resumption and plural agreement between human collective 
subjects and the following verb were treated as optional in the present experimental
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study; the rates of obligatory resumption and plural agreement were still relatively high: 
up to 50% in some cases. This contrasts with descriptive grammars of MSA. According 
to these descriptive grammars, these two syntactic phenomena are optional not 
obligatory in MSA (see sections 2.1.3 & 2.3 of chapter 2). Moreover, such judgements 
cannot be attributed to LI influence as they occurred in data of participants who speak 
dialects that are not different from MSA with regard to these syntactic phenomena 
(CGA in resumption, and CLA & CEA in agreement). Also, participants of groups with 
early as well as late exposure to MSA produced this type of data, which factors out the 
effect of AoE. Although performance of the study’s participants was uniform across the 
variant groups, existence of such data suggests that the MSA competence developed by 
these participants may be different from the competence of monolingual native speakers 
of MSA if they exist. Another explanation of the existence for such data could be that 
MSA has undergone some change and descriptive grammars simply do not reflect the 
current version of it. The latter explanation though is less appealing, as analysis of 
judgments by test items did not reveal clear patterns of judgment regarding specific test 
items as unacceptable without resumption or agreement. Unfortunately, it is not possible 
to investigate these explanations further because (by hypothesis) monolingual speakers 
of MSA do not exist.
To summarise, although the results of the current experimental study point to the 
conclusion that speakers of different colloquial dialects with variant AoE represent a 
uniform LI type knowledge of MSA, further research is required for a comprehensive 
assessment of their knowledge of it. Future research should involve investigation of 
knowledge of more grammatical phenomena in the same linguistic domain and in other
domains as well. Whether the MSA knowledge represented by the participants in this
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study is similar to the native knowledge of monolingual speakers of MSA cannot, 
unfortunately, be confirmed due to the lack of monolingual MSA speakers.
2 The Critical Period and the Effect o f AoE
As reviewed in chapter 2 (section 1.1), studies investigating the issue of a critical period 
in second language acquisition came with different age ranges during which native-like 
attainment is possible or guaranteed. According to studies like Oyama (1979) and 
Patkowski (1980), if acquisition takes place at any time during the critical period which 
ends at puberty (or around age 12 for Oyama), then native-like attainment is possible. 
Other studies reported results that indicate several phases of the critical period during 
which AoE has different effects on ultimate attainment of the target language (e.g., 
Seliger et al., 1975; Shim, 1993; Meisel, 2008). Native-like attainment is only 
guaranteed if acquisition started during or before the optimal phase of the critical 
period. The optimal phase is followed by a declining phase during which some L1-L2 
attainment differences can be noted. This phase ends with a cut-off point that marks the 
end of the critical period. After the end of the critical period, ultimate attainment should 
be characterised by random variation and imperfection.
Meisel’s (2008) results, for instance, marked age 3;7 as the end of the optimal phase and 
the start of the declining phase for morphosyntax.45 Shim (1993) reported that AoE 
before age 5 revealed native-like attainment whereas AoE from age 6 to 11 showed age 
related effects. The results of Seliger et al. (1975) showed that participants with AoE 
before 9 performed in a native-like manner whereas the declining phase was represented
45 As will be explained later in this section, Meisel assumes that there are several sensitive periods for 
different domains of grammar.
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by the performance of participants with AoE of 10 to 15 years. The data of the current 
study showed that participants with AoE of 6 or before have managed to attain a 
uniform LI-type knowledge of at least the syntactic phenomena under investigation. If a 
critical period exists for second language acquisition, this suggests that the participants 
of the current study were at the optimal phase of the critical period when they started 
acquiring MSA. Since all the participants in this study started acquiring MSA at age 6 
or earlier, and they performed in a uniform manner, the present data cannot point to the 
end of the optimal phase. Future research may include participants with later AoE and 
make correlation analyses between AoE and attainment to contribute with specifications 
on when the optimal phase of the critical period starts and comes to an end.
The results of the current study contrast with Meisel’s (2008) and Shim’s (1993) results 
in relation to the end of the optimal phase. This is because the participants with late 
AoE in this study started acquiring MSA later than age 3;7 and age 5 and, yet, they 
managed to perform in a uniform manner that is comparable to that of the participants 
with early AoE to MSA. Although it is not clear from analysing this data alone when 
the optimal phase comes to its end with the case of speakers of Arabic dialects acquiring 
MSA, this extended optimal phase, compared to what Meisel and Shim reported, can be 
explained by the typological closeness between the Arabic dialects and MSA. This is in 
analogy to Birdsong & Molis’s (2001) explanation of the extended optimal phase 
effects on their participants’ performance compared to the results of Johnson & 
Newport (1989). Birdsong & Molis (2001) argued that because there is a great deal of 
similarity between Spanish (LI) and English (L2), compared to Korean and Chinese 
(LI) and English (L2) in Johnson & Newport (1989), even participants who arrived
relatively late in an English speaking community could successfully master L2
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properties. Similarly, in a partial replication of Johnson & Newport (1989) but with 
Spanish and Chinese learners of English, Bialystok & Miller (1999) found that the 
typological similarities between Spanish and English could be a reason for the slightly 
delayed age effects noted for the Spanish learners, compared to the Chinese learners. 
This applies even more so to the situation of the participants of the current study. 
Although there are differences between the colloquial dialects of Arabic and MSA, 
there are, at the same time, a large number of similarities between them across all the 
linguistic domains, compared to L1-L2 pairings in MeisePs (German-French) and in 
Shim’s (Korean-English) studies. This may have helped the participants of the current 
study to have extended the period of optimal sensitivity to MSA input that shows 
specifications on the syntactic phenomena under investigation helping them to aquire 
these phenomena successfully.
Meisel (2008; 2009; 2011), following Seliger (1978) and Schachter (1996), argues that 
there are several sensitive periods within the critical period. According to him, the 
grammatical domains should not be expected to be affected during a single age period. 
Because past research has pointed out that different areas of grammar do not develop 
simultaneously, Meisel argues that “the critical period is better understood as a cluster 
o f sensitive phases during which the LAD [the language acquisition device] is optimally 
prepared to integrate new information into developing grammars” (2011:205). In fact, 
he argues that even acquisition of properties within a single grammatical domain might 
not be affected during a single age period, as development of properties of a single 
grammatical domain may occur at different age periods. Moreover, Mesiel (2011) 
assumes that each sensitive phase during the critical period should be viewed as starting
with a relatively short onset followed by an optimal period followed by a declining
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period toward a gradual offset. If this assumption is correct, then it is safe to claim that 
at least the sensitive period(s) for acquiring the three syntactic phenomena examined in 
the current study had not faded out by the age of 6. In fact, it is safe to claim that the 
optimal period of this sensitive phase (or phases) had not passed by this age. This is 
evident by the fact that participants with AoE at age 6 or before managed to acquire 
these syntactic phenomena and perform in the tasks of the study in a uniform manner. 
By adopting this assumption about critical periods, the possibility of finding age related 
effects on the acquisition of other syntactic phenomena or the acquisition of other 
phenomena in different grammatical domains is not excluded; it is possible that the 
sensitive phase(s) for acquiring those phenomena could be over by the age of 6. Thus, 
further research is needed to confirm or disconfirm the major finding of this study in 
relation to the ultimate attainment of acquiring MSA starting at age 6.
The present data did not yield support for the ‘younger is better’ effect reported by 
Johnson & Newport (1989) and Johnson (1992) during the critical period and by 
Birdsong & Molis (2001), Stevens (1999), and Bialystok & Hakuta (1999) across the 
life span. This is because there was no significant difference between participants who 
were first exposed to MSA at age 2 or 3 and participants who started being exposed to 
MSA at age 6. A yet wider range of starting age of acquiring MSA is needed to 
substantiate this finding. Johnson & Newport (1989), for example, had participants with 
AoE ranging from age 3 to age 39 to come up with their conclusion. It may be 
necessary to have a comparable range of AoE to MSA to confirm or disconfirm their 
finding. Having such a wide range of AoE may help to contribute with specifications on 
the age boundaries of the optimal phase and the declining phase for acquiring the
present syntactic phenomena, and specifications on the age boundaries of the critical
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period as a whole. Also, data with such a wide range of AoE may yield better findings 
in relation to the issue of ‘younger is better’ either during the critical period or across 
the life span.
Finally, the results of the present experimental study are limited to the effect of age on 
acquisition of grammatical knowledge. These results do not support the hypothesis that 
learners with earlier exposure to MSA have an advantage over those who start acquiring 
MSA at age 6 in terms of attainment of grammatical knowledge. However, exposure to 
MSA before age 6, as Jenkins (2001) and Alomari (2009) reported, is advantageous to 
the learners in educational means such as acquiring school skills of reading and 
composition in MSA, or being prepared to start acquiring literacy in MSA at the age of 
6.
To summarise, starting to acquire MSA at age 6 does not affect the ultimate attainment 
of the three linguistic phenomena investigated. Learners who had started learning MSA 
at this age did not seem to miss the optimal phase of the sensitive period(s) for 
acquiring the MSA syntactic structures under study. The results, though, do not show 
specifications on the age boundaries of these sensitive periods or the critical period as a 
whole. Further research with a wider range of AoE is required to identify these age 
boundaries.
3 The Effect o f th e Colloquial D ialects (the L is)
One common position that researchers take about the L2 initial state is that L2 learners 
transfer their LI grammar either fully or partially when they start acquiring the L2 (see,
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Section 1.2 in Chapter 2). These researchers though have different claims in relation to 
how L2 learners restructure their LI knowledge to converge on the target language 
grammar and whether they will be completely successful in this task or not when 
reaching the end-state of L2 acquisition. Bley-Vroman (1989) and Schachter (1990), for 
example, explained the failure to acquire native-like competence in L2 acquisition by 
lack of full and direct access to UG after the closure of the critical period. Schwartz & 
Sprouse (1994; 1996), on the other hand, claimed that full access to UG is available to 
L2 learners regardless of any critical period, but full convergence on the grammar of the 
target language is not guaranteed because the L2 input needed to force restructuring of 
LI knowledge may not be available or may be complex, rare, or not clear.
The data presented in the previous chapter showed that the variant colloquial varieties 
of Arabic which the participants of this study speak as their LI had no significant effect 
on the results. Keeping in mind the conclusion that participants who started acquiring 
MSA at age 6 did not miss the optimal phase of the sensitive period(s) for acquiring the 
investigated syntactic phenomena, it might be appropriate to claim that the participants 
of this study all had full access to UG when acquiring MSA, regardless of which model 
of L2 acquisition is considered (see section 1.2 of chapter 2, for the models). In 
addition, the fact that participants performed in a uniform manner despite the variant 
colloquial dialects they speak suggests that they were successful in restructuring their 
variant LI knowledge to converge on a uniform MSA grammar. This also leads to the 
conclusion that despite the fact that exposure to MSA was almost limited to the written 
form for the late acquirers, the required MSA input for restructuring LI knowledge of 
the syntactic phenomena under study must have been adequately available to these 
participants together with their full access to UG.
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Montrul (2010) claimed that LI knowledge of structures at both internal and external 
linguistic domain interfaces is subject to transfer more than LI knowledge of purely 
syntactic structures. This claim places further emphasis on the assumption here that the 
participants with late AoE in the present study had at least transferred their LI 
knowledge of the syntactic phenomena under study when they started acquiring MSA, 
but they also managed to restructure this knowledge to a uniform representation of 
MSA. This is because acquiring the investigated syntactic phenomena in the present 
study can be claimed to involve knowledge from more than one linguistic domain as 
well. Word order, for example, involves knowledge of syntax and pragmatics at the 
same time. The choice of agreement or no agreement between subjects (or pre-verbal 
NPs) and the following verb involves integration of knowledge of both syntax and 
semantics. Also, resumption in object relatives can be claimed to be at the syntax- 
semantics interface if resumptive pronouns are viewed as adding more specificity to the 
reference of the relativised element (see Alresaini, 2007).
Oh (2010) concluded that it is possible to recover from negative transfer of LI 
knowledge at the syntax-semantics interface. The results of the current study support 
Oh’s (2010) conclusion. As mentioned earlier in this chapter and the previous chapter, 
L-CLA and L-CEA participants were successful in acquiring MSA properties of 
resumption in object relative clauses. If it is assumed that these learners had transferred 
their dialects’ grammars, then they seem to have managed to restructure from these 
grammars that allow only base-generation strategy to form object relatives with 
resumptive pronouns to a grammar that allows both this base-generation strategy and a 
movement strategy to form this type of relatives with a gap filled with a trace instead of 
a resumptive pronoun depending on whether more specifity is needed.
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Also, L-CGA participants were successful in acquiring MSA properties of agreement 
between human collective subjects (or preverbal NPs) and the following verb. These 
participants succeeded in acquiring these properties despite the difference between their 
LI knowledge of these structures and the knowledge they acquired for MSA. These 
participants seem to have managed to restructure from a grammar that treats preverbal 
human collective nouns as typical human plurals to a grammar that recognises the 
different possible interpretations of the collective nouns (generic/non-generic) in the 
way number agreement is expressed (singular/plural; repectively).
Moreover, the results of this study suggest that it is also possible to recover from 
transfer at the syntax-pragmatic interface. This is evident by the results of the 
participants with late AoE in the Conversation Role-Play task which aimed to 
investigate their knowledge of word order in MSA. These participants succeeded in 
learning that VSO order is the common order in MSA, and the L-CEA participants 
learnt successfully that context and intended pragmatic functions affect the choice of 
word order in MSA.
To summarise, at least the participants with late AoE are assumed to have transferred 
their LI knowledge of the investigated phenomena when they started acquiring MSA. 
However, they managed to recover from negative transfer of knowledge related to these 
phenomena due to their full access to UG when they started acquiring MSA and to the 
availability of the required MSA input that enforces restructuring to the target language 
grammar. Thus, the effect of LI influence was not significant on the results of the 
current study.
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4  Syntactic Im plications
The main focus of this thesis is to investigate and discuss the ultimate attainment of 
MSA in light of language acquisition theories. However, the results of the experimental 
study presented in the previous chapter can be interpreted to imply support to or oppose 
certain analyses of the MSÀ syntactic phenomena reviewed in section 2 of chapter 2.
The results of the experimental study concerning the word order task, for example, 
showed that VSO order was used more frequently than SVO order in both 
conversational (68% vs. 32%) and narrative (95.2% vs. 4.8%) contexts by the 
participants when speaking MSA (see, Table 38 in chapter 5). This adds support to 
Bakir’s (1980) claim that VSO is the most common word order in MSA. Bakir (1980)
explained that the high frequency of using VSO order is due to the fact that it is the
\
neutral order in MSA, that is, least marked syntactically and pragmatically; this order 
does not serve pragmatic functions like topicalisation or focus. This observation is 
supported by the fact that the participants in this study used VSO more frequently than 
SVO regardless of the change of contexts which usually entails the requirement of using 
different pragmatic functions.
SVO order, on the other hand, seems to be used in MSA to serve pragmatic functions 
like topicalisation and focus. This is evident from the results of the current experimental 
study which showed that the rate of using SVO order increases in conversational 
context where subject-oriented discourse is expected. In contrast, this order is hardly 
used in narrative context where event-oriented discourse is expected. These results
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contrast with, for example, the results of analysing colloquial Egyptian Arabic presented 
in section 1.1 of chapter 3. Speakers of colloquial Egyptian Arabic used SVO order in 
more than 90% of the sentences they produced, regardless of the context of discourse 
(see Table 1 -Table 3 in chapter 3). Based on these results, SVO order in colloquial 
Egyptian Arabic does not seem to be used to serve specific pragmatic functions as it 
does in MSA, but rather it seems that this order is the neutral least marked order in 
colloquial Egyptian dialect and, hence, the high rate of using it in Egyptian data.
Considering SVO order as used in MSA for pragmatic purposes may add support to 
Plunkett’s (1993) and Ouhalla’s (1997) analyses of preverbal NPs in MSA. These 
researchers claimed that preverbal NPs in MSA should be considered as left dislocated 
topics; not subjects. Using SVO order less than VSO order in general and the higher 
rate of using SVO in conversational contexts can be considered as empirical evidence 
supporting these analyses. Following the same line of reasoning, preverbal NPs in 
colloquial Egyptian dialect can be considered as subjects, not topics. This is because 
their occurrence in this position does not seem to depend on the need for employing 
pragmatic functions in the discourse as this order is used most frequently in both types 
of examined discourse; narrative and conversational. The diagrams in (77) and (78) 
demonstrate the structure of an SVO sentence in MSA and in colloquial Egyptian 
Arabic, repectively:
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77. SVO sentence in MSA: 78. SYO sentence in colloquial Egyptian Arabic:
Another syntactic implication is related to the results of resumption in object relative 
clauses. These results showed that resumption was treated as optional in 55.5% of the 
data whereas it was treated as obligatory in 44.5% of the data (see Table 23 in chapter 
5). When the data were analysed by test item, the results showed that sentences without 
resumptive pronouns were accepted more if the relativiser is man or maa, neither of 
which has gender or number specifications; otherwise, using resumptive pronouns was 
preferred by the participants in sentences with other relativisers that have gender and 
number specifications (see Table 27 in chapter 5).
These results may imply that optionality of using resumptive pronouns in MSA object 
relative clauses is not free as it appears to be. In accordance with Alresaini (2007), at 
least in the varieties where they are optional, resumptive pronouns seem to add more 
specificity and clarity to the reference of the relativised element. Thus, when a specified
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relativiser like ?allaôii for masculine singular is used, it seems that using a resumptive 
pronoun is preferred in this specified context. A less specific reading of the reference of 
the relativised element is not excluded by using this type of relativiser: it can be 
expressed by not using a resumptive pronoun when the reference is clear from the 
context. On the other hand, when a generic relativiser like man is used, this encourages 
a less-specific reading of the reference of the relativised element and, hence, not using a 
resumptive pronoun becomes more acceptable. This again does not exclude using 
generic relativisers when a more specified reference of the relativised element is 
required when ambiguity is possible; this can be expressed by inserting a resumptive 
pronoun.
If this analysis is correct, this may also explain treatment of resumption as obligatory in 
part of the examined data. By analysing the data by test item, treatment of resumption as 
obligatory was random as there was no clear pattern of requiring resumptive pronouns 
with certain test items. This may be explained by the fact that the test items of the AJT 
were shown to participants out of context. This may have caused the participants to be 
unsure whether they ought to use resumptive pronouns to add more specificity or not. 
Thus, treating resumption as obligatory in a random manner may have resulted in 
different participants’ decisions about whether more specificity is needed or not. To 
confirm this analysis, further research should aim to elicit judgements on object relative 
clauses within context where the requirement of more specified reference is controlled 
for.
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Another syntactic implication is related to the results of number agreement between 
human collective nouns and the following verb. As explained in section 2.1 in chapter 2, 
lack of plural agreement with inanimate plurals in preverbal position was suggested to 
be due to treating them as a singular group rather than a group of separate members. 
Therefore, the verb occurring after these inanimate plurals in SVO order always takes 
the singular form. The results here of agreement between preverbal human collective 
nouns and the verb confirm that these collective nouns can be treated as a group of 
individuals like animate plurals, hence, full agreement in number, or as a singular 
generic group like inanimate plurals, hence, the verb takes the singular form.
The participants from all groups in the present study treated plural agreement between 
human collective nouns and the following verb as obligatory in 24% of the collected 
data (see Table 31 in chapter 5). This cannot be interpreted as an effect of LI because 
there was no significant difference between the participants who speak different 
colloquial dialects in relation to this phenomenon. Treating this type of agreement as 
obligatory in part of the data may indicate that optionality of agreement is not free as it 
appears to be. The test items used different human collective nouns like l-naas ‘the- 
people’, al-aawm ‘the-folk’, etc (see Appendix 5 for the test items). Yet, by examining 
judgments by test item, there was no clear pattern of judging plural agreement as 
obligatory with certain collective nouns; judging plural agreement as obligatory was, in 
fact, random (see Table 35 in chapter 5). Random judgments of plural agreement as 
obligatory may be due to the fact that the test items were shown in the AJT out of 
context. As explained in section 1.2 of chapter 3, Brustad (1991) claimed that 
optionality of plural agreement with collective nouns is possible only when these nouns
are referring to a generic homogenous abstract group. Thus, context may be necessary
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for the participants to decide whether to consider the collective noun referring to a 
heterogeneous specific group, hence, plural agreement is required, or homogeneous 
abstract group for which no agreement is possible. Since context was lacking, 
participants seem to have had varied judgments due to random guessing in relation to 
the reference of these collective nouns. Further research should aim to elicit judgments 
on these test items being shown within context that clarifies the reference of the 
collective nouns.
5 Sum mary
This chapter discussed the findings of the experimental study in relation to the research 
questions and related literature. The first section discussed whether participants with 
exposure to MSA at age 6 succeeded in acquiring a native-like competence in MSA. It 
was concluded in this section that these participants have managed to attain native-like 
end-state knowledge of at least the three syntactic phenomena investigated. However, 
further investigation of other phenomena in the syntactic domain and other linguistic 
domains is required for a comprehensive assessment of the ultimate attainment of MSA 
by learners who start acquisition at age 6. Section 2 discussed the critical period and 
effect of the AoE on the ultimate attainment of the target language. It was argued in this 
section that starting to acquire MSA at age 6 does not affect negatively the ultimate 
attainment of at least the three linguistic phenomena investigated. It seems that 
participants who start at this age do not miss the optimal phase of the relevant sensitive 
period(s). Further research with a a wide range of AoEs is needed to determine 
specifications of the age boundaries of the sensitive period(s) or the critical period as a 
whole. Section 3 discussed the effect of the colloquial dialects on the end-state grammar 
of MSA. The participants seem to have managed to restructure their transferred LI
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knowledge due to full access to UG and the adequate availability of the relevant MSA 
input. Thus, LI knowledge was found not to have a significant effect on the results. 
Section 4 added implications based on the results of the experimental study in relation 
to the syntactic analyses of the three linguistic phenomena investigated.
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Conclusion
The previous chapter discussed the findings of the experimental study in relation to the 
research questions and related literature. The present chapter concludes this thesis in 
three sections. The first section summarises the main findings of this research. The 
second section lays out the limitations of the experimental study. The final section 
presents recommendations for relevant future research.
1 Sum m ary o f Findings
This thesis was conducted to present an empirical investigation of the ultimate 
attainment of MSA acquired by speakers of different colloquial varieties of Arabic. The 
main query was whether typical learners of MSA who had started their acquisition at 
age 6 in primary schools and who spoke different colloquial dialects natively had been 
able to acquire a native-like competence of MSA or not. Other interrelated queries were 
about the effect of the relatively late age of exposure (at age 6) and the effect of the 
previously acquired colloquial dialect on the ultimate attainment of MSA. The findings 
of this research are presented in the following paragraphs.
First, the colloquial Arabic corpus study revealed grammatical differences between the 
three colloquial varieties of Arabic (the Lis) under study, and these differences were 
taken as the syntactic variables in the experimental study of MSA. CGA was found
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different from CLA and CEA in terms of resumption in object relatives and in terms of 
preverbal collective noun-verb agreement in number. In CGA, resumption was optional, 
whereas it was obligatory in CLA and CEA, and agreement was obligatory in CGA, 
whereas it was optional in CLA and CEA. Examining word order in this study also 
revealed differences between the colloquial varieties. CEA speakers used SVO order 
persistently regardless of the change of the discourse type. In contrast, word order 
pattern in CLA and CGA was found sensitive to discourse type. The speakers of these 
two varieties used SVO more than VSO in conversational discourse, whereas in 
narrative discourse, VSO became the common order. The MSA corpus study did not 
disclose reliable findings due to limitations relevant to the type, amount, and validity of 
the MSA corpus data. Therefore, an experimental study was designed and conducted.
Second, the results of the experimental study point strongly to the conclusion that 
speakers of Levantine, Egyptian, and Gulf colloquial dialects who had started their 
acquisition of MSA at age 6 in primary schools were successful in attaining a native­
like competence of at least the three syntactic phenomena: word order, resumption in 
object relatives, and number agreement between collective nouns and the following 
verb. This conclusion was reached based on the following:
(a) The performance of these participants was uniform in both experimental tasks of 
this study despite the grammatical differences between the colloquial dialects 
they had previously acquired in relation to the syntactic phenomena investigated.
(b) The performance of these participants was not found significantly different from 
the performance of those who had started acquiring MSA earlier at age 2 or 3 
and who could be considered native speakers of MSA.
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(c) Uniform performance was attested in results of all the three MSA syntactic 
phenomena elicited by employing two different tasks which assessed the 
participants’ MSA competence (AJT) and their use of it (CR-P).
Third, statistical analysis of the results showed that difference in age of first exposure 
had no significant effect; starting to acquire at least the three investigated MSA 
syntactic phenomena at age 6 did not have a negative effect on the ultimate attainment. 
This was interpreted as showing that, despite starting to acquire MSA at age 6, these 
learners did not miss the sensitive period(s) of the critical period, or even the optimal 
phase(s) of these periods, for acquiring a native-like knowledge of the investigated 
linguistic phenomena. However, the results do not show specifications on the age 
boundaries of any relevant sensitive periods or the age boundaries of the critical period 
as a whole. ';
Fourth, the previously acquired knowledge of the variant colloquial dialects of Arabic 
did not have a significant effect on the ultimate attainment of at least the three linguistic 
phenomena that were investigated. If it is assumed that L2 learners start with the 
grammar of their LI, the participants who had started acquiring MSA at age 6 have 
managed to successfully restructure this knowledge to converge on the MSA grammar. 
That this was possible can be assumed to be due to their full access to UG and the 
availability of adequate exposure to MSA input in relation to the investigated syntactic 
phenomena. Therefore, it was concluded that recovery from negative transfer of LI 
knowledge at the syntax-semantics and the syntax-pragmatics interfaces is possible for 
child L2 learners.
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2 Lim itations o f the Experim ental Study
Examining the ultimate attainment of MSA by conducting this carefully designed 
experimental study, the limitations of the MSA corpus study (e.g., small amount of data, 
validity of data, etc.) explained in section 2.3 of chapter 3 were successfully overcome. 
However, and in spite of the above-mentioned findings and implications, the 
experimental study could not help suffering some limitations related to data collection 
and AJT design.
First, it was not possible to collect data from speakers of colloquial Egyptian Arabic 
who had early exposure to MSA via immersion. This limitation could not be overcome 
because there are no preschools in Egypt that apply the MSA immersion program. It 
might not be impossible to find exceptional families who intentionally expose their 
children to MSA before the age of 6, but if these families really exist, it would be very 
difficult to find and make contact with them. It would be better for comparisons to have 
two sets of participants who speak the same colloquial dialect; one with early AoE and 
the other with late AoE. This was done with the speakers of colloquial Levantine Arabic 
(E-CLA vs. L-CLA) and with the speakers of colloquial Gulf Arabic (E-CGA vs. L- 
CGA); but could not be done with the speakers of colloquial Egyptian Arabic (no E- 
CEA group).
Second, the MSA data collected for this study from speakers of colloquial Egyptian 
Arabic who had been first exposed to MSA at age 6 in primary schools in Egypt was 
collected in Saudi Arabia; not Egypt. Although these participants were first exposed to
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and learnt MSA in Egypt as they had their primary and secondary education there, their 
temporary stay in Saudi Arabia may have affected their MSA knowledge, especially 
knowledge of word order and resumption. During their stay in Saudi Arabia, these 
participants were exposed to MSA in Saudi Arabia at school and to colloquial Saudi 
Arabic in everyday life. This may have alleviated the influence of colloquial Egyptian 
Arabic on their performance in the tasks of the study.46 Further research may be 
conducted later that collects similar data from participants in Egypt to verify the results 
of the current study.
Third, the test items in the AJT were shown to participants out of context. As discussed 
in section 4 of the previous chapter, context may be essential for participants to decide 
whether a resumptive pronoun is needed to add more specifity to the reference of the 
relativised element. Showing the test items in context also would help the participants to 
know whether the reference of the collective noun is generic or not, so that they make 
accurate judgments in terms of preverbal collective noun-verb agreement in number.
3 R ecom m endations for Further R esearch
The above findings and limitations of the current study have led to identify some 
research gaps that deserve further attention and examination in the future of language 
acquisition research and research on acquisition of MSA by speakers of colloquial 
Arabic dialects.
46 As explained in section 1 o f chapter 4, it was planned to collect these data in Egypt in January 2011, 
but the data collection trip was hindered first by delay o f sponsoring funds then the Egyptian Revolution 
started in Egypt which made it impossible for the researcher to go to Egypt at that time.
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First, in order to have a comprehensive and conclusive answer to the question of 
whether or not Arabs achieve native-like ultimate attainment in MSA, further research 
is required. Empirical data of investigating end-state knowledge of one or few linguistic 
phenomena which show differences between learners of variant AoE and/or CVs would 
be sufficient to provide a negative answer to this question. In contrast, the data of the 
current study showed that the participants of all variant groups performed in a uniform 
manner in relation to the three syntactic phenomena that were investigated. Although 
the current data point strongly to the conclusion that speakers of different colloquial 
dialects who start acquiring MSA at age 6 or younger achieve an LI-type attainment, 
this data on its own cannot provide a comprehensive and conclusive positive answer to 
the question mentioned above. As explained in the previous chapter, speakers who learn 
MSA as an L2 due to starting acquisition relatively late at age 6 may not have 
encountered adequate data in MSA input for acquiring other linguistic phenomena that 
is required for restructuring their LI knowledge to converge on MSA grammar. Also, it 
is possible that sensitive periods for acquiring other linguistic phenomena have already 
passed or faded out by the age of 6, if the claim of several separate sensitive periods is 
assumed. Therefore, and as Hyltenstam & Abrahamsson (2003) suggested, it is essential 
to assess the learners’ ultimate attainment of other linguistic phenomena in the same 
sub-component of MSA grammar and in other domains as well to come to a final 
conclusion about native-like attainment. Thus, only with a large body of research that 
investigates ultimate attainment of an adequate number of linguistic phenomena in 
different linguistic domains is it possible to provide an affirmative conclusion that 
speakers of different colloquial Arabic dialects who start MSA acquisition at age 6 
achieve native-like ultimate attainment.
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Second, to have better understanding of the elusive differences between the ultimate 
attainments of native bilinguals versus child L2 learners of MSA, the linguistic 
phenomena to be investigated need to be decided upon carefully. Hyltenstam & 
Abrahamsson (2003) noted that a study aiming to detect such differences needs to 
include investigation of not only the core linguistic phenomena of the target language, 
but also other peripheral language-specific phenomena such as idiomatic expressions 
and unusual structures that are usually expected to be difficult for advanced L2 learners 
to master. The current study investigated three syntactic phenomena with optionality 
that were expected not to be salient enough in MSA input for the participants of the 
study due to availability of one of the options in the colloquial dialects; the participants 
who acquired MSA as an L2 were expected to keep using their LI option when 
speaking MSA as nothing in MSA input was expected to contradict using it. Yet, these
participants seem to have encountered positive evidence in MSA input that helped them
\
to acquire the MSA representation of these phenomena. Therefore, a more challenging 
task that targets investigating more difficult or subtle MSA phenomena needs to be 
designed to tap into elusive discrepancies between native ultimate attainment and child 
L2 learners’ ultimate attainment of MSA.
Third, as there is a scarcity of works on colloquial Arabic varieties, it was essential to 
conduct the colloquial Arabic corpus study to find grammatical variables for the 
experimental study. This is because the grammatical differences between colloquial 
varieties of Arabic had received little attention in the literature (Cuvalay-Haak, 
1997:19). In general, works comparing CA varieties usually find more grammatical 
similarities than differences between these varieties (see, e.g., Brustad, 1991; 2000).
Therefore, in order to conduct more profound studies on the acquisition of MSA by
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native speakers of the colloquial varieties, there seems to be a great need for more 
background corpus research on different varieties and styles of Arabic. Such research 
can provide a finer basis on which to rely for the choice of best syntactic phenomena to 
investigate in the future.
Fourth, the findings of the present experimental study emphasise the necessity for 
further research about the distinct types of bilingual knowledge attained by 
simultaneous bilinguals and early child L2 learners in comparison to monolingual 
speakers’ knowledge of their primary language. The fact that the participants in this 
study with variant AoE and CVs produced some data that did not reflect the described 
grammar of MSA might suggest that their ultimate attainment in MSA was not identical 
to native attainment of monolingual speakers of MSA (if they existed), despite the 
participants’ uniform performance in the tasks of the present study. Although it is not 
possible to examine the ultimate attainment of monolingual speakers of MSA as they do 
not exist, further research efforts might be necessary to detail the nature of knowledge 
attained by these apparently distinct types of acquisition in different languages.47
Fifth, the current research investigated the ultimate attainment of MSA by adolescent 
speakers of colloquial Arabic dialects who had early versus late AoE and found no 
significant difference between these two populations. Future long-term research may 
investigate younger participants of these two populations, who are still acquiring MSA,
47 Sorace (2012) mentioned in a talk that she and collegues (Unsworth, Comips, Hulk, Argyri, and 
Tsimpli) have already completed a project called ‘The Early Child Bilingualism’ with the aim to 
investigate knowledge attained by different types o f acquisition such as acquisition of two languages from 
birth (simultaneous bilingualism), compared to acquiring the second language from age 1 to 4 (early 
successive bilingualism), and from age 4 to 8 (child L2 acquisition). Their work is not published yet.
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to assess whether they develop their knowledge in the same way as well during the 
process of acquisition. Such a comparasion will inform whether or not late starters of 
acquiring MSA at age 6, who represent the majority of Arabic speakers, actually 
develop and reach an LI-type end-state knowledge of MSA despite the relatively late 
age of onset and the previously acquired LI knowledge of the colloquial dialect they 
speak.
Sixth, future research on MSA acquisition that recruits participants with a wide range of 
AoE may help to contribute with specifications on the age boundaries of the different 
phases of the sensitive period for acquiring the investigated linguistic phenomena or the 
different phases of the critical period as a whole. The data of the present experimental 
study suggested that learners of MSA who started at age 6 or younger did not miss the 
optimal phase(s) for acquiring the investigated syntactic phenomena. However, the 
current research did not aim to identify when this phase starts to decline or comes to its 
end. In addition to these participants, future research may include late literates who 
started acquiring MSA at school at different times after the age of 6. A correlation 
analysis between AoE and ultimate attainment of MSA by these participants, for 
example, may yield findings on the age boundaries of the different phases of the 
sensitive periods for acquiring the investigated phenomena. The need for such research 
is suggested by the different findings of this study compared to, for instance, the 
findings of Meisel (2008) and Shim (1993). As Birdsong & Molis (2001) suggested, a 
large number of similarities between the first and the target language may affect the 
length of the optimal phase(s) for acquiring the different target language properties. 
Therefore, investigating the acquisition of MSA by speakers of Arabic dialects may
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come up with important findings on the critical period in relation to this kind of 
acquisition of a relatively similar target language.
Seventh, examining knowledge of resumption in MSA object relatives and plural 
agreement between human collective nouns and the following verb may yield better 
findings if examined within context. The present experimental study examined these 
two syntactic phenomena out of context in an AJT. However, because context may play 
a role for the participants to decide whether resumption or agreement is needed or not, 
future research on acquiring these two MSA syntactic structures is advised to include 
context to control for whether a specific reference of the collective nouns or an 
emphasised reference of the relativised item is needed or not.
Eighth, re-examining the ultimate knowledge of MSA attained by speakers of colloquial 
Egyptian Arabic in Egypt may show different results from the results presented here. As 
explained in the limitations section of this chapter, the data by these speakers was 
necessarily collected for the present study in Saudi Arabia; not in Egypt. Therefore, to 
obtain more precise results in relation to the effect of the colloquial Egyptian Arabic on 
the ultimate attainment of MSA by speakers of this dialect, such data should be 
collected in Egypt.
Finally, the data of the present study was quantitative in nature. In addition to this data, 
obtaining qualitative data is recommended to have better understanding of the age 
effects on attainment of MSA properties by speakers of the colloquial dialects.
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McDonald (2000) and Hyltenstam & Abrahamsson (2003), for example, recommended 
that age-related investigations should be based on a balance of quantitative and 
qualitative data. DeKeyser & Larsen-Hall (2005) pointed out that qualitative analysis 
would be better to have more accurate understanding of age effects on attainment of 
some L2 properties such as processing difficulties and semantic complexity. Therefore, 
qualitative analysis of MSA data produced by speakers of the colloquial dialects may 
lead to the exposure of subtle differences between the ultimate attainments of bilinguals 
versus child L2 learners of MSA.
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Appendices
Appendix 1: List of Verbs for Searching Colloquial Arabic Corpora
NOTE:
• As described in chapter 3 (seco n 1.1.1), wildcard characters (*) indicate
possible prefixes (if put to the right of the Arabic script) or suffixes (if put to the 
left). This is to instruct 'COMBO' find all the possible forms of the verb.
Colloquial Gulf Arabic Verb List
No. Verb in Arabic Script Transliteration English Translation
1 * Jsi* ?akal eat
2 sarab drink
3 raaH go
4 jaa come
5 Haawal try
6 ♦  .K'* tikallam talk
7 L^ Sallaa pray
8 *£J& * tifarraj watch
9 »(jr““ misaa walk
10 w aqqa9 expect
11 *C_J J*.* jarrab try
12 jalas sit
13 * o «■ * hass feel
14 * l—* HaT put
15 Paxad take
16 daras study
17 difa9 pay
18 - >1<$ Pistaraa buy
19 daq call (by phone) or knock
20 PittiSal call (by phone)
21 dawwar look for
22 * jS li* ôaakar study
23 rad reply
24 *jSj* riqad sleep
25 «yU* naam sleep
26 Parsal send
27 * £ tj i ?az9aj bother
28 za9al be upset
29 zaar visit
30 ♦JL,* sa?al ask
31 *fr“ * sima9 hear
32 l$ y* sawwaa make
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33 Pistaaq miss
34 Pistarak subscribe
35 ta9allam learn
36 baa9 sell
37 tarayaa wait
38 PintaZar wait
39 *O^J* riqaS dance
40 timannaa wish
41 *^]£* kallam talk
42 jaab bring
43 Hab love
44 Hakaa narrate
45 * tiflakkar remembered
46 4c 4cL>*“ J rimas call (somebody's name)
47 saar go
48 PistaGal work
49 *  J< ►.* sikar thank
50 *(—iUu saaf see
51 * J,- - * Sibar be patient
52 *,-iU . u* DaHak laugh
53 * l _ J Darab hit
54 Dayya9 loose
55 *. .U~* Talab request
56 Tala9 leave (a place)
57 9aTaa give
58 ♦u ijc .* 9araf know
59 *(J-lC* Gasal wash
60 * j£ a * fakkar think
61 qiSad mean
62 * .u i* qa9ad sit
63 *J li qaal say
64 *, ,'<* kitab write
65 • t j iS * kidab tell a lie
66 * lLS* kammal complete
67 *Jia.V* laaHaZ notice
68 *U*J* libas wear
69 * jL - * misak hold (by hand)
70 ¡j j U naadaa call (somebody's name)
71 naZZaf clean
72 * j^ i , j * waDDaH clarify
73 IjU* bidaa start
74 *  . •__* HaDar attend
75 * l>al i * xallaS finish
76 *< > > > * dardas chat
77 Pista9mal use
78 * jUlLiit Pistafaad benefit
79 *i> - * saxxan warm (food)
80 sahar stay up (at night)
81 * j j ^ * Haraq burn
82 taGadda lunch
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83 ta9assaa dine
84 ♦¿Lj* d alla9 dally
85 ♦¿lu* baalaG exaggerate
86 zahaq be bored
87 saa9ad help
88 w ta9ab be tired
89 taHammal endure
90 daxxan smoke
91 rija9 get back
92 baddal exchange
93 Gayyar change
94 fitaH open
95 *Ji3* qjfal lock
96 qiTa9 cut
97 jaraH wound
98 wiqaf stop
99 *üja* hawwan change(mind)
100 tizawwaj marry
101 *. ,L '* xaTab propose (marriage)
102 nizal get down
103 *£»J* rifa9 raise
104 J j riqaa get up (e.g., the stairs)
105 *lU j * wiSal arrive
106 ?asra9 speed up
107 Ia9ab play
108 rimaa throw
109 jida9 throw
110 *, ,«lr * 9aaqab punish
111 fit r-. 9aatab admonish
112 9aalaj treat
113 Haasab Pay (money)
114 *L_JJ J* rattab put in order
115 *£*».* jima9 collect
116 raaja9 revise
117 *. kisaf uncover
118 faHaS examine
119 siba9 be full (food)
120 *J+* mall be bored
121 *(A Tifas be bored
122 *l_l jA* harab flee
123 saafar travel
124 *pl»* Tibax cook
125 Saam fast (from food)
126 > - timassaa stroll
127 bikaa cry
128 •uSSU* naaqas negotiate
129 xaaf fear
130 * ^ 1 ?istalam receive
131 sikat stop talking
132 öaaq taste
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133 tarak leave (something)
134 laGaa cancel
135 ■ v * faham understand
136 nijaH succeed
137 risab fail
138 *£JS\ ?aqna9 convince
139 *U^J* rifaD refuse
140 Pistaajar rent
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Colloquial Levantine Arabic Verb List
No. Verb in Arabic Script Transliteration English Translation
1 *jsi* ?akal eat
2 sirib drink
3 * c 'j raaH go
4 ♦U.) ?ijaa come
5 * J > * Haawil try
6 Hikii talk
7 Salla pray
8 Pitfarraj watch
9 misil walk
10 Pltwa?a9 expect
11 jarra b try
12 ?i9id sit
13 Hass feel
14 * 1_* HaT put
15 * ^ i* Paxad take
16 *0 “^ * daras study
17 dafa9 pay
18 tí  jiSI Pistaraa buy
19 da? knock
20 PittaSal call (by phone)
21 dawwar look for
22 Pintabah be aware
23 rad reply
24 Gifii nod
25 v u* naam sleep
26 ba9at send
27 Paz9aj bother
28 zi9il be upset
29 zaar visit
30 ♦jL,* saPal ask
31 simi9 hear
32 tij-> sawwaa make
33 ♦ ¿n il Pistaa? miss
34 Pista rak subscribe
35 Pit9allim learn
36 baa9 sell
37 Pistannaa wait
38 ♦gialli Pintazar wait
39 riPiS dance
40 Pitmannaa wish
41 kallim talk
42 qaab bring
43 »Lji* Hab love
44 *tU-* 9imil make
45 « j <\1* Pitzakkar remembered
46 * r > - * Sarax shout
47 bayyan clarify
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48 PistaGal work
49 sakar thank
50 saa f see
51 Sabar be patient
52 ■MU. •-* DiHik laugh
53 Dirib hit
54 Dayya9 loose
55 *. .'L* Tilib request
56 *. '.I*.* sa laf throw
57 9iTii give
58 9irif know
59 *(J*Jt* Gasal wash
60 fakkar think
61 * V ?aSad mean
62 dirii know
63 * J i ?aal say
64 kitib write
65 *. A<* kizib tell a lie
66 kammil complete
67 laaHiz notice
68 * o 4 * libis wear
69 misik hold (by hand)
70 naadaa call (somebody's name)
71 a Ia i ^ nazzif clean
72 waDDaH clarify
73 ba lias start
74 * .. •_* HaDar attend
75 xallaS finish
76 dardas chat
77 ?ista9mal use
78 * jUIwi) ?istafaad benefit
79 * 0 i-* saxxan warm (food)
80 *_*-“•* sihir stay up (at night)
81 Hara? burn
82 PitGadda lunch
83 *■ -* L5-" ?it9asaa dine
84 ♦ ¿L;* ?itdalla9 dally
85 •¿Jl * baalaG exaggerate
86 zihi? be bored
87 *lc\±a* saa9id help
88 9ib be tired
89 PitHammal endure
90 ♦ ¿Aj * daxxan smoke
91 riji9 get back
92 * J V baddil exchange
93 ♦  _pc.* Gayyar change
94 *£ui* fitiH open
95 ♦ Jii* ?afal lock
96 ♦ ¿AS* ?aTa9 cut
97 __________ * c^ * __________ jiriH wound
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98 kSj wi?if stop
99 jj* Pitraddad hesitate
100 Pitjawwaz marry
101 *, ,L '* xiTib propose (marriage)
102 •Jji* nizil get down
103 *£»J* rafa 9 raise
104 T¡l¡9 leave ( a place)
105 *lU j * wiSil arrive
106 ?asra9 speed up
107 Ii9ib play
108 U-J* rimii throw
109 * £ i j* zatt throw
110 9aa?ib punish
111 *L—uL&* 9aab admonish
112 *«JlC.* 9aa lij treat
113 Haasib pay (money)
114 rattib put in order
115 jama9 collect
116 raaj¡9 revise
117 kasaf uncover
118 faHaS examine
119 * *■* sibi9 be full (food)
120 mall be bored
121 Tifis be bored
122 hirib flee
123 * jsLj * saaflr travel
124 Tabax cook
125 Saam fast (from food)
126 Pitmasaa stroll
127 bikii cry
128 *Uaii* naaPis negotiate
129 xaaf fear
130 Pistalam receive
131 sikit stop talking
132 daa? taste
133 tarak leave (something)
134 laGaa cancel
135 fihim understand
136 nijiH succeed
137 rasab fail
138 *£iS* Pana9 convince
139 *U^J* rafaD refuse
140 PistaPjar rent
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Colloquial Egyptian Arabic Verb List
No. Verb in Arabic Script Transliteration English Translation
1 *jsi* ?akal eat
2 sirib drink
3 rawwaH go
4 qih come
5 Haawil try
6 Pitkallim talk
7 Sallaa pray
8 ?itfarraq watch
9 misii walk
10 ?itwa?a9 expect
11 qarrab try
12 ♦ o V qalas sit
13 Hass feel
14 * 1— * HaT put
15 ♦ii. xad take
16 diris study
17 *£L>* dafa9 pay (money)
18 Li J4*SI Pistaraa buy
19 •(JJ* da? knock
20 ♦ijj-fljl ?ittaSal call (by phone)
21 dawwar look for
22 * jSlj* zaakir study
23 l * jj* rad reply
24 ni9is sleep
25 naam sleep
26 ♦ l " l « ba9at send
27 *£tiJ ?az9aq bother
28 zi9il be upset
29 zaar visit
30 *JL,* sa?al ask
31 simi9 hear
32 9amal make
33 Pistaa? miss
34 Pistarak subscribe
35 ♦flau* ?it9allim learn
36 *f-U baa9 sell
37 Pistannaa wait
38 ♦ kVl! Pintazar wait
39 *O ^J* raPaS dance
40 Pitmannaa wish
41 kallim talk
42 qaab bring, buy
43 Hab love
44 Hikii narrate
45 Pitzakkar remembered
46 nadah call (somebody's name)
47 *ija* bayyin clarify
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48 PistaGal work
49 sakar thank
50 iLi saa f see
51 * j . .  ~* Sabar be patient
52 •M L.;.* DiHik laugh
53 Darab hit
54 Dayyi9 loose
55 *■ ,'L* Talab request
56 •¿LL* Tili9 leave (a place)
57 csjl Piddaa give
58 9irif know
59 Gasal wash
60 * j£ i* fakkar think
61 * v ~>* ?aSad mean
62 ?a9ad sit
63 ?aal say
64 *. '*<* katab write
65 *<_jj£* kizib tell a lie
66 *J-S * kammil complete
67 * h .y * laaHiz notice
68 libis wear
69 M l...* misik hold (by hand)
70 ( j jl j naadaa call (somebody's name)
71 *. lL-,* nazzif clean
72 waDDaH clarify
73 Uj* badaa start
74 ♦ ^  •_* Hadar attend
75 * 0 ^ * xallaS finish
76 dardas chat
77 *(_!*» u»il ?ista9mal use
78 * jUlull Pistafaad benefit
79 * 6 ^ * saxxan warm
80 sihir stay up
81 Hara? burn
82 t j l i u * ?itGadda lunch
83 *• -* ?it9asaa dine
84 ?itdalla9 dally
85 ♦¿1L* baalaG exaggerate
86 zihi? be bored
87 * J tk * saa9id help
88 **_J»1* 9ib be tired
89 *lU * ?itHammil endure
90 daxxan smoke
91 riqi9 get back
92 * J i j* baddil exchange
93 * ^ pc* Gayyar change
94 *JUS* fataH open
95 *Jii* ?afal lock
96 ♦ ¿u* ?aTa9 cut
97 ____________ ___________________ qaraH wound
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98 wi?if stop
99 ?intabah be aware
100 Pitqawwiz marry
101 *, ,L '* xaTab propose (marriage)
102 nizil get down
103 rafa9 raise
104 * i . . -* Si9id get up (e.g., the stairs)
105 *lU j * wiSil arrive
106 ?asra9 speed up
107 M9ib play
108 is- J ramaa throw
109 *L à-W* Hadaf throw
110 9aa?ib punish
111 »L-ÜU* 9aab admonish
112 9aaliq treat
113 * J -». * Haasib pay (money)
114 ratti b put in order
115 qama9 collect
116 raaqi9 revise
117 kasaf uncover
118 *Ly ^ i* faHaS examine
119 sibi9 be full ( of food)
120 mall get bored
121 Tifis get bored, flee
122 hirib flee
123 * J L * * saafir travel
124 *£uJo* Tabax cook
125 Saam fast (from food)
126 Pitmasaa stroll
127 bikii cry
128 naaPis negotiate
129 xaaf fear
130 Pistalam receive
131 si kit stop talking
132 ♦ j l j daa? taste
133 tarak leave (something)
134 is*1 laGaa cancel
135 " V * fihim understand
136 niqiH succeed
137 '.„j* rasab fail
138 ♦ ¿ii* ?ana9 convince
139 *U^J* rafaD refuse
140 Paqqar rent
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Colloquial Gulf Arabic Adverb List
No. Adverb in Arabic Script Transliteration English Translation
1 ?ilyuwm today
2 ?ams yesterday
3 jSb baaki tomorrow
4 ?ilbaariH last night
5 ?ilbaarHah last night
6 fl-llc. 9aadatan usually
7 u u J ?aHyaanan occasionally
8 Ujb daayman always
9 badrii early
10 * lß ?illylah this night
11 14 ?abadan never
12 L-iajI ?ayDan also
13 Lie. Gaaliban often
14 3Ui fi91an indeed
15 Haqiqatan truly
16 jid seriously
17 k0iir a lot
18 tamaaman completely
19 biwDuwH clearly
20 bsir9ah rapidly
21 u bishuwlah easily
22 biS9uwbah with difficulty
23 bittaHdiid precisely
24 xuSuwSan especially
25 biDabT precisely
26 üVi ?al?aan now
27 L* j^c. 9umuwman generally
28 W jiddan very much
29 sL»j faj?atan suddenly
30 yawmiyan daily
31 L a i faqaT only
32 l.,L Tab9an evidently
33 Sahriyan monthly
34 jjjall* halHiin now
35 ?alHiin now
36 Ui hinaa here
37 tilU* hinaak there
38 ?isbuw9iyan weekly
39 sanawiyan annually
40 kamaan also
41 Sj SlSU bilquwah with force
42 Wjji qariyban soon
43 1 ?axiyran at last
44 ?awalan firstly
45 UlS Gaaniyan secondly
46 » >o*}y*i biäwyiiä softly
47 bas only
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4 8 SaraHah frankly
49 5lJ ?aSlan basically
50 LJ..J ?asaasan basically
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Colloquial Levantine Arabic Adverb List
No. Adverb in Arabic Script Transliteration English Translation
1 f j i1' ?ilyuwm today
2 ?ams yesterday
3 jSW baakir tomorrow
4 ?imbaariH last night
5 ?imbaarHih last night
6 ajlc. 9aadatan usually
7 u u J ?aHyaanan occasionally
8 U b daayman always
9 ! bakkyiir early
.10 Ulli ?illylah this night
11 I J ?abadan never
12 UUi tamaaman completely
13 Liilc. Gaaliban often
14 iu i fi91an indeed
15  ^ft Ha?i?atan truly
16 jad seriously
17 J Ì& ktiir a lot
18 xuSuwSan especially
19 buwDuwH clearly
2 0 bsir9ah rapidly
21 bishuwlih easily
22 ^ biS9uwbih with difficulty
2 3 Joj-iJU biDDabiT precisely
24 L A fawran at once
2 5 yawmiyan daily
2 6 ÙVI ?il?aan now
27 Ua* faqaT only
28 jiddan very much
2 9 oIaJ faj?ah suddenly
30 buia Tab9an evidently
31 IjC ?isbuw9iyan weekly
32 sahriyan monthly
33 \jjiu sanawiyan annually
34 5u halla? now
35 ijjal' ?ilHiin now
36 Ù J* huwn here
37 tibjjA huwniik there
38 A jSllj bil?uwih with force
39 diGrii directly
40 ¿US kamaan also
41 biswyiis softly
42 l- jä ?ariyban soon
43 ?axiyran at last
44 VJ ?awalan firstly
45 Lull Gaaniyan secondly
46 ¡ÜDÜ« biTalaa?ah fluently
47 OH bas only
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48 bittaHdiid precisely
49 iSL—J ?aSlan basically
50 ?asaasan basically
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Colloquial Egyptian Arabic Adverb List
No. Adverb in Arabic Script Transliteration English Translation
1 ?innahardah today
2 jA> bakkyiir early
3 bukraa tomorrow
4 eJ-“ ?imbaariH last night
5 ?imbaarHih last night
6 9aadatan usually
7 u u J ?aHyaanan occasionally
8 U jlj daayman always
9 badrii early
10 ÄJLUI ?illylah this night
11 U ?abadan never
12 L»U3 tamaaman completely
13 Lll£ Gaaliban often
14 2Ui fi91an indeed
15 A a Ha?i?atan truly
16 A*. qad seriously
17 ktiir a lot
18 U J . Tab9an evidently
19 C buwDuwH clearly
20 bsur9ah rapidly
21 *1j 4**J bishuwlah easily
22 AJJJLmOJ biS9uwbah with difficulty
23 > XJoLaJJ bibaSaTah simply
24 ■UW'Aj bittaHdiid precisely
25 Lwa^ AX xuSuwSan especially
26 uVI ?al?aan now
27 La j*aC. 9umuwman generally
28 1.1a qiddan very much
29 aIaJ faq?ah suddenly
30 biDDabT precisely
31 IjaAjJ yawmiyan daily
32 Uc. ?isbuw9iyan weekly
33 äahriyan monthly
34 d i jL dilwa?ti now
35 Ljikil sanawiyan annually
36 Ua hinaa here
37 ¿¡Ua hinaak there
38 duGrii directly
39 bas only
40 Wjj5 ?ariyban soon
41 Ijo^i ?axiyran at last
42 Vji ?awalan firstly
43 Lüu Baaniyan secondly
44 fa?aT only
45 bbJ ?aSlan basically
46 L».nLi.ai ?asasan basically
47 kamaan also
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48 A jÂlU bil?uwah with force
49 » ► biswyiiS softly
50 b y fawran at once
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Participants
ID
Age Gender Colloquial
Variety
Age of 
First
Exposure 
to MSA
Nursery &
Kindergarten
Type
Current
Educational
Level
1
D .
ZD
O
Û Z
O
<
O
O1ai
GE101 13,1 Male Gulf
Arabic
Early MSA I-P Secondary
School
2 GE102 14,11 Male GulfArabic
Early MSAI-P Secondary
School
3 GE103 13,9 Male GulfArabic
Early MSA I-P Secondary
School
4 GE104 13,2 Male GulfArabic
Early MSA I-P Secondary
School
5 GE105 13,5 Male GulfArabic
Early MSA I-P Secondary
School
6 GE107 13,8 Male GulfArabic
Early MSA I-P Secondary
School
7 GE108 13,8 Male GulfArabic
Early MSA I-P Secondary
School
8 GE109 13,7 Male GulfArabic
Early MSA I-P Secondary
School
9 GE110 14,7 Male GulfArabic
Early MSA I-P Secondary
School
10 GE112 14,5 Male GulfArabic
Early MSA I-P Secondary
School
11 GE113 13,8 Male GulfArabic
Early MSA I-P Secondary
School
12 GE114 13,0 Male GulfArabic
Early MSA I-P Secondary
School
13 GE115 13,11 Male GulfArabic
Early MSA 1-P Secondary
School
14 GE116 14,3 Male GulfArabic
Early MSA I-P Secondary
School
15 GE117 14,9 male GulfArabic
Early MSA I-P Secondary
School
16 GE201 14,5 male GulfArabic
Early MSA I-P Secondary
School
17 GE202 13,3 male GulfArabic
Early MSA I-P Secondary
School
18 GE203 14,1 male GulfArabic
Early MSA I-P Secondary
School
19 GE204 13,5 male GulfArabic
Early MSA I-P Secondary
School
20 GE205 13,2 male GulfArabic
Early MSA I-P Secondary
School
21 GE206 13,1 male GulfArabic
Early MSA I-P Secondary
School
22 GE207 14,6 male GulfArabic
Early MSA I-P Secondary
School
23 GE210 13,11 male GulfArabic
Early MSA I-P Secondary
School
24 GE211 13,6 male GulfArabic
Early MSA I-P Secondary
School
25 GE212 13,2 male GulfArabic
Early MSA 1-P Secondary
School
26 GE213 13,10 male GulfArabic
Early MSA I-P Secondary
School
27 GE214 15,0 male GulfArabic
Early MSA I-P Secondary
School
28 GE215 13,8 male GulfArabic
Early MSA I-P Secondary
School
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Participants
ID
Age Gender Colloquial
Variety
Age of 
First 
Exposure 
to MSA
Nursery &
Kindergarten
Type
Current
Educational
Level
29 GE216 13,5 male GulfArabic
Early MSA I-P Secondary
School
30 GE217 13,0 male GulfArabic
Early MSA I-P Secondary
School
31
1
ÛL
3
O
cc
CD
<
CDO1—1
GL101 14,11 male GulfArabic
Late N/A Secondary
School
32 GL102 13,5 male GulfArabic
Late N/A Secondary
School
33 GL103 14,8 male GulfArabic
Late N/A Secondaiy
School
34 GL104 14,2 male GulfArabic
Late N/A Secondary
School
35 GL105 14,10 male GulfArabic
Late N/A Secondary
School
36 GL106 13,0 male GulfArabic
Late N/A Secondary
School
37 GL107 15,9 male GulfArabic
Late N/A Secondary
School
38 GL108 12,0 male GulfArabic
Late N/A Secondary
School
39 GL109 13,7 male GulfArabic
Late N/A Secondary
School
40 GL110 14,7 male GulfArabic
Late N/A Secondary
School
41 GL111 14,0 male GulfArabic
Late N/A Secondary
School
42 GL112 14,3 male GulfArabic
Late N/A Secondary
School
43 GL113 13,8 male GulfArabic
Late N/A Secondary
School
44 GL114 14,9 male Gulf
Arabic
Late N/A Secondary
School
45 GL115 14,9 male Gulf
Arabic
Late N/A Secondary
School
46 GL201 14,7 male GulfArabic
Late N/A Secondaiy
School
47 GL202 13,0 male GulfArabic
Late N/A Secondary
School
48 GL203 13,10 male GulfArabic
Late N/A Secondary
School
49 GL204 14,2 male GulfArabic
Late N/A Secondary
School
50 GL205 15,2 male GulfArabic
Late N/A Secondary
School
51 GL206 14,11 male GulfArabic
Late N/A Secondary
School
52 GL207 14,0 male GulfArabic
Late N/A Secondary
School
53 GL208 14,2 male GulfArabic
Late N/A Secondary
School
54 GL209 14,1 male GulfArabic
Late N/A Secondary
School
55 GL210 14,0 male GulfArabic
Late N/A Secondaiy
School
56 GL211 14,6 male GulfArabic
Late N/A Secondary
School
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Participants
ID
Age Gender Colloquial
Variety
Age of 
First
Exposure 
to MSA
Nurseiy &
Kindergarten
Type
Current
Educational
Level
57 GL212 14,0 male GulfArabic
Late N/A Secondary
School
58 GL213 13,2 male GulfArabic
Late N/A Secondary
School
59 GL214 14,0 male GulfArabic
Late N/A Secondary
School
60 GL215 13,10 male GulfArabic
Late N/A Secondary
School
61
1
CL
D
O
a i
ü
3
o
LLJ
LE101 13,02 male LevantineArabic
Early MSA I-P Secondaiy
School
62 LE102 14,02 male LevantineArabic
Early MSA I-P Secondary
School
63 LE103 13,05 male LevantineArabic
Early MSA I-P Secondary
School
64 LE104 13,03 male LevantineArabic
Early MSA I-P Secondary
School
65 LE105 13,07 male LevantineArabic
Early MSA I-P Secondaiy
School
66 LE 106 13,09 male LevantineArabic
Early MSA I-P Secondary
School
67 LE 107 13,10 female LevantineArabic
Early MSA I-P Secondary
School
68 LE108 14,03 female LevantineArabic
Early MSA I-P Secondary
School
69 LE109 14,03 female LevantineArabic
Early MSA I-P Secondary
School
70 LE110 14,00 female LevantineArabic
Early MSA I-P Secondary
School
71 LE111 14,00 female LevantineArabic
Early MSA I-P Secondary
School
72 LE112 14,00 female LevantineArabic
Early MSA I-P Secondary
School
73 LE113 13,07 male LevantineArabic
Early MSA I-P Secondary
School
74 LE114 14,01 male Levantine
Arabic
Early MSA I-P Secondary
School
75 LE115 14,02 male LevantineArabic
Early MSA I-P Secondary
School
76 LE201 13,08 male LevantineArabic
Early MSA I-P Secondary
School
77 LE202 14,03 male LevantineArabic
Early MSA I-P Secondary
School
78 LE203 13,11 male LevantineArabic
Early MSA I-P Secondary
School
79 LE204 15,03 male LevantineArabic
Early MSA I-P Secondary
School
80 LE205 13,09 male LevantineArabic
Early MSA I-P Secondary
School
81 LE206 13,10 male LevantineArabic
Early MSA I-P Secondary
School
82 LE207 13,10 male LevantineArabic
Early MSA I-P Secondary
School
83 LE208 13,08 male LevantineArabic
Early MSA I-P Secondary
School
84 LE209 14,10 male LevantineArabic
Early MSA I-P Secondary
School
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Participants
ID
Age Gender Colloquial
Variety
Age of 
First
Exposure 
to MSA
Nursery &
Kindergarten
Type
Current
Educational
Level
85 LE210 13,03 female LevantineArabic
Early MSA I-P Secondary
School
86 LE211 14,00 female LevantineArabic
Early MSA I-P Secondary
School
87 LE212 14,01 female LevantineArabic
Early MSA I-P Secondary
School
88 LE213 14,00 male LevantineArabic
Early MSA I-P Secondary
School
89 LE214 13,07 male LevantineArabic
Early MSA I-P Secondary
School
90 LE215 14,01 female LevantineArabic
Early MSA I-P Secondary
School
91
Q.
ZD
O
c e .
O
S
O
LL101 14,00 male LevantineArabic
Late N/A Secondary
School
92 LL 102 13,03 male LevantineArabic
Late N/A Secondary
School
93 LL103 16,00 male LevantineArabic
Late N/A Secondary
School
94 LL104 13,08 male LevantineArabic
Late N/A Secondary
School
95 LL105 13,07 male LevantineArabic
Late N/A Secondary
School
96 LL106 14,01 male LevantineArabic
Late N/A Secondary
School
97 LL107 13,10 male LevantineArabic
Late N/A Secondary
School
98 LL108 14,03 male LevantineArabic
Late N/A Secondary
School
99 LL109 14,00 male LevantineArabic
Late N/A Secondary
School
100 LL110 13,09 male LevantineArabic
Late N/A Secondary
School
101 LL111 13,09 male LevantineArabic
Late N/A Secondary
School
102 LL112 13,11 male LevantineArabic
Late N/A Secondary
School
103 LL113 13,11 male LevantineArabic
Late N/A Secondary
School
104 LL114 13,11 male LevantineArabic
Late N/A Secondary
School
105 LL115 13,04 male LevantineArabic
Late N/A Secondary
School
106 LL201 13,10 male LevantineArabic
Late N/A Secondary
School
107 LL202 13,04 male LevantineArabic
Late N/A Secondary
School
108 LL203 14,00 male LevantineArabic
Late N/A Secondary
School
109 LL204 14,03 male LevantineArabic
Late N/A Secondary
School
110 LL205 13,08 male LevantineArabic
Late N/A Secondary
School
111 LL206 14,01 male LevantineArabic
Late N/A Secondary
School
112 LL207 13,08 male LevantineArabic
Late N/A Secondary
School
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Participants
ID
Age Gender Colloquial
Variety
Age of 
First
Exposure 
to MSA
Nursery &
Kindergarten
Type
Current
Educational
Level
113 LL208 13,04 male LevantineArabic
Late N/A Secondary
School
114 LL209 13,09 male LevantineArabic
Late N/A Secondary
School
115 LL210 13,06 male LevantineArabic
Late N/A Secondary
School
116 LL211 14,00 male LevantineArabic
Late N/A Secondary
School
117 LL212 13,03 male LevantineArabic
Late N/A Secondary
School
118 EL101 15,9 male EgyptianArabic
Late N/A High
School
119 EL102 16,6 male EgyptianArabic
Late N/A High
School
120 EL103 16,9 male EgyptianArabic
Late N/A High
School
121 EL104 17,8 male EgyptianArabic
Late N/A High
School
122 EL105 18,9 male EgyptianArabic
Late N/A High
School
123 EL106 17,11 male EgyptianArabic
Late N/A High
School
124 EL107 18,5 male EgyptianArabic
Late N/A High
School
125 EL108 16,0 male EgyptianArabic
Late N/A High
School
126 EL109 17,9 male EgyptianArabic
Late N/A High
School
127 EL110 17,6 male EgyptianArabic
Late N/A High
School
128 Q .D
O
o :
o
<
EL111 16,3 male EgyptianArabic
Late N/A High
School
129 EL112 17,1 male EgyptianArabic
Late N/A High
School
130 LLÎO1 EL113 15.5
male Egyptian
Arabic
Late N/A High
School
131 EL114 15,10 male EgyptianArabic
Late N/A High
School
132 EL115 16 male EgyptianArabic
Late N/A High
School
133 EL201 16,7 male EgyptianArabic
Late N/A High
School
134 EL202 16,11 male EgyptianArabic
Late N/A High
School
135 EL203 16,3 male EgyptianArabic
Late N/A High
School
136 EL204 17,5 male EgyptianArabic
Late N/A High
School
137 EL205 17,3 male EgyptianArabic
Late N/A High
School
138 EL206 17,4 male EgyptianArabic
Late N/A High
School
139 EL207 17,0 male EgyptianArabic
Late N/A High
School
140 EL208 18,0 male EgyptianArabic
Late N/A High
School
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Participants
ID
Age Gender Colloquial
Variety
Age of 
First
Exposure 
to MSA
Nursery &
Kindergarten
Type
Current
Educational
Level
141 EL209 16,2 male EgyptianArabic
Late N/A High
School
142 EL210 15,1 male EgyptianArabic
Late N/A High
School
143 EL211 16,7 male EgyptianArabic
Late N/A High
School
144 EL212 15,0 male EgyptianArabic
Late N/A High
School
145 EL213 17,7 male EgyptianArabic
Late N/A High
School
146 EL214 16.5 male EgyptianArabic
Late N/A High
School
147 EL215 15.2 male EgyptianArabic
Late N/A High
School
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Appendix 4: A.l The AJT Cover Page (in Arabic)
d ijt£  li l  La * Aft ¿ya Aitili ¡j-a A JjLuIII ^ jlc. ¿ya LjlC . t4.*fr„all
;^jV1 ^  l-u*iLLüJ1 j >) lLllx ¿ja càlibi <l^ La ÒÙA
X
1.ÌA. ft^LSk. 
LaLaJ aJ^ jjLs
jOJJ
ÎJ _jjL*
O^wil ^aaj LujC- 
<]_jjS-ojAuV
+2 +1 -1 -2
¿ÜU
j^lnTuJ V 
x  '
X
X
AjjjC. ¿U jJl^ j 4ÌaaJ) (Ja^
1 .1 a . *  ' y y  
L a L a J  A l  j i L a
&2ll* .  j J u j j ^ j a x j
Á l_ fcÚ U  j J u j V
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Appendix 4: A.2 The AJT Cover Page (English Version)
Instructions (Task l ì
In this task, you will see a number of single sentences in Standard Arabic. Please 
judge whether the sentence is grammatically acceptable to you. Indicate your answer 
by circling one of the options on the scale on your answer sheet. The scale is as 
follows:
Can't decide
X
Examples
(Does the sentence sound strange or good to you?)
Can't decide
X
X
X
Very strange. 
Unacceptable.
A bit strange. 
Not really 
acceptable.
Fairly good. 
Acceptable.
Perfectly
good.
Perfectly
acceptable.
Ex. 1 -2 -1 +1 +2
Ex. 2 -2 -1 +1 +2
Ex. 3 -2 -1 +1 +2
Very strange. 
Unacceptable.
A bit strange. 
Not really 
acceptable.
Fairly good. 
Acceptable.
Perfectly
good.
Perfectly
Acceptable
-2 -1 +1 +2
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A ppendix 4: B .l  The A JT  A nsw er Sheet (in A rabic)
LaLoj aIjjL«
SjUA. (jJoaJ ’Ua. Ajjjò.
+2 + i -1 -2 1
+2 +i -1 -2 2
+2 +i -1 -2 3
+2 + i -1 -2 4
+2 +i -1 -2 5
+2 +i -1 -2 6
+2 +1 -1 -2 7
+2 +i -1 -2 8
+2 + i -1 -2 9
+2 +i -1 -2 10
+2 +i -1 -2 11
+2 +1 -1 -2 12
+2 +i -1 -2 13
+2 + i -1 -2 14
+2 +i -1 -2 15
+2 +i -1 -2 16
+2 + i -1 -2 17
+2 +i -1 -2 18
+2 +i -1 -2 19
+2 + i -1 -2 20
+2 +i -1 -2 21
+2 + i -1 -2 22
+2 + i -1 -2 23
+2 +i -1 -2 24
+2 +1 -1 -2 25
+2 + i -1 -2 26
+2 +i -1 -2 27
+2 +1 -1 -2 28
+2 +i -1 -2 29
+2 + i -1 -2 30
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A ppendix  4: B .l  The A JT  A nsw er Sheet (in A rabic)
L aL a j a !j j JU
ü J L Ä (. 4j j  j C.
A l ( j A  Á l
+ 2 + 1 -1 -2 31
+ 2 + 1 -1 -2 32
+ 2 +1 -1 -2 33
+ 2 + 1 -1 -2 34
+ 2 +1 -1 -2 35
+ 2 +  1 -1 -2 36
+ 2 +1 -1 -2 37
+ 2 +1 -1 -2 38
+ 2 +1 -1 -2 39
+ 2 +1 -1 -2 40
+ 2 +1 -1 -2 41
+ 2 +1 -1 -2 42
+ 2 +1 -1 -2 43
+ 2 +1 -1 -2 44
+ 2 +  1 -1 -2 45
+ 2 +1 -1 -2 46
+ 2 +1 -1 -2 47
+ 2 +1 -1 -2 48
+ 2 +1 -1 -2 49
+ 2 +1 -1 -2 50
+ 2 +  1 -1 -2 51
+ 2 +1 -1 -2 52
+ 2 + 1 -1 -2 53
+ 2 +1 -1 -2 54
+ 2 + 1 -1 -2 55
+ 2 +1 -1 -2 56
+ 2 +  1 -1 -2 57
+ 2 +1 -1 -2 58
+ 2 +  1 -1 -2 59
+ 2 +  1 -1 -2 60
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A ppendix 4: B .2 The A JT  A nsw er Sheet (English V ersion)
(Does the sentence sound strange or good to you?)
Very strange. 
Impossible.
A  bit strange. 
Not really 
possible.
Fairly good. 
Possible.
Perfectly
good.
Perfectly
possible
1 - 2 - 1 +1 +2
2 - 2 - 1 +1 +2
3 - 2 -1 +1 + 2
4 - 2 - 1 +1 +2
5 - 2 - 1 +1 +2
6 - 2 - 1 +1 +2
7 - 2 - 1 +1 +2
8 - 2 - 1 +1 +2
9 - 2 - 1 +1 +2
10 - 2 - 1 +1 +2
11 - 2 - 1 +1 +2
12 - 2 - 1 +1 +2
13 - 2 - 1 +1 +2
14 - 2 - 1 +1 +2
15 - 2 - 1 +1 +2
16 - 2 - 1 +1 +2
17 - 2 - 1 +1 +2
18 - 2 - 1 +1 +2
19 - 2 - 1 +1 +2
20 - 2 - 1 +1 +2
21 - 2 - 1 +1 +2
22 - 2 - 1 +1 +2
23 - 2 - 1 +1 + 2
24 - 2 - 1 +1 +2
25 - 2 - 1 +1 +2
26 - 2 - 1 +1 +2
27 - 2 -1 +1 +2
28 - 2 - 1 +1 +2
29 - 2 -1 +1 +2
3 0 - 2 -1 +1 +2
Can’t decide
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
]<
X
X
X
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A ppendix 4: B .2 The A JT  A nsw er Sheet (English V ersion)
Very
strange.
Impossible.
A bit 
strange. 
Not really 
possible.
Fairly
good.
Possible.
Perfectly
good.
Perfectly
possible
31 -2 -1 +1 +2
32 -2 -1 +1 +2
33 -2 -1 +1 +2
34 -2 -1 +1 +2
35 -2 -1 +1 +2
36 -2 -1 +1 +2
37 -2 -1 +1 +2
38 -2 -1 +1 +2
39 -2 -1 +1 +2
40 -2 -1 +1 +2
41 -2 -1 +1 +2
42 -2 -1 +1 +2
43 -2 -1 +1 +2
44 -2 -1 +1 +2
45 -2 -1 +1 +2
46 -2 -1 +1 +2
47 -2 -1 +1 +2
48 -2 -1 +1 +2
49 -2 -1 +1 +2
50 -2 -1 +1 +2
51 -2 -1 +1 +2
52 -2 -1 +1 +2
53 -2 -1 +1 +2
54 -2 -1 +1 +2
55 -2 -1 +1 +2
56 -2 -1 +1 +2
57 -2 -1 +1 +2
58 -2 -1 +1 +2
59 -2 -1 +1 +2
60 -2 -1 +1 +2
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A ppendix 5: Test Sentences in the A cceptability  Judgm ent Task
Sentence Type 1A: Object Relatives with Resumptive Pronouns:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8 .
9.
10,
^ U l  £ ¿ 1  j l i I  ^jdl  O USlI J
qara?a maajid-un 1-kitaab-a l-a6ii
read Majid-nom the-book-acc that-s.m.
‘Majid read the book that he bought last week’
Staraa-hu l-?usbuw9-a 1-maaDii 
(he)bought-it the-week the-past
£-Lq*1| a^ll a 1 j . <i»ll i—iljj JoiS.
HafiZa nawaaf-un 1-qaSiidat-a 1-atii sami9a-ha fii 
memorized Nawaaf-nom the-poem-acc that-s.f. (he) heard-it on 
‘Nawaaf learnt by heart the poem that he heard on the radio’
l-miöyaa9
the-radio
j L k J l  ¿ya ^¡¡1  S j U J l  £tlU-a 515
qaada SaaliH-un 1-sayyaarat-a 1-atii sta?jara-ha mina 1-maTaar
drove Salih-nom the-car-acc that-s.f. (he) rented-it from the-airport
‘Salih drove the car that he hired from the airport’
l_JJ—Jl ¿gLli ^ ¿DUl a _y~dll ’giali dlUl*
haataf-at faaTimat-u l-niswat-a 1-aatii qaabalat-hunna fii l-suwq 
called-s.f. Fatimah-nom the-women that-p.f. (she) met-them on the-mall 
‘Fatimah called the women that she met with on the mall’
Aj.inl all 4-Llll Lagr .U lal g^jlll -loll (jLalui
salmaan-u wajada 1-qalam-ayni 1-adayni ?aDa9a-humaa 1-laylata 1-maaDiyah 
Salman-nom found-3sm the-pen-d.m. that-d.m. (he)lost-them(d.) the-night the-past 
‘Salman found the two pens that he lost last night’
1 ng 1 ‘S (jUjU-i^ l iji ‘igS
fahad-un qara?a 1-risaalat-ayni 1-atayni kataba-humaa ?axuw-hu 
Fahad-nom read the-letter-d.f. that-d.f. wrote-them(d) brother-his 
‘Fahad read the two letters that his brother wrote’
»»all Aglf-S (ja-tll (Jg jll £a lU.laa jlUk
xaalid-un taHaddaOa ma9a 1-rijaali 1-adiina qabala-hum fii 1-masjid
Khalid-nom talked with the-men that-p.m. (he) met-them on the-Mosque
‘Khalid talked with the men that he met at the Mosque’
L^wJl a^ll gUll (jjlci jaU
0aamir-un ?aGlaqa 1-baab-a 1-adii fataHa-hu fii 1-SabaaH
Thamir-nom shut the-door-acc that-s.m. (he) opened-it in the-moming 
‘Thamir shut the door that he opened in the morning’
i_MijA*ll a’U'Lij U jSlai gi CaLaj*.
HariStu ?an Tudaakira maa ta9allamtu-hu fii 1-madrasati
(I was keen)-Is. that (I) study what (I) leamt-it on the-school
‘I was keen to study what I have learnt at school’
jrl J  jl l  J** ^  { 4 ^  J  (>f ^  J  J  UrJji
?aradtu ?an ?uraHHiba bi-man ra?aytu-hum fii Hafli 1-zawaaji 
(I) wanted that (I) welcome with-who (I) saw-them on party the-wedding 
‘I wanted to welcome whom I saw at the wedding party’
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Appendix 5: Test Sentences in the Acceptability Judgment Task
Sentence Type IB: Object Relatives without Resumptive Pronouns
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8 .
9.
(_£^ uil (¿ill U u S l \  iLU'i jS
qara?a maajid-un 1-kitaab-a I-a6ii Staraa I-?usbuw9-a 1-maaDii
read Majid-nom the-book-acc that-s.m. (he)bought the-week the-past
‘Majid read the book that he bought last week’
^Uldl (^ 3 (^ all S ~ij » rf-isll ‘—fli^ j InS-v
HafiZa. nawaaf-un 1-qaSiidai-a 1-atii sami9a fii l-micfyaa9
memorized Nawaaf-nom the-poem-acc that-s.f. (he)heard on the-radio
‘Nawaaf leamt by heart the poem that he heard on the radio’
jl ball ¡j* _^SkilLj| ^ 1  Sjlaull ilS
qaada SaaliH-un 1-sayyaaiat-a 1-atii sta?jara mina 1-maTaar
drove Salih-nom the-car-acc that-s.f. (he)rented from the-airport
‘Salih drove the car that he hired from the airport’
(j_y»2l >—iLli ^ 1  ... ’ll a -H i t “ia~ll A
haataf-at faaTimat-u 1-niswat-a 1-aatii qaabalat fii 1-suwq 
called-s.f. Fatimah-nom the-women that-p.f. (she)met onthe-mall 
‘Fatimah called the women that she met with on the mall’
A j .>>Ia1| aLUI £-Ljoi (jjiill (jialall iaaj (jl -I ■ -
salmaan-u wajada 1-qalam-ayni l-adayni ?aDa9a 1-laylata 1-maaDiyah
Salman-nom found-3sm the-pen-d.m. that-d.m. (he)lost the-night the-past
‘Salman found the two pens that he lost last night’
u-u£ (jjalll (jrill«n^yll i_)S
fahad-un qara?a 1-risaalat-ayni 1-atayni kataba ?axuw-hu 
Fahad-nom read the-letter-d..f. that-d.f. wrote brother-his 
‘Fahad read the two letters that his brother wrote’
.1% mall (^ ¿1^ (jjill (Jl^jll £•« /ll-v* alLi.
xaalid-un talladdaOa ma9a I-rijaali 1-adiina qabala fii 1-masjid 
Khalid-nom talked with the-men that-p.m. (he)met on the-Mosque 
‘Khalid talked with the men that he met at the Mosque’
»1 <■ -ll (^i juS (¿ill l-jLJI
6aamir-un ?aGlaqa 1-baab-a 1-adii fataHa fri 1-SabaaH
Thamir-nom shut the-door-acc that-s.m. (hejopened in the-moming
‘Thamir shut the door that he opened in the morning’
"CaijAall La jSlii (ji CliLaja.
HariStu ?an ?uSaakira maa ta9allamtu fii 1-madrasati
(I was keen)-Is. that (I) study what (I) leamt on the-school
‘1 was keen to study what I have leamt at school ’
1 0. £ 'j  j!' d** qjj J  t>i J  J  ^  J
?aradtu ?an ?uraHFfiba bi-man ra?aytu fii Hafli 1-zawaaji 
(I) wanted that (I) welcome with-who (I) saw on party the-wedding 
‘I wanted to welcome whom I saw at the wedding party’
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Sentence Type 2A: SV sentences with human collective subjects + plural 
agreement
1 _ -''Til -^3 iTii (J ji^lt j-« £ jjaJl (jiiil
1-naas-u yaxaaf-uwna 1-xuruwja mina 1-manzili laylaan fii hadaa 1-balad
the-people-nom fear-3pm going out from the-house at night in this the-country 
‘People avoid going out at night in this country’
2. ^LuiaII ^ jxs <j£i j . jrv~ aj Ua ^U ll
1-naas-u hunaa yufaDDil-uwna ?alda 1-faakihata qabla quduwmi I-masaa?i 
the-people-nom here prefer-3pm eating the-fruits before the-coming-of the-evening 
‘People here prefer eating fruits before evening time’
3. (M-TT >(j l i  jj-1 ^$ajj
1-naas-u ya9ii5-uwna yawma-hum duwna qalaqin Hawla mustaqbali ?ayaami-him
the-people-nom live-3pm day-their without worry about future days-their
‘People live the day without worries about their future days’
4 . j-a  Aalii_i j T - J  a j u  j  Cjl j  j  ■ ( j j j l l
1-naas-u yaqD-uwna l-?ijaazaati fii ziyaarati ?amaakina muxtalifatin minal-9aalam
the-people-nom spend-3pm the-holidays on visiting places different from the-world 
‘People spend holidays on visiting diff erent places of the world’
5. jA-iVj^j (j< «1 iclAl CLiSjll jjj£ll ( jj■ Ir»aj ¿L-iill
l-nisaa?-u yaqD-iina l-ka0iira mina 1-waqti fii ?ihtimaami-hinna bi-?awlaadi-hinna
the-women-nom spend-3pf the-lot from the-time on care-their with-children-their
‘Women spend a lot of time on taking care of their children’
6 . M jijlunliH A-u-lalll aU>j j  c_ksja  I jisjl (_jjall
l-9arab-u ?itafaq-uw 9alaa mawqifin waHidin tijaaha 1-qaDiyyati 1-filisTiiniyyah
the-arabs-nom agreed-3pmon stance one toward the-case the-Palestinian
‘Arabs agreed to take one position toward the Palestinian case’
7. 4_uJaj i \  SjSlt « i »1 .*,<3. .1 |j ££aj j*iJ|
l-baiar-u tamakkan-uw min ?istik5aafi mu9Zami manaaTiqi l-kurati l-?arDiyyah
the-humans-nom (could)-3pm from explore most of areas the-global the-earth
‘Humans succeeded in exploring most of the global earth’
g, A-plill j lrk.lt _ jSLii SjjtJLa <_yic. £jill
1-qawm-u ?ajma9-uw 9alaa muGaadarati ?amaakini
the-folk-nom agreed-3pm on leaving places of
‘The folks agreed on leaving hazardous places of the desert’
9 . (jLelLui l.Aill tXA j I a I j i —a  j  -ISjll
1-wafd-u waSal-uw ?ilaa maqarri ?iqaamati-him haiiaa 1-SabaHi saalimeen
the-delegation-nom arrived-3pm to the place of stay-their this the-moming safe
‘The delegation arrived to their place of residence safely this morning’
1-xaTari fii 1-baadiyyah 
the-hazard on the-desert
] 0. -aIjAI all Uitl 1 jju  ^ j1j 1*aa11 tjX.ll.la i—ul*a!1
l-5a9b-u Taalab-uw l-mas?uwliina bi-diraasati qaDaayaa 1-baTaalati fii 1-balad
the-nation-nom demanded-3pm the-responsible people with-studying issues the-unemployment in the-country 
‘The nation asked officials to study the unemployment issues in the country’
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Sentence Type 2B: SV sentences with human collective subjects + no 
plural agreement
1. JJl 11a (j* ^ c  jt’xli
1-naas-u taxaafu l-xunrwja mina l-manzili laylaan fii hadaa 1-balad
the-people-nom fear-3sf going out from the-house at night in this the-country 
‘People avoid going out at night in this country’
2 .  fl •"'^ 1 ^j.13 or3 j £ i  (_J- IjA _uUll
1-naas-u hunaa tufaDDilu ?akla 1-faakihata qabla quduwmi l-masaa?i 
the-people-nom here prefer-3sf eating the-fruits before the-coming-of the-evening 
‘People here prefer eating fruits before evening time’
3. _ Jjiiuii Oj J
1-naas-u ta9nSu yawma-hum duwna qalaqin Hawla mustaqbali ?ayaami-him
the-people-nom live-3sf day-their without worry about future days-their
‘People live the day without worries about their future days’
4. CjljUyi
1-naas-u taqDii l-?ijaazaati fii ziyaarati ?amaakina muxtali&tin mina l-9aalam
the-people-nom spend-3sf the-holidays on visiting places different from the-world 
‘People spend holidays on visiting different places of the world’
5 . C jS jll frl .»ill
l-nisaa?-u taqDii l-ka0iira mina 1-waqti fii ?ihtimaami-hinna bi-?awlaadi-hinna
the-women-nom spend-3sf the-lot from the-time on care-their with-children-their
‘Women spend a lot of time on taking care of their children’
4-m lxuJjJ) 4_i->ia'l o\ -x: Ju x lj i—aS^e t' rat'll
l-9arab-u ?itafaq-at 9alaa mawqifin waHidin tijaaha 1-qaDiyyati 1-filisTiiniyyah
the-arabs-nom agreed-3sf on stance one toward the-case the-Palestinian
‘Arabs agreed to take one position toward the Palestinian case’
2' 1 ^Ini‘ia ---* 11 «1AC1...1 r**rT^.ar r\l
1-baSar-u tamakkan-at min ?istik§aafi mu9Zami manaaTiqi 1-kurati l-?arDiyyah
the-humans-nom (could)-3sf from explore most of areas the-global the-earth
‘Humans succeeded in exploring most of the global earth’
AjdLjl ^  ,(j£Lal Ojjlj-o
1-qawm-u ?ajma9-at 9alaa muGaadarati ?amaakini 1-xaTari fii 1-baadiyyah
the-folk-nom agreed-3sf on leaving places of the-hazard on the-desert
‘The folks agreed on leaving hazardous places of the desert’
9. I '»ft “* 11a Axolij jLa
1-wafd-u waSal-a ?ilaa maqarri ?iqaamati-him hadaa 1-SabaHi saaliman 48
the-delegation-nom arrived-3sm to the place of stay-their this the-moming safe
‘The delegation arrived to their place of residence safely this morning’
] 0. dLlI ^  AJU=u1I LLjaS AxJ JulJ*'| I I t I'tUn L-lA-ill
l-5a9b-u Taalab-a l-mas?uwlhna bi-diraasati qaDaayaa 1-baTaalati fii 1-balad
the-nation-nom demanded-3sm the-responsible people with-studying issues the-unemployment in the-country 
‘The nation asked officials to study the unemployment issues in the country’
48 Although the issue here is the agreement/disagreement in number between the preverbal collective 
noun and the following verb, there is a discrepancy in relation to agreement in gender: while in 
sentences 1-8, the gender feature of the verb is feminine, in sentences 9 & 10, it is masculine. I 
ckecked the literature to see why the gender changes with these particular collective nouns ( Asli ‘the 
delegation’ & ‘the nation’, in 9 & 10, respectively), but I could not find an explanation.
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Sentence Type 3A: Distractor Sentences (Grammatical)
| ' aA^I j  4—i^ La LaLkj Aa^ I j  aILs.
xaalid-un wa ?aHmad-u ta9allam-aa mahaaraat 1-Haasuwbi fii madrasatin waaHidah
Khalid-nom and Ahmad-nom leamt-3dm skills the-computer in school one
’Khalid and Ahmad learnt their computer skills at the same school'
2.  ^nil - - i— - j^-A frLytidl l^c>
9aliy-un Staraa Ta9aama l-9a5aa?i min maT9amin mujaawirin li-bayt-ih 
Ali-nom bought-3sm food the-dinner from restaurant next to-house-his 
’Ali bought dinner from a restaurant next to his house'
3. AaJoLaII <1j11| Jrljj )^j}«Ai~^l l-jAAj 1^
?ibraahiim-u lam yadhab li-HuDuwri zawaaji ?axii-hi 1-laylata 1-maaDiyah
Ibrahim-nom Neggo-3sm to-attend wedding brother-his the-night the-past
'Ibrahim didn't go to attend his brother's wedding last nighf
4. AamJI aAA A^lll Aljlaoj (Jao&aII
fariiq-ii 1-mufaDDal faaza bi-buTuwlati kurati 1-qadam haadihi 1-sanah
team-my the-favourite won-3sm with-toumament ball the-foot this the-year 
’My favourite team won the football tournament this year1
5. «1111 «1 ..iall Iaa Uxu A^S
Mu9allim-ii qadima ?ilaa bayti-naa haadaa 1-masaa? li-liqaa?i ?ab-ii
Teacher-my came-3sm to house-our this the-evening to-meet father-my 
’My teacher came to our house to meet my father this evening1
b. 1 ^3 t—tj. «-ill c^ 'uxj «VA»a1
saafar-at ?usrat-ii li-qaDaa?i ?ijaazati 1-Sayfi fii faransaa
travelled-3sf family-my to-spend holiday the-summer in France 
'My family went to spend the summer holiday in France'
7 .  e j a i d - o l l  »AjAa. Aj * J  ^ aIIj
?i§taraa waalid-ii lu9batan jadiidatan li-?uxt-ii 
bought-3sm fether-my toy new for-sister-my 
'My father bought a new toy for my little sister*
A ’...al sAA ^aiIjaII n d^l'vAA—til
?iHtafala jamee9u ?aSdiqaa?-ii bi-najaaHi-him 
celebrated-3sm all friends-my with-success-their 
'All my friends celebrated their studying success this year1
9. 1^ ¿.«oil I A* I a  jLLs] i^.1 (Jjljj
tanaawala ?ax-ii ?ifTara-hu baakiran haadaa 1-SabaaFI
ate-3sm brother-my breakfast-his early this the-moming
'My brother ate his breakfast early this morning1
1-SaGiirah
the-young
1-diraasiyi haadihi 1-sanah 
the-educational this the-year
1 0 .  « L aaII lAA SAja I 4a» . j  U1 Cj Ac .1
?a9add-at ?umm-ii la-naa wajbatan ladiidatan haadaa 1-masaa?
prepared-3sf mother-my for-us meal delicious this the-evining
'My mother prepared a delicious meal for us this evening1
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Appendix 5: Test Sentences in the Acceptability Judgment Task
Sentence Type 3B: Distractor Sentences (Ungrammatical)
1 • Ai^l j
?ax-ii katab-at waajiba-hu 1-madrasiya bi-?itqaanin taam
brother-my wrote-3sf homework-his the-school with-perfection completely
'My brother wrote his school homework perfectly1
2 .  jUaSyi A iatj (J jl ill djlilUoJl J  l_l^Uall fl (ja—ajj
yanSaH-na ?al-?aTTibbaa?-u jamii9 1-Tullaabi wa 1-Taalibaati bi-tanaawuli wajbati l-?ifTaari
advise-3pf the-doctors (3pm)-nom all the-students.pm and the-students.pf with-eating meal the-breakfast 
‘Doctors advise all students to have their breakfast meal’
3 .  A -vj-y . ¿ - t  _dlljLa.L aL^AH C-jLai A^Uall
?aT-Taalibat-u ?ajaabuw ?alaa jamii9 l-?as?ilati bi-?ijaabaatin SaHiiHatin
the-students(3sf)-nom answered-3pm on all the-questions with-answers correct
‘The female students answered all the questions correctly’
4. tAc. Aojjall Ailll J j- t  1^ Icai. jjAlxluiil
?aHmad-u ?ista9dad-na jayyidan li-duxuwli imtiHaani 1-luGati l-9arabiyyiati Gadan 
Ahmad-nom prepared-3pf well for-entering exam the-language the-Arabic tomorrow 
‘Ahmad prepared herself well for taking the Arabic Language exam tomorrow’
5. £ jLkl! AhIjaI! Aalalâ I At
Gadan faaTimat-u saafarat ma9a ?axii-ha li-l-diraasati fii bcaariji
tomorrow Fatima-nom travelled-3sf with brother-her for-the-studying on abroad
‘Fatima travelled with her brother for studying abroad tomorrow’
6. ÂjjjXaîl ÂaLj  Ai . .-il ^L-oc. AuJaLall aLIII
fii l-laylati 1-maaDiya sawfa yaltaqii 9iSaam-u ?aSHaaba-hu fii saaHati 1-madrasati
on the-night the-past will meet-3sm Essam-nom friends-his at yard the-school
‘Last night, Essam will meet his friends in the schoolyard’
7 . AaaUII Alkali! jLauiSil AjAaJl 1 j c j j  c-i^Ualt q a  j j j S
kaTiirun mina 1-Tullaabi 2ara9-uw l-9adiida mina l-?a5jaari 1-sanata 1-qaadimah
a lot of the-students planted-3pm the-several from the-trees the-year the-coming 
‘A lot of students planted several trees next year’
3 , A la.j ÜjL»jÎLii* y x  Iac.
Gadan HaDDar-naa jamii9a mustalzamaati riHlati 1-Saydi
tomorrow prepared-lp all stuff trip the-hunting
‘Tomorrow, we have prepared all what we need for the hunting trip’
9 . ?^jji ^Lu-ûSl I-1A 1 ». ,^11 l_jAA
ôahaba l-mu9allimu wa 1-Tullabu 1-Saffi haaôaa 1-SabaaHi ?ayna?
went-3sm the-teacher and the-students the-class this morning where
‘Where did the teacher and his class students go this morning?
]0, ?*-■■ (jA c. »Jnjj ÂLAaJl diUlji*.
ta9allam-at jamii9a Hayawaanaati 1-Hadiiqati tanZiifa HaZaa?iri-hinna kayfa? 
leamt-3sf all animals the-garden cleaning bam-their how 
‘flow did the zoo animals learn cleaning their bams
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Appendix 6: Content of the Conversation Role-Play (CR-P) Task
Please note:
• This task was completed by participants in Arabic only.
• English content is provided here for the sole purpose of translating the Arabic 
content.
• The film shown in this task is the first clip ‘at the barber shop’ of an episode 
titled ‘Hair by Mr. Bean of London’. This can be found in Mr Beans’ official 
YouTube channel by the title at: http ://www.youtube.com/show/mrbean?s= I
; -v aU
AaLa g.1 *■.^ -ii ^L -a  Lai ^  VI j A  Aa^ I
.AaLa A j l. aa (Jj -a Aa^ J £a **< ÎAjaLaa]! ùÂA
.A&La ( J j ]L-oj  Aa I^ ¿yj A vl\^A oÂA
^ k  ^JL-a j j  * _ '■ '* ■ ■ JUÎ _a_J] q u j LoII
Conversation’s Context:
’This is a conversation between Ahmed and Salih about Majid. Ahmad is Majid’s 
elder brother, and Salih is Majid’s close friend. You will play the role of Salih in this 
conversation talking to Ahmad about your friend Majid.’
f IjI iIiULujl
\ ..ia^ I (*ij w ¡ptjL {1 ;Vji
.(_3J.lt I. <dl jjS  ' j l ¡ J j h L i j )  j  4Aa.HaI| (jjALL-oll Jill aKII 0^ ; k ijSl ;Lu\j
(JjLuA ( ■ l.qlll Vji “ihk j ^A Aaj  ^jq AlA^k dlljLijYI *..'»»•* ¿pLL-oll ^A A -\11all i "'1 K^ll . ‘ A~i. J |U]lj
,AjaU_a1|
^aII aIa^JL cJ a! tc.ljj jaLoKII ■ ^j A i
Task’s Instructions:
’Please do the following to complete this task:
First: Read Ahmed's speech.
Second: Read all the words given in the available boxes, and the 
instructions for
selection above each box.
Third: Use the words available in the boxes according to the given 
instructions to form a sentence in your mind first that suits the 
context of the conversation.
Finally: drag the words of the sentence that you have formed in your 
mind successively to fill in the blanks.'
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Appendix 6: Content of the Conversation Role-Play (CR-P) Task
The Dialogue’s Content:
Ahmad: Good evening, Salih
ibjjl j| iklûiiL» ^ 1x1 •¿xlj •Jxt j <*1S jlxl
b
i-lt »Lx*
jjili
jjili
Â,
;jd lu s
Salih: choose 1 word choose 1 word choose as you like
the-light hello oh
the-good-things evining-of Ahmed
to-you
l_Li£ jJLOkt
Ahmad: How are you today?
L* jlxl •Jxlj a M
¿*xl L Ui
wùlj
9
Salih: choose 1 word choose 1 word choose as you like
fine I Oh-Ahmed
okay my-state and-you
¿ill^ l jjl Jjji i o.v.-y <L»j ui •d4>i
Ahmad: I am good today, thanks for asking. I want to ask you: did anybody see 
Majid today?
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i *¿^1 j  <«•!£ L* _p^.l
ul ± 4 j
j
> i i  J
Salih (ConvOl): Yes,
choose as you like choose 1 word choose 2 words
The-school saw-ls 1
in attended-3ms Majid
The-moming saw-3ms Ali
this his-lessons
<¿1^4 diSj ^.>i«j J a t»l .anil 11a Llmll cliL AjSi aJ c. Ills diiS tJua. 11a
?-sju
Ahmad: this is good, I was worried about him as he didn’t come home this evening, 
do you know how he usually spends his free time?
ebi ¿y* <¿1^3 JUC- if SjIx.
SJa.1j 4aS£ jSil jSkl bliili La
uUjll
(Jl j«>j ¿A.L* J
La J» Cxull
jjji »UaII j.
Salih (Conv02): Yes, usuallyl |f ~  
when he finishes his school homework
choose as you like choose 2 words choose 1 word
the-market the-going like-3 ms
in Majid prefer-3ms
the-house he read-3ms
to the-staying visit-3ms
the-park the-stories 
his-friends
lA j
f1 J l j J l
<jc IjU & \ys
.Ai V‘^ ~* <jL*J
f
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Appendix 6: Content of the Conversation Role-Play (CR-P) Task
But
choose 1 word choose 1 word choose as you like
the-question why about
your-question why about-him
ask-2ms what-reason that
this
?
tj) 44j I£a jjAA. 4jC. .¿J^aII (ji . I j j i j  4(JjJ&Aa1| ¿^.Ia ^  t il l  ) il A v i
?Ia ¿y* j l £  (_jj j \  »^a AK.«a
Ahmad : I know that you are a close friend of Majid, and I want to know more about 
him to find out where he is, do you know if he has a problem these days, or if he is 
complaining about something?
I^ ILtaa
£jll L* jlkl * alC "^ 1^ liklj jliiwl
E^ JV tffcj
,»/* j*1 s j! JLi ji
Salih (Conv03): Yes,
choose 1 word choose 2 words choose as you like
like-3ms the-noise the-house
complain-3ms he in
to-be-alone a lot
Majid
j l  Ajjj (Ja 4A»L» a!< *.,1 Ai.1 ¿jl Jjji (jV lj 4 IjjjS 4,"lull ¡jal-yj V fl 4~~'a^  Uli 4^ jSa 11a |Xo,i
Ahmad: this helps, I understand why he doesn’t stay home, and now I’d like to solve 
Majid’s problem, would you like to help me on this?
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A-ili ÛJj! (jl
Li
£lUu s-h-J-aJI
Salih: choose one, if you want to choose 1 word choose 1 word
that sure want-Is
helping definitely (I)-will-help-you
certainly
4jut i*VX (Ji l4jLaLojAij 4. .* ^ lr- ui^ atjV <^ -La qC. ¡ji Jjll t^ alaC. ' trt'fri
Ahmad: Great, then I’d like you to tell me more about Majid so that I know more 
about his personality and interests. Were you together yesterday?
ijiuK jjpJ 1.1*1 j <*i£ jSi.1 CjJjI ¿J lIaIuiU jl*l
^lijS UIjUj L>“V.-i AjmaL«1
j»UjUl Lu.
l^aJa yjii
Salih (Conv04): Yes,
choose as you like, if you want to choose 1 word choose 2 words
together ate-Ip football
the-past played-lp we
together Majid-and-I
this-night the-d inner
? Ijj-j Loü£ 1 Atic. A*j (J* i j Uaa ;X»*i
Ahmad: excellent, did he talk to anybody when you were together?
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j  <dS l1û*îL«
¿¿jU JW ù»jj
«sa USJtC, L^Uc.
L»
Salih (Conv05): Yes,
choose as you like choose 2 words choose 1 word
as-we your-neighbour Salman phoned-3ms
(we)-were Majid met-3ms
when
together
your-friend Omar
\\) jb  lùLaj ;ì 4aÌ
Ahmad: and what did they say?
i* AjK ÌU*Jj 4*dS
Ui«S jSily J!
i>
t " 1 r1
Lajlj»
Salih: actually,
choose 1 word choose 1 word choose as you like
to (I)-don’t-remember a-thing-acc.
from (I)-didn’t-listen their-talk
(I)-didn’t-listen a-thing-dat.
their-dialogue
4.1« aim (jc. .¿aL» (Ja t 1 i ■ .1 -, )XOki
Ahmad: well, did Majid tell you about anything he is planning to do tody?
____  ____  ____  ____  ____ ulijSja J j ijauj <V IJtlLwa
sLÛàiw» jüJ *^ 1 j  Aids jliJ
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Salih (Conv06): no, he didn’t; oh I remembered now,
choose 2 words choose 1 word choose as you like
he
his-books
Majid
his-homework
will-buy-3ms
will-write-3ms
today
the-library
in
Ahmad: this is good, now we know a possible place where he could be, but I want to 
know more if you don’t mind.
(jji U i j t  Lujij (ja ji j
.uVl
■ * ’'••■I -* ' j  a .K j <a!&
Salih: B ut,____  ___
know now where he is.
! It seems that we
choose 1 word choose 1 word choose as you like
finish-lp didn’t-(we) the-more
want-2ms why knowing
why yet
from
the-questions
?
(J* (jVlj i J jIs llvi-t (jliJl lillj ¿j j Sj  V -¿a ejVt^ la.1 .uWil ;xaa.l
aJalll >1
Ahmad: to determine other possibilities; he might not be necessarily at that place you 
have mentioned, now tell me...did you two do anything else last night?
____  ____  ____  ____
a -\< ja*.l
HjJ+A Ul jS 6^
UJ \j Uj*La Uii
a—i
j»UjUl
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Salih (Conv07): Yes,
choose 2 words choose 1 word choose 1 word
we read-past-lp interesting
film-acc watched- lp terrific
stoiy-acc thrilling
Majid-and-I sad
»*■*•« *¿^1 j  oK <*lS
but,
choose 1 word choose 1 word choose as you like
will-benefit-3ms
the-benifit
Q-word
what
how
this
from
in
a-thing 
problem 
Majid 
?
P, IjL* ¿jc- oill (J* (jV'j (jic. Ul-Aj A^ ajLu V
Ahmad: you never know, anything may lead to something useful, now, do you 
remember what the story was about?
iaJ 4>-
«¿Lau < Xé]c .
Vui l‘.v
tyJalL a
Salih (Conv08): definitely,
choose 1 word choose 1 word choose 2 words
sad-3ms narrate-36 events-acc
scientific-3fs weave-3 ft the-story
sad-3fs the-events
scientific-3ms imagination-acc
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? Sjlc. ¿jLiaj La jA jj ^a l^ A (JAj  * iU^I
Ahmad: good, is this the type of stories that you usually like?
! ;^ ILua
* i j  a .K SjUhl j  <«*& _jiil ùluli* jiiJ
Attrai
V lj*
Salih:
choose as you like choose 1 word choose 1 word
the-thing your-question what-you-mean
this (I)-don’t-know strange
some
with-your-question
Cnill »elij .la-La <J Loj AÌ^ Xc. (jjSj JS I JU^ i
Ahmad: this may have something to do with how Majid feels these days and, hence, 
not staying home that much lately.
» w 1 j  1 <i*‘i‘uaL» iua.1 j  <•!&
u i£ j l Jllj
■ itt.Ui 
t>  
f
J S i
Salih:
choose 1 word choose as you like choose 1 word
that
more
if
your-coutesy
from
allow-past-2ms
?
how
explain
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.Igju« t'n ill t m i■ nl it ^ ¿c-j .ia-La <lL>. -IS ;X a^l
Ahmad: the content of the story may have an impact on Majid’s state, and which 
keeps him out of home.
.¿ J  -** • —fl^ l ^ 4  tilA .iA L L i j i  i^)Ai ^  ) l(_lad
Salih: Yes, . Yes, we like to read or watch this type of stories.
choose 1 word choose 1 word choose 1 word
your-aim
what-you-mean
the-reason
understood-Is 
understand-Is 
became-clear-3ms
now
with-this
i-i^ La UaJ: jj! cK ;.u \ 1
Ahmad: do you want to tell me anything else about Majid?
\ ^ — La Q J r ' i  ^
Salih: Yes, what you are thinking might be correct.
Ahmad: what do you mean? Why do you say this?
?|j& J j Sj fi i  -i.-n»' IjLa ;ia^i
hluadL* I JjjJj <a!S
iji.> t i*K «
J» a^.aJ
j- All •j*
¿xl* 1
Salih (Conv09):
choose 1 word choose as you like choose 2 words
write-3ms lately the-poems
listen-to-3ms the-days he
these the-poetry
a-lot Majid
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iULLui jl-k a\ jJjLa-a j  j JaxI
Ahmad: and is the content similar in type to that you mentioned earlier?
J j i UUj V ■ LjjSj * jlU^
•¿aJj <j2S, ft ^  1 j  <^ ÌS i‘^ Lul£ jjsJ
.ìiLa^ \1
LtAdl J ■4J*3 VbiiSj^ W
Salih (ConvlO): I don’t remember exactly, oh I think I remembered now;
choose 2 words choose 1 word choose 1 word
the-poems narrate-3fs sad-fs
imagination-acc contain-3fs broad-ms
the-content weave-3ms
stories-acc
dlli JiS ni k_iAÌj l ie  .13 iAIKJLa (jc. Ajla .la.Lù J-C ¿ya JuV 4ll Jslc.1 |
; (£uLai Luiij *4\iJ
Ahmad: I think I need to sit with Majid and speak to him about his problem, so let’s 
go to look for him, but before we do this, I want you to do something if you don’t 
mind.
Loj
Salih: what is it?
tAft a A In j * nj A a^ a \ c i j S t j  4 j j^ ÌLja ÌI tL.i. ‘¿ASlI
Ahmad: I have noticed that you forget things repeatedly, and I’d like to test your 
memory with a simple task, what do you think?
£jU V
Salih: no problem.
4AaU (Jaa c. y  4—adjjJLj  aI iIaa! (J.,A»a> Lo i_u£l 4 4,*ial,.,^ »ll ^lill ¿ y t ^jaLall lift JftL— ¡jjl 'Xt&j 
4^1 4m )1 .t pi Ami j^a 1^ .lajj ! 1»ja^  ^ '.-4. i I ¿JZ- (Jju—ij L$aa 0-iA.I j
. ( J i ld l  4(JiUl 1^ 4J^iaaI! 44—jLa!| 4 J^ laJl 4(jjj JLl—llj ^ A j
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Ahmad: Okay, please watch this clip from a silent film, and then write what 
happened in 10 complete sentences; all the sentences should use one name or more 
of the characters in the film. The names are (Mr. Bean, The barber, the young 
costumer, the old costumer, the mother, the child).
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Salih:
.1
.2
•3
.4
.5
.6
.7
.8
.9
.10
(ji CLujI JiSi t^ lL-ejL jilaal
Ahmad: excellent, Salih. You have proved that your memory is good, and thanks 
for talking to me today.
<_]£ iill> jJjLjl Uli (Xuk.1 U ilûi ¿11 "tjfLi
Salih: thanks to you, Ahmad; I learn from you everyday.
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Appendix 7: Post-Pilot Study Questionnaire
Dear Participant,
Please choose from 1 to 10 to rate your answer to the following questions based on 
your experience of completing the two tasks of this study:
1. Did you find the pre-test training useful and helping to understand how to 
complete task one (AJT)?
Not useful Very useful
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9  10
2. Did you find the pre-test training useful and helping to understand how to 
complete task two (conversation role-play)?
Not useful Very useful
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9  10
3. Did you find written and oral instructions on how to complete task one (AJT) 
clear and detailed enough to understand what you should do in this task?
Not clear Very clear
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9  10
4. Did you find written and oral instructions on how to complete task two 
(conversation role-play) clear and detailed enough to understand what you 
should do in this task?
Not clear Very clear
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9  10
5. Did you find the test sentences in task one easy to understand?
Very difficult Very easy
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9  10
6. Was the length of the pause between sentences in task one enough for you to 
make a judgment?
Very short pause long enough
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9  10
7. How easy and clear did you find the context and the flow of the conversation 
in task two?
Very difficult Very clear
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
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Appendix 8: A.l Study Information Sheet for Adult Participants (in Arabic)
AjjjjÜI Ail! AjjjxJI ^ j i a l a <—iLuu£1 (jljjC-
* * A1 A udjill UliLe^ îx«»
1 L 4^ ÔOkll^ l j^-oLm! .tilt t^ J ^ 1  4_L»l*-ll ^ Ijo ll aOA ^9 -iS^LLall c^Ij IÔ9_^ Jo 
.loïtlso  ^^9 céljjJ Ajcaloc ^9 ^Jjilil ^Ltllj 4jl11| *^-u9 ^9 alj^ IiSoil
4 j t U l  ^ l O a J L J  J a L & i i  ¿y* d j t ^ L M i V t  ^ A  4 _ M i t ^ ) O l l  d 9 A  ¿yA C . f l . ^ , l l  ( j " *  L - 9 J ^ - l t
(AjJ^ ait ¡j IaLII l aV\^  ^  ^9 C—i^ xll tfl* W*J ^lll . a^t\ Ajj^xII
LajJ VylillaMe j^ Cla ^.a  ^ 9  ^ S jL i j / c £ i j | t J o  <ji ^L^a9 télta c . i l ln i^  44-uljO ll a9A ^ 9  jASjLyfaall 4.j9iS 
¡ ji  é \1a  t, " t\lij.ui t<*iLJ»lt ^^Ic. ^Laa. i _ $ 4-a£-all ^ 9  .^.atl 5 o j^ aJ | < i l l t j
fcitutaj Aj W*i lA 'X . *j... >(^ j* ja l l j  C_nS^)!lil i>‘ ¡¿y* lÉIjJlI jJ^ iL ù  tg-ta aA-vt J (JS COit£ Ijlj La L$  j j f c !
(jl i l^ta 4tUij>a 4<otoll 4-a^ -ail ^9 ^Mot^ /t <9 )^j ^9 4^ .Ha côljloà. S-iC. ¡¿j a  C_L-)tLall j^lo^ ll (J^ .^ 
4ojloc-all g j i  c j t t l j i l l  < lix J a  #Ajj£S-a 4o1c-Uj  A j j t^ e  ^ 9  ( jo b l^ la l l  0^.1 j j J  ^O x ti/co aJj
o-i-itao^ll c*l jr»  \\>a 4 tilli Ax j e<a.to* 'll Ï> ^i ûOC» ¡^a {J-uaJl âÔA ¿J^tà. ¿ya  A-alo cL*ao
L-^ltl ’a j^ j Sjé>i *^ic. AollSj ^a^xll ^9 ookxLa ^ jjy  (jl télla L. ALj... SoaLLoI
CuLxLulajyt £-a <Mit_^ol| t^^ -a L^ajj >AS^ LLa11 LaOÏC. ^t^Jl L^ajJ A jftjS <^Jatj i^xa!
,60^ .1 J A^-L-a ¿JA J&\ (J^ auLuJ
J j  J j i J  ^9 t^ A j  id lt illl 4 it É.ilSl AoLSl (_ i^Ja9iv^ 9  ^ 9  ^a ! ..dm e lic it  tOA ^ ill j  ;A^,u|j AH fjA O ^A jo lt S jütilt
col à 111
^ 9  «Loil^olt ftÔA ^ 9  < S jL L a ll/^ ljL L a lt U j S j j  ^ o lt  .Ml CoLaj^laxill y -a a .
oi^Ia j-Uj (jlj 4-alj Aj^ oi
(jj j  iJajjuJa Aoi ¡jj-i « ~\r> ¿ya AS^)t»*alt jji U^al ^9 i^ l^l (J-alS i^ il |^ £jLuuftlt Q1* S^jLyLfclt
ç\± \ ( jjJ  (j-a 4j Sj  ^1 ^9 <L-alj-alt (jc. _j3aju (jl cÉÜ9 44-é-üIjo lt aOA ^9 <SjULallo ^ " 1 - .^à"
. ^ j y  ^ 1  ¿ya  co iljC . îo l j l  C.A.i^VI
cll^ olt j^Jta M«Mit^ )Oll j^C. jt ,..â*î. J j | (Jtjÿ*a ^1 téL^ l ¿jtS IjJ ;A>mt j A1| j |  i*t\Lilt 4ljtjt»ufl1iniVt
^ jjiS îy t Jü^ )ill) jJL^i ¿y gj-aL-a ¡O^ -itiA 4lia.lolt -^a (J^l^ill 4 Laj-aC.
.(ssa501 @york.ac.uk
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Research Project: Acquisition of Modern Standard Arabic by Speakers 
of Different Colloquial Varieties
Information for Participants
You are invited to participate in a research project conducted by Sami Alresaini, a PhD 
student in the Department of Language and Linguistic Science, University of Yort
•  Purpose of the project
This research project is part of my PhD studies. The purpose of the project is to try to find out 
more about the patterns of usage of Modem Standard Arabic that is spoken across the Arab 
World.
•  Procedures
You will be asked to participate in two tasks related to Arabic language. In the first task, you 
will see sentences presented on a screen, and you will be asked about each sentence whether 
it is acceptable to you. You will be able to indicate your judgement on an answer sheet, by 
circling a number on a scale. In the second task, you will be asked to take part in a play-role 
game. You will be asked to play the role of one of the speakers in a written conversation. 
Your job will be simply to fill in blanks with complete sentences by choosing words from 
available boxes. Then, you will be invited by the other speaker to watch a short film, and then 
you will be asked to narrate the story of the film in 10 complete sentences. Clear examples of 
how to complete the tasks will be given on the day. Completion of the two tasks, along with 
instructions, will take less than one hour.
•  Potential benefit of research
The results of this research will contribute towards a better understanding of how we acquire 
languages. This may lead to new teaching and learning methods in the future.
•  Confidentiality
All data obtained via your participation in these tasks will be anonymized and will not be 
associated to your identity. This anonymous data will be used and discussed in my PhD 
dissertation. If you chose to provide your e-mail address, you will receive a summary of the 
research output.
Any other information that may lead to your identity, like your participation consent form and 
your e-mail address, will be kept separately and will not be associated to your participation in 
the research tasks. Your e-mail address will be deleted once used to notify you with the 
research output and will not be shared with anybody.
•  Participation and withdrawal
You can choose whether to participate in this project or not. If you volunteer to participate in 
this project, you may withdraw at any time without giving any reasons and without any 
consequences of any kind. If you decided to withdraw at any time, all data related to your 
participation will be removed from the research project. •
•  Questions about the investigators or the research
If you have any questions or concerns about the research, please feel free to contact the 
researcher: Sami Alresaini, ssa501@york.ac.uk
Appendix 8: A.2 Study Information Sheet for Adult Participants (English Version)
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Appendix 8: B.l Study Information Sheet for Young Participants (In Arabie)
AjjjjlII Axll AojjjÜI Cà g \\\ ¿¿j  iVU l-iLuîISI11 AjaIc^ A£j U*aI1 Sj C-J
(jP wLé^ Llà
. L û lL j j j  t i î j j j  Ajw L x  ô l^ p S L lll A la ._^a U A J*^J  ^sp ^ ^ L o i ?^ jjiP L u u  ( j j  ¿ A * *
?^jJC.ldM ba fc il‘;£<aj (Ja  ¿ A jj^ x ll A i i l l  ¿ j C -  A u l^ ^ l ôI a  A £ jL £ -a iI ( iljjC - J
jji Aj-ul^ill »1a ¿J-ûc-I UÎ .lAdc-l <ÎLuij (j-a ^ 3 ^  A-ul^iil oI a j- ill oJA U
¡_^Li!l 1$ Y^’hJjj L_fij£j A jJ^x ll A iill ¿yC* 1
A^jj^ iJI Aiill LaA^Ul tjjjÜA^e üi TAjSjLlldl/tiijblLdl (-jj}Ha.dl La
JafiA ïl^ -ÔC. liL lj A-iLJll ^jic. Alaj^aj bLa .^ i^gljbfl A-a^ aÎI
(il-lj-lxlj *iLlj .Ajj^ xII Aiill A ijlla j jC. j | ô^ lx bl-oA. L^J-lxj (jj
. Ix i j j n * Vu*»/.t u \u « i tA jjU ll A-a^-all .A j l^ y i A â j j  < x V l*  C ll^ L n i.1  ù ù c .  ¿j a  ( uni ia 'l _ jU l^ V I ¿¿le.
#£*Lla ^¿. ^n,Ku .1x1 tAdUaîl Ajjj£*a AjûLx-a q jl**» #Aj^ l£-a Aj^ l^ -a ^3 (jjii^iaîl 
ô! a (.“1 j LlLxIj iilL j A-alj (Jaxj oJ^xj-ali C:tcl_)i!l j^bLaj/bLaJj (IjJlxILcII tillj ‘-*L,.a‘i ^ L xjj/J jÂjj j^Î 
L-îu^la (J^ajC. o^ aL U  téljC-Jj-ui t^xV l (JLlIxI aII u^a bdlâ djjAxll ¿aj \ i Xjl A_xlla ¿±à\ î ■ (j-a (_JaxJ| 
jjjjIj/^ jIj LaJüÆ- (j£Lîü »^l^ -all ûÂA cJuS uiL^ jL-u .(Jax. ^)jic. Aj\j£j Ai (jJa^aJl (Jjwûx. La AjIj j^
C^-Lwi ¿yA uêl2i_jLàÎLe tAj£^l.>* ail
, \
qa (LjaJl >r.AA,IIl t, Ual^ î t— J*^ aii ^  â\l C^-U-U*j t^^Slî Leù3c- A^*il jJ l  0-1A ¿■é ftijlftll L*
. C j l i l l l  ^ I x J j  ^ j - ü ^ - l l l  o . 1 j . ~ l >  U ^ C - L é^ ü  q\
¿jl ^Si tA^ ÉiïjJl «itiljLxj (j-a citjjA j^ic. uj^ 3ui (jl Lat-aJ A^aj^L
ôÔA ^.S aSj ULaI! ^jic. Ajâaljdl AJj j  (kJlc> iiLa^il AjU£ cilla l ^L i.,, #A jU y i < 5 j j  ljAc- ciLa*-jl AjU£  (ilia C_ll±ai
ûIa juUj AÎ^ »-a ¿jj3jjj/Jüjj (JliiS \jj B|jj| Ajl^yi AâjjJ A_Ljjj-a (jjfi* » a Aij l^i ft3A j^£l iA_ujljJl
till tA^jVLall j j j ^ J a a j /_ j j J a a j  \ a^îr. ^ j j ^ l ^ l y i  (iî^J^j ^ 1  ^^£^)jl/cii^j| ( Ajlj LaJâ A—
A X-lal ¿ jlj  4ft^*itxa AlLkJ^)îl JL -É jj A&J (iL ü JJ ¡j\ J jc . t ‘a \ ^ .- tL ja ji . lix V  jû d îll A
.lilD J J
¿ î j l j î  j l j i l l  ¡ j £ l  t î - j l j j î l  « Î A  j U *  a i l  ^ J C . J j / i _ j c . _ > j  ( j i  y A j S j L » i * ' l  q j J j j j / A j j j
j ^ î i C . j / t l i J & J  | j j  L j a j i  . ^ - ¿ x 3 j j / u > i a 3 J J  j i  t é l j l S ^ i U i  < < S j L L a l l  j j J C j j / l _ l C - J J  V  ! j )  . c i l j a . j
/  il j.iSfl je. lélSLji j ! j  CjSj  j^ i -^S i^%.»rn/i j t àun j i  c*VilS,«lui ‘Axj L«jâ céljljï djjjè j^ ÂSjLLall
j i î l  C j U I a j  j - o  u^ I j I j L ^ }  c  V*w L * iA * l il  -v  ■ ( J l j j A  ! j l  t L ^ a j l j  
3 j ^ ) i l l  y^iC. l i l i l . C ^ l - ^ î  i A j u i l ^ l l i  0 3 A  ^ c .  ^ L u i â l u t f Y t  C - û S  ( j j  l i l i l i P
ssa501 @vork.ac.uk : ^ j j &V*
v L j ^ i j ü
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Research Project: Acquisition of Modern Standard Arabic by Speakers 
of Different Colloquial Varieties
Information Sheet for Young Participants
Can you help me?
My name is Sami Alresaini. I  am a student at the University of York in 
the United Kingdom. I  would like to invite you to take part in this 
reszarch about Arabic language, so can you help me?
W hat is it all about?
This research is part of my doctorate studies. I  am doing this because I  
want to know more about Standard Arabic and how it is spoken generally 
across the Arab world.
W hat would you have to do if  you take part?
I  want you to do two tasks for me, both related to Arabic Language. In 
the first one, you will see simple sentences on the screen and tell me 
what you think of them; you just need to tell me whether you find them 
good sentences of Arabic or not. You do this by drawing a circle on an 
answer sheet around the number that best matches your opinion. In  the 
second task, you take part in a role-play game. You will see a written 
conversation between two speakers on the screen. The speech of one of 
these two speakers is in the form of blanks. Your job is to imagine 
yourself being that person and fill in the blanks with complete sentences 
by choosing words from available boxes. After a little while of talking to 
the other speaker, he will invite you to watch a short funny film and then 
tell him what happened by writing 10 sentences. I  will show you how this 
works more clearly on the day. This should not take more than an hour of 
your time.
W hat is the benefit of this?
When this research is done, it will hopefully help in having better 
understanding about how we learn languages. Also, this may help to try 
new ways of teaching and learning languages.
Appendix 8: B.2 Study Information Sheet for Young Participants (English Version)
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I  would like to assure you that neither I  nor anybody else will know who 
you are by your answers because I  will not ask you to write your name on 
your answer sheets. However, you will write your name on a separate 
paper to tell me that you agree to take part in this research, but this 
will be kept separate from your answer sheets and they will not be 
connected to each other. Also, if you want to know about the results of 
this research, you can write for me your e-mail address on a separate 
paper and I  will send you a message later on to tell you about that, and I  
will delete your e-mail address right away and will not give it to anybody 
else.
Do you want to take part?
I  hope you will want to take part in this research, but it is completely 
your choice. I f  you do not want to take part, it is OK to say no. Also, if 
you decide to take part now and changed your mind later, you can 
withdraw at any time and I  will not ask you why. I f  you decide to 
withdraw at anytime I  will also not include your answers in my research.
Any questions?
I f  you would like to talk to me more about this research, or if you have 
questions about it, you can always contact me using the following e-mail 
address: ssa501@york.ac.uk.
Appendix 8: B.2 Study Information Sheet for Young Participants (English Version)
It's private and confidential
Thank you very much
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Appendix 8: C .l Study Information Sheet for Parents o f Young Participants (in 
Arabic)
AujjJlII AjlI I  Ajjjx II CA ^ ¿^ 0 4  ujLuu£ |M u  A-laJc- Aum\ ^  A^ j ULaII Sj CO
l^U-a AoaIxII Ajd^ jJl o!a ^3 A£jLLall S_^co Us^*2Ij
elAjUoJ^J ^ 3  Am A  ^ 3  A j^ iill  f j L J l j  A iili ^ 3  o i j j i ^ H  t lit In
A—itjd ll  ¿C-
Aljl^ a _yk a3A c_i3^ Jl #lA3c-i ^lli aJLj j  ¿ja  ^3^ Ajd^dt o3A ;A«mi^ ¿1\ L3JL^-Il
q \A A \ i  kti%A ^ 3  \ ^* w !u  ^!lll »dtft'l A-u^xll A illl ^l.lA*u.ii JaLajl A i^ x J l  b A j^ A J \
A^jj^aJI
A illU  AS^Ic. La$l ¡jjliii^ -a j^Jxa^ -AJ (ji L^-IaS id^ Luldl (j-a ^ lllrUi.n iA*d^ 3ll oja ^3 ;AS^ Lu*a1| Aj3j& 
La j j L  ¿jl Aj-a t a tAdjUill ^ Ic .  > L a  id_jLLalt A^a^all ^ 3  A-U^xll
&3c. ¡^ j-a c_ l-)L1a1) jL jjiJ l a J j L  ALL^j id jL L a ll  3 W jta  tL _ y J AjJiI Al^jLa l$-La 03^.1 j  J S  d u l £  IjJ
^ 3  (jdjLaJLdl 3^.1 j j J «-t *■ L ¡ji cd jL L all ¿j"® *. illnu»i sAjjlall A-a^-all ^ 3  aA jl^ y i  A3^)j ^  < ^M a  Cjl^jLia.
l ** i\ ^^ j-a A-alj 3-aa-J Aj,.lt % all ^ 3  LlA c-l^ilt A.'uaj id jjLL all Aa  j  a  .Ajj)*i^a A j j l^ a
l S 3 j f e L L d  id^ jLLali SjC-3 JLljLxxall »^3J±uj icillj 3*J aA^ lxa fi3fc ^a 03&
A_jiaS A ^ * Ja lj A-lxal ^A^ aLj (Jaa. Aj IISj  ^ a ^ x l l  ^ 3  <Jli^a.La ^jl A_La l . i\U j . .
Ax>Lm) ^a ^Si *' - - J Jji ulll^ Ljajyt ^a A^ ui^ dl L^ajj aA^ j|LJLall cd^ LLdl s\*% j L^^ all L^ajj
adli l^l CjIj ^9 A-«il^ pll l^^ -a j^-lS^ LLa Aj^ lal j^S-aJ LaS (,5^  S^lj
J l  j^ Sj J3 IIAj  tulilJulll l-iLuu£I Ajaj^l ^ 3  L^iaaSl 11a juUj ;A^«i1 q4 S^ jUli
 ^ j^alnwntt lIiLlIII I^xjj
Aj j ^J  1 j  In 1J  ¿^-a-jV S ^ a ^ a  A—j l j d l  O^A ^ 3  u iljLL all d lL L ^V l ^ u \  ^  ftU**i ;4iljLylA.ti A-U^j^^ft^
Ajmo^ L^  ^Ic. a J^l dUji (jl _e1 jjilSjll aIU-jJ  ^3 Aj^ a^ aSl CjLaj LlaII etd_jLLall
\ l^ l till L^JLujS? ^  td^ jLs tA**iljdl al^  jtjUj
4^ j j ^ l y i  A £jL L all J iC , A lai^ali A3j j  ( J la  itS ljLLaJl Aj ^A  J lC - J -U  33 cllULu
O^lki ¿jJ A^uoil^ ill l^^ -a ^3 L^ lliii/tdlji LjLL^ Ij -iaJ^ J ¡jlj tei^ ya^ -all tljLa^ jla-all ¿jC. ^lla ^3 
A^hXal jj5j tA**»i^ pll A*^ L^k -^idi aJL^ ijII jLwijj 3j^ i-aJ a^ djLua A33a.Lui3 dLl^ Ic-
%jL\ >* {^J
Aj I ^jj3  ^j ^  ¿J* ASjLlaH j^LllvI ^ 3  3-alS ft^ -ai jl tdjULall A^S^ Ldldi £yk * ^ ^
j^ j 3 £ja  l!j3j  1^ f ^3 Al*^ l^ -a!i ^31«,j j^l AI3 iA-ul^ lll a3b ^3 A^ L^LaILj td^ jLLali 3 >l^aaj tjjj
LliLLuli (JS3 4»Jl3j ^ 3  A ^ jL L ali ^j-a t.jW  mtVI L>® ^  (-jtiwiVl
aA_Mil j^3ll djljl_U ^j-a LaLaJ 1 a^^v*í-  ^AjS^jLLallj AiLuLali
jj£-aJ i Laj-aC- djJWlli ^  j^ * L a  j l  A*ni_^ lll (jC. L^-itL-iVi ;A>mij3ll (^ l^ ldi . ..6*.
.(ssa501@york.ac.uk dL l^Ji
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Appendix 8: C.2 Study Information Sheet for Parents of Young Participants (English 
Version)
Research Project: Acquisition of Modern Standard Arabic by Speakers 
of Different Colloquial Varieties
Your son/daughter is invited to participate in a research project conducted by Sami 
Alresaini, a PhD student in the Department of Language and Linguistic Science, University 
of York.
•  Purpose of the project
This research project is part of my PhD studies. The purpose of the project is to try to find 
out more about the patterns of usage of Modem Standard Arabic that is spoken across the 
Arab World.
•  Procedures
Your son/daughter will be asked to participate in two tasks related to Arabic language. In the 
first task, the participant will see sentences presented on a screen, and he/she will be asked 
about each sentence whether it is acceptable to him/her. The participants will be able to 
indicate their judgement on an answer sheet, by circling a number on a scale. In the second 
task, the participants will be asked to take part in a play-role game. The participants will be 
asked to play the role of one of the speakers in a written conversation. The participants’ job 
will be simply to fill in blanks with complete sentences by choosing words from available 
boxes. Then, they will be invited by the other speaker to watch a short film, and then they 
will be asked to narrate the story of the film in 10 complete sentences. Clear examples of 
how to complete the tasks will be given on the day. Completion of the two tasks, along with 
instructions, will take less than one hour.
•  Potential benefit of research
The results of this research will contribute towards a better understanding of how we acquire 
languages. This may lead to new teaching and learning methods in the future.
•  Confidentiality
All data obtained via your son/daughter’s participation in these tasks will be anonymized 
and will not be associated to his/her identity. This anonymous data will be used and 
discussed in my PhD dissertation. If you or your son/daughter chose to provide an e-mail 
address, you will receive a summary of the research output.
Any other information that may lead to participant’s identity, like the participation consent 
form and the e-mail address, will be kept separately and will not be associated to your 
son/daughter’s participation in the research tasks. E-mail addresses will be deleted once used 
to notify you with the research output and will not be shared with anybody.
•  Participation and withdrawal
You can choose for your son/daughter whether to participate in this project or not. If you 
agree that your son/daughter volunteer to participate in this project, you may decide for 
him/her to withdraw at any time without giving any reasons and without any consequences 
of any kind. If you decided for your son/daughter to withdraw at any time, all data related to 
his/her participation will be removed from the research project. •
•  Questions about the investigators or the research
If you have any questions or concerns about the research, please feel free to contact 
the researcher: Sami Alresaini, ssa501@york.ac.uk
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Appendix 8: D.l Consent Form for Adult Participants (in Arabie)
téîjjj ¿m A -s. Aj^ iül  ^jLlJl ^3 JjUiaUil Jjic. (_J“k-°U. lUu^ il JtÎL-fl Qi -^flUl kUll
<jwLaJl aâIII ^  oIjj jSJI ^U^o L~i.illJa ¿jVl j&j  ¿ULLü^ j
6 j LmiÎL-u^Ij  {Jlj^ aiii tLl^uij Ô^tc-i A^ jSUil Aj-jI^}AÎIj <*-aUll djU^ ix-âJ! <3jj CllAg ftj lHjÎ^ 5 \
□
u s  Ç - t j j )  ( J  j A  ilAJà (j^ La « t K i  n î V I  ¿ A .  ^  ( j î j  A A A  ^ l S _ j L U  j i  # 2
UiULu ¿j-o i fl.WUri j^SjLUj All*l*ll uliULnll y-aa. t<*JjAll q a  L-iUuaûVI cju. "üi UojI
U S  t 4 - u a i ^ ) A i l  y i l l j  g j 3  ^ L Î j ^ x - a  ¿j j S j  ¿j ]  t i é l j j L U l l  - L j j A j  t o j j j S U i  4 - u j I ^ ) a I |  ^ j I j U . 1 ¿ j l  ^ i c - î  ^ 3
-‘ü î j  £ c j l l j  AjU  U l&  ^  j L î a S . ^  JaAâ j A  ^ J j ^ ! S S J y i  ^ j j  J j i  U a j l  L_i^)fci
j ^ J  . t i l l Â  ( j - A  f l ^ S j V I  A _ p - a J  A j J ^ U f t  A i À a .  ^ n » * i
□  oi* ^jUU (jlc. (jâlji .4
yâjllt
y â  j ü l yjUll clrkUii
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Working title of Project:
Acquisition of Modern Standard Arabic by Speakers of Different Colloquial Arabic 
Varieties
Investigator: Sami Alresaini, MA; PhD student, Department of Language
and Linguistic Science, University of York
Appendix 8: D.2 Consent Form for Adult Participants (English Version)
Consent to Participate in Research
Please initial box
1. I confirm that I have read and understand the information sheet for the above 
study and have had the opportunity to ask questions. Also, I confirm that my 
questions have been answered satisfactorily by the researcher. I I
2. I understand that my participation is voluntary and that I am free to withdraw at
any time, without giving any reason. Also, I understand that if I decided to 
withdraw at any time, all data that I provided will be removed from the research 
project. | |
3. I understand that my answers to the tasks of this research will be anonymous and
I am not going to be identifiable as an individual in any o f the research project 
outputs. Also, I understand that providing my e-mail address is for the sole 
purpose that I will be contacted to be given a summary of the research output and 
it will be deleted once used for this purpose. | |
4. I agree to take part in the above study. | |
Name of Participant Date Signature
Sami Alresaini
Researcher Date Signature
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. a^\\ A il] CjLak^Jll i—jLmuSI
^^ Ldl ^^ ic. Ü* ^  ‘ -^nL*-i »Pi^ t jll
Ajw taJl 4J l11| ^x-iâ ^ 3  ^  ^ j^ l ^A j  tLû liaJ^J
.^ u ^ i i  ajUvi ijUiyi j± J
Appendix 8: E.l Consent Form for Young Participants (in Arabic)
P I V O  ô-lA (J_j2h. dlLa_ji*-all t i l l  i_j5 _ i^>î .1^1 j Î  tL lil^S  (Ja t\
n  v <£^ )LiuJl AjjjuLej ^ jm9J4 C.Jwafl 3 ¿)a J2.
[ ]  V  n  & \\J  ^ jlc . L,il..>l J a j  ( j t  (Jlj^JU 4 ^-a ^ ill t il l u  (Ja 3
?C-U—Jl pl^ jl ¿JA fc ^  i nVÎ jl A£jLiî-all S^ J ¿ji t^ ljl£-a\j 4ii 1^*J (Ja #4
□  v
[ ]  V  n  f* -1 ?<^ Ï2lAa«.J ¿&.1 C-fl^ )3U v  ¿Lo*-»U JaJjJ ( j l  < -ü ljJ l ^t$-a ^1  (¿IjUL^I ¡ jl ^Lu (Ja 3
UL .^V 4 lj.  .1 Joia - A-t. .o. ,a ( ^ jj^ p S ly i ( jl j jc .  iél^Sj duc. j  | j |  céiîÎ ^ Ixj ¿Ja
□  v  ? ^ i. l ** ^ ia .x j ^ j l j  ù^iLue LA Ja j 1. V,W^jij
n  v □  ç<j-aixii 5-^ijJi ôjiA a£j LU i j^ic- 3 3 1 ci^  .7
£Jâ £ C J j l j l l t^ Î^ jiULûll ^wjI
A iit *^21 u llx x j A iij* ll Aij j  Jlja i iJL  ¿)i Ij a jU  iJâî j i  A lu  17 ti)
,A SjLl>]t j^iC’
iÿ ± u , j ! t  ^ Î L - a  ¿ ¡ 1
^ U ! !
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C onsent Form  for Y oung People 
Working title of Project:
Acquisition of Modern Standard Arabic by Speakers of Different Colloquial Arabic 
Varieties
Investigator: Sami Alresaini, MA; PhD student, Department of Language
and Linguistic Science, University of York
Have you read, or has someone read to you, the 'Information Sheet for 
Young People' about this research? Yes □  No □
Do you understand what the research is about and what taking part 
involves? Yes □  No □
Did you have a chance to ask questions about this research and did the 
researcher give you clear answers to your questions? Yes □  No □
Do you know that you can choose not to take part, and that if you decide 
to take part and later changed your mind, you can withdraw at anytime 
without giving reasons? Yes □  No □
\
Do you understand that all your answers to the tasks of this research 
will not be connected with your name, so that no one will be able to know 
who gave them? Yes □  No □
Do you know that if you chose to provide your e-mail address, it will be 
used only to inform you about the results of this research and will be 
deleted once used and will not be given to anybody else?
Yes □  No □
Would you like to take part in this research project? Yes □  No □
Please write your name here ______________________________________
Please Sign your name here _______________________  Date__________
If you are aged 17 or less, a parent/guardian also needs to read the 
attached sheet and give consent
Name of the researcher: Sami Alresaini
Signature Date
Appendix 8: E.2 Consent Form for Young Participants (English Version)
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Appendix 8: F.l Consent Form for Parents/Guardians of Young Participants (in 
Arabic)
ls* tejLiuA\ ^ j
<x!5
i f *  ciljjj A*-tt¿j-o Ajjxlil j^laJt a \\ (JJ -^oL-u .t)
<iuel^Jl AjlIII ^ *4  \\\ ^ 3  (—illIn  ¡j$\ jb  j  tt j i\  Inj^J
:</Vl ^  Sj^V1 j* J
4^ jl ti»aWriV^ (Jl^ uAl dia-Lli J  ^■ -*+\ -v \\ dlLa^ Ix-ftil A3_JJ L**i_ag dji^ fi t
□  (JlUij itiiunl jjlc. AjUyi uLuuj
pl^ jj jjjj UUi ujla-wuVl (3  ^til (jlj 3-wilj-ili t^ oojl/(^ ijl <SjLLa (ji l^c-1 .2
<■ iwu* <£j L!1aj aILuuJI diULull ¡_}*y iA-^ J j-Al ¿y* iJLawuuVl ¿Jl^ . aj! Ldaji c-i^ c.1 La£
Cj UIaj ¿yt
j^loj <^3 AAj^ )*-« (JjSj ¿jl uJjl .*<Jl AjjA j  4ft^ a^ 4 t^g-a <^3 ^IajI/^ -uI dlLlaJ ¿jl l^c-1 3^
juUj Lua ^jLk^y Jala (jl jlxl ¿jl Ldaji L-ijC-1 Lo£ .-L-iljOll
J | . t il l}  jj-a  ^ j a-oJ o j-ALl*  Ai.1% ^  AjIj  iA_tj|
□  ,i—iljJl sIa a£j LA> (_j.lt (jalji .4
¿Jjil l51_j Lu*a!1 __}-ai (^Jj
(>?ii»j1 jll jJU-o ,jj ^ L
¿Jjjll ¿^Ll!
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Appendix 8: F.2 Consent Form for Parents/Guardians of Young Participants (English 
Version)
C onsent to Participate in R esearch
Working title of Project:
Acquisition of Modern Standard Arabic by Speakers of Different Colloquial Arabic 
Varieties
Investigator: Sami Alresaini, MA; PhD student, Department of Language
and Linguistic Science, University of York
Please initial box
1. I confirm that I have read and understand the information sheet for the above 
study and have had the opportunity to ask questions. Also, I confirm that my 
questions have been answered satisfactorily by the researcher. | |
2. I understand that my son/daughter’s participation is voluntary and that I am free
to decide for them to withdraw at any time, without giving any reason. Also, 
I understand that if I decided for my son/daughter to withdraw at any time, all 
data that he/she provided will be removed from the research project. | |
3. I understand that my son/daughter’s answers to the tasks of this research will be
anonymous and he/she will not be identifiable as an individual in any of the 
research project outputs. Also, I understand that providing any e-mail address is 
for the sole purpose that we will be contacted to be given a summary of the 
research output and they will be deleted once used for this purpose. | |
4. I agree to that my son/daughter takes part in the above study.
Name of Participant’s Parent/Guardian Date Signature
Sami Alresaini
Researcher Date Signature
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Appendix 9: A. Participants Personal Information Form (in Arabic)
I Ml
-A/f............./ ....../....... ¿jJ j  .1
JA  □  □  :L y ^  .2
........... f (y*-Vi) Â iî/Æ J .3
?Cimi I 1 ^  i^-W a Î /\ ^  1 -y Tî ^ aLa t4
Auj^ e, A%^1 1 1 Ajj^jlÎI f3 A-iah-ilàJl Ajj^ aJl Q Aj^ j-<a-<Jl A_u^ aJl I I
?(^daj^Il l^ -lâ Laj) Oja (JjV dnA 3 \ aAV» «¿I^ aC. ¿)l£ ^  ,5
Ì wj^ I a Ì I )  d i l ^ d  d u n  n  d l ^ b o  ( j . i * \  I I d !  j d u  C ]  d i l j i* * >  n  d j l ^  J jä  I I
ülc- Cj LujIj J F3 ~y]| F~1 D  ? (jV l ■ajia'jll ^ll^lww* j ALa
; ^ j V I  ¡j *  t i J c .  j j l n l j  L a  ( j £  S j U i y i  . 7
; ' A Ì i l a / * ^ ì l a  d û £  l  A.Vlfi»
, ^ - wi_ ^ 1 a1| J l ^ l a  JaAS A - U ^ lÎI A d l i b  l ^ j â  J l l L S f l  J j  d n A  j  [ ~ |
tA a 1| A % f l " b  l ^ - i i  J l H a S f l  i * ' l ' ' ^ ' ‘"  A d o j j  d u A  j  Q
^ jui^ I aIÌ (J jlâ  A d a j ^ l l  j j i ]  t_ lA  j l  n
( J l j J o  .laAâ ^  ^  A j j ^ a J l  A d l i b  l^_lS ( J l i l a V t  * * ' A d l d j l  A^j ^ I a  d n A  J  |~~1 
.Au I ^ a ÎI A ^ i l b  ( J U i a V l  *-**. A d l d j l  A _ ^ ^ 1 a  j j  d u A  j  l~ l
tJaA à  ( J U ^ a V l  c d r d j  A d o j j  d u A ^  d n £  l l j  ^
.................................................................................................. U A  A d a j ^ l l  ^ u i l  ^ L
iJoA â te5^ * ^ d U  l $ J â  ( J U l a V l  Lh w ^ i  A d l d j l  A ^ m j I a  J )  d u A ^  d û £  | j j  9  
.................................................................................................... U A  A ^ i ^ L a l l  j a
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Personal Details
1. Date of birth (dd/mm/yyyy) :..................................
2. Gender: M F
3. What is (are) your native language(s)?.................................................................
4. What variety of Arabic do you speak at home?
□  Egyptian Arabic □  Gulf Arabic □  Syrian Arabic □  O ther..................
5. How old were you when you started going to school (including kindergarten)?
□  Before 3 years □  3 years □  4 years □  5 years □  6 years (primary school)
6. What is your current level of education?
□  Elementary □  Intermediate (G 7-9) □  High school (G10-12) □  Undergraduate
□  postgraduate
7. Please tick any of the following that apply to you:
When I was a child:
□  I went to a kindergarten in which children speak Standard Arabic only.
□  I went to a kindergarten in which children speak the local colloquial variety 
of Arabic.
□  I did not go to a kindergarten before primary school.
□  I went to a primary school in which children speak Standard Arabic only.
□  I went to a primary school in which children speak the local colloquial 
variety of Arabic.
8. If you went to a kindergarten in which children speak Standard Arabic only,
what is the name of that school? .......................................................................... .
9. If you went to a primary school in which children speak Standard Arabic only,
what is the name of that school? ................................................
A ppendix 9: B. Participants Personal Inform ation Form  (E nglish  V ersion)
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Abbreviations
AJT Acceptability Judgment Task
AoA Age of Arrival
AoE Age of first Exposure
ASL American Sign Language
CA Colloquial Arabic
CEA Colloquial Egyptian Arabic
CGA Colloquial Gulf Arabic
CLA Colloquial Levantine Arabic
CR-P Conversation Role-Play task
CPH Critical Period Hypothesis
CV Colloquial Variety
E-CEA speakers of Colloquial Egyptian Arabic with Early exposure
E-CGA speakers of Colloquial Gulf Arabic with Early exposure
E-CLA speakers of Colloquial Levantine Arabic with Early exposure
LI first language
L1A first language acquisition
L2 second language
L2A second language acquisition
LAD the language acquisition device
L-CEA speakers of Colloquial Egyptian Arabic with Late exposure
L-CGA speakers of Colloquial Gulf Arabic with Late exposure
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Abbreviations
L-CLA speakers of Colloquial Levantine Arabic with Late exposure
LDC Linguistic Data Consortium
MSA Modem Standard Arabic
MSA-IP Modem Standard Arabic Immersion Program
SA Standard Arabic
SEA Standard Arabic spoken in Egyptian region
SGA Standard Arabic spoken in Gulf region
SLA Standard Arabic spoken in Levantine region
UG Universal Grammar
\
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